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SUSAN ELIZABE~H REED 
A MEETING OF MINDS ACROSS THE WORKSPACE: 
COMMON GROUND ·IN COLLABORATIVE DESIGN 
This thesis reports an exploratiori:of how the use and construction of external 
representations through methods: of signalling and conversational grounding, support the sharing 
of ideas for spatial design tasks and how that support changes as a function of access to a shared 
works pace, external representations and memory support. Further aims of the study were to 
develop a coding scheme to identify the use oflanguage in;establishing and maintaining mutual 
understanding between collaborators. Pilot studies identified appropriate tasks relating to visual 
problem-solving design tasks for use in the main studies. For the main studies, video recordings 
were obtained, coded and time-stamped and analysis of the duration.of grounding and activity 
codes, as well as concurrent grounding and activity, was carried on the impact of tasks and 
constraints on communication. For the first study 36 pairs of participants were used to investigate 
collaborative problem-solving and visual access .to a shared workspace was varied. Forthe 
second: study, 30 pairs of participants were used to investigate·how 'learned? solutions are 
communicated. Again visual accessJo a shared workspace was varied, together with the 
manipulation of the opportunity for communicators to have access to external representations and 
memory support. Evidence was obtained to support the principles of 'co-operation' and 'least 
collaborative effort' in·conversation. Differences in the use and construction of external 
representations were discussed in terms of compensations, and change·s in dyadic interactivity, 
made as a function of limitations in the media settings and the purpose of the joint activity. Other 
issues emerged relating to perceived' communication efficacy as a result of a divided workspace 
focus and competition between problem-solving and grounding resources. These findings:have 
implications for design cognition and communication as well as the technological support offered 
to support such activities. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS 
AND REVIEW OF 
Chapter I 
DESIGN RESEARCH AND THE COGNITIVE BENEFITS OF 
EXTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS 
"Solving aproblem simply means representing it so as to make the solution transparent ..... a.deeper 
understanding of how representations are created and how they contribute to the sollllion of problems will 
become an esse/Ilia/ component in the future theory of design" (Simon, 1981 p. 132). 
"Everything we do is rooted in information we hGI'e about our surroundings, activities, perceptions, emotions, 
plans, interests. Everything we do jointly with others is also rooted in this information, but only in that part we 
think they share with us." (Clark, 1996 p. 92) 
1.1 Introduction to the Thesis 
The above two quotations prov.ide a broad indication of the essence of this thesis. ~he first 
suggests that the construction and use of external representations have the potential to contribute to 
problem-solving activities such as individual design. ~he second highlights the existence and 
potential effects of the environment on such activities, together with the implications for the sharing 
of ideas and solutions in joint activities, such as collaborative design. Of course there is nothing 
simple about representing it (problems) so.as to mctke the solution transparent, and indeed, it is 
unlikely that this is what Herbert Simon meant. 
When thinking about problem-solving as·a collaborative activity in different environmental 
settings, the task may become even less simple and a number of extra responsibilities for 
collaborators become evident. For instance, an appropriate choice from a number of external 
representations to be constructed and used, such as writing, sketching and interacting with tables or 
diagrams, has to be made. In addition, the interaction between internal and external representations, 
as well as between eo-collaborators has to be managed. lt is not only information that is required to 
be shared but the meaning of that information, as intended by the communicator, also is required to 
be shared. Finally, these choices about the use and-construction of external representations and the 
Chapter I 
way ·in which they are used to contribute to problem-solving, sharing information and social 
interaction in collaborative design, may vary as a function of the medium through which the activity 
takes place. For instance, there is a considerable drive for innovative,technological systems to 
support collaborators who are geographically distributed. 
The broad aim of this thesis was to carry out an exploration of how the use and construction 
of external representations, support the sharing of ideas for collaborative design tasks and how that 
support varies as a function of changes in media settings. In Chapter I following this introduction, a 
review of individual and collaborative design research will be presented. The background to design 
research from different philosophical viewpoints is discussed, followed by a review of some 
empirical studies which highlight the different design strategies used and the requirement for 
ensuring that information is fully shared and evaluated in collaborative design. The necessity for 
external representations in design is discussed and the notion of 'distributed cognition' proposed by 
Edwin Hutch ins (1994) is introduced·and explored. Justifications are proposed for a more 
comprehensive model of distributed cognition, to include the use and construction of external 
representations as well as how they might be used to contribute to problem-solving and 
communication in collaborative design. Finally, some cognitive benefits ofthe·use·of external 
representations in individual problem-solving, and how these benefits· are thought to occur, are 
described. Design cognition is not intended to be part of the experimental focus ofthis.thesis but is 
discussed as a fundamental part of design generally and the specific design tasks to be used in the 
forthcoming studies. 
Chapter 2 focuses on the role of external representations in individual and collaborative 
design in relation to specific design related activities such as sketching and.gesturing. An alleged 
relationship between sketching, imagery and insight problem-solving (Fish & Scrivener, 1990) is 
discussed, together with issues concerning the extent to which gestures are directly communicative, 
whether intentionally so or not, and the extent to which they support individuals in preparing verbal 
language for communicating visual information. The final section of this chapter shows how four 
cognitive characteristics of collaborative design might be supported by specific design related 
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activities. These four characteristics are individual reasoning, sharing information, grounding 
information (i.e. shared meaning), and verbalisation. Finally, a fully integrated,model of distributed 
cognition is proposed, only a part of which is intended to be-explored in this .thesis- how the use and 
construction of external representations contribute to the sharing and grounding of information as 
well as.the preparation of verbal language for communicating visual information. 
Chapter 3 introduces Herbert Clark's ( 1996) model of 'language use' and presents evidence 
for the existence of 'principles of co-operativeness and least collaborative effort' in conversation. 
The concept of common ground and mutual understanding is discussed, together with the issues 
surrounding the extent to which mutual understanding can be verified, as well as-the role of common 
ground in language preparation. An important part ofClark's model of 'language use' is the way in 
which different methods of signalling, are used by interlocutors in conversation to convey 
information about the content of the conversation, as well as the process by which communication is 
achieved. These signals incorporate describing-as through speech, demonstrating through depictive 
gestures and indicating by pointing to specific referents. This chapter goes on to suggest ways in 
which collaborative design related activities could be mapped onto these different methods of 
signalling. 
More specific aims ofthis thesis were:-
• To develop coding schemes based on Herbert Cl ark's com•ersational grounding mechanisms 
and non-verba/methods of signalling. 
To use these coding schemes: 
• To identify differences in the construction and use of external representations through 
methods of signalling and conversational grounding for referential spatial and conceptual 
spatia/tasks. 
• To·investigate how the construction and use of external representations through methods of 
signalling and conversational grounding support the sharing and grounding of ideas as well 
as the verbalisation of spatial information as a function of access to a shared works pace, 
external representations and memory support. 
• To provide evidence for the principles of 'leas/collaborative effort' and 'co-operation' 
between.collaborators 
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Chapter 4 comprises a brief overview of the development of the tasks and coding schemes·as 
well as the main studies. Chapter 5 describes a series of pilot studies designed to evaluate existing 
and newly developed visual problem-solving tasks for use in the main studies. Attention was paid to 
the extent to which they would elicit workspace activities such as sketching, pointing, writing and 
gesturing. They were also evaluated for the extent to which they exhibited a distinction between 
well-defined and ill-defined characteristics; as well as referential spatial and conceptual spatial 
components. Chapter 6 showed how speech and activity coding schemes were developed based on 
the methods of signalling and conversational grounding proposed by Clark and others (Clark, 1996; 
Clark & Brennan, 1993; Clark & Schaefer, 1989), together with other methodological issues pertinent 
to the studies in the thesis. Chapters 7 to 9 describe a study (Study I), designed to explore the use 
and construction of external representations for collaborative visual problem-solving tasks as a 
function of varying visualaccessto a shared workspace. Chapters 10 to 12 reports a second study 
(Study 2) which focuses on how communicators share and ground learned information with one 
another. This study was similar in many respects to Study I, although in addition to visual access to 
a shared works pace being varied, the opportunity of using and constructing external representations, 
as well as the provision of memory support, was also manipulated. 
1.2 A review of individual and collaborative design 
1.2.1 Background to design research 
Herbert Si m on ( 1981 )described design as being '" ..... concerned with how things ought to be 
-how they ought to be in order to. attain goals and tojunction." (p. 4). He proposes that a theory of 
design should incorporate such topics as evaluation through algorithms for choosing optimal 
alternatives and a combination of algorithms and heuristics for choosing satisfactory alternatives. 
Emphasis was placed on information processing involving a search for alternatives. Prescriptive 
accounts of design on the other hand, such as that proposed by Pahl & Beitz ( 1984) for educational 
purposes, derives from the logical analysis of tasks and focuses on a systematic approach to the 
design process- on what should be done and in what order, as opposed to how humans should 
cognitively achieve this. Pahl and Beitz also suggest that this design process should be carried out 
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systematically such that a number of alternative solutions at each level of abstraction should be 
evaluated before proceeding to the next level of detail. There are clear advantages to this kind of 
systematic approach in that it reducesthe chance that time, money and effort in detailing what 
subsequently transpires to be an unsatisfactory design solution will be made. Others have 
characterised design from a more experiential perspective such as Schon ( 1983) and Goldschmidt 
(1991) who emphasise the reflective and dialectic nature of design respectively- both highlighting 
the interactive nature of design thinking and the drawings or diagrams derived from that thinking. 
The different perspectives of design outlined above have generally reflected a historical 
philosophical dichotomy between rational thinking based on the views of Descartes, and experiential 
thinking based on the views of philosophers such as Heiddeger (Coyne & Snodgrass, 1993). These 
philosophical views have differentially influenced researchers in design with regard to how human 
behaviour in general, and the design process in particular, is perceived as well as its methodological 
treatment. For instance, those influenced by the rational stance were more likely to perceive design 
as a logical problem-solving task explainable in terms of symbolic information processing systems 
(Simon, 1981; Archer, 1970). Those influenced by experiential approaches however, were more 
likely to perceive design as intuitive that can only properly be studied in naturalistic settings 
(Bucciarelli, 1988; Schon, 1983). Many tributaries of research ·have emerged from these different 
views encompassing such disciplines as computer science, design practice and education, sociology, 
ethnography, cognitive science, cognitive psychology and social psychology, both for individuals as 
well as eo-located and distributed groups. 
The following sections will review some of the research that is.beginning to,bridge the 
differences in design·research, as well as theories of how these different threads of research might be 
incorporated into a more unified model for future research. Indeed, as shall be seen, much empirical 
research on the design process as a problem-solving task with prescriptive strategies has increasingly 
involved naturalistic design settings (e.g., Ball, Evans, Dennis, & Ormerod, 1997; Ball, Evans, & 
Dennis, 1994) and others who support a more experientialist view have incorporated issues of design 
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cognition e,g., (Schon, 1988; Eastman, 1970; Goldschmidt, 1994; Goldschmidt, 1989; Goldschmidt, 
1991). 
1.2.2 Empirical design research 
The prescriptive account of design, as highlighted above, advocates the evaluation of a 
number of alternative solutions at each level of abstraction. This has become known as a top-down, 
breadth-first method and·compares with a top-down, depth-first method where designers fail to 
evaluate alternative solutions and instead focus on elaborating and developing just one solution. Top-
down strategies involve the progression from abstract to more detailed forms and a breadth-first 
strategy allows the connectivity between a number of different options to be simultaneously observed 
and evaluated at an abstract level before proceeding in a depth-first, or more detailed, fashion with a 
single option. These prescriptive·strategies are based on task analysis where the satisfactory or 
optimum solution is assumed to be located within a search space where certain criteria have been met 
and take no account of the limitations of human information-processing systems. 
There is however evidence that designers deviate .from such systematic strategies. For 
instance, whilst expert computer programmers tended to comply with a top-down, breadth first 
strategy, novice programmers employed a more top-down, depth-first strategy (Jeffries, Turner, 
Poison, & Atwood, 1981 ). Similar results were found for expert, (Ball et al., 1997) and pre-expert 
electronic engineers (Ball et al., 1994). Furthermore, there is evidence of opportunistic activity where 
expert software engineers (Visser, 1990; Guindon, 1990) and mechanical engineers.(Uilman, 
Dietterich, & Stauffer, 1988) were often seen to deviate from a predominantly top-down, breadth-first 
strategy and therefore suggested that the design process is often unstructured. Ball and•Ormerod 
( 1995) dispute these claims of unstructured design based on opportunistic behavioUr. They argue 
firstly, that Guindon's definition of opportunism istoo·restricting, referring to any deviation from 
breadth-first as opportunistic and secondly, that this intermittent opportunistic behaviour was often 
depth-first processing and that an inter-mixing between these two strategies maybe an important and 
structured beneficial aspect of an overall design strategy (Ball et al., 1997). Perhaps then, the present 
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focus on such prescribed models of design strategy should be replaced by a more flexible theory 
which seeks to.understand this intermixing and the role it plays in reaching good design solutions. 
Si m on (198·1) highlighted the question of whether a good solution is an optimum solution or 
just a satisfactory solution in his theory of design. An optimum solution is rarely achievable due to 
limitations in human information processing and he introduced the term satisficing to describe the 
search for a satisfactory solution based on design goals and criteria. Evidence of satisficing in a 
longitudinal study of electronic designers has been found by Ball et al ( 1994) and they have presented 
a model of design processes involving a 'design schema', which is: built up through experience of 
general design processing techniques·and domain specific knowledge. These design schemas, which 
are more developed for expert designers, are thought to assist in coping with unexpected 
contingencies. This is supported' by others who claim that experts spontaneously recognise the.types 
of problems encountered, strategies for dealing with them as well as their implications (Kiein, 1987) 
and that they access rules from underlying domain specific types (Schiin, 1988) and prototypes 
(Gero, 1990). Design research in.cognitive psychology therefore has shown that design is not carried 
out in an invariantly systematic way but neither is it unstructured. Design processes are structured.to 
the extent that novices initially tend to adopt a top-down, depth first strategy but over time develop 
'design schemas' ·based on increasing knowledge and experience, resulting in.a predominantly top-
down, breadth-first strategy, intermixed with informed depth-first deviations. 
Donald Schiin1( 1992; 1983) considers design to be largely intuitive and that rational 
problem-solving techniques are unsuitable for explaining design, in particular for teaching design. 
From observations of individual architects, he claims that whilst design is essentially a problem-
solving exercise, the most important aspect of design is the constructive character of the design 
problem-solving activity. Whilst this view is not dissimilar to other problem-solving approaches, 
Schiin focuses his analysis of architectural design on the role of the situation and claims that design is 
a 'reflective conversation with the situation' (Schiin, 1983). Designers create a unique design world 
by manipulating and constructing objects and their relationships with each other by the use of 
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drawing, language and modelling. Language and drawing are often carried out in parallel with each 
other and either protocol on its own may be uninterpretable withoutthe other. 
Schtin suggests that this process is a generic, design-specific process which he calls 
'reflection-in-action' (Schtin, 1988) and is carried out via a process of 'seeing' something, 'drawing' 
something in relation to it and 'seeing' theresult (Schtin & Wiggins, 1992). 'Seeing' in this context 
is not just perceptual but conceptual, involving evaluation. Schtin's criticism of rational problem-
solving approaches centres around the idea that as each design problem is unique, designing involves 
being able to determine how each problem should be tackled and this is usually left to experienced 
skilled designers. He argues that if this skill is to be effectively taught, a problem-solving approach 
would not be appropriate. Clearly there appears to be a degree of similarity between Ball et al's (Ball 
et al., 1994) 'design schemas' and Schtin's (1988) view of a generic, design-specific, 'reflection-in-
action' skill developed· over time through experience, highlighting common ground between two 
somewhat different views. 
A similar approach to design, again architectural, is that of Gabriella Goldschmidt who also 
highlights an interaction between sketching and thinking. Goldschmidt ( 1991) analysed design 
protocols of individual architects and found that they continually switched between figural and 
conceptual arguments through a process of 'seeing as', which is essentially perceptual i.e. 'what does 
it look like?', and 'seeing that' which is conceptual i.e. 'how will it work in relation/a design 
goals?'. Both these approaches to design therefore have attempted to establish links between the 
content and the process of design as well as highlighting an important role for drawing. Others also 
have highlighted the need to account for external representations such as drawing in design (Simon, 
1981; Smith & Browne, 1993; Eastman, 1970) and the role of external representations, and sketching 
in particular, will be discussed in detail below. In addition, Schtin ( 1988) also proposes that the 
design of artifacts or systems is a social activity that is.rarely carried out in complete isolation, and 
that interpretations of each other's design worlds, both within and between different disciplines is 
essential. This approach therefore highlights the need for an awareness of socially shared cognition in 
collaborative design, which is the next focus for discussion, 
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1.2.3 Collaborative design 
A considerable amount of research has focused on strategies in collaborative design e.g. 
(Oison, Olson, Storrosten, Carter, Herbsleb, & Rueter, 1996; Ball & Onnerod, 2000), and the social 
and communicative aspects of collaborative design e.g. (Cross & Cross, 1995; Brereton, Cannon, 
Mabogunje, & Leifer, 1996). Olson et al ( 1996) analysed patterns of clarification and,evaluation of 
different alternative solutions, together with co-ordination activities, in software engineering groups. 
It was found that only 66% of alternative solutions were evaluated which, like the research·on 
individual designers, may lead to the possibility of sub-optimal solutions. A similar study identified 
patterns of design activity relating to the extent to which questions, options and criteria (QOC) were 
proposed by participants in industrial design groups (Ball.& Ormerod, 2000). They found an increase 
in the evaluation of options but these were largely proposed by the 'Project Champion' and it was 
concluded that the negative aspect of failing to evaluate all options may to some extent be 'managed 
out'. This 'managing out' could perhaps.be achieved by the cultivation of asking and answering 
questions and the encouragement of self-explanation (see below for evidence of the beneficial effects 
of questions and self-explanation). 
The cultivation of asking and answering questions may be facilitated, in both individual and 
collaborative design, by notational systems intended to capture 'design rationale'. Design rationale is 
a representation of the reasoning behind the design of an artefact and it is proposed that considerable 
design benefits can be obtained if this reasoning can be 'interrogated' in subsequent design sessions 
and reused appropriately in order to remedy the observed failures in evaluating alternative options 
(Moran & Carroll, 1996). Design rationale has been represented by non technical notational systems 
such as QOC (MacLean, YoUng, Bellotti, & Moran, 1996), which was noted above. QOC tries to 
identify key design issues through Questions, provide possible answers to the Questions by 
identifying and·evaluating Options and assessing and comparing the Options by means of identifying 
and evaluating relevant Criteria. The employment of this notational system has been found to be 
useful when elaborating poorly understood design spaces, although disruptive when evaluating well-
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constrained design spaces (Shum & Hammond, 1994; Shum, MacLean, Bellotti, & Hammond, 1997), 
and therefore provides evidence for the importance of the practice of asking and answering questions 
in design. This kind of research is valuable for providing information for computer aided design 
systems to support design cognition but clearly other kinds of research are needed for the 
communicative and task related· activities necessary for collaborative design. 
Some of this collaborative research focuses specifically on socially oriented processes in 
design such as negotiating conflict across cultural, professional and political boundaries 
(Sonnenwald, 1996; Brereton et al., 1996). Whilst acknowledging the importance of this emphasis on 
cultural and political processes in design groups, these specific areas of design will not be considered 
here but rather the discussion will be focussed on the idea that the whole of the collaborative design 
process, including cognition, is a social process. In an observational study of a group of designers, 
employing protocol analysis techniques, this is precisely what Cross & Cross ( 1995) concluded i.e. 
that collaborative design is a social process, interacting with technical and cognitive processes. They 
found that effective design depended on the extent to which groups could reach a.shared 
understanding of the problem, particularly in the early, conceptual stages of design (Cross & Cross, 
1995), could successfully carry out communication and co-ordination within the group (Marrnolin, 
Sundblad, & Pehrson, 1991) and could access and utilise information via a process of asking 
questions and pursuing answers (Rouse & Cody, 1989). lt should be noted that even where design is 
carried out by individuals, at some point during the process, the design issues are likely to be shared, 
evaluated and perhaps modified in conjunction with others. 
l!he above finding regarding the benefits of asking questions and pursuing answers, is 
supported by others who found that a collaborative discovery task in a scientific domain was 
enhanced when students made requests of each other for explanations (Okada & Simon, 1997), that 
the acquisition of knowledge is facilitated through elaborative interrogation, (Willoughby, Wood, 
McDerrnott, & McLaren, 2000), and that students prompted to self-explain while solving analytical 
reasoning problems performed better than those who were just told to think aloud (Neuman & 
Schwarz, 1998). Larson & Christensen,( 1993) observed groups of problem-solvers and concluded 
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that whether or not an unshared piece of infonnation was shared, depended on,the cognitive ability 
and motivation of the informer to produce the infonnation, together with the specific problem-solving 
functionHequired in order to reach a solution. In addition, Bucciarelli (1988).carried out 
ethnographic studies on engineering designers and concluded that design did not constitute the 
produced artifact or the knowledge of any one participant or discipline. He suggests that these are 
only the ingredients and that design is the process by which the ingredients are manipulated. 
Research has also been carried out with regard to the kind ofworkspace activities and 
external representations used in individual and collaborative design. It has been found that designers 
typically carry out a large amount of freehand sketching during the early, creative stages· of design. 
In collaborative design the intermixing of sketching, gesturing around diagrams, and writing is 
prevalent for product designers (Mazijoglou, Scrivener, & Clark, 1996) software designers·(Biy, 
1988; Tang, 1991 ), mechanical engineers (Reed & Re id, 2000; Re id, Reed, & Edworthy, 1999) 
(Scrivener & Clark, 1994).and graphic designers,(Schenk, 1991). Many studies have identified 
certain functions of design related activities and these will be discussed more fully in Chapters 2 & 3. 
Briefly however, functions include the storing and expressing. of ideas as well as mediating 
communication (Tang, 1991; Tang & Leifer, 1988), providing a solution-focused discourse as 
opposed to information-focused discourse (Mazijoglou et al., 1996), facilitating the expression of 
ideas, as well as providing a focus for attention (Biy, 1988), facilitating combined drawing activity 
(Scrivener & 'Palmen, 1991 ), mediating the interaction between figural and conceptual reasoning 
(Goldschmidt, 1991; Reid et al., 1999) and as well as the conversational exchanges between 
collaborators to establish and maintain mutual understanding (Reid & Reed, 2000; Reid & Reed, 
2000; Reid et al., 1999). 
1.2.4 Summary and conclusions 
From the foregoing research therefore it appears that the extent to which optimum design 
strategies are adopted may depend upon the development of 'design schemas' built up over time 
through the acquisition of knowledge and experience. It also appears that the extent to which this 
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acquisition of knowledge and experience is acquired and evaluated may often depend upon the 
efficiency with which information is shared. There is also evidence of a close relationship between 
thinking and the use of external representations such as drawings and·diagrams which may be 
fundamental to the intuitive aspects of design. This line of research focusing on socially shared 
cognition, whilst recognising a cognitive and communicative role for external representations in the 
task environment, appears to be intuitively useful as a framework for understanding design processes. 
A model that goes some way to•accommodating this framework is the model of Distributed Cognition 
proposed by Edwin Hutch ins ( 1993) which has attempted to incorporate the cognitive, social and 
contextual aspects, including physical activity, of collaborative behaviour. 
1.3 Distributed cognition 
In a team navigation exercise, Hutchins and others (Hutch ins, 1990; Hutch ins & Klausen, 
1992; Hutchins, 1994), focused on how activities and information are socially, technologically and 
temporally distributed between people and artifacts, by cognitive processes. Observational techniques 
and natural, unprompted, verbal protocols·ofteam navigation exercises for guiding a large ship into a 
harbour, and within the cockpit of an aeroplane, were employed. It was concluded that projects 
involving a number of workers, with overlapping distribution of expertise, provide more explicit and 
implicit learning opportunities for novices, together with error detection benefits. Distributed 
cognition appears to incorporate a number of the components of collaborative design that are needed 
in a unified model, such as the effects of social co-ordination and interaction with the environment, 
on cognitive processes. This framework however, does not include ways of identifying precise 
effects of interactions.between inforniation processing mechanisms and social or technological 
aspects ofthe·environment. 
Rogers & Ellis ( 1994) have elaborated Hutch ins' theory of cognitive distribution. They have 
put forward an allernative framework for analysing and explaining collaborative work whose central 
unit of analysis is the interaction between internal and external representations across a collection of 
individuals and artifacts. They suggest that cognitive activities should be viewed as computations, or 
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changes, in representational states across internal representations and external representations as a 
function of incoming information from the environment. They propose that knowledge is distributed 
across representational states via communicative pathways such as verbal and non-verbal activity, the 
transformation.of information between different modalities, together with the construction of new 
representations via a combination of internal and external representations. 
Don aid Norman ( 1991) has called external representations 'cognitive artifacts' which he 
describes as " ... . an artificial device designed to maintain, display, or operate upon information in 
order to sen•e a represelllational function" (p. 25). External representations in this sense incorporate 
everything in the environment relevant to the overall activity that is taking place- memory aids such 
as·text, diagrams or sketches and computational devices such as calculators. These·kinds of 
representations are referred to•by Donald Norman as surface representations as they are symbols that 
are constantly visible. lt will be shown below that the visibility of these representations provide more 
than just memory support but also support internal computations, not only through the external 
representations themselves, but through the construction of external representations such as drawing, 
gesturing and writing. Internal representations refer to internal structures for storing and processing 
information including memory, attentional and reasoning processes, cognitive strategies as well as 
perceptual processing and imagery. 
In support of Rogers and El lis's theory, Zhang ( 1998) has found that group problem-solving 
behaviour changes according to how internal and external representations arc distributed-across the 
representations of individuals -the more components of the problem that were represented 
externally, the easier the problem became (see below for a fuller description). Clearly this theory 
begins to suggest ways in which to study how external and internal representations might interact to 
support cognition. 
Distributed cognition incorporates the notion of shared cognition which is distributed across 
internal and external representations. What this theory does not account for however is the way in 
which information. is distributed or communicated between people in order that the information 
communicated is understood. Showing that information can be distributed across a number of 
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internal representations via external representations does not necessarily guarantee that meaning is 
shared. Collaborative design is prevalent and-can be more productive than individual design, but only 
if a shared understanding is achieved. In addition, the information to be distributed 1'nust come from 
the environment, either through speech or other forms of external representations such as text, 
drawings etc. The theory of distributed cognition does not specifically address how external 
representations and their construction through design activities might bring about the 'computations, 
or changes, in representational states' outlined above. Therefore, it is proposed that a unified model 
of design must attempt to address how specific· external representations, and design activities interact 
with theories of communication to not only disseminate information across multiple internal minds, 
but to ensure mutual understanding. 
Studies have been carried out to observe how shared understanding in different settings is 
achieved and maintained (Ciark & Brennan, 1993; Clark, 1996; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). 
Studies have also been carried out relating design activities (the use and construction of external 
representations)to design cognition (Tang & Leifer, 1988; Bly, 1988; Purcell & Gero, 1998). 
However, as far as the author is aware, the only studies carried out to investigate the relationship 
between specific external representations and the communication of information, is by Re id and 
others (Reid et al., 1999). They have found evidence in pre-expert engineering design teams (Reid et 
al., 1999; Re id & Reed, 2000) and dyads of novice designers (Reed & Re id, 2000)·of a complex 
relationship between design activities and the communication of design information. 
It is intended therefore, in the first three chapters of this thesis, to endeavour to bring together 
in a unified model of design, a distributed cognition approach that includes and focuses on this 
complex relationship. The remainder of this chapter will review research regarding the role of 
external representations in problem-solving generally, whilst the role of external representations in 
individual and. collaborative design will be discussed in Chapter 2. The pragmatics of design 
communication and the role played by external representations, will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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1.4 External representations 
In his book The Sciences of the Artificial, 1-ierbert Si m on ( 1981) said "Solving a problem 
simply means representing it so as to make the solution transparent" (p.132). As it will be shown 
below, this is exactly what external representations do- they are able to represent things in a way that 
aspects of the problem.can be directly perceived, minimising internal computations. Smith & 
Browne ( 1993) consider that representations, internal and external, are the 'language of design' and 
Eastman (:1970) found a correspondence between the representations used and the constraints 
designers considered. If this is tme then· appropriate representation use may be critical for ensuring 
that options are sufficiently evaluated against relevant criteria in design. Representations can support 
translations such as function to structure (Gero, 1990) and concepts to descriptions ofphysical 
objects (Rosenman & Gero, 1998). A representation is a depiction of something else (Smith & 
Browne, 1993) and may be either internal representations in the brain, or external representations 
such as graphs, tables, charts, different kinds of diagrams, maps, drawings and pictures (Cox & Brna, 
1995). 
The inclusion of the .role of external representations has been somewhat neglected in 
experimental research in favour of a focus on internal processing modes of cognition. However, this 
does not mean that external representations are not thought to be important, especially the interaction 
between internal representations and external representations. Vera & Si m on ( 1994) stress that "A 
fundamental problem for cognitive modelers is to interleave internal and externa/. states in orderto 
achieve nalllralistic behm•iour" (page 12). An important research question relates to the effect of 
external representations on cognition- to what extent do people use external representations when 
solving problems, are they helpful and if so, why? 
1.4.1 Cognitive benefits of external representations 
The extent to which people use external representations in problem-solving has been 
addressed by Cox & Bma ( 1995) who found that university undergraduates carrying out analytical 
reasoning problems used a wide range of external representations across different problems, 
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indicating considerable individual differences in their preferences with regard to external 
representations. They often switched between multiple representations on a single problem 
indicating that different stages of a problem require different kinds of external representations and 
this was related to impasses, solution time and problem difficulty. The types of external 
representations used were different kinds of diagrams, graphs, tabulations, logic structures, lists and 
natural language, taken from Lohse et al, ( 1995). They also found that subjects often used 'wrong' 
external representations quite.successfully- identification of 'wrong' representations was based on 
previous suggestions regarding appropriate-representation selection (Marzano, Brand!, Hughes, 
Jones, & et al, 1988). In addition, as noted above, many others in individual and collaborative design 
studies have also found that external representations, such as writing, drawing and gesturing around 
diagrams, are extensively used. 
With regard to the question of whether external representations are helpful, Cox & Brna 
( 1995) found that providing subjects had,prior knowledge of different kinds of external 
representations and their appropriate use, then external representations were indeed helpful for 
solving analytical problems. They also found that the use of multiple external represenlations was 
most effective, particularly with more.complex problems, with no single external representation 
being universally beneficial. Other evidence of ER efficacy comes from studies carried out on 
different perceptual representations of the Tower of Hanoi problem (Zhang, 1994) and the Tic Tac 
Toe problem (Zhang, 1997). This efficacy was only evident however when the representations were 
consistent with the·task structure (see below). 
The question of why certain external representations might be· beneficial is more complex and 
there are a number of views regarding this. The most obvious and intuitive cognitive benefit is that 
of memory. The limitations of working memory for verbal (Baddeley, 1992) and visual/spatial 
information (Logie, 1986) necessitate the use ofwritten.material and.drawings to extend working 
memory of relevant task specific information .such as goal states, form permanent archives·and allow 
memory to be shared (Zhang, 1997; Zhang, 1994). However, whilst undoubtedly an important 
benefit there are other less obvious advantages of external representations. Lark in & Si m on (1987) 
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have shown how informationally and computationally equivalent diagrammatic (relations·between 
locations) and sentential (formal language) representations might differ in the extent to which they 
facilitate mathematical and physics problems. Two representations are informationally equivalent if 
all of the information in one is also inferable from the other. Representations are computationally 
equivalent if they are informationallyequivalent with the addition that the ease and speed with which 
inferences can be drawn is· also equivalent. They suggest that diagrammatic and sentential 
representations support operators that differ in the extent to which they are able to<recognise patterns, 
in the inferences that can be carried out and their control strategies, particularly with regard to 
searching. For instance, as diagrammatic information is organised by location it provides explicit 
information required to make inferences at a single location, with cues to the next logical step being 
observable at an adjacent location. 
Scaife and Rogers ( 1996) have criticised Lark in & Simon's ( 1987) assumption that 
perceptual inferences are inherently easier to process than symbolic inferences. They suggest that 
diagrams change the nature of the task so that the task is easier or more difficult depending on an 
individual's experience with perceptual inferencing i.e. whether they have operators that match the 
external display (Lark in, 1989). Norman ( 1991) shows how cognitive artifacts either enhance 
cognition or change the task depending on whether the task is viewed as a system which includes the 
person, the artifact and the task, or as a personal view which includes only the artifact and the task. 
On this basis, although diagrams are able to enhance the cognition of the 'system' for the individual, 
they change the task, making it easier or harder depending on that individual's experience with 
diagrammatic·operators. 
Scaife & Rogers ( 1996) identified three central characteristics in helping to explain external 
representations, particularly with respect to graphical representations- computational offloading, re-
representation and graphical constraining. This framework allocates more weight to the role of 
external representations than the original computational model proposed by Lark in & Si m on ( 1987). 
Computational offloading refers to the extent to which graphical representations help to reduce the 
cognitive effort required by supporting working memory as well as enabling solutions to be more 
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easily 'read-off', thereby reducing search time. This is similar to Larkin & Simon's model. Re-
representation refers to the extent to which the way in which graphical representations are presented 
interferes with or facilitates conceptual understanding. A good example of this is shown by 
differences in solving the problem '68 xiO' which is much easier for most of us than solving the 
problem 'LXVIII x X' (Zhang, 1994). Graphical constraining refers,to the extent to which graphical 
representation structures map onto the internal representation structures relating to the task domain. 
For example, the value of diagrams for solving formal logic problems is thought to be due to their 
'weak expressiveness' (Stenning & Overlander, 1995), that is, they explicitlydisplay and restrict 
perceptual interpretations. A good example of this kind of restriction is a graphical depiction of a 
knife, fork and plate- whilst a sentential representation of 'a knife, fork and plate' provides no 
information regarding their relationship to each other, a graphical representation can only give one 
restricted relational view. 
These three cognitive effects of external representations have been shown to be empirically 
valid in problem-solving tasks designed to study the processing of information distributed across the 
internal mind and the external environment. Performance for isomorphic and informationally 
equivalent versions of the Tower of Hanoi{TOH) problem (Zhang, 1994) was shown to be 
determined by the number of internal and external rules. For instance, the familiar 'three discs on 
three poles' version of the TOH problem has two internal rules, Rule I -"only one disk can be 
transferred at a time" and Rule 2 - "a disk can only be transferred to a pole on which it will be the 
largest" and one external rule, Rule 3- "only the largest disk on a pole can be transferred to another 
pole". The first two are internal as they are explicitly given in the instructions and have to be held in 
working memory throughout the task. The third rule is external and does not have to be given in the 
instructions as the physical structure of the disks and poles, together with the first rule, guarantee that 
it will be followed. 
Isomorphic problems ofTOH were used in order to vary the number of internal and external 
representations. For instance, an isomorphic problem containing a scenario where a waitress delivers 
three different sized cups of coffee only needs Rule I to be internal. Rules 2 and 3 are externalised in 
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that the physical constraints, and.cultural perceptions regarding spilling coffee as anti-social 
behaviour, preclude smaller cups being placed on a larger cups, Zhang & Norman ( 1994) found that 
performance was enhanced for problems With more external representations. This is what Stenning & 
Oberlander (1995) call 'weak expressiveness' and Scaife & Rogers.(Scaife & Rogers, 1996) call 
'graphical constraining'. As mentioned above, Zhang ( 1998) also found that group problem-solving 
behaviour changed as a function of manipulating the extent to which the internal and external 
representations were distributed across individual representations- pairs who were given all three 
rules were better than pairs who shared different rules. 
lt can be seen that the findings of these studies encapsulate all three components proposed by 
Scaife & Rogers in an interdependent manner. Graphical representations benefit problem-solvers 
through:- graphical constraining by restricting and explicitly emphasising the kinds of inferences that 
can be made, re-representation because the graphical constraints serve to re-represent the·problem, 
and in this case make it easier, and by computational offloading as graphical constraints reduce 
search time and rules do not have to be held in working memory but arc continuously displayed. 
1. 5 Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter an argument has been presented for a unified model of design to include the 
distribution of information across multiple minds by means of the use and construction·of external 
representations. A review of design research for both individuals and groups, has highlighted the 
prevalence and potential cognitive benefits of the use and construction of external representations. 
Chapter 2 will review research relating to how external representations interact with internal 
representations in individual and collaborative design. This chapter has also noted the potential 
cognitive benefits of cultivating a process of asking questions and seeking answers to aspects of 
previous design rationale and highlighted the importance of ensuring that information is shared and 
evaluated by all members of a design group. Chapter 3 will review research relating to how the use 
and construction of external representations, including verbal communication, will mediate the 
sharing of information. 
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CHAPTER2 
DESIGN COGNITION AND EXTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS 
"Representations are the language of design, a partially verbal, but primarily visual system of 
codes" (Smith & Browne, 1993 p. 12 14) 
2.1 Introduction 
llhe foregoing discussion of the cognitive benefits of external representations was confined to 
individual problem-solving. However, the importance of external representations, and their 
association with internal representations, together with the.need for sharing information in 
collaborative design, was also noted. lt is expected that the cognitive benefits realised from the use of 
external representations in individual design tasks also have the potential to benefit participants in 
collaborative design in a similar way. However, the construction of external representations may 
have added benefits such as sketching which is believed to have a special relationship with imagery, 
thereby facilitating creative thinking (Fish & Scrivener, 1990). 
The construction and use of external representations may also support the communicative 
activities required in collaborative design such as sharing information and mediating group 
interaction. Design involves evaluating and deciding on various options, and information exchange is 
thought to be important for collaborative decision making (Vinokur & Burnstein, 1996), 
Furthermore, as previously highlighted, others have concluded that collaborative design, which is a 
social as well as a cognitive process, depends upon the extent to which shared understanding.(Cross 
& Cross, 1995), successful· communication and group co-ordination (Marmolin, Sundblad, & 
Pehrson, 1991) is a eh ieved. lt also depends on the extent to which collaborators are able to access 
and utilise information via a process of asking questions and pursuing answers (Rouse & Cody, 
1989). 
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It was noted in Chapter I that many studies of collaborative design have identified certain 
functions of design related activities. For instance groups of software designers were observed to 
carry out a great deal of gesturing, sketching, and listing of ideas which were found to be important 
for storing information, expressing ideas and mediating communication (Tang, 1991; Tang & Leifer, 
1988). Others found that diagrams and sketches encouraged a solution-focused discourse•as.opposed 
to information-focused discourse (Mazijoglou, Scrivener, & Clark, 1996), and that a continual 
intermixing of drawing and writing facilitated the expression-of ideas, as well as providing a focus for 
attention (Biy, 1988), encouraged.combined drawing activity (Scrivener & Palm en, 1991 ). 
In addition, gesturing has also• been found to be prevalent in collaborative design (Tang, 
1991 ), particularly iconic gestures, Iconic gestures, which are highly integrated with speech and are 
able•to depict spatial and locational information (McNeill, 1992), can also be thought of as an 
external representation and may· be important for representing information, mediating communication 
and supporting cognition during communication (Reid, Reed, & Edworthy, 1999; Reed & Reid, 
2000). 
The primary unit ofanalysis for this thesis will therefore be the activities.that either construct 
or refer to external representations, including.gestures. These activities appear to differ in the extent 
to which they provide support to:design.cognition, the sharing of information.and the mediation of 
group interaction. For instance, writing and sketching provide the cognitive benefits described in 
Chapter I, and sketching, as·noted above, may also,provide other cognitive benefits through an 
association with imagery (Fish & Scrivener, 1990). Gestures also have a complex role and there is a 
debate regarding the extent to which they are a direct communicant or a support for the preparation of 
verbal language. Pointing around sketches and diagrams may support the sharing of referents, provide 
a focus for communication and highlight the cognitive benefits available from graphical 
representations. Pointing around a sketch or diagram is when designers gesture around a sketch.so 
that the movements roughly match the form of the sketch and has been called 'cognitive tracing' 
(Scaife & Rogers, 1996). This kind of pointing, as well as referent pointing, was included in the 
'gesture' category for the observational research noted above (Tang, 1991; Bly, 1988) and as far as 
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the author is aware, no,research specifically relating to the role of pointing in cognition or 
communication is available. The only observation that can.be made is that it is prevalent in 
collaborative design and the studies in this thesis are intended to throw more light on this particular 
activity. Research relating to sketching and gesturing however, and.their association with cognition 
and,communication will be reviewed below. 
2.2 External representations and cognition 
2.2.1 Relationship between sketching, imagery and insight problem-solving 
One of the primary activities in visual design, whether for individuals or groups, is the 
construction of sketches or diagrams. The construction of external representations through writing 
and drawing, have been found to be.more effective for adults' problem-solving (Cox, 1999), as well 
as children's learning outcomes (Grossen & Carnine, 1990), than prefabricated' external 
representations. The process of constructing sketches is assumed to embody the potential benefits of 
graphical representations already outlined above as soon·as the sketches begin to be~ recorded, 
although this of course will vary as a function ofdetaiJ.and completeness. However, it is also thought 
that the process.of constructing sketches provides a further benefit through its interaction with 
imagery (Fish,& Scrivener, 1990; Goldschmidt, 199•1; Goldschmidt, 1994) and that imagery may be a 
significant detem1inant of creativity (Finke, 1990; Finke, 1996; Finke, Pinker, & Farah, 1989; Finke 
& Slayton, 1988). Creativity is an important aspect of design and these relationships, together with 
the nature of sketching construction, will therefore be discussed below. Other important activities in 
collaborative visual design tasks are the pointing around sketches and diagrams and gesturing. 
Pointing is discussed in Chapter 3 as a fundamental aspect of collaborative visual problem-solving. 
Gesturing on the other hand may·be as important to individual cognition as for communication and 
the debate surrounding this issue will be discussed below. 
Designers typically carry out a large amount of freehand sketching during the early, creative 
stages of design, whether as architects (Schon, 1992; McGown, Green, & Rodgers, 1998; 
Goldschmidt, 1995; Goldschmidt, 1991; Goel, 1995) engineers (Reid et al., 1999), graphic designers 
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(Schenk, 1991) or product designers (Akin & Lin, 1995; Schenk, 1991 ). This activity appears to go 
far beyond the more obvious role of providing a permanent record for future use. Many of the 
architects interviewed by Lawson ( 1994) stated that they could not think without a pencil in their 
hand and one architect saw the pencil as his 'spokesman'. Schiin (1983), from observations of 
architects, refers to designers as "having a conversation with their drawings" or "a reflective 
conversation with the materials of a design situation". llhe materials he refers to include the dominant 
activity of sketching with pen and paper and refers to a process of "seeing- moving (reinterpretation) 
-seeing" (Schiin & Wiggins, 1992). 
Goldschmidt (1991) calls this process "the dialectics of sketching" and in protocol studies of 
individual architects, found that they continually switch between talking about what something 
looked like in figural and spatial terms, "seeing as", and what it meant conceptually, "seeing that". 
She also found that, individual designers converse with themselves, through their sketches, in much 
the same way as collaborative designers converse with each other with the use of sketches 
(Goldschmidt, 1995). It was proposed this switching between conceptual and figural reasoning is 
mediated.by an interaction between sketching and imagery (see below). This idea is also supported 
by Scrivener & Cl ark ( 1994) in a study of collaborative design. 
A study of individuals using verbal and sketch protocols of product designers showed that a 
combination of drawing, examining and thinking was the best predictor of novel design decisions· and 
that drawing occurred throughout the session at a steady rate "providing a road map for novel design 
decisions" (Akin & Lin, 1995). Further protocol studies showed that during the early stages of 
design, individual architects, as well as graphic and engineering designers, used unstructured sketches 
to carry out lateral transformations i.e. switching from one idea to another (Goel, 1995). Vertical 
transformations were more usually carried out in the later stages of design and sketches were more 
highly structured. Goel suggests that two important properties of sketches contribute to their use for 
lateral transformations- their ambiguity and their denseness. Elenseness is where sketch symbols are 
densely packed but individually distinguishable which helps ensure that possibilities are not excluded 
and to transform one symbol into another. A similarity between lateral transformations and breadth-
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first strategies is apparent and it is therefore reasonable to assume that sketching may promote 
breadth-first strategies by providing connectivity between ideas. 
Goldschmidt (1992; 1991) and Schon ( 1992) suggest that the importance of sketching in 
visual design, whether for individuals or groups of architects, and particularly in the early conceptual 
stages, lies in the support it gives to facilitating the necessary switching between figural and 
conceptual modes of thinking. Others have also highlighted the need to think about visual design in 
this way. Tovey ( 1986) emphasizes.the parallel nature of visual design reasoning and states that car 
designers use a combination of analytical serial thinking and holistic synthetic thinking. Evidence 
supporting this view was.provided by Cross & Cross (1996) from interviews with the chief designer 
of the Brabham and McLaren Formula One racing car teams in the 1970s and 1980s. In addition, 
Lawson ( 1994) concluded from interviews with expert architects that they are capable of maintaining 
parallel lines of thought and switching between spatial and propositionallines of thought. 
Suwa and Tversky ( 1997) from retrospective protocol analysis, showed that architectural 
designers switch between spatial and functional relations and Tomes, Oates and Arm strong ( 1998) 
showed from a questionnaire study that graphic designers consider that the ability to interpret visual 
information verbally and vice versa, is a core skill in design activity (Goldschmidt, 1992). Others 
have found a continual intermixing between sketching and writing in collaborative design groups 
(Scrivener & Clark, 1994; Bly, 1988). There is also evidence from studies using protocol analysis in 
design, that designers tend to cease verbalising during periods of sketching and that when prompted 
to do so, the design process itself is changed (Lioyd, Lawson, & Scott, 1995; Davies, 1995). Whilst 
the outcome of these studies represents a major methodological challenge for research in cognition 
generally (see Ericsson & Simon, 1980) and design in particular, they also reinforce the findings that 
designers switch between conceptual and figural reasoning, but that the two may, to some extent, be 
mutually exclusive. 
From the foregoing it is clear that switching between different styles of thinking seems to,be 
an important aspect of design and that sketching may play a crucial role. The questions that remain 
however are how does sketching facilitate switching and what are the cognitive benefits? The answer 
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to the first question, as:aJready mentioned, is thought to be a special relationship·between sketching 
and imagery (Fish & Scrivener, 1990; Goldschmidt, 1994; Goldschmidt, 1991). The answer to the 
second· question is thought by some to be creativity as a function of imagery (Finke, 1990)-brought 
about through an alleged imagery/sketching interaction (Fish & Scrivener, 1990; Goldschmidt, 1994; 
Goldschmidt, 1991; ofinke, 1996; Finke et al., 1989; Finke & Slayton, 1988). 
Mental images consist of the amalgamation of individual propositional and spatial 
components of a number of separately stored mental images in long term memory (Kosslyn, Reiser, 
Farah, & Fliegel, 1983). Evidence for the relationship between perception and imagery is provided 
from a number of experimental studies using different tasks and measures, which show that imagery 
tasks share many similar process and outcome characteristics with similar perceptual tasks (Shepard, 
1978; lshai & Sagi, 1997; Kosslyn et al., 1983; Finke, 1980; Farah, 1988). Furthermore, sketch 
construction in the early stages of design tends to be like visual notes, rapid, dynamic and ambiguous 
as well as depictive and propositiomil (Scrivener & Clark, 1994). Mental images are thought to share 
these characteristics (Kosslyn, 1980). There is also evidence that imagery can be used to invoke 
aspects of otherwise inaccessible perceptual reality and that these images can be used to learn higher 
order rules, in the same way that rules can be inducted from real experience (Schwartz & Black, 
1996). 
An important difference between sketching and imagery is that mental images fade rapidly 
and it is therefore entirely reasonable to assume that sketches at the very least help to maintain mental 
images in working memory. There are other differences however, highlighted by evidence that 
imagery and perception can be dissociated in face priming (Cabeza, Burton, Kelly, & Akamatsu, 
1997) and brain damaged patients·(Farah, 1988). Other evidence comes from studies that found that 
imagery manipulations for certain kinds of tasks are more difficult. For instance.the reconstrual of 
ambiguous figures, e.g. reconstruing a rabbit's head as a duck (Chambers & Reisberg, 1985), and the 
identification of a part in a previously shown pattern (Reed & Johnsen, 1975), was considerably 
easier when participants were allowed to draw. 
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Despite some criticisms of Chambers & Reisberg's methodology concerning a distinction 
between figural reconstrual and conceptual reinterpretation, subsequent modifications to the 
methodology showed a similar effect, although to a lesser extent (Kaufmann & Helstrup, 1993), (see 
Purcell.& Gero (1998) for a review). Verstijnen et al (1998),explain this difference in terms of 
"restructuring" and "combining". They found evidence that where images had·to be reconstructed i.e. 
ambiguous figures and part identification, .then imagery was difficult compared with drawing, 
independent of memory. If however, a small number of whole components were required to be 
recombined in novel ways, imagery was sufficient. This is supported by Finke ( 1989; 1988) and 
Anderson and Helstrup ( 1993; 1991) who have shown that mental imagery was sufficient for 
combining a.small number of shapes and discovering unexpected and novel patterns. Clearly, despite 
some differences, there appear to be considerable similarities between imagery and sketches and if it 
is found that imagery enhances creativity, the assumption can reasonably be made that ambiguous 
sketches also will enhance creativity. 
According to Soufi & Edmonds ( 1996) effective emergence of shapes in design critically 
depends on the transformation, through combining or restructuring, of low level percepts. This view 
of emergence equates to some extent with accounts of creativity based on the transformation of 
conceptual spaces (Boden, 1990). According to Mayer ( 1995) " Creative thinking occurs when a 
problem solver invents a novel solution to a problem" (p.3, c.f. Guilford; 1950). Mayer states that 
the term insight has been used to describe how a problem solver suddenly moves from a state of 
ignorance to state of understanding the solution. Weisberg ( 1995) has suggested that insight is not an 
unexplainable phenomena but occurs when problem solvers restructure the problem and that 
problems vary in the extent to which they are insightful. For instance, some problems, which he calls 
pure insight problems, can only be solved by restructuring the problem such as the 'radiation' 
problem (cf. Duncker ( 1945) p. 187). Others on the other hand, such as the 'nine dot' problem·( cf. 
Maier ( 1930) p. 187) can be solved insightfully as well as analytically through a process of trial and 
error. These he calls hybrid problems. 
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It may be therefore that imagery is important in restructuring problems, particularly with 
regard to perceptual information. Empirical evidence has shown a positive relationship between 
imaging ability and insightful thinking in high school children (Gonzalez, Campos, & Perez, 1997) 
and others have demonstrated the emergence of novel combinations of structures in mental images, 
(Finke & Slayton, 1988; Finke et al., 1989; Helstrup & Anderson, 1991 ). As mentioned above, one of 
the important properties of mental images, is their ambiguity (Kosslyn, 1980) and it has been shown 
that ambiguous overlapping photographs presented to art students, stimulated more creative work 
based on these photographs than less ambiguous photographs (Rothenberg, 1986). Furthermore, there 
is evidence .that where perceptual stimuli are well defined, lacking ambiguity, designers find it more 
difficult to think of new alternative innovative ideas (Jansson & Smith, 1991; Purcell & Gero, 1996; 
Smith, Ward, & Schumacher, 1993). This suggests therefore that if imagery does indeed facilitate 
insight problem-solving, and if imagery and sketching share many components as suggested above, 
then there may be a special relationship between sketching and imagery which stimulates insight 
problem-solving. 
Bearing in mind the relationship found between imagery and insight problem-solving, 
together with the similarities found between sketching and imagery, the most obvious role for 
sketching in insight problem-solving is by capturing images on paper, thereby making permanent 
records of those images which can remain accessible to working memory. However, Fish & 
Scrivener ( 1990) have suggested that the sketching/imagery relationship may be far more complex 
than just providing a record of images, and have proposed a theory designed to.explain this special 
relationship called the Percept-Image Hybrid theory. They suggest that sketches and rough 
annotations amplify imagery functions in three ways:- a) they facilitate the translation between 
depictive and propositional concepts; b) they provide a framework within which an ambiguous 
percept (vague and indeterminate marks on paper), may become assimilated into the image and the 
image in turn may modify the percept; and·c) the ambiguous percept provokes the generation of a 
stream of innate and unconscious images, 
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The first point is supported by the previously presented evidence of the continual intennixing 
of ambiguous drawing and writing that occurs in the early stages of design, as well as evidence 
showing switching between different styles and modes of thinking. The second point refers to 
conscious interactions between imagery and percepts whilst the third point refers to similar 
unconscious processes. There is some support for this imagery/sketching interaction although it 
should be noted that with all of these studies, clear evidence of an association between sketching and 
imagery has to be inferred by the observed activities or protocols. Some support comes from the 
study carried out by Rothenberg ( 1986) mentioned above, where pictures were more creative when 
art students were presented with ambiguous stimuli as opposed to more structured stimuli. Other 
support is provided by the observation that designers.continually update and modify sketches during 
the early stages of design (Re id et al., 1999). 
Still further support comes from a model of"Design by re-representation" which was 
developed from a protocol analysis study of advanced architectural students (Oxman, 1997). Oxman 
concludes that creativity depends on the ability to transform implicit knowledge to representational 
structure through a continual process of explicit re-representation, in order to carry out modifications. 
This suggests that creativity in design may not depend upon pure insight problem-solving but on 
hybrid problems involving a combination of problem restructuring and sequences of trial and error 
strategies. Other evidence supports this view by showing that creativity is less a creative leap or 
insight but a process of many small steps fluctuating between the problem and solution spaces (Dorsi 
& Cross, 200 I; Cross, 1997; Kavakli, Scrivener, & Ball, 1998). 
2.2.2 The role· of gestures in cognition and communication 
The type of gestures to be exclusively discussed here are iconic gestures (McNeill, 1992), 
gesticulations (Kendon, 1980) or lexical movements as a class of 'conversational gestures' (Krauss, 
Chen, & Chawla, 1996). "fhey are essentially the same activity with the same functions, differing 
only in their tenninology. They are highly integrated with, and semantically related through 
depictive enactments; to the accompanying speech. There is a controversial debate regarding the 
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psychological relationship between gestures and speech. McNeil ( 1985) is of the opinion that iconic 
gestures·and speech are so closely intertwined as to be psychologically indistinguishable from each 
other whilst Feyereisen ( 1987), reviews evidence from aphasiology and developmental and 
experimental psychology that provides some·evidence of partial separability for gestures and speech, 
McNeil .( 1987) however states that this conclusion is based on data using the wrong kind of gestures 
such as emblem and.pantomime gestures. In addition, in this·thesis gesture and speech will be treated 
as separate activities with separate functions, without regard as to whether they are psychologically 
distinguishable. We shall certainly be examining how they interact within a design workspace and in 
different settings, but at a pragmatic level as opposed to a mechanistic level. A further debate 
concerns the extent to which gestures are considered a direct communicant or a support for cognition 
and verbalisation. 
To depict information .through gestures implies that gestures must be ab(e.to communicate 
information directly and there is some disagreement with this implication. Gestures have been found 
to be more prevalent in face-to-face interactions than interactions where speakers.converse through 
intercoms or barriers·(Cohen, 1977) suggesting that they are indeed direct communicants (Bavelas, 
Chovil, Lawrie, & Wade, 1992; Alibali & Heath, 2001). However, this interpretation is ambiguous 
as gestures also occurred, albeit at a reduced rate, when interlocutors could not see each other thus 
. 
suggesting that gestures also support the·communicatorin some way. (n.addition others have found 
that when gestures are inhibited for information sharing tasks involving descriptions of objects, 
performance is impaired (Graham & Argyle, 1975; Rogers, 1978). Again, this .result is ambiguous as 
the inhibition of gestures may have impaired' the ability of the communicator to verbalise 
descriptions, resulting in poorer interpretations by addressees and implying that gestures support the 
speaker. 
This latter suggestion has been supported by Kraus and others (Krauss et al., 1996; Krauss, 
Dushay, Chen, & Rauscher, 1995; Krauss & Fussell, 1996; Krauss, Morrelsamuels, & Colasante, 
1991 ). They found that listeners who were asked to identify graphic designs were no more accurate 
when they could both see and hear the speaker (speech plus gesture) than•they were when they could 
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only hear the speaker's voice (no gestures) (Krauss et al., 1995). They conclude therefore that 
gestures do not serve to convey infonnation but rather to access retrieval of lexical infonnation. 
Alibali et al (2000) attempted to identify a more precise location at which gestures impacted 
on speech production by providing children with two tasks, a descriptive task (describe how two 
items looked different) and:an explanation task (explain why two items did or did not have the same 
quantity, based.on Piagetian conservation). Whilst children showed that lexical access on both tasks 
was comparable, they found that for the explanation task, children produced more gestures conveying 
perceptual dimensions and which differed from the accompanying speech. They concluded that 
iconic gestures play a role, not only in speech production but also in cognition generally. 
Another role for gestures may be to provide depictive models of imagery in the absence of 
perceptual experience. Schwartz & Black ( 1996) found that individuals and pairs· of participants 
asked to solve simple gear problems from descriptions, initially used depictive hand gestures to help 
simulate the-movement of the gears but were fairly quickly able to induce abstract rules which were 
applied to subsequent similar problems. As soon as an appropriate abstract rule was identified, then 
depictive gestures would significantly decrease but would be resumed at the introduction of either a 
novel problem, or a change to the existing problem that failed to accommodate the rule. 
More recent evidence suggests that, although iconic gestures may help cognition and 
verbalisation, they do also:communicate information. Gold in-Meadow et al ( 1993) found that 
children often display through gestures, infonnation they are unable to verbalise and that these 
gestures can readily be recognised. For instance it was clear that although children seemed to be 
unable to demonstrate understanding through speech when attempting to solve mathematical 
equivalence problems, ignoring the= sign, their accompanying gestures indicated that subconsciously 
they were aware of the= sign. Goldin-Meadow concludes that this mismatch between speech and 
gesture and the fact that others can recognise the information in the gesture, is strong evidence for 
gestures cognitive support but also as direct communicants. 
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2.2.3 Summary and conclusion 
The debate regarding the role of gestures therefore is not resolved. It can be concluded 
however that the role·of depictive or iconic gesturing is rather complex- it does communicate some 
information, which may be more informative when.combined with related speech and may not 
always be intentionally communicative. In addition, it does appear to assist in the preparation of 
verbal language and the manipulation of images during visual reasoning. The role of gestures in the 
forthcoming studies therefore will be of particular interest. 
With regard to the role of sketching in design, although there is little empirical evidence 
regarding interactions between this activity and imagery, the evidence regarding the similarities 
between images and sketches and the beneficial effects of imagery on creativity, lend support to the 
existence of this interaction and the importance of imagery in visual design. A broad conclusion is 
that freehand sketching, together with its continual intermixing with writing, may facilitate creativity 
indirectly by continually externalising ambiguous and dynamic, depictive and propositional mental 
images. This externalisation reduces the cognitive load on working memory so that perceptual and 
conceptual stimuli resulting from mental images may be more easily restructured and combined. In 
addition, assumptions might be made that any observers to:this activity can potentially benefit from 
such interactions. For instance eo-participants can, not only observe the static graphical information 
displayed with its attending cognitive benefits, but are also able to observe the evolutionary process 
of the developments of a sketch or number of sketches. Furthermore, in collaborative design social 
interaction is necessary in order to generate, share and develop ideas, and there is evidence thatthe 
process of constructing and using external representations mediates this interaction. 
For instance, Re id et al (2000) found that cycles of speaking and turn taking in pre-expert 
engineering design teams, were entrained to rhythmic shifts in figural to conceptual reasoning and 
that visual design activities seemed to be intentionally communicative as well as being important in 
helping communicators organise and verbalise their thoughts (Reed & Re id, 2000). They ·have also 
shown that visual design sequences (sketching, pointing around or discussing a sketch and gesturing) 
displayed evidence that verbal communication was typically initiated by the speaker to request 
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evidence of understanding, but by the listener in non-visual sequences and were longer and less 
interactive than non-visual sequences (Reid et al., 1999). 
The process ofrequesting and offering evidence of understanding by interlocutors in.order to 
try and ensure that they have fully understood each other, has been called conversational grounding 
by Cl ark ( 1996) where grounding refers to the achievement and maintenance of mutual 
understanding. It is our view that the use and.construction of external representations interact with 
speech to facilitate this grounding process. The concept of grounding, and controversial issues 
surrounding the concept of mutual understanding, which is a fundamental aspect of a theory of 
communication proposed by Clark and others, will be evaluated in Chapter 3. 
The foregoing research highlights the temporal sensitivity of design interaction and a role for 
activities such as sketching, gesturing, pointing and writing, in supporting the communication of 
information. lt is therefore proposed that a model of distributed cognition for collaborative.design 
should incorporate the construction and.use of external representations, which for collabomtive 
design includes speech. Specifically, it should include the potential for investigating how the use and 
construction of external representations interacts with speech in order to enable the·distribution of 
information across internal representations of multiple minds. A proposal of how an integrated 
model of distribution cognition might look is outlined below. 
2.3 · Model of distributedcognitionfor collaborative design 
We propose to include in a model of distributed cognition for collaborative design, four broad 
areas of internal representation involved in collaborative design, each of which is supported 
differentially by means of effective communication in conjunction with a number of design related 
activities:-
a) Individual reasoning- Individual reasoning is supported by the cognitive benefits of 
external representations.as discussed above, through memory support, re-representation of the 
problem, graphical constraining and computational offloading (Scaife & Rogers, 1996). 
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External representations and design activities may be·distributed across internal representations 
to help in the translation of prepositional to visual representations and vice versa, as well as 
stimulating creativity through the interaction between sketching and imagery, (Fish & 
Scrivener, 1990), These same benefits will potentially apply to any person able to observe 
them, assuming they have the appropriate skills to interpret them (Cox & Brna, 1995). 
Although an important component of any model.of distributed cognition, this role of external 
representations with regard to individual cognition is not intended to be explored in this thesis. 
b) Shared information- Shared information here refers to task related semantic 
information and not information about the process of ensuring mutual understanding. As for 
individual reasoning, the information displayed in external representations is.readily available 
to observers and can potentially be distributed across multiple internal representations. Visual 
information can be distributed through the construction and use of diagrams, sketches as well 
as depictive gestures to some extent. Prepositional information can be shared through speech 
and written text. Other forms of relational conceptual information can be presented in the form 
of tables, graphs, lists and diagrams, 
An important component of a model of distributed·cognition, is the extent to which 
distributed information is truly shared- that is collaborators may share the same perceptions of 
the presented information but may not share the same meaning. Evidence from the pre-expert 
designers .highlighted above (Re id et al., 1999; Reed & Re id, 2000) suggests that information 
often is not truly shared and collaborators· may have to make some effort in ensuring that 
mutual understanding has been achieved, i.e. they both/mow that p, and they both know !hat 
they both know that p, (see Chapter 3 for a discussion regarding mutual understanding). They 
achieve this by various means such as requesting clarification of information or providing 
evidence of understanding. A criterion forthe new distributed cognition model therefore, is to 
show how shared information might be co-ordinated to a point where mutual understanding is 
achieved. In other words that the shared information is grounded. 
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c) Grounding -llhe process by which information is grounded, or mutually understood, is 
thought by some to be by a process of lexical and semantic alignment (Carletta, Garrod, & 
Fraser-Krauss, 1998; Garrod & Anderson, 1987; Garrod & Doherty, 1994). They make the 
assumption that speakers and listeners.use the same lexical and semantic information, either 
the most recent or salient, to support both language production and language-comprehension, 
resulting in a match between interlocutors' inputs and outputs. Herbert Clark, with others, on 
the other hand has developed a theory of communication that attempts to explain how speakers 
share information and understanding by means of taking account of each other's common 
ground of understanding.(Ciark, 1996; Cl ark & Brennan, 1993; Clarke & Schaefer, 1989). 
The emphasis·on the aforementioned views regarding mutual understanding .is confined 
to speech, and design activities might be expected to give more support to the sharing of 
information than the grounding of information- 'what you perceive is what you see I have 
presented to you- not necessarily what I mean'. Meaning may have to be conveyed by speech 
through.a collaborative process of asking questions and providing evidence of understanding as 
well as the clarification-of concepts, through speech and activity. So does this mean that design 
activities have a diminutive role·to play in grounding information? The research highlighted 
above suggests this is not the case (Reed & Reid, 2000). Activities carried out in design, such 
as gesturing, may also play another indirect role by supporting the verbalisation of information 
as well as the verbal process· by which understanding is achieved. This leads .to the final way 
in which collaborative design may be supported by external representations and.design related 
activities. 
d) Verbalisation- Verbalisation in the sense presented here is the internalised 
transformation-of visual information into verbal form, necessary for the production of 
utterances. The use of external representations and design activities may support the 
preparation of verbal communication designed to share and ground information, particularly 
visual infonnation.that may be difficult to verbalise. Novice design dyads displayed a 
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considerable amount of sketching, pointing around a sketch or diagram, and gesturing even 
when they knew that their partner was unable to observe this activity (Reed & Reid, 2000). 
These internal characteristics of collaborative design therefore are hierarchical with each 
level being dependent to some extent on the level below it. The exception is individual reasoning 
which depends to some extent upon the use of external representations.but which is not measured 
here. The validity of shared information in collaborative design depends upon the extent to which it 
is mutually understood or grounded. The extent to which information is grounded depends upon the 
clarity of the information presented through successful verbalisation. In addition, it is our view that 
all the above internal mechanisms involved in design, to some,extent depend upon the appropriate 
use and construction of external representations to assist in visually sharing and verbalising graphical 
information. These additions to the model (the process of achieving mutual understanding through 
sharing and grounding information by means of verbalisation and the use and construction of 
externa/representations) necessitate the inclusion of a theory of communication. The theory 
presented by Herbert Clark which focuses on 'language use' as a joint action, appears to be.the most 
appropriate and will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
Figure 2.1 below shows how a new model of distributed cognition in collaborative design 
might look. lt attempts to accommodate social, environmental and cognitive aspects of design but 
only the areas highlighted in bold will be focused on in this,thesis. Theories of information 
processing together with social and cultural issues are not discussed here but a model of distributed 
cognition should include these components and others may wish to focus on these issues. In addition, 
the effects of the use and construction of external representations on individual reasoning, although 
shown to be considerable, will not be explored here. The role of computer aided communication 
(CMC) in design will be discussed in Chapter 3 and relevant task attributes will be discussed in· 
Chapter 5, together with individual differences, as part of the process of task development pertaining 
to the studies in this thesis. The arrows denote the possible flow of information- Person A and 
Person 8 can only communicate with each other through the task environment which contains the 
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task setting, task attributes and the external representations and activities by which they are 
constructed. The internal representations for each person contains the potential for similar 
representations, but because of environmental and cognitive differences due to prior experience, in 
reality they do not precisely share the same representations. 
Person A : Environment 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Internal ! Setting: Physical/visual access (CMC 0 0 0 0 
0 
Rep_resentations: 0 ; and CAD), sociaUcultural settings 0 
General and domain !~ Externlll Representlltions (externlll :----.. 
specific knowledge. : ; representations): 0 
: 0 Context and group Use and construction of external 
0 
~ ._ 
knowledge representations 
e.g.culture, history, Task llttributes: - explicit and 
setting implicit rules, well defined and ill 
CoKflitive Processes: defined problems, 
visuallpropositional reasoning 
0 
Working memory, 
- ::·: :·::::: :t.,~~.~icatiOr::::::: · ~· information processmg 
Collaborative desiKfl Sharing information - by use and 
comp_onents construction of visual, spatial, 
Individual reasoning conceptual and referential external 
Verbalisation representations 
Shared knowledge Grounding-through clarity of 
Grounding speech and use and construction of 
Actions: 
external representations, & 
Speech, drawing, 
resolution of misunderstandings. 
writing, gesturing, Verblllisation --of visual, spatial, 
pointing referential information supported 
by use and construction of external 
representations 
Figure 2.1 - Model of Distributed Cognition for Collaborative Design 
(Text in bold refers to the specific experimental focus of this thesis) 
2.4 Summary 
Person B 
Internal 
Rep_resentations: 
General and domain 
specific knowledge. 
Context and group 
knowledge 
e.g.culture, history, 
setting 
CoKflitive Processes: 
Working memory, 
information 
processing 
Collaborative desiKfl 
comp_onents 
Individual reasoning 
Verbalisation 
Shared knowledge 
Grounding 
Actions: 
Speech, drawing, 
writing, gesturing, 
pointing 
This chapter has proposed a modified model of distributed cognition for collaborative design 
incorporating internal and external representations as well as design related activities. The importance 
of including a theory of communication in order to explain how information is not only distributed 
but also mutually understood, through the construction and use of external representations is 
emphasised. Issues surrounding the potential cognitive benefits ofthe construction of external 
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representations such as sketching have been reviewed as a fundamental part of visual problem-
solving in design but will not be.specifically explored in this thesis. The role of gesture and its 
potential for supporting the preparation of verbal language, as well as.depicting and pointing around 
sketches and·diagrams, has been examined. Tohe following chapter will discuss the pragmatics of 
design communication in relation to the use and construction of external representations, based.on 
Herbert Clark's theory of communication which presents a theory of communication as a joint action 
(Ciark, 1996). Thus, collaborators in design, together with external representations and the activities 
involved in constructing them, and the process by which understanding is achieved, form.ajoint 
action. The overall goal of a joint action in design is the creation of a system or artifact- a sub goal 
of the joint action is the achievement and maintenance of mutual understanding. 
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CHAPTER3 
EXTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS AND COMMUNICATION 
"In conversation, the participants try to minimise their collaborative effort ..... from the initiation of 
each contribution to its mutual acceptance" (Cl ark & Brennan, 1993 p. 134) 
3 .I Introduction 
According to Herbert Clark, 'language use' is a form of joint action which " .... is one that is 
carried out by an ensemble of people acting in coordination with each other" (Ciark, 1996 page 3). 
He uses scenarios of people waltzing, paddling a canoe or playing a duet as examples of joint actions 
that are different from the sum of their individual actions and emerge from the co-ordination of 
individual actions. He proposes that language use is no different in that "Doing things with language 
is likewise differenl from the sum of a speaker speaking and aJistener listening 11 is the joint aclion 
that emerges when speakers.and listeners- or writers and readers- perform·their individual actions 
in coordination, as ensembles" (Clark, 1996 p. 3). The goal of language use for interlocutors 
therefore, is to co-ordinate the content of a joint action- knowledge, beliefs and assumptions- to a 
level at which they believe they share the same knowledge, beliefs and assumptions. 
This term of co-ordinating content is analogous to the concept of achieving mutual 
understanding or grounding informalion described in the previous chapter. They achieve and 
maintain this mutual understanding through 'conversational grounding' -a reciprocal exchange of 
positive, or negative, evidence of mutual understanding (Chapters 6.& 7 discuss this issue in detail). 
It canbe seen from this that collaborators in design, together with the activities involved in 
constructing external representations and:co-ordinating interaction, such as speaking, sketching; 
gesturing, pointing or writing, form a joint action. The process by which this is achieved involves.not 
just the speaker's intention•of conveying information whilst trying to ensure the addressee's 
understanding, but it also depends upon both speaker and the addressee playing a collaborative role in 
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trying to achieve mutual understanding with the least collaborative effort depending on the purpose 
of the joint action. The main theoretical points of this theory therefore are a principle of co-operation 
between interlocuters as part of a joint action whose goal is to achieve mutual understanding with the 
least collaborative effort. Both of these points are discussed below, followed by a discussion relating 
to the issues surrounding the concept of mutual understanding. The 'methods of signalling' by 
which, according to Clark (1996), grounding is achieved, and their relationship to the use and 
construction of extemal representations and conversational grounding is also described. Finally, the 
impact of communication constraints on these methods ofsignalling, imposed by different media, is 
discussed. 
3.2 Principles of 'Co-operativeness' and ~Least Collaborative Effort' 
Cl ark & Schaefer ( 1989) have shown how discourse involves contributions from interlocutors 
that require them to do more than just say the right words at the right time. Their model of 
'contribution to discourse' therefore relies not only on negative evidence of understanding- obvious 
misunderstandings or uncertainties that need repairing- but also on positive evidence of 
understanding. This evidence may be offered by head nods, affirmations of understanding or 
appropriate responses (see Chapter 6 for a more detailed description of negative and positive 
evidence of understanding in the context of design discourse). In addition, the model proposes that 
speakers must try to establish the mutual belief that an addressee has understood what the speaker 
means, well enough for current purposes:( see below for a discussion on mutual belief). The model 
also.proposes a principle of co-operativeness- as advocated by Grice in 1967 ( 1975)- interlocutors 
work together to maximise understanding using a further principle of least collaborative.effort- "In 
conversation, the participants try to minimise their collaborative effort- the work that both do from 
the initiation of each contribution to its mutual acceptance" (Ciark & Brennan, 1993). l'his again 
emphasises the collaborative nature of conversation. 
To show that these principles are indeed adhered to, Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs ( 1986) carried out 
a study where pairs of participants were separated by an•opaque screen and 1a speaker or 'director' 
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was required to instruct the addressee or 'matcher' on the arrangement of a number of complex and 
ambiguous figures presented in silhouette. They found that as the number of trials per pair 
progressed, the 'director's' instructions became less wordy and involved more definite references as 
opposed to expanded· noun phrases. For instance, on trial I the 'director's instructions were, "All 
right, the next one looks like a person who's ice skating, except they 're sticking two arms ol/1 in 
front". By trials 4 and 6 the instructions became "the next one's the ice skater" and "the ice skater" 
respectively. This gradual minimising of effort came about not just through the 'director's' efforts 
but also because of appropriate feedback responses from the 'matcher'. 
The referent "ice skater" may be thought of as a conceptual pact and it has been found that 
once collaborators agree upon a conceptual description for an object or event, they are more likely to 
stick to this description; even when they could use simpler references{Brennan & Clark, 1996). 
They also found that over time, speakers simplify conceptual pacts and when necessary, abandon 
them for new conceptual descriptions. The·point to be made is that they believe that it is not lexical or 
semantic entrainment that determines the conceptual descriptions as espoused by some (Garrod & 
Anderson, 1987; Garrod & Doherty, 1994), rather agreement between collaborators to maximise 
mutual understanding and minimise the effort involved. This issue will be discussed more fully 
below. 
Further evidence of the principles of co-operativeness and least collaborative effort comes 
from studies where the extent to which communicators take into account an addressee's knowledge, 
depends upon the amount of appropriate feedback. Feedback comes in the form of low key 
affirmations of "yes, 111111, etc." and relevant next turns, all of which indicate understanding without 
interrupting the natural flow of conversation (Kraut, Lewis, & Swezey, 1982; Fussell & Krauss, 
1992). The greater the amount of appropriate feedback responses from the addressee, the less the 
effort required by the speaker. For instance the speaker's confidence in the strength of the common 
ground- knowledge that is common to both speakers- built up between them will increase through 
appropriate feedback, resulting in less explicit speech and fewer implicit or explicit requests for 
evidence of understanding. 
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Further evidence of the role played by addressees highlighting the principle of co-
operativeness comes from studies showing that disfluencies (like uhs and repairs) in speaker 
contributions may not be as disruptive as first thought- addressees appear to be able .to use the 
information in disfluencies to cancel misleading information thereby compensating for disruptions 
and. delays (Fox Tree, 1995; Brennan & Schober, 200 I). Disfluencies can also provide information 
to the addressee regarding how sure a speaker is about the strength of the common ground between 
them and both speakers and listeners can then adjust their requests and offers of evidence of mutual 
understanding accordingly; Clearly, disfluencies would not be considered by speakers.to be 
advantageous to addressees and are not intentional, highlighting themle for addressees in interpreting 
and making use of information that would normally be considered disruptive. 
Another study has shown how interlocutors co-operate on spatial perspective-taking in 
conversation (Schober, 1993). Speakers, when describing locations to an imaginary addressee always 
took an egocentric perspective whereas when they were conversing with an actual addressee they 
often took their partner's perspective. For instance they were frequently found to say "on your right" 
as opposed to "on my right". Furthermore, when the speaker/addressee role is reversed, the new 
speakers tended to take their partner's perspective just as often as the partner had taken theirs. A 
further study highlighting the co-operative principle has shown that addressees who were 
collaborating with a speaker in arranging complex figures, were more accurate in this task than 
someone who was just overhearing the conversation but not allowed to ask questions or give 
feedback (Schober & Clark, 1989); This also highlights the principle of least collaborative effort 
showing that speakers tailor their utterances to the addressee who they know is listening and 
providing feedback. If they were aware-that another person was also required to carry out the task 
but not able to give feedback, their utterances may well have been more explicit. 
3.2.1 Summary 
All the foregoing studies have emphasised the prevalence and importance of collaboration 
between interlocutors in establishing and maintaining a common ground between them, adhering to 
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the principles of co"operativeness and least collaborative effort. The tenn 'common ground' has been 
adopted by Clark and was first introduced by Stalnaker (( 1978; cf. Karttunen and Peters, 1975), cf. 
Clark 1996 p. 93) to refer to mutual understanding and there are some issues regarding the validity of 
such notions of mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs etc., which will be discussed'below. Other issues 
relate to differences in the importance of common ground in comprehension- is common ground 
necessary for comprehension as advocated by Clark or is it more a case of lexical alignment. These 
issues will also be discussed. 
3.3 Mutualundersranding and common ground 
Clark and others (Ciark & Marshal, 1981; Cl ark & Carlson, 1982) have argued that 
successful referencing in conversation depends on speakers and listeners jointly inferring a degree of 
mutual knowledge or beliefs and that common ground is necessary for I isteners to recognise what 
speakers mean. For a speaker to be certain that a listener understands what is meant by "the movie at 
the Roxburgh," the speaker needs to know what the listener knows and, what the listener knows that 
the speaker knows and so on. Of course, the listener has to.go through the same process. The 
concept of mutual knowledge or beliefs has.been criticised by Sperber & Wilson ( 1982; 1986) 
because ofthe•unrealistic necessity of having to compute an infinite set of propositions. They say that 
"mutual knowledge is knowledge of an infinire set of propositions "a speakerS and an addressee A 
mulually know apropos it ion P, if and only if:-
a) S knows thatP 
b) A knows that P 
c) Sknows(b) 
d) A knows (a) 
e) S knows (d) 
f) A knows (c) 
.... And so on ad infinitum (p. 63) 
Clark & Carlson ( 1982)have.defended their position by suggesting that the criticism of 
mutual knowledge or•beliefs is groundless as it rests on two false assumptions a),that mutual beliefs 
have to be represented in the mind as an infinite series of statements, and b) that mutual knowledge 
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and beliefs are too exacting such that no one would ever infer truly mutual knowledge because of the 
impossibility of a). With regard to assumption a) they propose instead that mutual beliefs can be 
represented as mental primitives with an inference rule- (A and B mutually believe that p, with an 
inference rule: If A and B mutually believe that p, then (i) A and B believe that p and believe that (i)), 
They dismiss assumption b) by suggesting that this objection holds only if it is assumed that mutual 
beliefs·cannot vary in strength- they propose that this is not the case. They use an example of a 
violin duet to show how extensive planning and successful execution of co-ordinating both the 
content and process of their joint action leads .to strong grounds for them to believe that this 
successful co-ordination will continue. However, if later in the evening one of them shows signs of 
absentmindedness, his partner may still have some reason to believe that successful co-ordination 
will continue, but his grounds for doing so will be weaker (p. 6). 
A more recent quotation by Cl ark, shown at the beginning of Chapter I, defines the 
pragmatic notion of common ground in a slightly less restricting sense, "Everything we do is rooted 
in information we have about our surroundings, activities, perceptions, emotions, plans, interests. 
Everything we do jointly with others is also rooted in this information, but only in that part we think 
they share with us. The notion needed here is common ground" (Clark, 1996 p. 92). It should be 
noted that common ground between people does not just refer to that built up over time through 
personal experience with a person, which is called persona/common ground. It also refers to 
communal common ground- knowledge and assumptions-about the cultural or professional 
communities that people belong to (Clark, 1996). For instance, conversations about architectural 
issues between architects will differ considerably from conversations between an architect and a 
client. In the latter situation an architect will expend greater effort in ensuring that the client has 
understood by being more explicit, avoiding architectural jargon·or abbreviations.and will make more 
requests to the client for evidence of understanding. 
A second debate regarding common ground revolves around Cl ark and Marshall's (1981) 
proposal that common ground in comprehension is taken into account at the initial design stage of 
utterance production, whilst others refute this. For instance, Horton & Keysar (1996) and Keysar et 
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aL ( 1998)-have proposed an initial memory based model of utterance production which searches for 
relevant lexical and semantic information followed by a monitoring of common ground forviolations 
and subsequent adjustments of the interpretation. Others have suggested that common ground is 
developed through a process of lexical and semantic alignment based on output/input co-ordination 
principal. The assumption is that speakers and listeners use the same lexical and semantic 
information, either the most recent or the most salient, to support both language production and 
language comprehension, resulting in a match between interlocutors' inputs and outputs (Carletta, 
Garrod, & Fraser-Krauss, 1998; Garrod & Anderson, 1987; Garrod & Doherty, 1994). 
There is evidence both for (Lea, Mason, Brooke Lea, Albrecht, Birch, & Myers, 1998):and 
against this view, (Polichak & Gerrig, 1998). Criticisms relate to the methodology employed by 
Horton & Keysar ( 1996), Keysar et al ( 1998) and Lea et al ( 1998) which were based on participants 
responding under time pressure to a target recognition word on which common ground may be 
expected to be taken into account. If common ground was not taken into account, but semantic or 
lexical information was, then the assumption was made that semantic information was used for initial 
planning. One major criticism of this assumption is that errors under time pressure have been found 
to disrupt initial utterance planning.(Polichak & Gerrig, 1998 p. 187):and therefore to claim that this 
process reveals speaker's plans may be erroneous. It should be noted however, that common ground 
was always taken into account when sufficient time was allowed. 
Further evidence that common ground is taken into account when planning utterances, 
providing appropriate time is allowed, comes from a study which found that over time, speakers co-
operatively develop and simplify conceptual pacts. That is, they agree upon how an object or event 
should be described so that any reference to that object or event in the future will be referred to by 
that agreed conceptual description, which may ignore preceding lexical or salient information·and 
simpler references (Brennan:& Clark, 1996). Furthermore, they were found to·abandon these pacts 
when necessary ,for new conceptual descriptions, again regardless of the kind of lexical or semantic 
information that immediately preceded it. 
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It was felt that although the issues surrounding the above debates regarding mutual 
understanding and the,role of common ground in comprehension, were not intended to be part of the 
experimental focus of this thesis, they could not be ignored. However, it is considered that any 
resolutions to these debates are unlikely to seriously undermine the aim of the studies to be 
undertaken. The basic concept of common ground is largely agreed upon in a general sense in that 
dialogue comprehension is facilitated by interlocutors being aware, and taking account of, what they 
think each other knows and that this information is presumed to have considerable relevance for the 
conversational setting. 
3.3.1 Summary 
The foregoing review has emphasised the prevalence and importance of collaboration 
between interlocutors in establishing and maintaining mutual understanding, adhering to the 
principles of co-operativeness and least collaborative effort. They do this by providing information 
relevant to both the content of the joint activity as well as information relevant to the process by 
which the shared information is understood. Having ascertained that the establishment and 
maintenance.of mutual understanding, sufficient for current purposes, is an important aspect of 
comprehension, regardless of whether it is a product of common ground awareness.or lexical 
alignment, it is now necessary to look in detail at how that mutual understanding is achieved. lhe 
next section therefore will describe another important component of Clark's ( 1996) theory of 
'language use' which he calls methods of signalling. 
3.4 Methods of signalling 
Clark's theory of 'language use' is particularly appropriate for investigating the construction 
and use of external representations (Ciark & Brennan, 1991; Clarke & Schaefer, 1989). The reason 
for this choice rests on his idea that the method by which people communicate with each other is a 
joint activity, which may be part of a larger joint activity such as planning and executing the playing 
of a piano duet. 'Language use' involves signalling meaning both with regard to the content of the 
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information to be communicated and the process by which this is achieved, Cl ark( 1996) defines 
signals as " ... the presentation of a sign by one person to mean something for another" (p. 160). 
Signalling information relating to aspects of the internal mind and objects and events in the world, is 
presumed to be carried out by means of integrated speech and non-verbal gestures. In addition, 
information is signalled through combinations of different notational forms- demonstrating, 
describing-as and indicating (see below for more details). We suggest that non-verbal activity in 
design such as sketching, writing, gesturing and pointing around external representations, interacts 
with speech to enrich these methods of signalling and will assist in-co-ordinating the content and 
process of joint actions. Cl ark distinguishes bel\veen a process.of co-ordinating information, such as 
knowledge and beliefs, through grounding and also co-ordinating the activity between interlocutors, 
such as playing a duet, or turn taking in conversation, (Ciark & Brennan, 1993). This thesis will 
focus on the former- the way that methods of signalling co-ordinate the content of joint actions in 
collaborative design. 
As mentioned in Chapters I and 2, designers typically carry out a number of activities such as 
sketching, writing, gesturing and pointing around graphical representations and these activities are 
assumed to serve a number of different functions for individual designers and·design teams (Re id & 
Reed, 2000; Re id, Reed, & Edworthy, 1999). We shall look at each of the above methods of 
signalling in relation to the four internal components of collaborative design·outlined in Chapter 2:-
individual reasoning, shared information, grounding and verbalisation, bearing in mind that they 
rarely operate in isolation, but are used in different combinations according to the collaborators' joint 
purpose or goal. 
The three methods of signalling introduced above, were based on a theory of signs, or 
semiotics, developed by the American philosopher Charles Sanders Pierce ( 1839-1914) in which 
signs were either an icon, an index, or a symbol (cf. Clark, 1996 p. 157). Thus, according to Clark a 
signal is "the presentation of a sign by one person to mean something for another" (p. 160) and that 
people use three different methods of signalling:- a) Describing-as relates to signs as symbols and 
describes types of things, b) demonstrating relates to signs as icons and sho\vs how things work or 
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what they look like and c) indicating relates to signs as indices and refers to objects, people and 
locations. 
Activity Individual Sharing information Grounding Verbalisation 
Reasoning Support 
Sketches Interacts with Shares cognitive benefits for May be important Supports two way 
and/or imagery and observers of external conversational translation of 
Sketching supports long representation (Larkin & medium for visual to 
term and working Simon, 1987; Cox & Brna, achieving and propositional 
Demonstrative memory for 1995; Scaife & Rogers, maintaining information. 
method of reasoning and 1996; Zhang, 1997), common ground for 
signalling creativity (Fish & supports two way translation demonstrative 
Scrivener, 1990; from visual to propositional visual tasks 
Goldschmidt, (Fish & Scrivener, 1990). 
1994) 
Shares shape, size, relational 
location and movement 
Gesture Supports May communicate May be important May support 
reasoning and information directly aspect of lexical access 
Demonstrative reflects (McNeill, 1985; Kelly, Barr, conversational (Krauss, Dushay, 
method of inaccessible Church, & Lynch, 1999) medium for Chen, & 
signalling reasoning achieving and Rauscher, 1995) 
(Goldin-Meadow, Shares shape, size, relational maintaining and one way 
1999) location and movement. common ground for translation of 
demonstrative visual to 
visual tasks propositional 
information. 
Point May support Shares information referring May be important Supports working 
working memory to objects and relational conversational memory for 
Indicative for reasoning with locations (Clark & Wilkes- medium for verbal and visual 
method of location of Gibbs, 1986) achieving and communication of 
signalling objects. maintaining objects and 
common ground for locations. 
referential visual 
tasks (Ciark & 
Wilkes-Gibbs, 
1986) 
Write Supports long Shares cognitive benefits of None May support 
term and working external representation (Cox working memory 
Describing-as memory for & Brna, 1995). Shares for verbal 
method of reasoning. descriptive information. communication 
signall ing 
Speech Inner speech Directly audible Primary None 
supports verbalisation shares conversational 
Describing-as reasoning and descriptive information medium for 
method of conceptual establishing and 
signalling imagery maintain ing 
(Vygotsky, 1962) common ground. 
Figure 3 . I - Summary of methods of signalling supporting internal components of collaborative 
des ign. 
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All three methods of signalling have a role to play for the four internal components of 
collaborative design outlined above, and a summary of these can be found in Figure 3.1 above, This 
is followed by a· detailed description of each method of signalling in terms of the means by which the 
signal is,conveyed. It should be noted thatCiark has developed these methods of signalling primarily 
for use in conversation and therefore-the implication is:that they are only of value to another person. 
In design however, we suggest that these methods of signalling are also used by the signaller to some 
extent to assist in thinking and preparing verbal communication. 
Describing-as and verba/language- The most prominent activity for describing-as is verbal 
language, which is perhaps the most prevalent and familiar method of signalling information. 
However, Clark emphasises that speech also provides indicating and demonstrating signals-
sentences are littered with index signs such as pronouns and prepositions (Argyle, 1993), and iconic 
signs such as figural or locative descriptions. Conversely, non-verbal language may be seen to 
describe things. Specifically, some gestures, which have been called 'emblems' by Ekman and 
Friesen (cf. Clark, 1996 p.163), such as head nods, greeting waves, thumbs up signals are symbolic 
but are generally used for social conversation and not expected to be prevalent in design. Related to 
this are sign languages, which are structured in a similar way to spoken languages (Goldin-Meadow, 
1999). 
Descriptive speech and written text forms will undoubtedly play a major part in the sharing 
of information and indeed, Chapter 2 has already highlighted the observed prevalence of switching 
between conceptual and tigural reasoning as well as being able to verbalise tigural concepts·(Tomes, 
Oates, & Arm strong, 1998). However, as also mentioned in Chapter 2, speech at certain times during 
design may'be disruptive. Much of the design research has been•carried out using verbal protocols 
based on concurrent verbalisation. This method.of research is based on the assumption that verbal 
protocols will reflect the design thinking process but has provided support for the notion that 
enforced concurrent verablisation may change the reasoning process (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977.). This 
effect has been especially noted for periods of tigural or visual reasoning (Lioyd, Lawson, & Scott, 
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1995; Davies, 1995). This highlights the importance of any Computer Aided Design systems 
supporting an intermixing between different methods of signalling, according to the joint activity at 
any one time. 
Describing-as may also represent signals regarding the achievement of mutual understanding 
through conversational grounding. This can be achieved explicitly through the use of direct 
utterances regarding requests for or offers of evidence.of understanding, turn taking and physical· CO" 
ordination. It may also be achieved through more implicit utterances such as interruptions, 
completions and fadeouts and implicit requests for evidence of understanding through voice 
intonation and expansion of sentences, (see Chapter 6 for a detailed description). There may also be 
a small role for describing-as in verbalisation, either as explicit or inner speech, if one encompasses 
the notion proposed by Schon (1992) and Goldschmidt (1991) that designers converse with their 
sketches to aid figural reasoning. This therefore is a signal to oneselfand may help as a rehearsal and 
preparation of explicit speech for verbalising visual information to be shared and' grounded. 
Demonstrating with sketching, pointing and gesturing- The construction of sketches is able to 
demonstrate the visual, spatial and relational attributes involved in designing. It also incorporates all 
the cognitive benefits of graphical representations available to individual observers outlined in 
Chapter I, together with its relationship with imagery and creativity discussed in Chapter 2. In 
addition,,sketching is able to provide an attentional focus for collaborative activity. Pointing around a 
sketch can.also demons/rate information and has been called 'cognitive tracing' (Scaife & Rogers, 
1996). This is when designers gesture around a sketch such that the movements roughly match the 
form of the sketch. Such activity can be distinguished from referential pointing in that its purpose is 
to encapsulate the figural or conceptual aspects of the sketch, rather than specific locations and 
relations. 'Cognitive tracing' therefore can share information by invoking the attributes.of a sketch 
and the information pertaining to it. 
Gestures are able to signal information by means of visually demonstrating a concept or 
event. Cl ark relates his methods of signalling to everyday conversation and activities, and shows how 
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gestures and body movements can replace descriptions that are difficult to, describe such as someone 
saying "Elizabeth drinks tea like this" (pp. 172), whilst demonstrating what he means by lifting a cup 
in a certain way to his lips. As noted in Chapter 2, these type of gestures have been called iconic 
gestures (McNeill, 1992) and. are prevalent in collaborative design. The potential for gestures in 
collaborative design is to demonstrate shape, size, relational context and movement. The extent to 
which such demonstrations assist the communicator to prepare verbal forms of visual information, or 
their partner as a direct communicant of visual information is debatable and has been discussed in 
Chapter 2. The studies in this thesis will endeavour to,throw more light on these issues. 
In summary, the demonstrative nature of the use and construction of sketches as well as 
gesturing, potentially enables these activities to play a role in all four internal components of 
collaborative design highlighted above. Anything that can be demonstrated visually can be reasoned 
with, shared visually and semantically and. can help communicators to prepare verbalisations of 
visual information. 
Indicating with pointing-');he primary role for indicating is sharing and grounding information. This 
can be achieved through speech such as the use of definite articles, pronouns, prepositions etc., as 
well as.through head and body orientation and eye gaze. Predominantly however, it is achieved 
through indicative gestures such as pointing to referents on external representations such as sketches 
and diagrams. The studies cited above regarding the co-ordination of knowledge and.beliefs, involved 
the grounding of referential information through speech when pointing was not observed by the 
addressee. This reflects certain computer mediated communication settings where video access or 
cursor visibility is not available and therefore speech necessarily becomes more explicit In face-to-
face collaborative design, together with CMC systems that attempt to simulate this environment, 
indicative pointing becomes·prevalent and varies as a function of the·extent to which tasks require 
descriptive; demonstrative or indicative signals (Reed & Re id, 2000; Reid et al., 1999). Pointing 
through indicating may also support individual reasoning and verbalisation by keeping track of 
referents to be examined and communicated. 
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3.5 Impact of media 
3.5.1 Conversational grounding 
Cl ark & Brennan,( 1993) have suggested that speech in terms,of conversational grounding 
might also change according to the medium of communication. These changes:have been presented 
in terms of the costs of grounding as a function of the collaborative setting and the medium to be 
used. They predict that "People should ground with those techniques available in a medium that lead 
to the least collaborative effort" (p. 140). The example given by them is the acknowledgement 
"okay" which in face-to-face or telephone conversations, can be timed precisely so that it constitutes 
evidence of understanding and not an interruption. In keyboard teleconferencing however, where 
timing is difficult and possibly disruptive, the cost of providing an acknowledgement is higher. 
According to Cl ark & Brennan ( 1993), there are potentially many constraints on grounding 
such as; eo-presence (the extent to which A and B share the same physical environment and can 
freely hear speech and observe non-verbal communication); visibility between partners A and Band 
their workspace; audibility; simultaneity (the extent to which speech and activity are able to be 
produced by A and B simultaneously) and cotemporality (the extent to which person B receives 
information as it is produced by A). Different kinds of technologies, which may lack some of these 
characteristics, tend to force people to use alternative grounding techniques in order to increase the 
probability of mutual understanding whilst at the same time minimising the combined collaborative 
effort. For instance it costs time and effort to formulate and reformulate utterances and therefore they 
need to be as simple as necessary. 
For visual design one of the most important aspects of collaboration is visibility. A visibility 
constraint is likely to result in a greater effort in formulating utterances and in making sure that 
understanding is achieved. A particular skill for creativity in design is thought to be the verbalisation 
of visual information together with the visualisation of verbal information (Tomes et al., 1998). In 
technologically contrived collaborative settings where shared access to the works pace is not 
available, this particular skill becomes important for a different reason- collaborators need to not 
only generate ideas but share them. In order to do this where the workspace is not shared initiators 
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Other costs may relate to start-up costs where A has to get B to notice that she wishes to 
speak and asynchrony costs where the general rule is "One speaker at a time" (Clark & Brennan, 
1993). Visibility facilitates this kind of conversational co-ordination through non-verbal language of 
eye contact, head nods etc (Bavelas, Chovil, Coates, & Roe, 1995). Other costs highlighted are 
display costs which relate to non-verbal language such as gestures and pointing to refer to specific 
real or hypothetical objects. Repairs·are costly and generally initiators try to avoid misunderstanding 
at the outset by ensuring their utterances are more fully formed in situations where communication 
might be expected to be more difficult such as when visibility is constrained. 
An example of this is outlined by Clark & Brennan (See Cohen 1984 c.f./ft 1993) who 
describe a study in which tutors instructed students on assembling a pump either by keyboard or 
telephone. l!hey found that on the telephone the tutors presented the information in installments and 
there were many more requests by both speakers to ensure that accurate identilication of objects had 
been achieved. For the keyboard conversations however, the description of objects and the 
instructions of what to do with them were carried out in a single turn. 
This is an extreme example but there is evidence that such compensations take place in more 
natural conversational settings. For instance, Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs (1992) found that when pairs of 
participants were required to collaboratively rearrange a number of visual shapes in an unshared 
workspace, initial descriptions were detailed and explicit. As their common ground regarding the 
visual shapes increased, so the descriptions became less detailed. Speech utterances are of course just 
one medium, albeit an extremely important one, through which methods of signalling occur. Other 
mediums in collaborative design involve the construction and use of external representations such as 
sketching, pointing, gesturing and writing. 
3 .5.2 Use and construction of external representations 
As highlighted above; an important component of design research in recent years has been 
the development of systems to support human activity, in particular design related activity, resulting 
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in Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) and Computer Aided Design (CAD). These 
developers·have been able to beneficially access design research information from various 
psychological and ethnographical disciplines as well as set up their own Research and Development 
programmes in order to improve human-computer interaction in design. Clearly the impact of 
technology on conversational grounding, as well as the use and construction of external 
representations, should be included in this development. 
If the use and construction of external representations cannot be fully observed, the benefits 
of graphical external representations will not be available and information sharing will be 
considerably impaired. This may not of course always be possible in large groups, and even in 
smaller groups, representations may not always be observed from an optimum orientation. The 
extent of any impairment will depend on the quality and type of media utilised. For instance, good 
quality work space video connections have been able to successfully provide support for sharing 
information (Tang & Minneman, 1990; Tang & lsaacs, 1995; Harrison, Minneman, Stults, & Weber, 
1990; Bly, 1988). The same applies to computer networked shared workspaces (Clark & Scrivener, 
1992; Bly, 1988) and others that have provided a combination of both eye-eye video and computer 
mediated spaces (lshii & Kobayashi, 1992; Ishii, Kobayashi, & Arita, 1994; Ishii, Kobayashi, & 
Grudin, 1995; Ishii & Miyake, 1991; Kobayashi & lshii, 1993; Clark & Scrivener, 1992). However, 
with regard to co-ordinating speech and activity in order to share and ground information, as well as 
supporting individual cognition these systems have been found lacking in many respects. 
Particular shortcomings relate to problems in creating rough free hand sketches which are 
thought to help individual visual reasoning as well as allowing the rapid intermixing between 
drawing and sketching (Bly, 1988; Tang & Leifer, 1988). Bearing in mind the ambiguous and 
dynamic nature of sketching in the early stages of conceptual visual design, if this activity is inhibited 
by inflexible computer software, the task itself may change to one of more difficulty (Norman, 1991 ), 
and may fail to include important perceptual or spatial elements. Certainly it is clear that CAD 
systems.do not at present fully support this activity sufficiently well (Lawson, 1994; (Candy & 
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Edmonds, 1996; Tovey, 1997) particularly with regard to how designers converse with their drawings 
(Lawson & Loke, 1997). 
Despite considerable:progress in developing seamless systems to simulate face-to-face 
meetings (lshii & Kobayashi, 1992; lshii et al., 1994; lshii et al., 1995; Ishii & Miyake, 1991; 
Kobayashi & lshii, 1993) perhaps the most serious shortcoming for collaborative design is CMC's 
inability to fully support the group interaction around the use and construction of external 
representations in a shared workspace, such as referential pointing (Barnard, May, & Salber, 1996) 
and modifications to the external representations of others {Biy, 1988; Tang & Minneman, 1990). In 
addition, the issue of the extent to which gestures are direct communicants or a support for individual 
thinking and verbalisation is relevant to reasoning and communication generally and CMC 
development in particular. If gestures do serve as a direct communicant, either intentionally, or 
incidentally, then they need to be unambiguously observable. 
This technological drive to create virtual media spaces by means of video links on the basis 
of the 'non-verbal communication hypothesis'- the assumption that the role of video is to facilitate 
distributed collaboration by supplementing speech and providing a feeling of interpersonal awareness 
(Daly-Jones et al., 1998), may be misguided. For instance, Barnard et al ( 1996) have found that a 
video medium simulating a face-to-face collaborative setting can be highly ambiguous with regards 
to referential pointing- if visual referents cannot be unambiguously verbalised, then explicit pointing 
activity is necessary and must be clearly seen but the viewed orientations of gestures in the support 
given by technological devices often make them difficult to interpret. Barnard et al ( 1996) have also 
found-some evidence that a requirement by distributed collaborators to switch between a monitor 
displaying the shared workspace and a separate monitor enabling eye contact with another 
collaborator may have resulted in ambiguous gestures. They stated that ·· .. when participants are 
implicitly encouraged to believe that they are in a shared works pace, they may all too easily adopt a 
communicative register allowing them to believe in physical eo-presence and therefore assume that a 
gesture will resolve the ambiguity as it would in the physically eo-present setting" (p. 49). In 
addition, collaborators using a system called 'Commune' where participants were provided with a 
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horizontal shared drawing surface and separate video monitors showing the face of their partner, 
often did not use the 'telepointers' provided but rather continued to use their hands to make 
referential gestures, even though these gestures could not be easily identified (Minneman & Bly, 
1990). Eye contact in certain media configurations therefore may create a false perception of eo-
presence and therefore communication efficacy. This notion is further supported by the finding that 
collaborators reported-a higher perception of eo-presence and interpersonal awareness when video 
images of their partners was available, (Daly-Jones et al., 1998). 
Eye contact is thought to be important for turn taking in natural conversation (Goodwin, 
1981), providing evidence of attention (Argyle, 1994) and direction of attention (Rutter, 1984). 
Others however have negated the necessity of eye contact for ordinary conversation (Chapanis, 
1975), especially dyads, and it is clear that humans havNeadily adapted to using the telephone. 
Furthermore, these studies did not include a separate medium for a shared workspace and it has been 
found that simple text based tasks could be easily carried out through the medium of a good audio 
channel (Whittaker & Geelhoed, 1993). They also found that even more demanding text based tasks 
and graphical tasks, benefited from video-mediated, communication technology, providing the video 
is focused on the task elements. This study did not enable eye contact and gaze awareness but 
collaborators were able to keep track of each other's attentional focus by viewing activity in the 
shared works pace. Therefore, it has been suggested that the importance of eye gaze or the 'non-verbal 
communication hypothesis' should be replaced by the 'video-as-data' hypothesis (Whittaker, 1995). 
This hypothesis suggests that video is indeed required but should only focus on the visual aspects of 
the task and not participants. 
In further support of this,notion of 'video, it has been found that task focused video for 
remote surgery has beneficial effects (Nardi, Kuchinsky, Whittaker, Leichner, & Schwarz, 1997) and 
others have found that collaborators spent significantly more time looking at objects to be 
manipulated in a shared media space than at each other's non verbal cues (Gaver, Sellen, Heath, & 
Luff, 1993). Systems therefore that are endeavouring to combine gaze awareness with a shared 
workspace which are very expensive, may not be necessary and may not even be beneficial. For 
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instance, a shared drawing medium called ClearBoard tried to create a sense·of"being there" or 
"telepresence" by representing a medium in which collaborators were "talking through and drawing 
on a transparent glass window" (Kobayashi & Ishii, 1993; Ishii & Kobayashi, 1992; Ishii, Kobayashi, 
& Arita, 1994; lshii et al., 1995; lshii & Miyake, 1991 ). Drawing took place on a transparent glass 
worktop which was displayed to a geographically distributed partner by means of video technology. 
Also displayed by video was a picture of their partner's face. They have focussed on the importance 
of gaze awareness- how participants are able to be aware of what their partners are looking at. 
However, they found that this awareness was often ambiguous and that the combined images of face 
and drawings was a little distracting. The drive towards simulating face to face collaboration 
therefore may not be necessary, especially for dyadic collaboration, and may even be 
disadvantageous. However, a shared workspace is clearly a major benefit for collaborative spatial 
tasks, 
3.6 Summary and conclusions 
The activities of sketching, pointing and depictive gesturing, integrated with verbal language, 
are able to support .the sharing of information in a number of ways; i) Physical alfributes, by 
demonstrating, indicating or describing what something looks like in terms of shape, size, colour and 
texture, and where it is located; ii) Spatial Perspective by demonstrating or describing causal, or 
non-causal, relations between concepts andtstatic or moving objects; and iii)Cognitive Altributes by 
producing or focusing on external representations that invoke graphical constraining, re-
representation and computational offioading, thus facilitating understanding with regard to both i) 
and ii) above (see Chapter 1 on the cognitive benefits of external representations). 
It can readily be seen how designers might beneficially use sketch construction and iconic 
gestures to demonstrate how something works or what it looks like. An inability to•produce an 
external representation of a figural concept, may invoke depictive gesturing to support imagistic 
reasoning. Demonstrating also plays a role in grounding. For instance, the process of creating and 
interacting with graphical representations is thought to provide a group focus, motivate social and 
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cognitive participation and mediate interaction (Henderson, 1991; Henderson, 1995; Bly, 1988; 
Mazijoglou, Scrivener, & Clark, 1996; Tang & Leifer, 1988). This has been supported by others who 
found that sequences of figural reasoning focused attention and regulated turn taking (Reed & Re id, 
2000; Re id• et al., 1999; Reid & Reed, 2000; Re id & Reed, 2000). As for Describing-as, this method 
of signalling also plays a role in verbalisation by providing demonstrations to oneself of sketching 
and depictive gesturing, reflecting figural reasoning which interacts with inner speech (Schon, 1992) 
and imagery (Goldschmidt, 1991; Fish & Scrivener, 1990) to aid figural reasoning. In addition, 
demonstrating through the use and construction of sketches, and particularly gestures, may play a 
role for verbalisation such that it may help prepare for explicit communication. 
It has been proposed that the internal representations in a distributed cognition model of 
design encompasses individual reasoning, shared information, grounding and verbalisation and that 
these characteristics are supported differentially by three methods of signalling, describing-as, 
demonstrating and indicating as part of a theory of' language use' proposed by Herbert Cl ark ( 1996). 
The activities employed by designers to execute these methods of signalling are speaking, sketching, 
writing, gesturing and pointing which construct or use external representations that may be observed 
and from which relevant inforn1ation can be obtained regarding the content. and process of a joint 
activity. A discussion has also taken place which highlights the impact of visibility and physical 
constraints on communication by differences in the medium through which collaboration takes place. 
These three chapters have provided the focus for the experimental studies in this thesis- an 
exploration of how the use and construction of external representations (sketching, writing, gesturing 
and pointing), and conversational grounding is used to support collaborative design reasoning, 
information sharing, grounding and verbalisation in different settings and for different tasks. Chapter 
4 will provide an overview of the remainder of the thesis in terms of task development and 
methodological issues for the forthcoming studies, as well as the studies themselves. ChapterS will 
describe in detail the·pilot studies carried out in order to identify suitable tasks and participants for 
the main experimental studies and Chapter 6 will describe the methodology to be used, including the 
development of activity and grounding coding schemes. Chapters 7- 12 will report two studies that 
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examined how the use and construction of external representations and conversational grounding was 
used to support collaborative design,reasoning and information sharing respectively. This will be 
followed in the final chapter by a general discussion. 
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CHAPTER4 
OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY AND STUDIES 
4.1 Task Development- Chapter 5 
4.1.1 Aims 
The aim of Chapter 5 was to identify existing, or develop new, tasks that incorporated a 
number of factors related to visual problem solving design tasks. A number of simple pilot 
studies were carried to this end 
4.1.2 Method 
Five pilot studies using engineering and psychology students as well as ordinary members 
of the public were carried.out to investigate the extent to which a· number of tasks were 
conceptual spatial or referential spatial as well as the extent to which they were able to be 
supported by relevant methods of signalling and imagery. Final drawings and the number of 
ideas generated were used to assess their suitability. 
4.1.3 Implications 
Many of the task attributes to be identified such as imagery and perceptual or 
propositional reasoning, were not intended to be systematically measured- the aim was to set up 
as far as possible the necessary conditions inherent in design which could be inferred from the 
kind of activities observed in the pilot studies. For example, if a task elicits sketching protocols it 
may be assumed that it invokes perceptual reasoning and a dernonstrative method of signalling 
and if ideas can be drawn from memory then the implication is that imagery was involved. 
4.2 Coding scheme development (Chapter 6) 
4.2.2 Ain1s 
The aim of this chapter was to show how behavioural and physical coding schemes were 
developed based on the model of' language use' incorporating methods of signalling and 
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conversational grounding proposed by Herbert Clark and others (Clark, 1996; Cl ark & Brennan, 
1993; Cl ark & Schaefer, 1989). 
4.2.2 Method 
The coding scheme was initially applied to a study carried out by Re id et al, ( 1999) and 
modified for application to the first study iri this thesis. The·Chapter describes in detail the 
conversational· grounding techniques identified by Herbert Cl ark and others (Ciark, 1996; Clark & 
Brennan, 1993; Clark & Schaefer, 1989). In addition, the rationale for novel but related codes for 
emphasising the extent to which they represented efforts .to establish and maintain mutual 
understanding between pairs of collaborators is described. 
4.2:3 Implications 
The codes were designed to confirm the principles of 'co-operation' and 'least 
collaborative effort', which states that interlocutors work together to establish and maintain 
mutual understanding with 'the least collaborative effort', according to the purpose of the joint 
activity and the medium through which communication is attempted. The effectiveness of these 
codes in assessing changes in grounding effort as a function of the medium and purpose of the 
joint activity will be determined by the findings in Studies I & 2.described below. 
4.3 Study 1: Collaborative problem solving- Chapters 7, 8 & 9 
4.3.1 Aims 
The aim of this study·was to explore the use and construction. of external representations 
in collaborative visual problem solving tasks in terms of methods of signalling and conversational 
grounding as a function of different media settings and tasks, Chapter 7 presents a rationale for 
the study and the methodology to be employed. Chapter 8 investigates the impact of tasks and 
constraints on communication and Chapter 9 investigates concurrent speech and activity 
behaviours, 
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4.3.2 Method 
72 participants (psychology and other students) carried out a well-defined, referential 
spatial and an ill-defined, conceptual spatial visual problem solving task in pairs. They were 
initially required to,generate and develop ideas or solutions on their own. They were then 
required to share these ideas and.develop one mutually acceptable idea collaboratively. These 
tasks were carried out in•one of six different conditions where reciprocal visual and physical 
access at workspace level and eye level was varied by means .of sol id or clear screens. 
Activity and speech was obtained from video recordings coded according to the 
developed• coding schemes which were then time stamped and analysed for duration• of each kind 
of speech and activity code as well as duration of concurrent speech and activity 
4.3 .3 Implications 
Evidence was obtained to support the principles of 'co-operation' and 'least collaborative 
effort'. Differences between the way in which the methods·of signalling and conversational 
grounding was used for different tasks were evident and discussed in tenns of grounding and 
activity•compensations made for limitations in the media settings. In addition, issues surrounding 
changes in dyadic interactivity as a function of the medium and task. as well as.a possible negative 
effect resulting from the division of the workspace as a function of the media setting were 
identified and discussed. Some minor inadequacies in the coding schemes were identified. 
4.4 Study 2: Solution Sharing (Chapters 10, 11 & 12). 
4.4.1 Aims 
The aim of this study was to explore the use and construction. of external representations 
in the sharing of 'learned' visual problem solving solutions in terms of methods of signalling and 
conversational grounding as a function of different media settings, tasks and the opportunity to 
use and construct external representations. Chapter I 0 presents a rationale for the study and the 
methodology to•be employed, including some further modifications to the coding schemes. 
Chapter 11 investigates the impact of tasks and constraints on communication and Chapter 12 
investigates concurrent speech.and activity behaviours. 
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4.4.2 Method 
60 participants (psychology and other students) carried-out one of two well-defined, 
referential spatial tasks and one of two ill~defined conceptual spatial tasks in pairs. Each 
participant was required to learn the solutions to one.of each of the well-defined and ill-defined 
tasks. They were then required to communicate the learned ideas or solutions to their partner in 
one of six different conditions where reciprocal visual access was varied by means of solid 
screens. In addition, communicators' either had 'access or no access' to their own external 
representations as well as 'access.or no access' to memory·support. 
Activity and speech was obtained from video recordings coded according to the 
developed coding schemes which were then time stamped,and analysed for duration for each kind · 
of code as well as duration for concurrent speech and activity 
4.4.3 Implications 
Evidence was again obtained to support the principles of 'co-operation' and 'least 
collaborative effort'. Differences between the way in which the methods ofsignalling and 
conversational grounding was used for different tasks and according to whether the tasks involved 
problem solving or just the sharing of learned solutions were identified. Again the findings 
indicated evidence of compensations made for limitations in the media settings as well as access 
to·external representations and memory support. Issues surrounding the effects of the media on 
false perceptions of communication efficacy and competition between problem solving and 
grounding activities were also highlighted. 
4.5 Summary 
l'his thesis describes a programme of research whereby the use and construction of 
external representations and efforts to establish and maintain mutual understanding in 
collaborative design tasks vary as a function of the media setting and the task. These variations 
have implications for cognition in individual and collaborative design, disseminating information 
in design and the technological support offered to support design activities and design cognition. 
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In addition, the implications for the effects of media settings on assumptions regarding 
communication efficacy and competition between cognitive and grounding resources required for 
collaborative design are highlighted and discussed. 
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CHAPTERS 
TASK DEVELOPMENT 
5 .I Introduction 
Before carrying out the main collaborative studies which form the central theme of this 
thesis, it was necessary to identify existing, or develop new, tasks that incorporated a number of 
factors related to problem-solving generally and visual problem-solving in particular. More 
specifically the·aim of this program ofresearch was to carry out an exploration of how the use and 
constmction of external representations ~sketching, writing, gesturing and pointing~ and 
conversational grounding, is used to support collaborative design reasoning and information sharing 
in different settings and for different tasks. It has been shown in Chapters I and 2 that external 
representations support cognition in· different ways, according to the kind of problem to be solved-
well-defined or ill-defined (Reed & Reid, 2000), type ofreasoning.(perceptual or conceptual) (Reid; 
Reed, & Edworthy, 1999) and how complex the problem is (Cox & Brna, 1995). In addition, ill-
defined tasks involve the generation of a number of ideas or solutions. In Chapter 3 I have. described 
how communication is achieved through different methods of signalling- describing-as, 
demonstrating and indicating. 
Many of the task attributes referred to in this chapter, such as imagery, perceptual versus 
propositional reasoning and well-defined versus ill-defined problems, are not intended to be 
systematically measured- the aim here is to endeavour to set up the necessary conditions inherent in 
design.as outlined above. Evidence.ofthese conditions may be gained in part from previous 
problem-solving research- well-defined problems and number ofideas·or solutions for ill-defined 
problems- and in part they may be inferred from the kind of activities observed in the pilot studies to 
be described below such as sketching or writing, These activities, together with other activities 
involved in collaborative design, such as pointing, gesturing and sharing visual ideas through speech, 
will form the focus of the main experimental studies. It must therefore be established' that the tasks 
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are capable of eliciting these activities i.e, the tasks must be capable, in varying degrees, of being 
sketched·or verbalised as well as being able to elicit gesturing and.pointing. For example, .if a.task 
elicits sketching protocols it may be assumed that it invokes perceptual reasoning and•a 
demonstrative method of signalling. The rationale for these attributes is presented below in more 
detail. 
5.2 Task attributes 
5.2.1 Perceptual and conceptual reasoning 
As noted in Chapter I, design typically involves.both perceptual and conceptual reasoning 
(Goldschmidt, 1992a; Goldschmidt, 1994; Goldschmidt, 1992b; Goldschmidt, 1991; Bucciarelli, 
Goldschmidt, & Schon, 1987; Schon, 1992; Tomes, Oates, & Armstrong, 1998), and it is therefore 
necessary that all the tasks are capable of invoking both kinds.of reasoning. As discussed above, in 
collaborative design meetings, Reid et al (1999)have previously identified different. patterns of 
grounding and workspace activities during perceptual and conceptual reasoning design episodes. 
Initial pilot studies will therefore involve participants.carrying out tasks in different conditions during 
the problem-solving.period- being able to sketch or write, only being able to write and not•being 
able to sketch or write. The extent to which the tasks elicit sketching and writing during the problem-
solving period would be deemed an indicator of the presence of perceptual and conceptual reasoning 
respectively. 
The focus of this thesis was to.explore.the use and construction of external representations for 
collaborative visual problem-solving. Therefore, although the tasks should be.able to be verbalised to 
some extent through writing for individuals and speech for pairs of participants, the tasks will be 
expected to show substantial levels of perceptual reasoning as evidenced by sketching protocols. In 
addition, due to the alleged relationship between sketching, imagery and creativity (Fish & Scrivener, 
1990; Kosslyn, Behrmann, & Jeannerod, 1995; Verstijnen, Hennessey, van Leeuwen, Hamel, & 
Goldschmidt, 1998; Finke, 1990) outlined in Chapter 2, and the assumption that this interaction is a 
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fundamental part of visual design (Goldschmidt, 1994), it was thought appropriate to establish that 
participants were able to successfully use imagery for these tasks. 
Evidence of the existence of imagery can be assessed from drawings made after the problem 
has been solved, or ideas generated, through imagery. As. discussed above, imagery may support 
either, or both, perceptual and conceptual reasoning and the external representations recorded at the 
end of the problem-solving period by participants will give some insight into this question. In 
addition, evidence of ambiguous, indeterminate sketches during the problem-solving period, may 
reflect the presence of an interaction between sketching and imagery as suggested by Fish and 
Scrivener ( 1990). 
5.2.2 Methods of signalling 
Based on Herbert Clark's (1996).proposals regarding methods of signalling outlined in 
Chapter 3, it was also required that tasks should incorporate the kinds of representation that will elicit 
relevant workspace activities. Writing and speaking would support 'describing-as' representations, 
gesturing and sketching would support 'demonstrating' representations and pointing would support 
'indicating' representations. As the pilot studies involved individuals as opposed to groups, it was 
expected that only sketching and writing would be observed. However, it is not unreasonable to 
assume that if tasks freely elicit sketching under these conditions, then they will also elicit gesturing 
and pointing in collaborative design episodes. As mentioned above, previous research has shown 
gesturing and pointing to be a major work space activity in collaborative design (Tang, 1991; Tang & 
Leifer, 1988; Bly, 1988). 
The distinction between 'demonstrating' and 'indicating' is reflected in spatial and 
conceptual perspective-taking in conversation (Schober, 1993}- spatial perspective refers to the 
physical point of view reflected in a description of a location, either from the speaker's point of view 
(egocentric) or from another's.point of view (intrinsic). This kind of thinking about the location·of 
objects in space relates to an 'indicating' method of signalling. 'Demonstrating' on the other hand, 
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reflects a conceptual perspective which still refers to locations but is concerned with the conceptual 
and semantic relations between·objects such as 'closer to' or 'further from'. 
5.2.3 Generation and development of ideas 
Design, as an ill-defined task, is required to generate a number of options for evaluation and 
subsequent development. Stein (1975 p. 47) found that in brainstorming sessions, the larger the 
number of ideas generated, the more likely that a solution of high quality or originality would be 
found. In addition, as mentioned in Chapter 2, Yerstijnen et al ( 1998) found the construction of 
external representations, e.g. sketching, was unnecessary for 'combining' a small number of images 
but necessary for 'combining' a large number of images as well as 'restructuring' images. lt is 
proposed that the evaluation and development of ideas will involve the latter. Whilst it is not 
intended to measure originality or the extent to which they are developed in the main experimental 
studies, it is important to provide the necessary conditions for idea generation and development. 
Therefore, providing a task elicits a number of ideas, one or more of which demonstrate scope for 
development, it will be considered that these necessary conditions are in place. 
5.2.4 Well-defined and ill-defined problems 
It has been generally assumed that well-defined and ill-defined problems have different 
structures (Simon, 1977) and require difference cognitive.processes (Schraw, Dunkle, & Bendixen, 
1995). For well-defined problems the initial states, goal states and operators are well specified with 
only one correct or optimum solution which is easily testable (Simon, 1977). They are assumed to 
require little or no domain specific knowledge, relying on a small amount of information present in 
the problem itself. These problems are carried,out using inference rules, strategies and cognitive 
processes such as search, select and monitor (Schraw et al., 1995). Ill-defined problems on the other 
hand are often under specified and generally require varying degrees of domain specific knowledge 
from long term memory. The goal states are often very broadly specified and ambiguous and there 
may be many different solutions to achieving that goal state. Furthermore initial and intennediate 
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states invariably have to be discovered along the way and later decisions may affect earlier decisions 
(Simon, 1977). The cognitive processes for illcstructured problems involve the searching of 
information in long term memory and evaluation in a broad context (Schraw et al., 1995). 
It was reasonable to:expect therefore that these two different types of problemcsolving 
strategies would elicit different patterns·of conversational grounding and workspace activities. It 
should be noted however, that Si m on ( 1977) presents a case for rather fluid boundaries between these 
two types of problems suggesting that ill-structured problems are also structured, incorporating a 
much broader overall structure within which are sequences of traditionally considered well-defined 
problem-solving. However, when problems are taken as a whole, they do have different structures 
and are solved in different ways. Indeed when. considering the kind of task attributes t were 
attempting to identify for use in our collaborative studies, it became clear that well-defined and ill-
defined tasks would necessarily differ. For instance, the number of ideas is.not only an attribute of the 
task but a dependent measure and is only relevant for ill-defined problems. For well-defined 
problems·the emphasis.is on the correct completion of the problem. In addition, for well-defined 
problems·there is less emphasis on conceptual and.demonstrative attributes and more emphasis·on 
perceptual and referential attributes i.e. the location of objects. T would eventually require pairs of 
participants to carry out these tasks and share their solutions with each other and in·order to do this 
they would undoubtedly have to·sketch, gesture, point and write. Early pilot studies·therefore will use 
both well-defined and ill-defined visual problem-solving tasks. 
5.2.5 Individual Differences 
It was necessary to identify any individual differences in design activity that are not of 
experimental interest in this thesis so that they may be controlled for if necessary. Previous research 
regarding visual problem-solving has generally been carried out on professional disciplines e.g. 
architecture, engineering and graphic design. At Plymouth University I had access to engineering 
students and of course, psychology students. It was thought there may be some differences between 
these groups in that for engineering tasks, even the very simple ones proposed here, engineering 
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students may have more domain knowledge and use different problem-solving strategies'(Giaser & 
Chi, 1988). T also wish to investigate group differences for spatial reasoning and.drawing ability that 
may occur through education and.natural ability- differences between the development of design 
ability of engineering and industrial design students were shown to be influenced by experience and 
choice.of course (Lee & Radcliffe, 1990). 
In addition, Michael Tovey (1984) and Nigel Cross ( 1985) both.support the notion that the 
left hemisphere of the brain supports analytical, serial, convergent and conceptual thinking whilst the 
right hemisphere supports visuo-spatial, parallel, divergent and holistic thinking. Individual 
differences occur in the extent to which these two hemispheres work independently but also in the 
extent to which they interact with each other. It is.expected that this difference will be reflected in 
the construction of external representations such as writing, speaking and drawing. I anticipated that a 
great deal of drawing would be carried out in visual design problems and differences may be 
expected within the two discipline groups as well as between them. Certainly Re id et al ( 1999) 
observed differences (although this was not methodically measured or reported) in drawing ability 
and the extent to which they preferred to either draw or verbalise, among third year engineering 
students. In addition, differences in children's drawing ability have been found (Rosenblatt & 
Winner, 1988) and these differences may reflect the ability to represent an image internally or the 
relevant motor movements (Frith & Law, 1995). Pilot Study 2 below looks at these potential 
differences between psychology and engineering students. 
5.2.6 Imagery ability 
Research· on differences in imagery ability shows that there are specific individual differences 
relating to efficiency in locating and transforming imaged pictures, the degree of resolution. and the 
capacity for maintaining images throughregeneration (Kosslyn, Brunn, Cave, & Wallach, 1984). In 
addition differences have been found for vividness of images and that the more vivid a reported 
image, the more likely participants were able to recall them (Marks, 1973). Differences have also 
been found in the extent to which images are represented either perceptually or conceptually (Slee, 
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1980). It was found that some participants were able to recall meaningless abstract images, whilst 
others were only able to recall meaningful images that could be represented conceptually. Differences 
for imagery and drawing will therefore be incorporated into Pilot Study 5 below. Imagery may be 
deemed to have taken place if perceptual images are drawn from memory. 
5.3 Introductiontopilot studies 
The main purpose of this study was to investigate at a fairly broad level a number of different 
tasks and sample populations. Very small samples were used initially on a number of existing or 
specially developed, ill-defined and well-defined tasks. Generally a principal of qualitative 
observation and descriptive statistics was adopted rather than inferential statistics in these early 
stages, although the Pilot studies 4 & 5 were analysed using inferential statistics. The first two pilot 
studies investigated ill-defined tasks- Pilot Study No. I was a preliminary task exploration and Pilot 
Study No. 2 investigated the extent to which tasks were conceptual, perceptual and supported by 
relevant methods of signalling and imagery for engineering and psychology students. Pilot studies 3 
& 4 were,the same as studies I & 2 but for well-defined tasks, The final pilot study was a final 
exploration of both ill-defined and well-defined tasks, investigating task suitability. 
5.4 Pilot Study No. 1 - Preliminary task exploration for ill-defined tasks 
5.4.1 Aims 
The tasks used in.previous research at the University of Plymouth with 3'd year undergraduate 
engineering teams (Re id et al., 1999) were specific engineering problems. Therefore, in view of the 
fact that our subject pool was likely to.be psychology students it was considered appropriate to 
investigate other tasks of a more simple and generic nature. In addition, only one of the tasks tended 
to elicit a number of different solutions- generally they latched quite-quickly onto an idea and spent 
the rest of the time developing it. This is almost certainly a reflection of their inexperience. It has 
been shown that novice designers are more likely to adopt a depth first strategy ofproblem"solving 
whilst experts are more likely to adopt a breadth first strategy with occasional opportunistic or depth 
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first deviations (Ball, Evans, Dennis, & Ormerod, 1997). Therefore this preliminary pilot study 
explored tasks that would encompass all the aforementioned attributes related to ill-defined tasks. It 
was considered that .the task paradigms devised by Finke ( 1990) as mentioned in Chapter 2, may 
provide a useful set of tasks, which would incorporate the necessary attributes. 
5.4.2 Method 
For this preliminary study a small number of participants were used on a large number of 
tasks - two boys and a girl aged 13, IS and 17 respectively and three adult males aged 19, 40 and4S 
comprising mixed drawing ability. T also used a number of psychology students, also of mixed 
drawing ability. Drawing ability was gauged rather loosely either on a self-perceived notion or on 
artistic qualifications. Appendix I shows the array of 38 shapes used by Finke·( 1990). There were 
IS, 30 parts and each part was named. Participants were asked to adhere to·a number of constraints:-
• Shapes could vary in size, position and. orientation of the parts: 
• Only the wire and the tube could be bent. 
• The parts could be put inside one another, could be hollow or solid, and could be made ofany 
material (bearing in mind that only the wire and tube can be bent). 
Subjects were asked to create items from one of the following categories also taken from 
Finke (1990 page 66):- Transportation for travelling up a mountain, a man-powered vehicle, an 
appliance to catch a burglar, a piece of furniture that could play music, a piece of furniture that could 
help you wake up, a utensil for making a sandwich, a weapon you• could use under water, a game that 
a blind person would enjoy, a game two babies could play with, a weapon.that doesn't make any 
noise, a vehicle you could power by yourself. Participants carried out a number of generation tasks 
using either three, five, seven or fifteen parts, (a list of names for each part was given to those using S 
or 7 parts.and the matrix of graphic shapes was given to those using all parts, in order to aid 
memory). Participants were asked to try and.create something useful by drawing as rilany objects as 
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they liked but then to choose the one they liked best at the·end, say what it was and how it worked. lt 
was emphasised that they could sketch as much as they liked but drawing skills were unimportant and 
would not be evaluated. lt was hoped that this would focus their minds on idea generation as 
I 
'· opposed to drawing skills. 
5.4.3 Results and evaluation 
There appeared to be many individual· differences as would be expected with such variation 
in ages and experience -Bill, (aged I 5- generated ideas using 7 and 3 parts) and Tony (adult- used 
I 5 parts only) who were good artists showed .a· considerable amount of sketching, much• of which was 
ambiguous and indeterminate. Tony, a draughtsman and competent artist, appeared to carry out some 
thinking first, during which he chose the parts from the fifteen given, he was going to use. Bill, on 
the other hand, who was a keen artist, appeared to start drawing straight away and the ideas tended to 
evolve through drawing. Andrew (adult - I 5 parts only), who is a mechanical engineer, did a 
considerable amount of thinking before committing anything to paper and did not alter anything 
thereafter. He was fairly precise and slow and the observed multiple lines appeared to reflect more a 
confirmation of his original lines 'overdrawing as emphasis' rather than reflecting indecision and 
active thinking. lt was clear that being constrained to using the shapes was unfamiliar to him, 
seeming to slow him down and interfere with his.thinking. 
Sa m (aged 19- I 5 parts only) in.general showed rather precise and determinate drawings 
which followed a period of thinking. However, at one stage he appears to have exhibited a rough 
indeterminate sketch of a 3D block which appeared to happen whilst he was thinking and in a state of 
indecision. Alison (aged 17- 3, 5, 7 & I 5 parts) who does not consider herself a particularly 
confident drawer, exhibited fairly precise, determinate sketches, regardless of how many parts were 
used, although she had some quite good ideas. When confronted with I 5 parts however, she was 
unable to come up with anything, suggesting that too many specific shapes present a. cognitive 
overload, even when the names of the parts were available. David (aged 13 - 3, 5, 7 & I 5 parts) likes 
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drawing and is fairly good. The sketches, although showing a good technical skill were fairly precise 
and determinate. 
The average number of ideas generated was generally adequate for manipulations of 3, 5 and 
7 parts (an average of3 ideas):but clearly 15 parts presented,a cognitive overload- at the most one 
idea was generated and sometimes none at all. In addition the ideas were necessarily rather simple 
and did not appear to provide a broad enough canvass to display the task attributes sought. 
Furthermore, observations by the author led to the conclusion that being constrained to specific 
shapes appeared to interfere with the-naturaLgeneration of ideas and flow of sketching. For instance 
participants were constantly referring to the names of the shapes they had to incorporate and saying 
things like "how can I fit that in", or "is there a triangle I can use". rhese tasks were beginning to 
look more like well-defined tasks and it was therefore concluded that this constrained paradigm was 
inappropriate for our purposes. 
lt was therefore decided to extend this preliminary study to incorporate the generation of 
ideas for the same categories but without being constrained to using prescribed shapes. ln.other 
words participants were allowed to freely sketch or write whatever they wished. These tasks were 
undertaken by Bill and David together with six psychology students. The resulting drawings did 
tend to display more sketching, especially ambiguous sketching, indicating perceptual thinking and 
imagery. There were differences however in the number of ideas generated and the extent to which 
they reflected. perceptual and conceptual thinking. The-most promising category was "a toy that 2 
babies can play with". This category inspired the generation ofa number of varied ideas exhibiting 
imagistic, perceptual and conceptual thinking, evidenced by the amount of ambiguous sketching and 
writing. Ideas from other categories tended to be either too similar, too conceptual or perceptual i.e. 
too few visual aspects in favour of conceptual labels and vice versa or very detailed mechanical 
characteristics i.e. nuts and bolts. invo 
In conclusion, tasks involving the generation of ideas being constrained to specific shapes, 
led to more precise and determinate drawings and provided a limited arena for displaying varied 
evidence of perceptual and conceptual thinking. Freestyle sketching on the other hand, which was 
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coupled with a category constraint seemed to elicit a more fluid style of drawing, displaying varied 
evidence of perceptual and conceptual thinking. Perhaps participants who do not have to. think about 
specific shapes and how they can be utilised for particular ideas, can concentrate on the function 
alone and the form flows out of functional thinking. Of course, Finke (1990) proposed that the shapes 
themselves invoke the.discovery of objects through imagistic thinking- in other words function 
flows out of the fonn and many design disciplines such as graphic design and architecture would 
support this view. However, this effect was found in Finke's imagery studies only when a small 
number of parts were used and whilst it may be the case that some people carry out visual design in 
this manner, as shown by Goldschmidt ( 1994), it may be confined to those very experienced in visual 
thinking. In general it is suggested that inexperienced designers will tend to let fonn follow the 
function·and that therefore constraining them to using certain shapes will inhibit the generation of 
usefu I ideas. 
It seems therefore that for our ill-defined tasks the most appropriate tasks will be the 
generation of ideas for a particular category, using freestyle sketching and writing for 
'demonstrating' and 'describing-as' methods of signalling (Clark, 1996). T have identified one such 
task that may be used in subsequent experiments, with the modification thatbroadening the category 
to "a toy, which can be played with by two toddlers" rather than " ... two babies" may elicit more 
variation of ideas. 
5.5 Pilot Study No. 2- Further task exploration for ill-defined tasks 
5.5.1 Aims 
The second pilot study was carried out to investigate whether there were any major 
differences in the way that I" year engineering and psychology students tackled two problems 
typically given to I '1 year engineering students (note these experiments were run before they had 
received these problems as part of their engineering course) as well as a problem used in previous 
research with pre-expert engineers (Re id et al., 1999). As pointed out earlier, performance 
differences between experts and novices are thought to be due to experts' domain knowledge (Glaser 
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& Chi, 1988). However, it was felt that providing it was emphasised that participants should not 
concern themselves with precise details concerning cost and specifications, the requirement for 
domain specific knowledge would be minimised, and differences may not be apparent. For this study 
was added a condition whereby participants were not able to sketch or write down their ideas. This 
was done in order to ascertain that the tasks invoked a degree of imagistic·thinking with the extent of 
this imagistic thinking being reflected in subsequent drawings invited by the experimenter after the 
thinking period. 
5.5.2 Method 
Twelve psychology students as part of a course requirement and 8 engineering first year 
undergraduate students (including a number of non-native English speaking students) who were paid, 
were asked to generate as many ideas as possible for three separate tasks in two conditions- a 
'sketching' condition and an 'imagery' condition where no external representations were available. 
Problem No. 1 -A major problem for divers is gelling into a boat from the water, especially 
when the diver is cold and tired after a long period in the water. Generate as many ideas as 
you can for a device for lifting a diver into the boat. The device should be operated from 
within the same boat. (I" year engineering problem) 
Problem No. ], -Design a recreational boat to carry two persons and to be propelled by foot 
pedal power. l11e boat must be easy to steer and stable. Again generate as many ideas as you 
can. (1''1 year engineering problem) 
Problem No. 3.- Design a lightweight portable river crossing system for use by aid workers 
supporting refugees. The system should be able to be constructed by two people, transportable 
by trucks and should be capable of enabling those trucks to cross rivers up to 15 meters wide 
with strong currents. (Simplified 3"1 year engineering problem) 
These problems are typical design type problems considered to be ill-structured such that 
they have a number of different solutions and participants would be required to.draw upon prior 
experience for ideas. In the ~sketching' condition participants were told to use the paper and pencil 
provided to help them record each idea. They were given up to 5 minutes for each problem. In the 
'imagery' condition participants were asked to think of ideas in their heads, again for up to 5 minutes 
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for each problem. Participants·in both conditions were told that as soon as they had generated as 
many ideas as they could, they should tell the experimenter. At the end of each 5 minute session they 
were asked to reproduce their ideas on paper and were given 20 seconds for each idea. In order to 
keep both conditions as similar as possible, participants in the 'sketching' condition were also asked 
to reproduce their ideas. In addition they were advised that they should not worry about detailed 
specification issues such as specific size, weight, materials or costs and that just a rough idea of how 
they worked and what they looked like was all that was required. The number of ideas and the time 
taken for each problem was recorded for both groups and conditions. 
5.5.3 Results and evaluation 
Although there were too few participants to carry out any inferential statistical analysis, it can 
be seen from Table I below that there did not appear to be any group or condition differences in the 
mean number of ideas generated•by the psychology and engineering students. The mean number of 
ideas for the psychology students was 2.87 and for the engineering students 3. 17, whilst the number 
of ideas for 'sketching' was 3.20 and for 'imagery' 2.94. The Diver problem generated the most 
number of ideas (3.53 as opposed to 2.67 and 2.88 for the Paddleboat and River Crossing problems 
respectively). In addition the Paddleboat problem tended·to generate rather similar ideas whilst the 
solutions to the Diver and River Crossing problems, tended to exhibit a more varied selection of 
ideas, All solutions contained a reasonable amount of sketching with some writing. 
1t was concluded from this small study that for these particular ill-defined tasks ,it would not 
be necessary to use engineering students- they produced no.more ideas and their final drawings were 
no more professional looking than those of the. psychology students. Furthermore, engineering 
students were generally unwilling to take part in studies even though there was excellent co-operation 
from some of the engineering staff who encouraged them to take part for remuneration. I also found 
that as there were no observable differences between the solutions produced for both 'sketching' and 
'imagery' that these tasks were able to invoke imagistic thinking. In particular, it was concluded that 
the Diver.and River Crossing problems, togetherwith the 'toy' problem previously identified, would 
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be appropriate tasks for future studies in that they were able to e licit a number of different ideas, and 
showed evidence of conceptual, perceptual and imagistic thinking. 
Condition Imagery Sketching Total 
Engineering: M St.Dev. M St.Dev. M St.Dev. 
Diver 3.75 0.50 3.50 1.29 3.63 0.92 
Paddleboat 2.50 1.00 2.80 1.71 2.63 1.30 
River crossing 3.25 1. 71 3.25 1. 71 3.25 1.58 
Total for Engineers 3.17 1.07 3.18 1.57 3.17 1.27 
Psychology: 
Diver 3.00 0.63 3.83 1.47 3.42 1.16 
Paddleboat 2.83 1.47 3.17 1.33 2.70 1.35 
River crossing 2.33 1.03 2.67 1.37 2.50 1.17 
Total for Psychology 2.72 1.04 3.22 1.39 2.87 1.23 
Total for Condition 2.95 1.06 3.20 1.48 3.02 1. 25 
Total for Diver 3.53 1.04 
Total for Paddleboat 2.67 1.33 
Total River Crossing 2.88 1.38 
Table 5. 1 - Mean number of ideas for three ill-defined problems 
5.6 Pilot Study No. 3- Preliminary task exploration for well-defined tasks 
5.6.1 Aims 
Recall that for wel l-defined tasks the kind of attributes sought were predominantly visual 
problem-solving tasks comprising perceptual and referential representations with only one optimal 
solution, where the initial states and goal states, together with intervening moves are all wel l defined 
and testable. In addition, all the information required to solve the problem should be part of the 
presented problem. This first task was devised by the author and was inspired by Finke's shape 
manipulation studies outlined above. As for the ill-defined tasks, descriptive statistics and qualitative 
observations on ly were used for the preliminary study. 
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5.6.2 Method 
Four psychology students were shown a picture of an object, which was constructed with 
simple shapes, together with the same simple shapes out of context (See Figure 5.1 below for an 
example). They were then asked to manipulate the shapes to make another object (e.g. the 
wheelbarrow in figure c, not shown to the participants). The shapes had to remain the same, although 
size could be altered. Also rectangles could be stretched and made shorter and fatter, or longer and 
th inner as long as they remained a rectangle. Similarly, triangles cou ld be distorted, as long as it 
remained a straight sided triang le. 
Wheelbarrow Wheelbarrow 
0 
0 
Windmill - Wheelbarrow 
Figure 5. 1 - Example of object transformation tasks- shows how parts can be manipulated to 
transform a wheelbarrow into a windmill 
There were eight tasks in all, (See Appendix 2 for more examples) with a varying number of 
parts and two separate conditions, ' sketching' or ' imagery' . Each participant carried out four tasks, 
two in each condition and this was randomised. Again they were encouraged to carry out as many 
sketches as they wished and told that drawing skills were unimportant and would not be evaluated. 
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5.6.3 Results and evaluation 
From looking through the drawings it was found that entirely acceptable transformations, 
even if they were not exactly the same as anticipated, occurred4 out ofS times for the imagery 
condition and 3 out of 8 times for the sketching condition. In addition, the number of parts did not 
appear to have any effect. This does seem to support Finke's suggestion that imagery is sufficient for 
manipulating a small number of parts. The task was clearly perceptual and probably referential in 
that collaborating partners could move different shapes to specific locations, which might induce 
pointing. However the fact that different, although still· acceptable, solutions were observed it 
became clear that this task did.not conform to the required criteria for a well-defined task. 
5, 7 Pilot Study 4 -Further task exploration for well-defined taskS 
5.7.1 Aims 
The results of the previous pilot study led to thinking about a task that would incorporate the 
same degree of perceptual and referential attributes but conform more to the criteria of a well-defined 
problem-solving task. Whittaker and•Geelhoed ( 1993) used a visual problem-solving task involving 
the manipulation of objects, that were intended to represent pieces of furniture, so that they would fit 
into a specified space. They found that whereas other non-visual collaborative tasks were easily 
carried out without the use of a shared workspace, this visual task was considerably more difficult 
when visual access was denied. This particular task therefore seemed to have the required·attributes 
but there was some concern about the relevance of this'task to real life situations. The task used by 
Whittaker et al ( 1993) was more like an abstract jig-saw puzzle and consisted of shapes.that bore no 
physical or visual relationship·to the items of furniture they were intended to represent. Furthermore 
the required placing of these shapes within the space bore little resemblance to.the placing of 
furniture in a room. lt was thought that if the task had more real life relevance it would more properly 
simulate a design task and participants might be more motivated. Therefore three tasks with varying 
amounts of furniture in different sized ·rooms were devised. 
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5.7.2 Method 
For pilot study 4, there were three tasks, (see Appendix 3 for details of task and verbatim 
instructions) 'Peter's Pit', 'Sally's Hen' and 'Aunt Hetty's Dresser' and two conditions 'sketching' 
and 'imagery'. Each problem contained a plan of a room with furniture placed in it, together with a 
brief scenario about problems with the present configuration based on various constraints proposed 
by a person mentioned in the scenario. The task is to move the furniture to more suitable places -based 
on certain criteria described in the scenario. 36 students volunteered as part of a first year course 
requirement. In order to investigate for ceiling and floor effects each had three problems of varying 
difficulty involving furniture manipulation. Each problem had been constructed so that there would 
only be one satisfactory solution. This· was achieved by prescribing the size of the room, the 
placement of windows, doors and radiators, together with the allocation of constraints to each 
problem. Participants were told that there was only one optimum solution although the task was not 
portrayed as a 'problem-solving task'. 
The tasks and conditions were randomised so that each subject carried out two of the three 
tasks, one in each condition and was not therefore a full factorial design. For each condition, 
participants were provided with a plan of a room containing furniture together with five identical 
room plans with.no furniture. Each plan was made up of a grid of squares and a list of each piece of 
furniture with their size represented in number of squares was given to each participant. These 
instructions regarding the size of the furniture.and room were presented as squares rather than feet or 
meters to control for any differences in familiarity with these two measurement representations-
younger students will almost certainly be more familiar with meters than more mature students and 
vice versa. Participants were asked to rearrange the room based on a.scenario and a number of criteria 
given to them at the beginning of each task. The criteria applied to all three tasks, such as 'doors, 
windows and radiators cannot be moved', 'nothing should be placed in front of a window', 'nothing 
should be placed closer than two squares in front of a radiator', and 'doors and drawers should be 
easily accessible'. The scenario was different for each task. For instance with regard to 'Aunt 
Hetty's Dresser', the following scenario was provided-
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"The furniture in your current living room is set out according to the plan provided. Your 
Aunt Hetty has left you a large dresser which is 5 squares long, 2 squares deep and 6ft. high 
You wish to include this dresser but do no/ wish to remove anything from the room that is 
already there. You should rearrange the room to accommodate the dresser, bearing in mind 
the genera/. criteria already given to you. In addition you should ensure·lhatpeople should be 
able to sit around the dining room table without having to pull it away from the wall. 
The scenarios for the other two tasks were slightly different and specific criteria·had to be 
taken into consideration (See Appendix 3 for full details). 
Participants were given varying amounts of time to complete each task, 3 minutes for 'Peter's 
Pit', 5 minutes for 'Sally's Elen' and 8 minutes for 'Aunt Hetty's Elresser'. For the 'sketching' 
condition participants were told they could sketch the furniture in different locations on as many of 
the blank.plans as they wished and that they should inform the experimenter as soon as they were 
happy with their solution. For the 'imagery' condition participants were told to manipulate the 
furniture in their mind and to inform.the experimenter when they were satisfied with their conclusion 
at which time they were asked to point to the locations they wishedthe furniture to be located. They 
were not allowed to change their mind during this phase. Video and audio recordings were taken of 
participants during the task and the time taken during the problem-solving phase was recorded. 
Participants were allocated scores based on the number of correctly placed pieces of furniture 
difference. The total pieces of furniture, excluding the chairs in Peter's Pit and Sally's Dei1 which was 
included for pragmatic reasons only, was either 3 for Peter's Pit, 5· for Sally's Den and 8 for Aunt 
Hetty's Dresser. Performance was measured as.the number of correct placements as a proportion of 
either 3, 5 or 8 respectively. The optimum solutions to these problems are shown in Appendix 3. 
5.7.3 Results and evaluation 
In view of the fact that this was not a fully factorial design, the data were analysed in separate 
ways. Firstly, all tasks were.collapsed and the within-subjects 'sketching' and 'imagery' conditions 
were compared. Secondly, the 'sketching' and 'imagery' conditions were analysed separately for 
between-subjects task differences. Dependent measures were performance and time taken. In view 
of the fact that the three tasks were.allocated different times, for the task analysis, times were 
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converted to percentages of the time allocated for each task. The performance measure was the total 
number of items of furniture in the correct places as a proportion of the tota l number of pieces of 
furniture. 
N=36 M St.Dev M St.Dev 
Sketch Image 
Performance 0.58 0.42 0.39 0.31 
Time 3.19 2.19 1.88 1.63 
Time% 55.06 34.19 33.83 24.55 
Table 5.2- Means and standard deviations for 'sketching' and ' imagery' within-subjects conditions 
across all three tasks for performance and time taken. 
For the sketching and imagery analysis, the mean scores for performance and absolute time 
as well as time as a proportion of allocated task time, across all tasks can be seen in Table 5.2 above. 
Paired sample t-tests revealed that performance was significantly better in the 'sketching' condition 
t1(1 ,35) = 2.99, p = < .05 and that significantly more time was required to complete the tasks in the 
' sketching' condition both for absolute time 12(1,35) = 2.67 , p = < .05, and for time as a proportion of 
allocated task time 12(1 ,35) = 3 .29, p = < .01. 
Performance Time% 
N=12 
Sketching M St.Dev M St.Dev 
Peter's Pit 0.56 0.50 50.00 38.34 
Sally's 0.65 0.40 54.73 27.66 
Dresser 0.54 0.39 60.46 23.80 
Total M 0.58 0.43 55.06 29.93 
Imagery 
Peter's Pit 0.42 0.25 29.64 30.65 
Sally's 0.42 0.38 31.42 13.57 
Dresser 0.29 0.25 40.44 24.78 
Total M 0.38 0.29 33.83 23.86 
Table 5.3 Mean scores for performance and proportion of time spent for each task in each condition. 
(Tasks between-subjects for each condition separately) 
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For the task analysis, a One Way ANOV A was carried out for performance and time as a 
proportion of the allocated time for each task on each condition separately. For the 'sketching' 
condition, there were no significant task differences for performance £(2,33) =<I, or for the 
proportion of time spent f(2,33) =<I. Similarly, for the 'imagery' condition there were no 
significant task differences for·,perforrnance, f(2,33) =<I, or for the proportion of time spent B2,33) 
= <I. Performance in the 'imagery' condition was lower for the Dresser task as can be seen in Table 
5.3 above, although this was not significant. 
The fact that performance was better when participants were able to sketch alternative 
solutions on blank plans indicates the importance of being able to use and.construct external 
representations during problemcsolving (Cox & Brna, 1995). This may have been as a memory 
support although if this was the case then it wou Id expected that the Dresser task, with 8 items of 
furniture to be manipulated, would have benefited from being able to record the information. This is 
not.the case, the performance of the Dresser task was no better or worse in the sketching condition 
than either of the other.two.tasks. However, the fact that performance was lower in the 'imagery' 
condition, although not significantly so, certainly indicates a role for supporting memory during the 
problem-solving activity. It is also clear that, although there were no scores higher than 67% correct ·. 
in the 'imagery' condition, the fact that all but three were able to carry out some correct manipulations 
ranging between 20-67% indicates that imagery successfully took place. 
With regard to the time taken, participants in the 'sketching' condition took a mean 
percentage of 55.06% of allocated task time compared with 33.83% for the 'imagery' condition and 
this difference was significant. This result was almost certainly due to the fact that participants who 
were.not allowed to record their thoughts have to use imagery only, without any memory support 
from external representations, to solve the problem and may therefore be compelled to commit 
themselves to a solution fairly quickly before they forget it. The main point to note for these results 
in relation to task development is that imagery appears to have· occurred. The Dresser task does seem 
to be a little more difficult to accomplish, although by no means impossible, with 2 participants out of 
24 correctly placing all 8 items and 6 participants failing to complete any. The Dresser task in the 
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'sketching' condition took on average 4.8 minutes, Sally's Den, 2.21 minutes and Peter's Pit 3.34 
minutes. 
All three of these tasks:appear to·elicit the construction and use of external representations 
such as sketching as well as the assumption that pairs of participants would also be encouraged to use 
referential• external representations such as pointing and gesturing (Tang, 1991; Bly, 1988). They 
also adhere to the criteria for a well-defined problem- only one satisfactory conclusion, where the 
initial states and goal states together with intervening moves are all well defined and testable, as well 
as all the information required to solve the problem being part of the presented problem. However, 
the duration time for Peter's Pit and Sally's Den was rather too short to properly observe the use and 
construction of external representations and provide a useful discussion among collaborators. The 
Dresser task therefore appears to be the most appropriate task for the subsequent studies. It. provides 
a reasonable duration of problem-solving time as well as conforming to the criteria outlined above. 
Sophie's Den however, will be used in the next and final Pilot study, in conjunction with other tasks, 
and· which is described below. 
With regard to the ill-defined problems, it was concluded that the 'Diver' and 'River 
Crossing' problems, together with the 'toy' problem previously identified, would be appropriate tasks 
for future studies. They were able to:elicit a number of different ideas, and showed•evidence of 
conceptual, perceptual and imagistic thinking. 
5.8 Pilot Study 5- Final exploration of ill and well-defined tasks 
5.8.1 Aims 
It was clear that sketching provided support for memory for the foregoing study and to.be 
sure that all the tasks to.be used in the main experiments were able to be exclusively verbalised• 
through speech when necessary, a further study was carried out replacing the 'imagery condition with 
a 'writing' condition. Clearly, although this would be more difficult for some visual tasks than others 
it must not be impossible~ in later collaborative studies it will be necessary for participants.to 
explain their ideas and.solutions to each other in conditions where they may not be able to see.each 
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other's workspace. The final pilot study therefore used three of the tasks already explored and 
investigated a further well-defined and ill-defined task. 
5.8.2 Method 
5.8.2.1 Tasks 
The tasks used in this study were the Diver problem 'Diver', the toy problem 'Toy' and the 
furniture manipulation problem of' Sally's Den'. The new tasks that will be investigated are a 
'Building Relocation' problem which is a visual isomorphic version of the Tower of Hanoi and the 
design of a presentation box to hold table tennis balls 'Tennis'. As a problem-solving task the Tower 
of Hanoi problem has been well used and is generally considered a reliable research tool. This 
particular problem not only has one final solution, but also has only one way of achieving that 
solution in a prescribed number of moves. The author therefore devised·a way of substituting the 
three different sized rings for three different components of a house i.e. a foundation slab, a 
prefabricated construction of four walls including windows and a roof (The instructions for all these 
tasks, including a graphical representation,ofthe Building Relocation task, can be found in Appendix 
4). 
The rules were the same as for the three pegs and rings version of The Tower of Hanoi. The 
floor slab was the heaviest and:could not be placed on top of either the walls·or the roof. The walls 
could be placed on the floor slab but not on the roof. The roof could be placed on either the floor slab 
or the walls. Each item had to be transported from a location on one side of the river (representing 
the first peg) to another location on the other side of the river (representing the third peg). Only one 
item at a time could be carried by the boat and there was a pontoon halfway across in the middle of 
the river that could be used to place objects (representing the middle peg). It was·thought that this 
task would elicit similar activities as the furniture manipulation tasks i.e. sketching representing 
perceptual thinking. It would also be capable of invoking referential pointing in collaborative studies 
due to the·necessity of communicating precise locations. For this task involving individuals, the 
expectation of referential pointing would. be reflected by written descriptions.of locations in the 
'writing' condition. 
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The new ill-defined task was a design problem typically given to first year architectural 
students at the University of Plymouth. In light of the fact that no differences were found between 
engineering students and psychology students on low level engineering problems, the assumption was 
made that there would be no difference between.architectural·and.psychology students on low level 
architectural type problems. lt was therefore included in this final pilot study to assess its usefulness 
for future collaborative studies. This problem was thought to involve more perceptual thinking 
relative to conceptual thinking than the other two ill-defined problems and might therefore invoke 
different patterns of grounding and design activity. Participants were asked to design the packaging 
for a box of six table tennis balls. They were to think of as many ideas as possible to bear in mind 
ease of transportation and storage as well as effective marketing displays, 
In view of the individual differences.regarding drawing and imagery ability and the 
relationship between sketching and imagery discussed above, before carrying out the five 
experimental tasks, participants were also asked to carry out two tasks to assess their ability to rotate 
images in their head and their ability to draw a simple figure. 
5.8.2.2 Participants, design and procedure 
Seventy two participants were recruited comprising a mixture of 36 psychology students and 
36 non-students with a mean age of 31.5. There were 56 females with a mean age of 30·and 16 males 
with a mean age of 34. Some participated as part of a course requirement in addition to remuneration 
and some just received remuneration. Participants were randomly allocated to one of two conditions 
on an individual basis. In the "sketching" condition participants were advised that they could use the 
blank plans provided for the two wellcdefined problems to draw or write on in order to help them 
with the tasks. For the two ill-defined problems, they were advised that they could use as much paper 
as they wished to sketch or write upon, to help them with the tasks. 
Participants in the "writing" condition were told to carry out the same problems but were 
instructed not to sketch and only to make notes. They were also provided with lined writing paper. 
For the two well-defined problems, participants were provided with the plans containing the initial 
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state i.e. the furniture in the room for Sally's Den and the building on the existing site for the 
Building Relocation problem. They were provided with blank plans to look at only and blank sheets 
of lined paper for writing on. The order in which the tasks were presented was counterbalanced, 
although not exhaustively- the two well-defined.problems were always sandwiched between the 
three ill-defined problems. Even this order limitation would have involved 9 different order options, 
resulting in only 8 participants for every condition.x order group. rh is was therefore rejected and 
participants were randomly allocated to one of six orders and conditions,resulting in 12 participants 
for every condition x order group. The six orders, which were also.randomized are as follows:-
Order Six orders of task presentation 
I Tennis Dresser Diver TOH Toy 
2 Toy Dresser Tennis TOH Diver 
3 Diver Dresser Toy TOH Tennis 
4 Tennis TOH Diver Dresser Toy 
5 Toy TOH Tennis Dresser Diver 
6 Diver TOH Toy Dresser Tennis 
The experiment lasted for approximately 55 minutes. Participants were advised that .the 
purpose of the experiment was.to investigate how people carry out different kinds of visual problems. 
They were told that the experiment would last approximately 55 minutes and that they would be 
asked to carry out seven tasks. They were informed that the first two tasks would assess their ability 
to rotate images in their head and their ability to draw a simple figure, whilst the other five tasks were 
different kinds of visual problem-solving tasks, They were also informed that, subject to their 
agreement,.their actions would be recorded from an overhead.camera. 
Participants were first given the mental rotation test, which lasted 5 minutes. This was 
followed by the sketching ability test which took approximately 2 minutes, (See below for details 
regarding these tests). Information regarding their perceived drawing ability was requested and 
recorded and they were asked whether they had received any art training from GCSE upward. 
Participants were allocated to one of the following age ranges: less than 20, 20-30, 30-40, and 40-50. 
Each problem was presented one at a time. Participants were asked to read the problem and verify 
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that they understood what they were required to do. l'hey were encouraged to ask questions if they 
were not sure. For the ill-defined·problems they were asked to think of as·rnany ideas as possible and 
that at the end of the allocated 5 minutes for each problem, they would be asked to draw and annotate 
as necessary, their preferred idea. Participants were provided with pencil and paper to help them. For 
the well-defined problems participants were asked to solve the presented problem. For all problems, 
those in the "sketching" condition were advised that they could use the blank plans (where 
appropriate) and paper to draw or write on in order to help them in the task. TI10se in the "writing" 
condition were told that they would not be allowed to draw but only write down notes. Participants' 
drawing and writing behavior was recorded from an overhead camera. 
The dependent measures for this task varied according to the task and the details of how these 
measures were obtained are described below. 
5.8.2.3 Dependent measures 
Building Relocation (BR) l'he smallest number of moves in which the problem could be 
solved whilst adhering to the rules, was 7 moves as follows: 
Move I 
Move2 
Move 3 
Move4 
Move 5 
Move6 
Move 7 
Roof to new site 
Walls to pontoon 
Roof to pontoon on top of walls 
Foundation slab to new site 
Roof to existing site 
Walls to new site on top of foundation slab 
Roof to new site on top of walls 
Each participant was therefore allocated a score calculated on their total number of moves over seven. 
Therefore, the lower the score,.the better the:perforrnance. 
Sally's Den. Participants were allocated scores based. on the proportion of correctly placed 
pieces of furniture as outlined above. lt could be argued that the desk/bookcase configuration could 
remain in its initial state, with the wardrobe and dresser on the right hand wall. However, bearing in 
mind the rule regarding practicality and accessibility, as the bookcase is onlyone square deep, whilst 
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the chest of drawers is 2 squares deep, the most optimum solution is to have the bookcase on the right 
hand wall close to the door, thus affording easier access through the door. 
Ill-defined Problems. Solutions, whether sketched or written, were lumped together to form a 
number of new conceptual category (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997), each category containing similar 
ideas. For example, for the,toy problem there were a number of different kinds of 'shape sorters' 
where different shaped objects had to be matched to shaped·holes. Often the shapes themselves were 
different, but the idea was the same. For the table tennis problem, different packaging ideas were 
categorized according to specified shapes e.g. hexagon or egg.box type container. For the diver, 
ideas were categorized based1on similarity of conveyances for supporting the diver e.g. platforms, 
foot and1handholds. Solutions were not forced into.categories if they were thought to be too different 
and there were·many single ideas which were allocated to a category on their own. Once solutions 
had been allocated to a new conceptual category a separate score was allocated to each task based on 
the number of different conceptual categories. This then became the measure for 'number of ideas'. 
lt should be noted that there were a number of inappropriate ideas which could have been 
allocated to a separate category on the basis that it was dissimilar to any other idea. Some examples 
of this are a shark in the water or extra people for the diver problem, or real cutting out scissors and 
real hammer and nails for toddlers as a solution for the toy problem. These inappropriate ideas 
therefore were excluded. 
5.8.2.4 Potential covariate measures 
A number of measures that had the potential for correlating with the dependent measure were 
taken prior to running this·pilot study. This was done in order that they could be included in a 
correlation analysis to ascertain whether there were any significant relationships between them and 
the dependent variables of experimental interest. For instance, drawing ability may affect the extent 
to which participants choose to draw or write which may affect the number of ideas they generate. In 
addition, differences in imagery ability may also affect the number of ideas generated or the ability to 
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manipulate pieces of furniture in their heads. Since these particular attributes were not intended to be 
measured, but nevertheless may affect task performance, if a consistent significant relationship was 
found between them and the dependent measures, they would then be used as covariates in 
subsequent analyses. Other measures that may also have affected task outcome were age, sex and 
sample·group. Methods of measuring these potential covariates are described'below. 
Drawing Ability. As outlined above interactions between sketching and imagery may 
influence design performance. Firstly participants were asked whether they had received any art 
training from GCSE upward. This was scored as I=yes and 2=no. In addition a drawing test was 
administered based on anecdotal evidence that Leonardo de Vinci and,Giotto were able to draw a 
perfect circle freehand (Burroughs, 1962). l'his suggests that a large part of overall drawing ability is 
determined by the ability to draw accurately. To measure this, participants were asked to draw a ,, 
circle and a square on separate A4 size pieces of paper, as perfectly as possible. The size was to be as ~d 
near to 4"11 OOcm diameter/square as possible and a4"11 OOcm line at the top of the page indicated this 
to participants. They were also asked to draw a straight horizontal line between two vertical lines 
either side of a landscaped oriented A4 piece of paper. The accuracy of the circles, squares and 
horizontal lines were measured by overlaying participants' drawings with an acetate template of 
circles, squares and horizontal lines set 2mm. apart (see appendix 5). lt was then possible to count the 
number of times the line drawings crossed the lines.on the acetate. The fewer the number of 
crossings, the better the drawing ability. The chosen distance between the lines i.e., 2mm., was the 
smallest distance that could be used and still see the deviations of the line drawings. A drawing 
ability score was based on an average of the horizontal line, circle and square scores. 
Imagery Ability. Participants were administered the Symbol Rotation (F) Task, (Dann & 
lrvine, 1986) as a measure of individual differences in their ability. This is a test of general 
visualization and spatial rotation, and has an estimated reliability coefficient of .88, based on 
successive timed trials on different groups of items (lrvine, Dann, & Anderson, 1990). Participants 
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were presented with a test sheet of 45, 4-item multiple choice mental rotation exercises, and 
instructed to complete as many as they could in five minutes. The number of correct and incorrect 
answers was recorded and a formula for a guessing. correction was applied to these scores- c-(w/i-1) 
where c =number correct, w =number incorrect, i·= number of items to choose from. For example, 
for a score of20 answered where 13 were correct and 7 were incorrect, the calculation would be 13-
(7/4-1) = I 0.7. The higher the score, the better the mental rotation ability. 
Additional potential covariate measures. Age and sex were recorded as potential covariates. 
In addition, as half of the participants were students and half non-students these two groups were 
treated as a potential covariate. The task order to which participants were allocated was also treated 
as a potential covariate. 
5.8.3 Results 
5.8.3.1 Covariate measures 
Correlations were carried out for all dependent measures i.e. task scores for number of ideas 
and originality, mental rotation, drawing ability, age, sex, student and non-student groups and order. . .. 
Significant correlations between the drawing ability score and drawing experience,!,(70) = -.30, p = 
<.05 (2-tailed) indicated some reliability of the drawing ability tests devised by the author. Although 
this was a negative correlation, recall that for drawing ability, the lower the score, the better the 
ability. In addition, although mental rotation was significantly correlated with drawing experience, 
~.(70) = -.279, p = <.05 (2-tailed), this negative correlation shows that those with less drawing 
experience were better at mental rotation which is slightly surprising although this measure was 
based· on enrolment for art courses higher than GCSE. No consistent significant relationships were 
found between the experimental task measures and other potential covariate measures and therefore 
none of the above potential covariates were included in subsequent analyses, 
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lihe three ill-defined tasks were analysed together in· a 3(task-within subjects) x 2(activity-
between subjects) mixed design AN OVA for the nun1ber of ideas as outlined above. The two well-
defined tasks were analysed individually as different methods of measurement were used. 
5.8.3.2 Well-defined tasks 
For the Building Relocation task, IS participants either failed to solve the problem within the 
allocated five minutes making it impossible to predict how many moves they may have eventually 
taken or achieved a correct final outcome, but violated rules to.achieve this. The data for these 
participants were therefore excluded from the analysis for this problem only. Eleven of these 
participants came from the 'sketching' condition and 4 from the 'writing' condition. A M ann-Whitney 
U test (2 tailed) showed that participants in the 'writing' condition were significantly more likely to 
complete the task within the 7 minimum steps than those in the 'sketching' condition,_11 = 248.50; 
p<.O I. The table of means for both the Building Relocation task and Sally's Den task can be seen in 
Table 5.4 below. 
N M Std. Dev. 
Buililing Relocation 
Sketch 25 3.36 3.29 
Write 32 1.63 1.52 
Total 57 2.39 1.58 
Sally's Den 
Sketch 36 2.92 2.10 
Write 36 2.61 2.05 
Total 72 2.76 1.07 
Table 5.4- Mean performance scores for Building Relocation and Sally's Den- Pilot Study 5. 
Twenty six participants in the 'writing' condition completed the task in 7 steps while only 11 
did so from the 'sketching' condition. This result is also·reflected in the number of participants failing 
to complete the task at all as indicated above, i.e. 11 from the 'sketching' condition and only 4 from 
the 'writing' condition. It is seems therefore that participants in the 'writing' condition were able to 
carry out this task more successfully than those able to draw the items. Perhaps having to sketch for 
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a fairly simple task which can be carried out by just denoting a sequence of events, is distracting. 
This task does not appear to comply with the criterion laid down above that requires all the tasks to 
invoke substantial levels of perceptual reasoning and will not therefore :be used in subsequent studies 
for this thesis. 
For Sally's Den, A Mann-Whitney U test (2 tailed) showed that there was:no significant 
difference between the 'sketching' and 'writing' conditions suggesting that perceptual and conceptual 
reasoning was elicited. 
5.8.3.3 Ill-defined tasks 
With regard to the number of ideas achieved, there was a significant main effect of condition 
f( I, 70) = 4.31, I!= <.OS, such that·more ideas were produced in .the 'writing' condition. There was a 
significant effect of task £(2,140) = 3.SO, .P =<.OS, and pairwise comparisons between tasks reveal 
that more ideas were produced for the 'toy' problem than for the 'diver' problem LS8,_p= <.0 I. 
There was:a significant task x condition interaction £(2, 140) = 5.43,,_p= <.0 I, and post hoc 
multivariate tests revealed that more ideas were produced in the 'writing' condition for the 'tennis' 
problem only. 
5. 9 Discussion 
Although the early tasks used by Finke ( 1990) for imagery manipulation did not turn out to 
be useful in that they were too constraining in terms of exhibiting sketching behaviour, they were 
useful for identifying the kind of tasks required for ill-defined visual problem-solving. The '8iver' 
problem appeared to fulfil the criteria for ill-defined tasks, with,participants' recordings showing 
evidence of the ability to produce a number of different ideas through perceptual·(drawings}and 
conceptual (writing)·means. They also exhibited the existence of imagery evidenced through the 
construction of sketches. In addition, the River Crossing.task, although not used in the final pilot 
study, has been used in previous studies and is fairly well understood·to also exhibit these same task 
attributes (Reid et al., 1999), These two tasks will therefore be used in subsequent studies. 
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The 'Toy' problem and the 'Tennis' problem were not thought to be suitable. Participants 
appeared to generate a high number of ideas for the 'Toy' problem but this may have been due to the 
fact that participants had a greater store of familiar toy ideas resulting in a greater competition 
between ideas. The total number of conceptual categories for the 'toy' task was 34 as opposed to 25 
for the 'tennis' task and 26 for the 'diver' task. With regard to the 'Tennis' problem, the·number of 
ideas dramatically increases in the 'writing' condition. This .particular result resembles that shown for 
the Building Relocation problem and may reflect either a facilitatory effect of writing or an 
interference effect of drawing objects where labels might have been easier. Sketching was .generally 
rather simple and 'block-like' e.g. squares, triangles and circles. Labels such as square boxes, tubes 
etc are easier to describe than draw. 
With regard to the well-defined tasks, the 'object transformation' task devised by the author 
was not satisfactory as it did not conform to the criteria of one optimum solution. Participants were 
able to devise different, but acceptable transformations without violating any rules. In addition, for 
the 'Building Relocation' problem, not only did sketching fail to facilitate successful completion of 
the problem, but actually appeared to inhibit successful completion. Some of this difference may be 
attributed to individual differences in past experience of this kind of problem. These variables were 
not accounted for in the analysis and it cannot be ruled out that participants in the 'writing' condition 
had more experience in this respect. If this is not the case and the differences between conditions are 
real, then it can be concluded that for this kind of task, writing down the moves is.more beneficial 
than being able to sketch. The Building Relocation task, although involving spatial location, is 
essentially conceptual and the moves can be easily verbalized. The orientation of the objects to be 
moved always remains the same and it is the order in which they have to be moved and placed on ·top 
of each other that is important. It might be expected that writing down the order of things may be 
easier than writing down the spatial location of things, 
The Building Relocation task therefore, was rejected on the basis that it did not appear to 
exhibit the kind of perceptual and referential representations I was looking for. Location could be 
very easily 'described' and it was thought this task would provide little opportunity for referential 
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methods of signalling. Even in the 'sketching' condition, the three objects often were not drawn at all 
and the use of arrows from one resting point to the other was utilised. Clearly, the fact that those in 
the 'writing' condition achieved significantly greater success indicates that this task is largely a 
conceptual problem-solving task and that language is a more useful tool in this respect. 
With regard to the furniture manipulation tasks, when writing was not allowed as a memory 
support to the 'imagery' condition in Pilot Study 4, performance was poorer in this condition as 
participants were forced into committing themselves to an early solution. When memory support was 
allowed for 'Sally's Den' in the 'writing' condition of Pilot Study 5 however, there was no difference 
in conditions for this problem, Sketching was equally as beneficial as writing down locations for the 
furniture in the room. Although some individual differences in experience of this type of problem 
may have confounded these results, they do suggest that sketching provides no more than just 
memory support for this kind of task supporting the findings of others (Anderson & Helstrup, 1993). •· 
As long as participants had the visual plan in front of them, writing down locations on a separate 
piece of paper was sufficient for successful completion. 
There was however considerable evidence of perceptual representations regarding location 
and orientation. There were many criteria to think about and pieces of furniture were continually 
moved around to·take account for these criteria. The assumption was made that the 'Dresser' task 
would also not display any significant differences between 'sketching' and 'writing' conditions and 
that therefore both 'Sally's Den' and the 'Dresser' task would be regarded as· appropriate tasks for 
subsequent collaborative studies. Although the 'Dresser' task was slightly more difficult, neither task 
displayed unacceptable floor or ceiling effects, although 'Sally's Den' did not take a long enough 
time to complete to render it suitable for the forthcoming studies to properly observe workspace 
activities and conversations about solutions and ideas. 'Peter's Pit' was also rejected on the basis of 
two few pieces to manipulate and again, a very short task time. 
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5.8 Summary and conclusions 
Figure 5.2 below summarises the tasks evaluated and grounds for acceptance or rejection for 
subsequent studies. These pilot studies have been useful in identifying appropriate tasks that fulfil 
the task attribute criteria given above. They all invoke adequate but variable perceptual and 
conceptual representations that may be externalised through different methods.of signalling. They 
also all show that the tasks elicit imagery. The tasks fit well into the prescribed criteria for either 
well-defined problems or ill-defined problems with the ill-defined tasks eliciting a number of ideas. 
In Chapter 6, before proceeding to the collaborative studies that form the main focus of this thesis, 
the methodology to be used will be described in detail. This methodology involves the development 
of coding schemes and observational techniques and their application to Clark 's model of 
communication including methods of signalling and conversational grounding. 
Ill-defined 
Finke's paradigms Rejected- too constrained for ill-defined tasks. 
Diver Accepted- Qualifies as ill-defined, participants' recordings show evidence 
of ability to produce a number of different ideas through imagery and 
perceptual (drawings) and conceptual (writing) external representations 
which are expected to invoke demonstrative and descriptive methods of 
signalling in collaborative studies. 
Paddleboal Rejected- too little variation of ideas 
River Crossing Accepted for same reasons as for Diver. 
Well-defined 
Toy Rejected- toy ideas•too familiar and numerous compared with other tasks. 
Tennis Rejected- too little variation of ideas and not enough evidence of spatial 
reasoning beyond shape i.e. function, movement. 
Objecl Rejected- did not conform to well-defined criteria of only one optimum 
lransformalion solution. 
Furnilure Accepted - Sally's Den and Dresser did conform to well-defined criteria as 
manipulalion well as the criteria of locational representations which are expected to 
invoke an indicating method of signalling in collaborative studies although 
Sally's Den as well as Peter's Pit not long enough. 
Building Relocation Rejected- over emphasis on conceptual reasoning as opposed to 
perceptual reasoning. 
Figure 5.2- Summary of task development outcomes 
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CHAPTER6 
METHODOLOGY ISSUES 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 6 contains a discussion of the theoretical issues and practical application of the 
methodology to be used for the two main experiments to be reported in Chapters 7-12. The 
methodology to be used for both studies is the systematic observation of naturally occurring 
behaviour. Systematic observation is an approach to quantifYing behaviour and involves the 
recording of behavioural sequences, representing observational data, together with the development 
of a coding scheme for defining behaviour (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). The importance of this 
methodology in relation to the aim of the experimental focus of this thesis lies in its ability to reveal 
sequential and eo-occurring streams of activity- thus it will be possible to show how speech, and in 
particular conversational grounding, interacts with other design related activities such as sketching, 
writing, gesturing and pointing, both within and between collaborating participants. This Chapter 
then will describe the rationale for, and the practical application of, recording pairs of participants in 
different settings for different tasks, together with the development of a coding scheme for 
conversational grounding and design activity. 
6.2 Coding scheme development 
6.2.1 Theoretical implications 
According to Bakeman.& Gottman (1997) no other single element of an observational study 
is as important as the integrity of the coding scheme. It is vital that the codes match the-theoretical 
and experimental questions, can unambiguously distinguish between different behaviours-and that 
there is a code for every event of interest. With regard to the first point, the overall experimental 
question is somewhat exploratory in nature- to observe and analyse-the duration and eo-occurring 
nature of conversational grounding and design activities in different settings and for different tasks, 
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both within and between collaborating participants. This is necessarily an extremely broad question 
but within this broad question lie many theoretical questions and it is these that the codes must 
encapsulate. These theoretical questions are the basis for the selection of behaviours to be observed in 
relation to individual cognition, information sharing, the achievement of mutual understanding and 
verbalisation as outlined in Chapter 3. 
Two coding schemes will be described- a) a physically based 'activity' coding scheme 
which refers to design activities- sketching, writing, gesturing and pointing- and b) a socially based 
'grounding' coding scheme referring to·conversational grounding. The distinction between these two 
coding schemes is that the first is about activities that can be directly observed, whilst the second is 
about conceptual ideas. For instance the design activities to be recorded such as sketching, pointing 
and gesturing are directly observable whilst for conversational grounding, although the speech is 
directly observable, conversational grounding is to do with meaning and has to be interpreted based 
on theoretical grounds. 
The reliability of these two different coding schemes depends upon different methodological 
treatments. A physically based coding must ensure that observers are able to clearly observe the onset 
and offset of different activities and be able to record them precisely. Clear video recordings are 
extremely useful in this respect as it allows several different runs through the recording to be 
undertaken. Cultural differences between observers and the observed are likely to result in unreliable 
and invalid data. For example, if observers who are unable to understand Chinese, are employed to 
study the conversation of Chinese people, the resulting data would be extremely unreliable (Bakeman 
& Gottman, 1997). Nevertheless, providing these potential problems are guarded against from the 
outset, those particular problems are less likely to occur. 
The validity and reliability of a socially based coding scheme depends upon the extent to 
which independent trained observers agree on the ultimate codes to be used. When deciding whether 
an utterance which conveyed information, but which also concluded with a rising intonation 
suggesting a question, is just to convey information or whether it also conveys an implicit request for 
evidence of understanding may be somewhat ambiguous if the observers are not trained to distinguish 
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between them. Both physical and·social coding schemes are often developed through a system of 
trial and error over time. Indeed Bakeman & Gottman (.1997) consider the evolution of a coding 
scheme over a period of time as necessary and inevitable. 
The development of the two coding schemes to be adopted in this thesis began whilst the 
author was a Research Assistant on a project which cui m inated in a number of articles (Re id & Reed, 
2000; Re id & Reed, 2000; Reid, Reed, & Edworthy, 1999). They will therefore be described below 
in detail together with subsequent modifications. Before doing so however, the mechanisms by which 
grounding is achieved according to Clark and others (Clark, 1996; Clark & Brennan, 1993; Clark & 
Schaefer, 1989), and on which the grounding coding scheme is based, will be described. 
6.2.2 Conversational grounding 
The behaviours in this coding scheme are entirely based on Clark and others' (Ciark, 1996; 
Clark & Brennan, 1993; Clark & Schaefer, 1989) model of conversational grounding. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, speakers must try to-establish the mutual belief that an addressee has understood what the 
speaker means, well enough for current purposes and grounding is" ... the collective process by 
which the participants try to reach this mutual belief' (Ciark & Brennan, 1993 p. 129). The·means by 
which this is carried out is through a collaborative process whereby interlocutors create utterances 
that form contributions. Both speakers and addressees seek for and offer, evidence of understanding 
as well as trying to make sure that the whole contribution is grounded i.e. mutually understood. 
Contributions to conversation generally divide into two phases called adjacency pairs, a Presentation 
Phase and an Acceptance Phase:-
"Presentation: A (male) presents utterance ufor B (female) to consider. He does so on/he 
assumplionlhat, if B gives evidence e or slronger, he can believe that she unders/ands whal 
he means by u. 
Acceplance: B accepls ul/erance u by giving evidence e thal she believes she unders/ands 
what A means by u. She does so on/he assumplion I ha/, once A regislers that evidence; he 
will also believe that she understands. "(Clark & Brennan, 1993 p. 130), 
An example of a simple adjacency pair is:-
Bob- Are you coming oul tonig/11? 
Sue- OK, see you in I he pub a/ 8. 
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The acceptance phase of this adjacency pair conforms to. the abstract example shown above, 
their contribution has been successfully grounded and this is called 'closure'. Of course, in real 
conversation adjacency pairs can become rather complicated and it may take several utterances for 
closure to be achieved- the presentation phase might contain repairs or more explicit requests for 
evidence of either,positive understanding- "do you understand?" from the addressee- "yes I 
understand" or negative evidence of understanding from the addressee - "no, I don't understand" and 
the acceptance phase might contain evidence of negative:or positive as well as requests for repeating 
an utterance or clarification. According to Clark & Brennan, addressees may believe that they are in 
one of four states of understanding: 
State 0: Sue didn 'tnotice that Bob ul/ered anything. 
State I: Sue noticed that Bob uttered something but hadn't correctly heard it. 
State 2: Sue.correctfy heard what Bob had said but had not understood it. 
State 3: Sue understood what Bob mealll (Adapted from Clark & Brennan, 1993) 
In the adjacency.pair shown.above, Sue was in state 4, but in many instances addressees.may 
be in· state 0, and speakers will have to ensure that her attention is gained. Sue may be in state I and 
have to ask the speaker to repeat what he said or she may be in state 2 and have to ask the speaker to 
clarify what he means. Speakers also have to be aware of what state the addressee is in- if there is 
evidence from the addressee that she hasn't noticed, then the speaker must gain her attention. If there 
is evidence that she has not correctly heard, either because she says so, or there is a pause or an 
inappropriate response, then the speaker must repeat the utterance. If there is evidence that she has 
heard correctly but has not understood, again either because she says so, or a pause or inappropriate 
response, then he must clarify the utterance, usually by expanding on the utterance or presenting it in 
a different way. lt is the evidence that is sought and offered and the way in which that is achieved, 
that will form the basis of the codes for conversational grounding. These mechanism are taken from 
Clark & Brennan (1993) and are described below. 
Whilst negative evidence (evidence of uncertainty or misunderstanding) often occurs during 
contributions when understanding becomes less certain or even breaks down, ultimately people look 
for positive evidence of understanding in order to achieve·closure and this is achieved via a number 
of specific mechanisms. Firstly, acknowledgements are offered;either as very explicit assertions 
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"yes, ok, alright" or as back-channel responses such as "uh huh, yeah, mm". Back-channel 
responses are used by addressees to signal that they are understanding what is being said and that 
there is no need to stop- in other words they have no wish to interrupt, but just provide positive 
evidence of ongoing understanding (Schegloff, 1982). There·are many occasions when both speakers 
and:addressees have to.make more of an;effort to achieve and maintain mutual understanding by 
grounding information. For instance, a speaker might explicitly request the addressee to provide 
positive evidence if he thinks his .utterance might be-difficult to understand such as "do you see what 
I mean?". ln·addition, negative evidence is also offered when necessary~ "no that's not right", "you 
have 110/understood". Secondly, eye contact and direction of gaze provide positive-evidence of 
continued attention by the addressee. In addition, evidence comes from addressees responding with a 
relevant utterance (reievant next turn) where they demonstrate evidence of understanding. An 
example of a relevant and an irrelevant response is shown in the following contribution reported in 
Cl ark & Brennan ( 1993 p. 132):-
Miss Dimple: Where can I get a hold of you? 
Chico: 
Miss Dimple: 
!don't know-lady. You see, I'm very ticklish. 
!mean, where do you live? 
Chico !live with my brother 
lihe firstresponse by Chico demonstrates negative evidence of understanding as it does not 
appear to be-relevant to the intended meaning of the speaker- the second:response·demonstrates 
positive evidence of understanding by virtue of its relevance. Further positive evidence can be 
obtained from addressees when they carry out completions of a speaker's incomplete utterance like 
the example below from Clark & Brennan·(l993): 
A That tree has, uh, uh 
B Ten/works 
A Yeah 
B Yeah 
The above mechanisms for conversational grounding formed the basis on which the initial 
grounding coding scheme was initially developed for use in the aforementioned pre-expert 
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engineering study (Reid et al., 1999). There are other specific kinds of contributions identified by 
Clark& Brennan ( 1993) that appear to be specifically designed to increase the probability of mutual 
understanding but as the focus of this particular study was on requesting and providing evidence of 
understanding they were not included. However, they were subsequently included in the studies to be 
reported here, and the reasons for this and a full description of them are discussed at a later stage in 
this chapter. In terms of the four collaborative design characteristics highlighted in Chapter 2, this 
study focuses on the sharing and grounding of information. 
6.3 Initial developmental phase of coding schemes 
The initial coding schemes were developed and applied by the author and others to explore 
the collaborative processes within naturalistic teams ofpre-expert design engineers (Reid et al., 
1999). The data were gathered unobtrusively via video and audio recordings which were transcribed 
and coded according to the above speech contributions highlighted by Clark and others as 
fundamental to grounding information. The-activity codes were applied subsequent to the grounding 
codes. The reason for this was due to the fact that the grounding codes were often of very short 
duration such as "yes". Therefore each speech unit was coded to indicate which of the five mutually 
exclusive categories it was accompanied by. Longer periods of speech containing more than one 
activity were divided on the basis of the activities. 
6.3.1 Conversational grounding coding scheme 
Each contribution containing a distinct grounding code was time-stamped and allocated to 
one of three separate categories. The first section of codes relates to requests by speakers or 
addressees for evidence of either their own or their partner's understanding (Request), the second 
section relates to offers of evidence of understanding by speakers or addressees (Offer) and the third 
refers to any speech that does:not have an explicit grounding function in terms of requesting or 
offering evidence of understanding, (Non grounding). This third category contained all speech which 
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was not explicitly a request or offer of understanding and needs no further discussion anhis stage. A 
detailed description of the contents of the other two categories however are described below. 
Requesting evidence refers·to utterances where the speaker is trying to establish that the 
addressee has understood and will include brief questions such as the following examples:-
Code: Request 
Request Evidence (REv) 
Request Agreement (RAg) 
Examples 
"Do you see what I mean?'' 
"All right?, OK?" 
" .. you.know .. ", " ... kind of like ... ", " .. sort of ... " 
"so you mean .... ?" "do you mean ... ?" 
Plus contributions that finish with· a rising intonation 
suggesting a question. 
"do you think we should that?" 
"do you agree?" 
Requests also include sentences that contain implicit requests by way of inviting a completion from 
the addressee such as the following utterance taken from the pre-expert engineers' transcripts (Reid et 
al., 1999) "/was thinking about ... you know, those coffee wbles you gel a/ home for disabled and 
elderly people7 ". The contribution ends with a rising intonation in the same way as explicit 
questions and is therefore coded as a request for evidence of understanding- the request for evidence 
of understanding identified by the-rising intonation is "/have given you/his information -do you 
understand what/mean". The addressee might also request evidence that they have understood- "so 
you mean pill il on the back7 ". Requests were also made·by speakers to·provide confirmation that 
they agree with something stated by the addressee. The difference between these two types of 
requests.is highlighted in the example of requests above, and no distinction was made between them 
for this study. 
With regard to offers of evidence of understanding, this category potentially contains 
completions, acknowledgements,.eye gaze and relevant next turns. Eye gaze is a way in which 
attentional evidence can be provided. either in terms of general attention or showing evidence of 
attending to a specific object or location. However, the experimental conditions in this thesis did not 
specifically measure this due to the practical difficulties of monitoring eye gaze, as well as 
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difficulties in distinguishing between eye gaze that actually provides evidence of attention and eye 
gaze that is irrelevant. 
With respect to 'relevant textturns', appropriate responses are implicit indicators of positive 
evidence of understanding- they provide positive evidence·to the speaker that he is being 
understood. However it was felt that if this mechanism was to be included in the coding scheme, it 
would necessarily include all relevant responses and overshadow other more explicit evidence such 
as acknowledgements. Potentially every utterance at some level provides positive or negative 
evidence of understanding or attention that is a default criterion in natural conversation-
interlocutors monitor this implicit evidence and assume mutual understanding unless there is 
evidence to assume otherwise. To include these default criteria in the coding scheme would produce 
utterances containing a number of different ways in which grounding is achieved, thereby violating 
the mutual exclusivity criterion. For instance, a relevant response may also include an explicit 
grounding attempt by the addressee. A hypothetical example of this is as follows,taken from 
transcripts of the engineering study (Re id et al., 1999):-
A lfyouputthelift on the back that will work 
B So you putt he wheels on the back of the truck 
B's response is relevant- they appear to be talking about the same thing- and it would therefore be 
coded as an 'offer of positive evidence of understanding'. However, the response also displays some 
potential negative evidence (uncertainty) and B wishes to check that he has understood correctly 
which would be coded as a 'request for evidence·of understanding'. Relevant next turns therefore 
were not coded. Irrelevant next turns would not be coded directly but could be inferred from 
subsequent codes such as explicit offers of evidence of misunderstanding by speakers. The two 
mechanisms to be included in this category therefore were acknowledgements·(renamed 'offers') and 
completions. Offers of understanding and agreement were again included in the same category which 
contained three codes as follows:-
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Code Offer (Off) 
Offers evidence (OEv) 
Offers Agreement (OAg) 
Completions· (Com) 
Examples 
"yes, ok, alright", "uh hug, yeah, mm" 
"no, you don't understand" "that's,notright" 
"I agree" or "I don't agree" 
"yes I think we should (should not) do that" 
A: That tree has, uh, uh 
B: Tentworks 
6.3.1.1 lntercoder agreement 
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To assess reliability of the coding scheme, a randomly selected team protocol (constituting a 
10% sample of the pool of speech units) was independently coded by two of the authors. An 
intercoder agreement ofK =.76 was achieved. Inspection ofkappa values for individual coding 
categories revealed high agreement for grounding requests, K = .78 and grounding offers, K = .79. 
The foregoing therefore represents the initial coding development of the conversational grounding 
scheme and before highlighting and discussing a number of problems which emerged during the 
analysis, the initial development of the activity coding scheme will be described. 
6.3.2 Activity coding scheme 
This coding scheme was based on the finding that sketching, writing, gesturing and pointing 
are prevalent in design and collectively serve to store information, mediate interaction and express 
ideas (Tang, 1991; Tang & Leifer, 1988). A brief reminder of their individual theoretical foundations 
together with precise definitions of the activity codes will be described below. The activities have 
resulted from observing video recordings of pre-expert designers carrying.out a collaborative design 
exercise (Reid et al., 1999) and are described below:-
Activity 
Sketching 
Writing 
Code Definition 
Sketching is defined as freehand drawing accompanying speech or 
drawing on its own. This may be a complete sketch, a part of a 
sketch, or any marks on the paper that appear to be relevant. 
Doodling which.does not appear to be related to the design exercise, 
was excluded. 
Writing ·is defined as any representation of whole or part sentences, 
lists, isolated words, numbers and calculations. 
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Gesturing 
Speech only 
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Pointing is defined as hand movements that directly refer to sketches, 
text or other workspace representations. This would include pointing 
around a sketch or 'cognitive tracing'. 
Gesturing is.defined as.hand.movements synchronised with speech, 
providing figural representations of the concepts expressed in speech. 
Speech only was defined as arguments not accompanied by any of the 
actions above. 
lt should be·noted that the four characteristics of collaborative design presented in Chapter 2 
were not part of the initial development of the coding schemes but will nonetheless be integrated at 
this stage for ease of reference and understanding. Sketching contributes to individual cognition 
(Schiin, 1992; Schiin & Wiggins, 1992; Goldschmidt, 1991) perhaps through its interaction with 
imagery (Fish & Scrivener, 1990; Goldschmidt, 1994 ), information sharing by means of the 
cognitive benefits of graphical representations (Lark in & Simon, 1987; Scaife & Rogers, 1996; 
Zhang, 1997), grounding by providing a group focus and mediating interaction (Reid & Reed, 2000; 
Re id & Reed, 2000; Scrivener & Clark, 1994; Henderson, 1991; Brereton, Cannon, Mabogunje, & 
Leifer, 1996) and verbalisation by assisting in the translation from perceptual to verbal.concepts. 
Writing mainly contributes to information sharing and shows evidence of conceptual abstract 
thought. Whilst not expected to play a significant role in visual design tasks, it may interact in 
important ways with sketching showing evidence of switching between conceptual and perceptual 
thought (Tomes, Oates, & Armstrong, 1998; Goldschmidt, 1991). In addition, it provides external 
representations in the form of lists, labels, tables, now diagrams. etc., which can share information as 
well as provide a focus for achieving mutual understanding. 
Pointing around a sketch or diagram contributes to sharing information and providing a focus 
for achieving mutual understanding or grounding. lt is expected it will be particularly important for 
sharing referential information (Ciark & Marshal, 1981; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Wilkes-Gibbs 
& Clark, 1992). Gesturing supports verbalisation (Krauss, Chen, & Chawla, 1996; Krauss, Dushay, 
Chen, & Rauscher, 1995; Reed & Re id, 2000) information sharing and individual cognition (Gold in-
Meadow, 1999; Goldin-Meadow, Alibali M.W, & Church, 1993; Alibali & Heath, 2001; Alibali, 
Kita, & Young, 2000; Schwartz & Black, 1996). Gesturing also supports the grounding of 
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information indirectly through its support of verbalisation. As there were many instances of speech 
without any of the above actions, this initial development contained a code for speech only. 
The activity coding scheme was generally found to be easy to use, with the opportunity of 
accurately time stamping unambiguous behaviours from good quality video images and intercoder 
agreement analysis was not carried out. 
6.3.3 Evaluation of coding schemes 
A number of problems emerged during the application and analysis of the. grounding codes in 
that they often failed to comply with the criterion of mutual exclusivity or turned out to be 
conceptually inappropriate. In addition, many grounding mechanisms apart from explicit offers and 
requests were excluded and will be discussed below. 
6.3.3.1 Conversational grounding 
With regard to the issue of mutual exclusivity, the codes REv and OEv often appeared to co-
exist such that an addressee provides evidence of understanding to some extent "yes, so you pul il on 
1he back of/he lorry /hen?". This was initially given a;code ofOEv!REv but was subsequently 
assigned to the 'request evidence' category. This was not strictly correct, but nor would it have been 
correct to assign it to the 'offers category'. One way of eliminating this problem would be to allocate 
the "yes" part of the utterance to code (OEv), with the remainder of the utterance being allocated to 
the (REv) code. 
One problem relating to conceptual inappropriateness, was identifying a distinction between 
requesting or offering evidence of understanding as·opposed to agreement. Clearly understanding is 
conceptually related to grounding, whilst agreement with an idea is not but they were nevertheless 
both assigned to either the 'request' or 'offer' categories. 
As indicated above, only explicit offers of and requests for evidence of understanding were 
included in the initial development of the grounding coding scheme. However, many other grounding 
mechanisms were identified by Clark & Brennan.( 1993), which have important grounding functions, 
The grounding codes included in the initial development generally require a low degree of effort by 
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interlocutors particularly when understanding in conversation is trouble free and may be thought of as 
helping to monitor and maintain mutua/understanding. However, understanding in conversation is 
rarely trouble free, particularly in situations where.collaborators have to achieve some other task at 
the same time, other than just carrying out a conversation, such as design. For instance, if a speaker is 
uncertain that his utterance will be understood, even before receiving evidence from the addressee, he 
may stop halfway and make a repair, or complete a an utterance and still make a repair, both of 
which are carried out to render it.clearer to the addressee. Alternatively, he might know before 
planning an utterance that it is too complicated and therefore needs to be presented in installments, 
waiting for positive evidence of understanding from the addressee·between each installment, as in the 
following example taken from Clark & Brennan ( 1993):-
S Take the spout- the little one that looks like the end of an oil can 
J Okay 
S and put that on the opening in the other large tube. With the round top. 
(It should be noted that symbols used by Clark.& Brennan from the London-Lund notation 
for pauses, laughs etc., have been excluded here) 
Another way ()f requesting evidence of understanding is by way of a try marker which is 
where a speaker presents an .utterance that they are uncertain of and which contains a rising intonation 
at the end of the utterance thereby inviting a.response from the addressee that she·understands, as in 
the following example, again from Clark & Brennan:-
A So I wrote off to er Bill, uh who had presumably disappeared by this time, certainly, a 
man called Annegra? 
B Yeah, Allegro 
A Allegra, uhreplied, uh and I, put, two other people. 
An additional way of grounding that was identified by Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs ( 1986) is an 
expansion. Essentially an expansion distinguishes between two kinds of repairs- a repair has been 
defined as an utterance that follows another utterance that was terminated half way through and is 
presented again in a different form deemed•to be more understandable. An expansion is defined as an 
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utterance that follows another complete·utterance and is presented again in a different form, again 
deemed to render the intended meaning more understandable. An expansion is not so much the 
repairing of an existing utterance as adding to it, or restructuring it, in order to make it clearer. This 
mechanism was prevalent in the design context I observed, The contribution previously shown above 
to demonstrate an installment contribution and shown again .below, also demonstrates an expansion. 
S Take the spout- the little one that looks like the end of an oil can 
J Okay 
S and put that on the opening in the other large tube. With the round top. 
The first and third utterances contains the expansion " .... the little one that looks like the end of an oil 
can" and "With the round top" respectively. These utterances followed a pause (not shown here) by 
the addressee following the speaker's.presentation of "Take the spout" and "and put that on the 
opening in the other large tube. "This was deemed to be due to the fact thatthe speaker, having 
received no response, felt that the addressee may not have understood and therefore endeavoured to 
clarify the referents (a particular spout) and (a particular tube). Expansions also occur in the absence 
of pauses by addressees when speakers consider that their utterance need further clarification. 
All the foregoing are attempts by the speaker to ground information. and are far more effortful 
than just monitoring ackno\vledgements,.relevant next turns, completions and eye gaze. The 
addressee also has to make a far greater effort in providing either positive or negative evidence of 
understanding when there is potential for uncertainty in mutual understanding. 
Other kinds of utterances have subsequently been introduced by Clark ( 1996) since the initial 
development of the coding scheme such asfade-outs where speakers do not complete the sentence 
which just fades out gradually. This is distinguishable from an .incomplete utterance by virtue of the 
intention of the speaker which is that he fades out because he is fairly certain that the addressee 
already knows what he means and can be identified by a lowering of volume and intonation. An 
incomplete utterance on the other hand stops fairly abruptly and is either followed by er, wn or cut off 
by the addressee. 
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One other event that did not have a code is that of 'no speech'. It will be·shown in Chapter 7 
that this code is particularly important, not just because it is a useful thing to know, but also because 
when time stamping video recordings, the onset of one event duration serves as the offset of the event 
duration before it. The software, MacSHAPA 1 (Sanderson, Scott, Johnston, Mainzer, Watanabe, & 
James, 1994) used to time stamp and code the engineers' transcripts provided both onset and offset 
times and therefore the absence of this code was not highlighted until much later on. 
Because of the above observations, together with the fact that there were so many incidences 
of overlapping for other codes which resulted in 26 different codes, 14 of which failed the mutual 
exclusivity criterion, a number of modifications were subsequently made which will be discussed in 
Chapter 7. A clear message that seemed to emerge from this early developmental phase is a 
distinction between surface characteristics of speech, such as repairs, acknowledgements, 
installments etc, and their intended function in terms of grounding. Clearly these.two cannot be 
mutually exclusive and in Chapter 7 the new coding scheme will involve the introduction of more 
than one stream of behaviour that can eo-occur. Other speech mechanisms that occur but do not have 
a specific grounding function are complete and incomplete contributions which do not have any 
grounding function, interruptions by the addressee, turn attempts where speakers do not finish·an 
utterance because of an interruption. 
Many of the above codes were not assumed to be part of grounding in terms of requests or 
offers. However, the more involved I became with the transcripts and the essential experimental goal 
of trying to understand how interlocutors try to establish and maintain mutual understanding, the 
more apparent it became that these additional codes·act as implicit requests of evidence of mutual 
understanding. This will be discussed more fully in Chapter 7 but an example demonstrating what is 
meant by this can be shown by an expai1sion. When a speaker expands.on an utterance because he 
has reason to believe that the addressee has not, or may not, understand, in effect he is saying "Here 
is the same idea again but I hope a little clearer- please provide me with evidence that this is the 
1 MacSHAPA version 1.0.2, © P.M.Sanderson, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1994 
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case". This interpretation as an implicit request can•also be applied to the other grounding codes 
mentioned such as installments and repairs. 
Another issue that became evident was the inability of these codes to distinguish between 
speakers who request or offer evidence of either their own or their partner's understanding. If 
therefore the coding scheme incorporated codes{or distinguishing between these different kinds of 
requests and offers, a fuller interpretation of speaker/addressee interaction can be gained. For instance 
a code exclusively indicating either "/understand/don't understand" (offers evidence of own 
understanding):or "you understand/don't understand" (offers evidence of partner's understanding), 
would provide insight to the co-operative nature of conversation. 
6.3.3.2 Activity 
The problems associated with this coding scheme related to the definition of 'speech only'. 
The 'speech only' code was limited to identifying sequences where none of the activities in the 
coding scheme occurred but only while speech occurred- clearly, incidences where there was no 
speech as well as no activity would not have been coded. lihis particular problem was not 
highlighted at an early stage due to the way the information from video recordings and transcripts 
were entered into the software- speech from the transcripts was broken into segments according to 
the codes and then transferred to MacSHAPA where it was encoded for activity. Subsequently, there 
were no incidences of 'no speech'. This code therefore should perhaps be included in subsequent 
coding schemes in order to identify periods of no activity and/or no speech. Potentially this could 
indicate periods of thinking although it is not our intention to try to.distinguish between thinking and 
other speechless and inactive states such as day-dream in g. 
6.4 Methodology COII/1110/Ito both studies 
The methodology common to both the studies in this thesis are outlined below, with specific 
issues being dealt with in their relevant chapters. 
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6.4.1 Recording behavioural sequences 
The video recordings· of the pre-expert engineers referred to above, although continuous, 
were not transferred to MacSHAPA in their entirety- sequences with no speech, regardless of 
whether there was any sketching or writing activity, were not accounted for. For the forthcoming 
experiments however, the entire recordings of activity and speech (including 'no activity' and 'no 
speech', were to be captured in an exhaustive man~er. Once captured, onsets of all speech, no 
speech, activity and no activity, can be time-stamped and their duration, as well as the duration of eo-
occurring behaviours, across different streams of mutually exclusive behaviours can be analysed. 
6.4.2 Experimental setting 
For both experiments, pairs of participants carried out different design tasks and the same 
conference room was used throughout. Participants sat in the middle of the room one each side of a 
specially constructed 3m square table with posts either side into which could be slid solid wooden or 
clear screens at workspace and eye level (to be described in Chapter 7). Two enclosed-dome video 
cameras were located on opposite sides of the room approximately 5 ft. from the floor. Each focused 
on the face and activity around the work surface of the participant facing the camera. The video and 
audio output from these two cameras were mixed electronically to produce a single split-screen 
video/audio recording. In addition, a third camera was located in the ceiling immediately above and 
central to the 3m square table in order to capture activity in both workspaces simultaneously. This 
camera was programmed to zoom in closer and out again at the touch of a button by the experimenter 
from within the sound proofed control room adjacent to the conference room. 
6.4.3 Video analysis software 
Coding.conformed to the event recording strategy suggested by Bakeman & Gottman (.1997) 
using continuous recordings- events activate the coding. Other methods of recording such as 
interval recording or time sampling where time activates coding will not be able to reflect continuous 
streams of eo-occurring behaviours- it may truncate behaviours inappropriately and sequential data 
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will be lost. This·kind of recording is necessary if it is desired to examine how design activity 
interacts in parallel with conversational grounding on a·continuous basis. Video recordings, 
including sound, will be transformed into digital MPEG. files. A special computer tool (The 
Observer0 ) for time-stamping the onsets of speech and activities will be employed. The experimenter 
is able to watch and listen to recordings in the.Observer and timestamp the onset of a particular 
speech or activity code. The controls for operating the recordings are similar to VHS video. controls. 
For example it is possible, to stop, pause, rewind and play thus ensuring good temporal accuracy. 
Offsets are identified by the onset of the next event and therefore it is important that all behaviours 
within a behavioural stream are mutually exclusive i.e. they cannot overlap within a single stream of 
tern poral ·data. 
The Observer enables separate streams of behaviour to be coded in parallel, providing 
behaviours within each stream are mutually exclusive. lt can do this in two different ways, both of ·! 
which are informative. Firstly,:two, or more, separate streams can have different codes and different 
onset/offset times. This is particularly useful for investigating how behaviours occu~ in relation to 
each other~ do.they precede, follow or eo-occur and by how much in terms of duration? Secondly, 
a 'modifier' can be linked in time to a single stream of behaviour. For instance a code in a main 
behavioural stream might be an expansion with a modifier code attached to it of 'request evidence of 
partner understanding', indicating its grounding function. In other words a modifier provides a 
conceptually different descriptor of the main stream code. lt can be seen how this eliminates the 
problem of a code having more than one meaning and therefore violating the criteriori·of mutual 
exclusivity. The data extracted from The Observer can be in the form of frequencies or duration and 
for the.purposes of this thesis all raw data will be in seconds- 'how many times' a particular 
.behaviour occurs is of less importance thai1 'for how long it occurs' and the extent to which 
behaviours in separate streams·co-occur. More details will be provided in Chapter 7 with examples 
of how the coding schemes for each experiment are applied to The Observer". 
2 The Observer0 : Noldus lnfonnation Technology, Wageningen, 1996 
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6.5 Summary 
This program of research therefore will focus specifically on the activities people carry out 
during specially developed design and problem-solving tasks in different settings. An important 
aspect of collaborative design, whether technologically supported or not, is the effective 
communication of information. Of particular interest is how the use and·construction of external 
representations support the sharing and grounding of information in varying degrees of visibility. 
The relationship between conversational grounding and the use.and construction of external 
representations as a function of specific conditions in which·visibility is varied, will be described in 
more detail in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 7 
RATIONALE AND METHOD: 
COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING (STUDY 1) 
7 .I Introduction 
External representations, as discussed in Chapter 2, are widely used and considered 
helpful in problem solving, especially multiple representations (Cox & Brna, 1995). External 
representations are considered to be the 'language of design' (Smith & Browne, 1993)·and can 
support cognition in·a number of ways, e.g. support translations such as function to structure 
(Gero, 1990), concepts.to descriptions of physical objects (Rosenman & Gero, 1998) and the 
translation of visual information into verbal form and vice versa (Tomes, Oates, & Armstrong, 
1998). External representations can compensate·the limitations of working memory for verbal 
(Baddeley, 1992) and visual/spatial information (Logie, 1986) by forming.pennanent records in 
order that these memories can be shared (Zhang, 1997; Zhang, 1994). They can also help.to 
reduce the cognitive effort required by enabling solutions to be more easily 'read-off through 
perceptual processes, thereby reducing search time (Scaife & Rogers, 1996; Lark in & Simon, 
1987). 
An additional.objective of design research is the impact of design environments as a 
function of new technology. Tang (1991) and Bly's ( 1988) observations on the role of work space 
activities in design (such as gesturing, pointing, drawing and listing) for storing design 
information, expressing ideas and mediating interaction, stimulated considerable interest in the 
problem of designing computer aided technology, such as·electronic white boards, video links, 
structured drawing tools, text editors etc., for geographically distributed collaborative design e.g., 
(Heath, Luff, & Sellen, 1995; lshii & Kobayashi, 1992). 
'fhe goal for technology appears to.be focused on providing transparent systems as close 
to face-to-face settings as possible. This is despite evidence that people are readily able to.adapt 
to new ways of working with existing technologies.(Reid, Malinek, Stott, & Evans, 1996) and 
might learn to use new technologies providing different and useful forms of human interaction 
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(Hollan & Stornetta, 1992). It is possible that the emphasis on 'eo-presence' might be misplaced 
-an attempt at a seamless technology where a transparent video image of a face is superimposed 
upon another solid video image of the work surface to try to integrate the work space and the 
interpersonal space was found to be distracting (Ishii & Kobayashi, 1992). In addition, others 
have found that providing a good audio connection is available, then video is only important for 
complicated visual tasks (Whittaker & Geelhoed, 1993; Whittaker, 1995) and even then these 
kinds of task can be carried out successfully with an increased effort in sentence planning (Ciark 
& Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992), 
The trend of recent work has been to explore the relationship between workspace activity 
-in particular freehand sketching- and the cognitive aspects of design activity (Puree II & Gero, 
1998), in naturalistic (Goldschmidt, 1994; Goldschmidt, 1991) and•computer mediated 
(Scrivener, Harris, Clark, Rockoff, & Smyth, \995; Tang & Minneman, 1990; Bly, 1988) settings 
but there is still much to be learned about how designers combine the use and construction of 
external representations with speech in order to generate and share ideas. 
In addition to the impact of media on workspace activities noted above, as highlighted in 
Chapter 3, Clark & Brennan{ 1993) have suggested how speech in terms of conversational 
grounding might also change according to the medium of communication. Although the 
importance of speech in collaborative design has been highlighted (Tang, 1991) and different 
types of speech quantified in relation to problem content as well as some aspects of 
communication (Garner, Scrivener, Clarke, Clark, Connolly, Palmen, Schappo, & Smyth, 199.1), 
it has: only been systematically observed in relation to specific communicative functions in 
combination with activity, the author and others (Reid, Reed, & Edworthy, 1999). In a study of 
realistic engineering design meetings they found evidence for an implicit conversational rule 
discouraging interruptions whilst individual designers elaborated their design ideas using 
freehand sketches, This kind of 'disengagement' was less likely to occur during more 
propositional (e.g. specifications and constraints)·as opposed to spatial and visual phases of 
design discussion and it was suggested that engaging in visual thinking-and the sketching 
activity that typically accompanies it-may signal a cue to disengagement, in which designers 
direct their attention away from their colleagues and towards the sketches they are creating. Their 
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partners freely allow this to happen, not wishing to interrupt their thinking process. This therefore 
presents a case for sketching as a support for individual reasoning 
An alternative interpretation of this finding however is that designers may sketch to 
facilitate the verbalisation of information and conversational grounding, and that colleagues 
refrain from interrupting whilst they observe the developing sketch in order to gain a better 
understanding of the ideas being expressed. This pattern of collaboration highlights the eo-
operative nature of joint projects involving speech and activities and indicates a complex 
relationship, not only between visible workspace activity and conversational grounding, but also 
with the visual and communicative nature of the design task itself. 
The aim of this study therefore was to explore the interaction between conversational 
grounding and workspace activities in conditions which vary the visibility and,physical 
constraints with regard to each other's use and construction of externahepresentations, including 
gesturing and pointing, as well as eye contact. These conditions are described below in the 
context of the impact of media on conversational grounding and the use and construction of 
external representations. Details of the experimental apparatus used to create these conditions 
can be found in the 'method' section. 
7.2 Experimental conditions 
In order to investigate the impact of the media environment on·the use and constmction of 
external representations and conversational grounding, a number of experimental conditions 
varying physical and visual access between collaborators were devised. These conditions are 
described below, together with some predictions regarding their effect. Specific details of the 
apparatus will be described in the 'methods' section. 
Condition I (Open-Open- 00)- In this condition visibility was unconstrained and participants 
could freely see each other face-to-face as well as interact with each·other's workspaces during 
the·construction and use of external representations. 
lt was expected that participants would not:perceive communication to be effortful and 
based on the principle of combined least collaborative effort, utterance planning may be 
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minimised and receivers may be more likely to provide low key offers·of understanding 
designed to disrupt the speaker's conversational flow as little as possible through back-
channel acknowledgements and completions. However, minimal planning may also lead 
to the necessity for more remedial grounding work such as repairs and requests for 
evidence of understanding. Different methods of signalling, describing-as, indicating and 
demonstrating through sketching, pointing and speaking would~be unimpeded although 
were expected to differ as a function of task- more sketching and pointing around 
sketches to demonstrate ideas, and more writing of conceptual ideas is expected in the RC 
task. For the Dresser task which is a referential spatial task, more indicative pointing may 
be expected. lt is also expected that, in conditions where each other's workspace can be 
easily observed, more grounding may be required to achieve mutual understanding of 
conceptual ideas in the River Crossing task- for the Dresser task, pointing to specific 
locations will be relatively easily understood. 
Condition 2 (Clear-Open- CO)- This condition was.constrained only slightly by the placii1g of a 
clear perspex screen at workspace level. 
lt is not clear how the provision of a perspex screen will alter behaviour, although it is 
possible that if participants endeavour to make deictic references towards diagrams in 
their partner's workspace (through the screen) these references may be misinterpreted 
(Bamard, May, & Salber, 1996). lt was thought important to investigate any possible 
·effects of a clear screen as it simulates media systems where collaborators are able to see 
each other's workspace through a monitor but unable to simultaneously interact with each 
other's workspace. They did however have free access at eye level which may simulate 
the addition of a good quality video link. lt was considered possible that participants may 
perceive the communication setting to be less than optimum and increase utterance 
planning and grounding effort. 
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Condition 3 (Open-Solid)- OS- This condition was constrained at eye level with a wooden 
screen such that eye contact was not possible (participants were explicitly requested not to try to 
look under the screen at each other but only each other's workspace). 
This to some extent simulates technology such as the early version of Video Draw (Tang 
& Minneman, 1990) where participants were able-to see and interact (visually but not 
physically as in the setting introduced here) with each other's workspace but were not 
able to maintain eye contact. As discussed above evidence suggests that face-to-face 
video access is.not important providing audio links are good. However, the lack of eye 
contact may lead participants to. perceive the communication setting as potentially 
difficult and therefore increase their grounding efforts. The experimental conditions in 
this thesis did not specifically measure eye gaze due to practical difficulties in identifying 
the object of focus without the necessary eye gaze monitoring equipment. 
Condition 4 (Solid-Open)- SO.- For this condition visibility was constrained at the workspace 
level whilst eye contact was maintained. 
We expected that grounding effort would increase for both participants in order to convey 
visllal information that could not be seen by the receiver whilst endeavouring to• ensure 
mutual understanding. The effect of being able to maintain eye contact in the absence of 
a shared workspace is unclear- eye contact may help to co-ordinate speaking turns but on 
the other hand it may also have a disruptive effect similar to that found by Bamard et al 
( 1996) where switching between a video monitor showing a communicator's face and 
gestures combined with carrying out a task on a separate monitor, was thought to have 
impaired understanding. Other interference effects were found where the faces of 
partners were transparently superimposed over a video induced shared workspace called 
Clearboard (lshii & Kobayashi, 1992). It is not clear whether this interference is due to 
the image conflicting with the workspace, or the socially learned behaviour of 
maintaining eye contact during conversation. 
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Condition 5 (Clear-Solid)- CS- for this·condition, physical access, but not visual access, was 
denied at workspace level. Eye· contact was also denied. 
This condition was expected to have similar effects to the OS condition, but with the 
added constraint of a perspex screen which may heighten the perception of a less than 
optimum communication setting, resulting in increased grounding efforts. 
Condition 6'(Solid-Solid)- SS- Participants were unable to. observe both their partner's 
workspace and facial or gestura! expressions. 
This condition was.expected to elicit the highest effort in terms of grounding and relevant 
activity. lt was unambiguously apparent that participants were unable to see each other's 
works pace or any gestures and non verbal activity. Consequently, it was expected that 
grounding requests for evidence of mutual understanding would be highest in this 
condition. In addition, related activity was expected to be as high, if not higher, than for 
other conditions even though it cannot be seen by the receiver on the basis that 
communicator activity will support verbalisation. 
In addition to the foregoing expectations regarding the effects of media, some general 
expectations based on 'the principle of least collaborative effort', 'methods of signalling' and the 
extent to which works pace activities support the 'sharing of information' and 'mutual 
understanding', as a function of task and media setting, are described below. 
7.3 Aims and expectations 
As.pointed out in Chapter 3, Cl ark & Schaefer ( 1989) have shown how discourse 
involves contributions from interlocutors that require them to do more than just say the right 
words atthe right time. Interlocutors request and offer evidence of understanding by verbal and 
non-verbal information and speakers try to establish the mutual belief that an addressee has 
understood what the speaker means, well enough for current purposes (least collaborative.effort). 
The process by which this is achieved involves not just the speaker's intention of conveying 
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information while trying to ensure the addressee's understanding, but also depends upon the 
addressee playing a significant role in trying to achieve mutual understanding (principle of co-
operativeness). 
As noted above, Clark & Brennan (1993) have suggested how conversational grounding 
might change as a function of the collaborative setting and the medium to be used. They predict 
that "People should ground with those techniques available in a. medium that lead to the least 
collaborative effort" (p. 1 40). In other words collaborators make predictions about how difficult 
the grounding of information is likely to be in different media settings and adjust their grounding 
efforts accordingly. 
If collaborators are unable to see or physically interact with each other's workspace in 
which sketching, gesturing and pointing around drawings and diagrams·take place, they are likely 
to perceive that grounding information will be more difficult and may therefore increase their 
grounding effort- even a clear barrier may result in a·degree of perceived difficulty due to the 
inhibition. of physical access to each other's workspace. If a communicator is unable to 
physically refer to an object or location in their partner's workspace, and do not themselves have 
a duplicate copy of the relevant external representation on which they can point, communication 
will be perceived as more difficult. 
Perceived difficulty may also be exacerbated by .the insertion of barriers that occlude 
facial displays which are th.ought to mediate turn taking in conversation (Heath, 1984; Beattie, 
1981; Beattie, 1979) as well as the direction of eye gaze which is an important referential tool 
(Bamard et al., 1996). Although auditory access is assumed to be unimpeded with collaborators 
talking freely, it is possible that the insertion of barriers may lead to a perception of impaired 
auditory access. 
Perceived difficulty will also depend upon the task- as mentioned above; providing a 
good audio connection is available video may only be important for complicated visual tasks 
(Whittaker & Geelhoed, 1993; Whittaker, 1995) and even then these kind·oftasks can be carried 
out successfully with an increased effort in sentence planning and listener feedback (Clark & 
Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992). Perceived difficulty therefore relates to the 
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extent to which collaborators believe they will be able to successfully communicate propositional 
or graphical information. 
The aim of this first study therefore is to explore the nature of the joint action of 
collaborative visual problem solving which comprises methods.ofsignalling in constructing and 
interacting with external representations, and how these signals interact with conversational 
grounding- the way in which speech is used to ground shared information. Some realistic 
expectations are:-
Principal of least collaborative effort and co-operativeness 
Grounding effort e.g., requests for evidence of understanding, would increase in 
conditions where communication was perceived as being more difficult. 
In situations where communication would not be perceived as being difficult however, 
utterance planning would be minimised by the speaker, perhaps resulting in more 
repairs, requests and repeats, and receivers would try to disrupNhe conversational flow 
as little aspossible with the use of low key offers of understanding through background 
acknowledgements and completions. 
While one participant is communicating information and requesting evidence of partner's 
understanding through sketching or pointing, receivers will co-operate by reducing 
interaction. 
Methods of signalling 
J/1-defined tasks will elicit descriptive and demonstrative methods of signalling through 
sketching, pointing, writing and gesturing and well-defined tasks will elicit descriptive 
and indicative methods of signalling through pointing 
For this experiment information to be shared was largely visual and it was expected that 
an increase in grounding effort- requests for evidence of understanding- would be 
simultaneously supported by the most relevant workspace activity such as pointing, 
gesturing or sketching, depending on the particular task characteristics being shared. 
Sharing ·Information -v- verbalisation 
If workspace activity predominantly provides a directly communicative fimction by 
sharing information, then removing the opportunity to observe each other's works pace 
activity should result in less activity by the speaker, in relation to· conversational 
grounding, which is expected to increase under·these circumstances. 
If on the other hand workspace activity predominantly supports the achievement of 
mutua/understanding throughconversational grounding, then workspace activity should 
differ in accordance with differences in conversational grounding. (Of course it should be 
noted that workspace activity may support individual thinking and it will not be possible 
in this study to distinguish between activity support for individual thinking and 
conversational grounding). 
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7.4 Modificalions lo coding schemes 
7.4.1 Conversational grounding coding scheme 
As discussed in Chapter 6, a number of problems emerged during the coding and analysis 
of the pre-expert engineers' data (Reid·et al., 1999) regarding violations of mutual exclusivity, 
distinguishing between requesting and offering evidence of underslanding or agreemenl, 
distinguishing between requesting and offering evidence of own or parlner 's understanding, and 
the growing awareness that some of the 'grounding' codes were actually implicit requests for 
evidence of understanding. l'he new coding scheme therefore will provide codes that fall into 5 
separate categories:- I) contributions with no obvious grounding function 2) requests for evidence 
of partner's understanding, 3) requests for evidence of self understanding, 4) offers of evidence of 
partner's understanding and 5) offers of evidence of self understanding. The codes in relation to 
these categories will be described in full below. 
Other problems related to the lack of a conversational grounding code for every utterance 
so that complete or incomplete contributions that did not appear to convey any obvious grounding 
function, were not distinguished from other codes which may implicitly request evidence of 
understanding such as repairs, expansions and instalhnents. In addition, requests for agreemefll 
were included with requests for understanding in the initial development and in these studies, 
these will now be represented by non-grounding contributions. We also proposed in Chapter 6 
that a distinction should be made between types of speech, such as repairs, acknowledgements, 
installments etc, and their intended function in terms of grounding and that this would necessarily 
involve the introduction of more than one stream of behaviour to avoid violating the criterion of 
mutual exclusivity (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). This second stream of behaviour regarding 
grounding functions, will endeavour to encapsulate the essence of requesting and offering 
evidence. of understanding, by both initiators and addressees, in a more comprehensive and 
discriminatory fashion. It will also try to discriminate between speech designed to establish 
mutual understanding and speech designed to convey information- sometimes of course it does 
both simultaneously and having two streams of data will enable the potential for these eo-
occurrences to be captured. 
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Since the initial coding scheme development described in Chapter 6, Herbert Clark has 
published a book in which he proposes a similar discrimination (Ciark, 1996). This 
discrimination is described in terms of two tracks where Track I represents attempts to carry out 
official business and Track 2 represents attempts to create a successful communication. The 
following two examples taken from Clark (1996) will help to clarify the difference:-
Speaker 
Waitress 
Customer 
Waitress 
Customer 
Roger 
Nina 
Roger 
Nina 
Track 1 
What'// ya have girls? 
What's the soup of the day? 
Clam chowder 
I'll have a bow/of clam chowder and a salad with 
Russian dressing 
Now, - um do you and your husband have a j-car 
no 
Track 2 
-have a car? 
Yeah 
The first exchange is quite straightforward- the questions are designed to gather information, not 
evidence of understanding. For the second I exchange however, Nina is unable to provide the 
information Roger is requesting until she has understood the question. To do this she has to.ask 
questions about the communication, as opposed to the official business. 
Speech Type Grounding Function as·modifier 
Name code Description Name code Description Track 
Complete cc Statement without any No Ng No obvious I 
contribution obvious grounding grounding grounding function. 
function 
Complete cc requesting evidence of Try marker tm Speaker ends 2 
contribution+ mutual understanding contribution with 
Try Marker rising intonation "is 
this right? 
Complete cc requests evidence of own Is this what wy Addressee- "is this 2 
contribution + understanding you mean? what you mean .. 
request 
evidence 
Complete cc offering evidence of You Yu "yes that's right" 2 
contribution + addressee's understanding understand "No not like that" 
offer evidence ym 
(addressee) You mis-
understand 
Complete cc with offering evidence of I understand lu "Oh, I see .. 2 
contribution + own under-standing I misunder- I m "sorry I don't get 
offer evidence stand that" 
(own) 
figure 7.1. Summary of speech types and groundmg function codes 
Continued ......... ../ 
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! ... ...... .... Continued 
Complete cc Offers evidence of I am uncertain Urn ''Er. I am not sure " 2 
contribution + uncertainty 
offer evidence 
(urn) 
Complete cc Explicit request or rising See what I wi Rising intonation 2 
contribution + intonation inviting mean? Or 
request evidence of ''do you see what 1 
evidence (wi) understanding mean " 
Incomplete le Incomplete contribution No grounding Ng I 
contribution + with.no grounding 
no grounding 
Expansion Ex Expands on preceding See what I Wl Speaker implicitly 2 
contribution :to make mean? requests evidence 
clearer of understanding 
Jnstallment St Step'by step See what I wi Speaker implicitly 2 
contributions with mean? requests evidence 
opportunity (implicit of understanding 
request) for receiver to 
provide evidence of 
understanding 
Repair Rp Speaker repairs an See what I wi Speaker implicitly 2 
incomplete sentence to mean? requests evidence 
make it clearer of understanding 
Speaker Repeat Sr Speaker repeats sentence See what I wi Speaker implicitly 2 
to ensure receiver has mean? requests evidence 
heard of understanding 
Listener Repeat Lr Receiver repeats I understand lu Receiver offers 2 
sentenceJo offer or" is this wy evidence of 
evidence of what you understanding· or 
understanding or check mean?'' requests evidence 
that they have of own 
understood understanding 
Fade-outs Fa Speaker fails to complete See what I wi Speaker implicitly 2 
a contribution in the mean? requests evidence 
knowledge that receiver of understanding 
will have already 
understood 
Completion cm Receiver completes an I understand lu Receiver offers 2 
incomplete-utterance by evidence of 
speaker I understanding 
(providing that the 
' completion is 
relevant) 
Back- Be Low key- without Acknowledge iu ''yes, mm, uh huh, 2 
channelling interruption flow of understanding yu etc. " 
contribution by speaker 
Truncation Tr Speaker is interrupted'by No grounding Ng 
a receiver contribution 
Irrelevant lr Speech not relating to.the 
I task - has no modifier 
No speech Ns This·has no modifier 
Figure 7.1. Summary of speech types and grounding function codes 
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Code Examples 
Complete Contribution " .. drag away, until it all goes bump down, on the ground .. " 
with no grounding Also includes questions about official business- "what about the size of 
if?" 
Complete contribution A: So I wrote off to er Bill, uhwho had,presumably disappeared by this 
with try marker time, certainly, a man called Annegra? 
B: Yeah, Allegra 
A: Allegra, uh replied, uh and I, put,. two other people. 
Complete contribution "is this what you mean" (cc + wy) or 
(cc)+ wy (request Speaker: "attach the rope on the square looking bit" 
evidence) Addressee: "so, you attach the rope onto the back" (cc+ wy) 
Complete contribution "yes that's right" (cc+ yu) or "no, not up there" (cc+ ym) or 
(cc)+ (yu, ym) offer Speaker: "put the truck 011 the lo11g thi11gs" 
evidence of addressee's 
understanding Addressee: "on the other bank?" (cc+ wy) Speaker: "on the water". (cc+ ym) misunderstanding identified) 
Complete contribution "right, /see" (cc+ iu) or ''sorry I don 't.understanding what you mean". 
(cc)+ (iu, im) offer (cc+ im) or repeats· by addressee with intonation that suggests 
evidence of own understanding,rather than "is this what you mean". 
understanding 
Complete contribution + "er," (followed by pause) or "'not sure Izmdersta11d" (cc+ urn) 
offer evidence (urn) sometimes identified by voice intonation indicating uncertainty. 
Complete contribution (cc "so its like a bridge 7 or "do you see what I mean?" or "you know what I 
+ wi) request evidence mean?" or " ... kind of.", "sort oj', " ... you know ... ". 
Incomplete Contribution "Well, I'm going to put the boat .... " (ic + ng) 
Expansion + request A: " .. are lifted onto this", B: "er .. "A: "on the back of this" 
evidence (ex + wi) 
lnstallment + request S: "Take the spout- the I in le one that looks like the end of an oil can" 
evidence·(ex + wi) J: "Okay" 
S: "and put that on the opening in the other large tube. With the round 
top." 
Repair+ request evidence "On the back legs here there is " ,. 
(ex+ wi) "you've got back legs which actually just bolt onto the .. " 
Speaker Repeat + request A: "On.the back of the wagon" B: no response 
evidence (ex + wi) A: "onthebackofthewagon" B: "ok" 
Listener Repeat + offers A: "it '11 go 011 the grou11d there" 
evidence(iu) B: "on the grou11d there, yeah" 
Completion + offers A: "'basically you jack the thing up and then.. " 
evidence (iu) B: "'drag the lorry -I see". 
Fade-outs + request "yeah, its light and easy to get across so ... " 
evidence (ex + wi) 
Back-channelling+ offers " mm, ", '"I see " etc. 
evidence;(bc + iu/yu) 
Figure 7.2- Working examples of combined speech types and grounding functions taken from 
Cl ark (1996) and Re id et al ( 1999) 
In Figure 7.1 above is a summary of the modified coding scheme for conversational 
grounding, based on the above discussion, and which also includes some new speech types 
highlighted in Herbert Clark's most recent book (Ciark, 1996)- the new codes are incompletions 
which will give some idea of the fluency of the conversation, speaker repeats which implicitly 
requests evidence, andfade-ollls, again,discussed in Chapter 6. Codes that were excluded in this 
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next phase of the coding scheme development were turn attempts.and interruptions. lt was 
decided that these speech types which relate to a fine level of physical co-ordination would not be 
measured for this first experiment, where the focus is concentrated on speaker/addressee efforts in 
understanding. A summary of each speech type code and its.related grounding function coded as 
a modifier in The Observer can be seen in Figure 7 .I above and some working examples taken 
either from Clark & Brennan ( 1993), Clark ( 1996) or transcripts from pre-expert engineering 
meetings (Reid et al., 1999) are shown in Figure 7.2 above. For ease of subsequent reference, 
Figure 7.1 can also be found in Appendix 6. 
7.4.2 Activity 
The problems associated with the first development of this coding scheme related to the 
definition of 'speech only'. The 'speech only' code only identified sequences where none of the 
activities in the coding scheme occurred while someone was speaking- clearly, incidences where 
there was no speech as well as no activity would not have been coded. Both these points violate 
the criterion of exhaustiveness highlighted by Bakeman & Gottman ( 1997) which states that there 
should be a code for every event. The new coding scheme therefore included:a code for 'no 
activity'. 
Activity Code Definitions 
Sketching Sketching is defined as freehand drawing accompanying speech or drawing on 
its own. This may be a complete sketch, a part of a sketch, or any marks. on the 
paper that appear to be relevant. Doodling which does not appear to be related 
to the design exercise, was excluded. 
Writing Writing is defined as any representation of whole or part sentences, lists, 
isolated words, numbers and calculations. 
Figural Pointing Figural Pointing is defined as hand movements that directly refer to sketches, 
text or other workspace representations. This includes pointing around a sketch 
.or 'cognitive tracing'. 
Gesturing Gesturing is defined as hand movements synchronised with speech, providing 
figural representations of the concepts expressed in speech. 
Reading Reading is defined as clear evidence that a participalll is looking at reading out 
loud from text in the workspace. 
No Activity None of the above activities (excluding speech only which is deleted). 
Figure 7.3- Summary of activity codes 
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In addition, it was observed in the study of engineering teams.mentioned above, (Re id et 
al., 1999) that sometimes infonnation was·read from text in the workspace. This is a special kind 
of 'use of external representations' such as the reading aloud of personal notes, professional texts, 
diagrams etc., and should be included in the modified coding scheme. This code has some 
potential for ambiguity in that participants may be looking at text and speaking but not reading 
from the text. However, an important cue for reading is in the intonation- initiators who read as 
opposed to converse display less intonation. In Figure 7.3 above is a description of the modified 
activity coding scheme to be used for Experiment I, which again, for ease of subsequent 
reference can be found in Appendix 6. 
7.5 Method 
7.5.1 Participants; setting and apparatus 
One hundred and four students from the University of Plymouth (90 females and 14 
males).participated either for a combination.ofmoney and as part of their course requirement, or 
for money alone. Fifteen pilot trials to ascertain the practicability of the imposed conditions and 
relevant task durations, revealed technical problems with regard to sound recordings which were 
subsequently improved upon. This left 74 participants, 64 females ( 18 between the ages of 18-
22, 22 between the ages of 23 - 30 and 4 between the ages of 31 and over) and I 0 males, (9 
between the ages of I 8 and 22 and I between 23 and 30). Eighty five were psychology students 
whilst 19 were students from other disciplines within the University. 
For two pairs, one of the two tasks (the RC task for one pair and the Bresser task for the 
other pair, were unable to be deciphered arid had to be discarded. Both these pairs were from the 
face-to-face condition (00), resulting in 6 pairs for that condition when tasks were analysed 
separately but only 5 pairs when combined. Therefore the total number of pairs when tasks were 
analysed separately was 36 and when combined, 35. Participants signed up for the experiment on 
a form designed to allocate two participants for each time slot of one hour. Pairs were then 
allocated to one of six conditions in which visibility and access to the works pace and eye contact 
was varied by means.of the construction of a number of solid wooden or clear screens. A diagram 
of the six conditions can be found in Figure 7.4 below and photographs of two examples of this 
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can be found in Appendix 7. A 3m square table was especially constructed with posts on either 
side between which these screens could be secured in order to obscure visibil ity at workspace 
level and/or at eye level. No adverse practical issues were revealed during pilot trials with regard 
to the apparatus. 
Arrangement Definition Code 
D Mutual visual contact with partner 00 Visual and physica l access to partner's workspace I. 
B Mutual visual contact with partner, CO Visual access but no physical access to partner's 2. works pace 
~~~~~· ~'.::i;.;:;,..,...., No visual contact with partner os 
Visual and physica l access to partner' s workspace 
3. 
Mutual visual contact with partner, so 
If.:~~~;~ No visual or physical access to partner's workspace - -~~~., 'Jtfl 4. ~;-- ~-1~· -~ 11' "' -
~ No v isual contact with partner CS . Visual access but no physical access to partner's 
5. workspace 
~!q_~~: No visua l contact with partner ss .-;.,;~·~1/...;~ j 
•• '"+..- ~ 5?: · 
~~~Jl~~-· no visual or physical access to partner's workspace • .. '! • ~ ~.,:e·w: "{!l'~ - • ., 
6. . -;<-J;-- ~-~~. 
Figure 7.4 - Experimental cond itions. 
Note - a useful way of remembering the short forms of these conditions is to note that the bottom 
screen is denoted firs t and the top screen second e.g. 00 (Open-Open), CO (Clear-Open), OS 
(Open-Solid), SO (Solid-Open), CS (Clear-So/id) and SS (Solid-Solid). 
7.5.2 Tasks 
Two tasks were used for this experiment, the River Crossing Task described in Chapter 5 
and shown again in Figure 7.5 below and the Dresser task, also described in detail in Chapter 5 
and shown with some modifications in F igure 7.6 below. The Dresser task is a well-defined 
problem involving the manipulation of furniture in a room, bound by a number of constraints. 
Based on previous pilot studies, this task was expected to elicit indicative and descriptive 
methods of signalling involving sketching and pointing. The River Crossing Task was an ill-
defined problem and was expected to elic it descriptive and demonstrative methods of signalling, 
involv ing sketching and gesturing. 
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River Crossing Task 
You are to<design'a lightweight portable river crossing system for use by aid workers supporting 
refugees. The system should be able to be constructed by two people, transportable by trucks and 
should 1be capable of enabling those trucks to cross rivers up,to I 5 metres wide with strong 
currents. 
You do not need to worry about precise specification issues i.e. precise size, weight, materials or 
cost although some attention should of course be paid to .these issues in a general sense. 
The overall time allocated for this problem, will be broken down into 3 sections. 
I. You will have 2 minutes to individually think of as many ideas as possible. 
2. You will then have 4 minutes to discuss briefly each idea in turn and decide whether to 
throw them out or keep them for further discussion. 
3. You will then have up to·6 minutes to explore further those that have been retained and 
arrive at and draw a mutually acceptable solution. 
You will be given a 2 minute warning 
Figure 7.5- River Crossing task 
The task was modified slightly from the version used in the pilot studies in order to 
eradicate subjective representations of the problem found in those studies where student"s placed 
items of furniture inappropriately- dresser in middle of the room -because "that's where they 
would have liked it". This was not an illegal move but nevertheless somewhat inappropriate. 
Therefore a scenario was introduced whereby participants were told they were to design the room 
for a show house in the hope that the subjective element of room design would be reduced. Pilot 
trials revealed this to be a useful-addition although still I of the six participants placed the dresser 
in the middle of the room. 
Pilot trials also revealed that the RC task would take longer by virtue of the fact that more 
alternative solutions, together with the subsequent development of ideas, were possible whereas 
for the Dresser task, the focus was on solving the problem which may require alternative 
pathways to the solutions. In addition, pilot trials revealed that two minutes for individual idea 
generation would be long enough for a number of simple ideas or alternatives to emerge which 
would have to be shared with each other, but short enough to allow for the improvement of an 
idea, the process of which would also need to be shared. Thus aspects of straightforward sharing 
of information as well as collaborative development of ideas could be observed, although a 
distinction between these two processes was not intended to be measured. 
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Dresser Task 
• The attached sheet shows a plan of a furnished living room in a show house. 
• ~he housing company wishes to include an·attractive dresser, without removing any of 
the other items from the room, whilst at the same time making sure that the room will be 
generally practical and pleasing to the majority of potential buyers. 
• As an interior designer employed by the housing company, your task is to rearrange the 
room to accommodate the dresser, keeping in mind the criteria outlined above as well as the 
additional following criteria:-
• Nothing is to be removed from the room. 
• The door, windows and radiators may not be moved. 
• Nothing should be placed so that they overlap window areas. 
o Nothing should be placed closer than 2 squares in front of radiators. 
o Everything should 'be easily accessible:-
• The table should always have an area of2 squares surrounding it to allow 
for the placement of the chairs and easy access to them. 
• The entrance door, cupboard doors etc. should be unobstructed to allow 
easy access. 
• When rearranging the furniture you should ensure that the final plan is practical 
as well as aesthetically pleasing to the majority of potential buyers. 
• ~he items and·sizes of the furniture to be included in the room are as follows:-
Width 
A portable electric fire with surround 
Tall display cabinet 
Bookcase 
Dresser 
Sofa 6 squares 
Two armchairs 
Dining table 
Four dining chairs 
Depth Height 
3 squares 2 squares 
4 squares 2 squares 
5 squares. I squares 
5 squares 2 squares 
3 squares 3 squares 
3 squares 3 squares 
3 squares 3 squares 
(Allow 2 x 2 squares for each) 
4 squares 
6 squares 
6 squares 
6 squares 
3 squares (2) 
You can use as many of the blank plans as you wish to help you in this task 
The overall time of I 0 minutes allocated for this problem, will be broken down into 3 sections. 
I. You will have 2 minutes to individually think of some alternative plans. 
2. You will then have 3 minutes to discuss briefly each alternative plan and decide which to 
throw out or keep for further discussion. 
3. You will then have up to 5 minutes to explore further those that have been retained and 
arrive at, and draw a mutually acceptable solution. 
You will be given a I minute warning 
Figure 7.6 - Dresser task 
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7.5.3 Procedure 
Participants signed up in pairs and were allocated to one of the six conditions outlined 
above. The verbatim instructions were as follows:-
This is an experiment about how people approach design tasks and visual problem 
solving. The experiment will/as/ approximately 30 minutes and will involve two task~; 
the generation, development and sharing of design ideas with a colleague and a visual 
problem solving task, also to be carried out in collaboration with a colleague. More 
detailed specific instructions will be given to you with each task. During this time a 
camera will be recording what you are doing and saying. I would remind you of your 
right to withdraw both yourself and your data at any time. There will be time at the end 
of the experiment for any questions you may wish to ask. 
The tasks were counterbalanced for each pair. Participants sat in the middle of the room 
one each side of a specially constructed 3m square table with posts either side into which could be 
slid solid wooden or clear screens at workspace and eye level (See·photographs in Appendix 7). 
Two enclosed-dome video cameras were located on opposite sides of the room approximately 5 
ft. from the floor. Each focused on the face and activity around the work surface of the 
participant facing the camera and the video and audio output from these two cameras were mixed 
electronically to produce a single split-screen video/audio recording. In addition, a third camera 
was located in the ceiling immediately above and central to the 3m square table in order to 
capture·activity in both workspaces simultaneously. This camera was programmed to zoom in 
closer and out again at the touch of a .button by the experimenter from within the sound proofed 
control room adjacent to the conference room. 
Although participants were given a time limit to encourage them to complete the tasks 
within that time limit, they were allowed slightly longer if necessary. However, if it seemed that 
they had nothing more to contribute, or had gone over either 12 minutes for the Dresser task or 15 
minutes for the RiverCrossing task, then they were stopped by the experimenter who was 
observing from within the adjacent control room. 
7.5.4 Coding 
The process of coding and timestamping speech and activity in The Observer was 
described in Chapter 6, and applies to both this study and Study 2. In summary, video 
recordings, including sound, were transformed into digital MPEG file format in order that a 
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special computer tool, (The Observer'1 could be used for time-stamping the onsets of grounding 
and activity codes. A detailed description of the modified coding schemes were also:described 
above and can be found in Appendix 6. As offsets of codes in the Observer0 are identified by the 
onset of the next event it is important that all behaviours within a behavioural stream are mutually 
exclusive and do not overlap each other. The Observer0 enabled separate streams of behaviour to 
be coded in parallel, either in two separate streams with different onset/offset times where the 
temporal overlaps between behaviours can be calculated or a 'modifier' can be linked in time to a 
single stream of behaviour. For instance a code in a main behavioural stream might be an 
expansion with·a modifier code attached to it of request evidence of partner understanding 
indicating its grounding function. 
7.SA.I Intercoder agreement 
lntercoder agreement for the activity codes was not thought necessary for two reasons. Firstly, 
one single experimenter carried out all coding for the entire data set and found that the activities 
were easily discriminable. Secondly, the coder was able to record accurate onset and offset time 
stamps in the Observer" software tool, with the facility of being able to easily play back the video 
recording to ensure accuracy. The reliability of this coding scheme therefore, unlike the 
conversational grounding coding scheme, does not depend upon interpretation. 
For the grounding function codes however, a I 0% sample of transcripts was coded by an 
independent coder on the lower level 'speech type' and 'grounding function' codes, with no 
knowledge of the different conditions imposed. The 'speech type' codes to a large extent were 
used to determine the 'grounding function' codes and only these latter more important codes were 
checked for reliability. lnter-rater checks on the grounding codes showed low re liabilities; 
Overall kappa = .46 with a kappa = .43 for the Dresser task and kappa = .50 for the River 
Crossing task. The main confusions appeared to be between 'no grounding' (ngr) and·(wi) "do 
you see what 1 mean" and· offering (and requesting) evidence of self or partner understanding. 
The categories were collapsed therefore to form two separate codes; 'requests' (containing ngr, 
wi, wy); and 'offers' (containing iu, yu, im, ym, um). Reliability increased to an overall kappa = 
.68 (Dresser kappa = .65 and River= kappa = .70). This result, whilst more acceptable, clearly 
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highlighted some problems with regard to the coding scheme and further modifications may be 
required for subsequent studies. 
7.6 Data analysis preparation 
All· data in the form of seconds for each grounding and activity code was transferred from 
The Observer0 into individual excel files for each pair and each task. (Data from the first two 
minutes of each task in which participants worked on their own and which therefore only 
contained activity was not included). Each file contained a number of columns relating to Pair 
No., Condition, Task, Time (onset of every speech/no speech and:activity/no activity code), 
speaker (A or B), activity codes (6), speech types ( 13) and grounding functions (9). All files were 
merged into a single Excel file with 20,508 records and onset timestamps converted to tick counts 
( l/60'h second) with ticks rescaled to ensure each dyad-task session have unique timestamps. 
Offsets, which·are not specifically coded in the Observer0 -the offset is taken.as the onset of the 
next activity- were computed by subtracting the timestamps between consecutive entries. 
Anomalies with identical codes were treated as consecutive events, with .the offset of the first 
event equated to the onset (less I tick) of the second, This reduced file now consisted of 10,986 
records. 
Activity, speech type and grounding function·codes were organised into data files on the 
basis of duration in seconds. In addition, although descriptive analysis was carried out for speech 
type and grounding functions, for the purposes of the main analyses these were lumped together 
into five conceptual categories; offering evidence of self understanding (OFS) containing (I 
understand, I misunderstand, uncertainty); offering evidence of partner understanding (OFP) 
containing (you understand, you misunderstand); requesting evidence of self understanding 
(RQS) containing only one code ('is this what you. mean?'); requesting evidence of parlller 
understanding (RQP) containing ('do you see what !mean?', try marker); no groundingfimction 
again containing just one code (NGR). 
Due to the large number of conditions and variables involved in this study, the analysis 
Was divided into two separate sections to be reported in. Chapters 8.and 9. Analyses investigating 
the impact of tasks and constraints on communication will be·reported in Chapter 8. This 
included a 'descriptive and simple analysis' of tasks, activity, speech type, grounding type and 
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grounding categories for both tasks for the 00 (face-to-face) condition only. Also to be reported 
In Chapter 8, is an 'impact on constraints' analysis which compared the baseline condition 00 
with the other 5 conditions for each task and activity and grounding code separately. In Chapter 
9, a similar analysis using concurrent behaviours (speech and activity), both within and between 
participants, for each pair was reported. A comprehensive description of how the data were 
prepared for the 'concurrent behaviour' analysis will also be reported at that time. Finally, a 
'follow-up' analysis where conditions were collapsed based on preceding results and 
interpretations was reported in Chapter 9. 
lt was decided that pairs should be used as the unit of analysis for the 'impact of tasks and 
constraints' analyses in,Chapter 8, as it was anticipated that participants within.each pair would 
exert mutual influence over each others' use of the works pace patterns of speech, and therefore 
statistical independence could not be expected. Therefore participants' scores for each grounding 
function and activity code participant within each pair were added together. For the 'concurrent 
behaviour' analyses in Chapter 9, this mutual influence is of theoretical interest~ the principles of 
co-operation and least collaborative effort depend upon being able to observe an interaction 
between participants in terms of their activity and speech patterns. Duration data of activity and 
speech were recorded, coded and analysed. The focus of the analysis was the eo-occurrence of 
conversational grounding and workspace activity- that is, durations of relevant combinations of 
overlapping codes were calculated and analysed. For example, the total duration of time in which 
requests for evidence of partner understanding- "do you see what I mean?"- occurred 
concurrently with sketching by the speaker were recorded for each task and condition. 
7.7 SummWJ' 
The rationale for this study was based on the assumption that the use and construction of 
external representations through workspace activities such as sketching, writing, gesturing and 
pointing around sketches have a number of benefits pertaining to collaborative problem solving 
and solution sharing. lt has been suggested that should media constraints inhibit.these activities, 
then these benefits may be reduced. In addition, it has been proposed that collaborators will co-
operate with the least possible collaborative effort in order to establish and maintain their 
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common ground. The effort involved in this co-operation is expected to vary according to the 
purpose of the joint activity as well as media• constraints imposed. 
The rationale for six experimental conditions has been presented. These experimental 
conditions will provide the platform for investigating any variation in workspace activities and 
conversational grounding for a well-defined, referential spatial task and an ill-defined, conceptual 
spatial task, as a function of changes to visual and physical access to a shared workspace and<eye 
contact. Modifications to the developing coding schemes were justified and applied to video and 
verbal transcripts, together with a reliability check revealing an overall kappa of .68. The design 
of the study, including infom1ation regarding the tasks, setting, participants and procedure were 
described as well as a description of and rationale for data analysis preparation. The results of 
these analyses are reported in the following two chapters. 
-·~. 
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CHAPTERS 
IMPACT OF TASKS AND CONSTRAINTS ON COMMUNICATION: 
STUDY 1 
8.1 Introduction 
8.1.1 Aims 
The initial simple analysis will provide an analysis of tasks across all conditions, for 
speech and activity. This will be followed by a descriptive and simple analysis to provide a 
baseline of activity and grounding patterns occurring in face-to-face settings only in order to 
support earlier expectations regarding the way in which methods of signalling are used for 
different kinds of tasks and against which other conditions can subsequently be compared. As 
discussed in Chapters 3 & 4, although the studies in this.thesis are largely exploratory, we 
expected writing and speaking to support descriptive representations, gesturing and sketching to 
support predominantly demonstrative representations and pointing to predominantly support 
referential representations. The distinction between demonstrating and indicating is reflected in 
spatial and conceptual perspective-taking in·conversation (Schober, 1993)- spatial perspective 
refers to the physical point of view reflected in a description of a location, either from the 
speaker's,point of view (egocentric) or from another's point of view (intrinsic). 
This kind of thinking about the location of objects in space relates to an indicative method 
of signalling. Demonstrating on the other hand reflects a conceptual spatial perspective that still 
refers to locations but is concerned with the conceptual relations between objects. It is expected 
therefore that pointing is likely to be more important for the Dresser task where discussion 
regarding referential spatial information will be important. lt is also expected that, in the face-to-
face condition, more grounding may be required to achieve mutual understanding of conceptual 
ideas in the River Crossing task -for the Dresser task, when the workspace can be easily 
observed, pointing to specific locations will be relatively easily understood. 
The second analysis to investigate the 'impact of constraints', will compare the baseline 
condition 00 with the other 5 conditions for each task and activity and grounding code separately 
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in a series of A NOVAs with task as a within subjects factor and condition as a between subjects 
factor. We expect that grounding effort will increase where visibility with regard to each other's 
workspace, is constrained. We also expect that this effect may be most prominent for the Dresser 
task where grounding locations, in the absence of shared visibility, may be more difficult. 
Difficulty in grounding conceptual spatial ideas oil the other hand is likely to be difficult even 
when visibility is shared. A detailed introduction, rationale and methodology section for all the 
analyses included in Study I can be found in Chapter 7. 
8.2 Impact of tasks on communication 
8.2.1 Results 
8.2.1.1 Total speech and activity duration as percentage of task duration 
All conditions Dresser River 
N=36 M St.Dev M St.Dev 
Activity 
TotaL activity 280.66 66.36 310.26 110.83 
Total,task duration 577.75** 94.61 884.61** 155.39 
%duration 0.49** 0.11 0.35** 0.11 
Speech 
Total speech 150.62** 39.86 260.17** 73.90 
Totalitask duration 577.75** 94.61 884.61** 155.39 
%duration 0.26 0.07 0.29 0.06 
**p=<.OI. 
Table 8.1 -Total Speech and activity in seconds, task duration in seconds and mean percentage 
totals as a proportion of task duration, across all conditions. 
l'able 8.1 above shows the mean .total duration in seconds for each within subject factor 
of task for speech and activity as well as the task duration, across all conditions for each pair. It 
also shows speech,and activity as a proportion of total task duration. (Note that as the data 
represent the combined behaviours for each participant in each pair, the task duration in the above 
table represents the actual task duration times two). Paired sample t-tests revealed that for total 
activity there was no difference between the tasks, ~2( I ,34) = 1.4, but for total task duration there 
was significantly more time spent in activities for the River Crossing than the Dresser task, 
!i I ,34) = I 0:06, p=<.O I but significantly more activity as a proportion of task duration in the 
Dresser task than the River Crossing task, !z( I ,34) = 7 .12, p=<.O I. The Dresser task therefore 
appears invoke more activity. 
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Paired sample t-tests were also carried out for total speech and it was found that there was 
significantly more speech for the River Crossing task than for the Dresser task _t2( I ,34) = I 0.58, 
p=<.O I, reflecting the longer task duration for that task but there was no difference in speech 
between the two tasks as a proportion of task duration, t2( I ,34) = 1.99, p=<.O I. Levels of speech 
therefore were equable for both tasks when task duration was taken into account. 
Because of the differences in time taken to complete the tasks, the scores for all 
subsequent analyses on activities and speech codes were expressed as percentages for each pair. 
With regard to speech, proportions represented a percentage of total speech for each pair, whilst 
for activity, proportions represented a percentage of task duration i.e. total activity plus periods of 
no activity for each pair. The code 'no speech' was not included as speech utterances generally 
occupy less real time than periods of 'no speech' , accounting for 74% and 71% of the total task 
duration for the Dresser and RC tasks respectively and would dwarf other codes and their 
interactions. The code ' no activity' however, despite accounting for a high percentage of total 
task duration - 5 I% for the Dresser task and 65% for the River Crossing task- was considered 
important as our main interest is how workspace activities supplement and support speech, not 
VICe versa. 
Because of the small numbers of pairs for each condition, the analysis of the face-to-face 
condition will only involve descriptive statistics. 
8.2.1.2 Activity for face-to-face condition 
00 Condition Dresser River 
N =6 M% St.Dev M% St.Dev 
Point 18.79 3.57 8.04 6.21 
Gesture 0.40 0.73 6.88 4.49 
Read 4.79 3.83 2.56 2.55 
Sketch 23.81 6.89 12.85 7. 94 
Write 0.01 0.00 4.62 4.08 
Table 8.2- Mean percentage totals of activity as a proportion oftask duration for face-to-face 
(00) condition only. 
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Proportion of task duration 
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Figure 8.1 -Mean percentage totals of activity as a proportion of task duration for face-to-face 
(00) condition only. 
With regard to activity, it can be seen from Table 8.2 and Figure 8.1 above, that reading, 
pointing and sketching were more prevalent for the Dresser task~ = 4.8%, 18.8% and 23.8% 
respectively) than for the River Crossing (RC) task, ~ = 2.6%, 8.0% and 12.9% respectively), 
and that, gesturing and writing were more prevalent for the RC task~ = 6.9% and 4.6% 
respectively) than for the Dresser task, (M= 0.4% and 0.0 I% respectively). The activities of 
pointing, gesturing and writing generally appear to support the expectations made earlier with 
regard to methods of signalling. The Dresser task elicits pointing for an indicative method of 
signall ing in a referential spatial task whilst the RC task elicits gesturing and writing reflecting its 
demonstrative and describing-as nature. However, it was also expected that sketching would 
have been more prevalent in the RC task than for the Dresser task as a demonstrating method of 
signalling in a conceptual spatial task and this was not the case. It is evident however that 
sketching is the most prevalent activity for the RC task. This may highlight a different kind of 
sketching for the Dresser task- a more precise recording of objects and locations. 
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8.2.1.3 Speech type for face-to-face condition 
00 condition Dresser ruver 
N=6 M% Std.Dev M % Std.Dev 
Back channel 0.64 0.66 0.89 0.94 
Completion 0.12 0.27 0.36 0.54 
Complete contribution 68.74 16.21 49.01 9.71 
Expansion 7.22 2.99 10.88 4.14 
Fadeout 4.26 7.47 1.69 1.10 
Installment 0.53 0.43 4.13 4.03 
Irrelevant 5.30 4.93 10.13 5.50 
Incomplete contribution 9.03 6.08 10.41 6.32 
Listener repeat 0.59 1.25 0.19 0.20 
Repair 2.76 3.05 11.47 4.61 
Speaker repeat 0.58 1.13 0.3 1 0.25 
Truncation 0.22 0.37 0.53 0.58 
Table 8.3- Mean percentage totals of 'speech type' as a proportion of task duration for face-to-
face (00) condition only. 
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Figure 8.2 - Mean percentage totals of 'speech type' as a proportion of task duration for face-to-
face (00) condition only. 
With regard to speech type, Table 8.3 and Figure 8.2 above show that the RC task 
appeared to elicit more repairs, expansions and installments (M= 11.5%, I 0.9% and 4.1% 
respectively) than the Dresser task, ~ = 2.8%, 7.2% and 0.5% respective ly), while there were 
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more complete contributions andfadeouts for the Dresser task, (M = 68.5% and 4.3% 
respectively) than for the RC task,~= 49.0% and 4.1 % respectively). 
8.2. 1.4 Grounding codes for face-to-face condition 
For the grounding function codes, it can be seen from Table 8.4 and Figure 8.3 below that 
there are potential differences for requests for evidence of partner understanding (wi) which was 
greater for the RC task (M= 1 0.9%) than the Dresser task (M= 3.9%). This type of request 
- -
takes the form of "Do y ou see what I mean?. 
00 Condition Dresser River 
N=6 M% St.Dev M % St.Dev 
I misunderstand (im) 0.04 0.09 0.12 0.20 
I understand (iu) 1.95 1.25 1.88 0.65 
Trymarker (tm) 1.54 0.79 0.98 1.21 
Uncertain (urn) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Do you see? (wi) 3.93 1.73 10.88 2. 79 
Is this what? (wy) 0.97 1.31 2. 11 1.8 1 
You misunderstand (ym) 0.04 0.08 0.27 0.37 
You understand (yu) 0.53 0.30 1.03 0.97 
Table 8.4- Mean percentage totals of 'grounding function' as a proportion of task duration for 
face-to-face (00) condition only. 
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Figure 8.3 - Mean percentage totals of 'grounding function' as a proportion of task duration for 
face-to-face (00) condition only. 
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8.2.1.5 Grounding categories and paired sample task analysis 
00 condition Dresser River 
N=6 M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Non-grounding 16.49 3.60 15.72 3.59 
Request partner understanding 3 .93 1. 74 10.88 2.60 
Offer partner understanding 0.57 0.25 1.29 0.99 
Request self understanding 2.51 1.59 3.07 1. 78 
Offer self understanding 2.00 1.20 1.96 0.65 
Table 8.5 - Mean percentage totals of' grounding categories' as a proportion of task duration for 
face-to-face (00) condition only. 
As indicated in the previous chapter, the speech type and grounding function codes were 
encapsulated in 5 new grounding categories based on requests and offers of understanding, and 
non-grounding contributions. From Table 8.5 above it can be seen that the only potential 
difference is for Requests for partner understanding (RQP) whose mean scores are the same as 
for the (wi) variable for the previous ' grounding function ' factor, ~= 1 0.9%) for the RC task 
and 3.9 for the Dresser task). This is due to the fact that the new category of 'request partner 
understanding', on ly contains this one code. 
t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Activity 
Point 4.76 4 0.01 ** 
Gesture 3.35 4 0.03 
Read 1.13 4 0.32 
Sketch 2.12 4 0.10 
Write 2.25 4 0.09 
Grounding 
Non-grounding 1.86 4 0.14 
Request partner understanding 5.43 4 0.01 ** 
Offer partner understanding 1.30 4 0.26 
Request self understanding 0.24 4 0.82 
Offer self understanding 0.96 4 0.39 
*p=<.05, *p=<.01 (adjustedfor Bonferroni multiple comparisons tests) 
Table 8.6- Paired Sample t-tests- Task differences for grounding and activity for face-to-Face 
condition (00), 
Paired sample t-tests were carried out on the activity and grounding category codes to 
investigate whether any of the task differences indicated above were significant and the results 
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are shown in Table 8.6 above. All significance values were adjusted based on the Bonferroni 
multiple comparison !-tests for 5 comparisons for Grounding and 6 comparisons for activity. This 
revealed significant task differences showing more pointing for. the Dresser task than the RC task, 
and-although not quite significant when adjusted for Bonferroni multiple comparisons tests, more 
gesturing and writing for the RC task. The other significant result relates to more requests for 
evidence of partner's understanding (RQP) for the RC task. 
8.2.1.6 Interim summary 
• There was more pointing in the Dresser task than for the RC task 
• There was more gesturing and writing in the RC task than for the Dresser task. 
• There was more requests for evidence of partner understanding (RQP) in RC task than for 
the Dresser-task 
o There was more pointing and sketching than other activities in ihe Dresser task 
• There was more sketching than other activities in the RC task 
8.3 The impact of constraints on commuTlication 
8.3 .I Results 
8.3 .I. I Activity 
This analysis will compare the baseline condition.OO with the other 5 conditions for task 
and condition effects for each activity code separately in. a series of five two way ANOV As with 
task as a within subjects factor and condition as a between subjects factor. 
Task (df-=1,29) Task x Condition (df-=5,29) Condition (df-=5,29) 
Point 93.09** 1.84 1.02 
Gesture 110.73** 2.79* 3.03* 
Read 41'.27** 0.67 1.78 
Sketch 16.26** 0.36 0.72 
Write 63.18** 2.24 2.10 
(*p=<.05, **p=<.Ol) 
Table 8. 7- Table ofF values for each activity across task and conditions 
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Gestures - proportion of task duration 
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Figure 8.4 - Gestures as a proportion of task duration 
lt can be seen in the table ofF values above (Table 8.7) that there were significant main 
effects for all activities when analysed across a ll conditions. For the Dresser task there was more 
pointing~= 21 %), reading~ =5.9%) and sketching~ = 2 1.6%) than for the RC task~= 
5.7%, 1.5% and 14% respectively). For the RC task there was more gesturing (M = 5.8%) and 
writing (M = 8.3%) than for the Dresser task (M = 0.3% and 0.1% respectively). This follows a 
simi lar pattern therefore to the face-to-face condition. 
The only significant condition effect was for gesturing. Post hoc analysis (Tukey HSD) 
shows that there was significantly less gesturing (p<.05) in the OS (M = 0.9%), (condition where 
there was access to each other's workspace but no eye contact), than the SO (M = 4.9%), 
(condition where the reverse was tme). These are of course very low numbers and may not 
therefore represent a true effect. With regard to the s ignificant interaction, one way analysis for 
gesturing for both tasks and both conditions, showed that this difference was for the RC task only 
£(1 ,10) = 39.09, E = <.01 , (For RC task, OS, M = 2%, SO, M = 8.9%). The table of means can be 
found below in Table 8.8. Figure 8.4 above clearly shows this effect and also that the difference 
reflects a suppression of gesturing in the OS condition rather than an elevation in the SO 
conditions, relative to all other conditions. There were no activity by condition effects. 
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Dresser River 
M% St.Dev M% St.Dev 
CO N=6 
Point 19.84 7.81 8.69 9.05 
Gesture 0.23 0.28 6.90 4.23 
Read 5.93 3.63 0.51 0.46 
Sketch 19.93 4.52 13.06 7.29 
Write 0.19 0.46 4.79 5.18 
CS N=6 
Point 23.76 10.39 4.43 2.85 
Gesture 0.00 0.00 4.48 3.28 
Read 7.32 3.45 0.59 0.30 
Sketch 17.70 12.42 14.13 10.47 
Write 0.06 0.15 7.39 5.50 
00 N=6 
Point 18.79 3.57 8:04 6.21 
Gesture 0.40 0.73 6.88 4.49 
Read 4.79 3.83 2.56 2.55 
Sketch 23.81 6.89 12.85 7.94 
Write 0.00 0.00 .4.62 4.08 
os N=6 
Point 20.16 5.27 6.87 3.16 
Gesture 0.00 0.00 1.98* 0.68 
Read 7.86 5.76 3.34 1.23 
Sketch 2·1.53 8.54 13.31 8:64 
Write 0.00 0.00 10.15 9.44 
so N-6 
Point 15.60 8.08 2.84 4.82 
Gesture 0.90 1.83 8.87* 2.61 
Read 5.23 2.48 1.11 1.88 
Sketch 20.95 12.34 10.90 6.87 
Write 0.11 0.27 8.01 4.05 
ss N-6 
Point 28.08 12.52 3.26 2.46 
Gesture 0.28 0.44 5.45 2.75 
Read 4.09 2.38 0.60 1.06 
Sketch 25.36 5.11 19.94 13.30 
Write 0.00 0.00 14.58 6.09 
Total N-36 
Point 21.04** 8.8/ 5.69** 5.42 
Gesture 0.30** 0.83 5.76** 3.73 
Read 5.87** 3.74 1.45** /. 76 
Sketch 21.55** 8.6/ 14.03** 9.11 
Write 0.06** 0.22 8.26** 6.55 
*p<.05, **p<.01 
Table 8.8- Mean percentage totals of activities as a proportion of task duration. 
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8.3.1.2 Grounding categories 
Grounding categories 
Non-grounding 
Request partner understanding 
Offer partner understanding 
Request self understanding 
Offer self understanding 
(*p=<.05, **p=<.Ol) 
Task effects 
(df=l,29) 
< I 
50.27** 
< I 
< I 
<1 
Task x Condition 
(df=5,29) 
0.70 
2.11 
0.96 
0.15 
0.63 
Table 8.9- Table ofF values for each grounding code 
Chapter 8 
Condition (df=5,29) 
0.70 
0.85 
0.37 
2.93* 
1.07 
With regard to the effects for grounding, Table 8.9 above shows that the only significant 
effect for task was Request for partner understanding which was higher for the RC task 
(M=9.1 %) than for the Dresser task, (M=4.8%). There was also a significant effect for condition 
for the RQS code requests for self understanding- and Tu key HSD post hoc analysis revealed 
there were more (RQS 'is this what you mean?'), statements in the 00 condition ((M=2.8%) 
where full visual access and eye contact is avai lable, than the CO condition (M= I.2%) where the 
workspace is visible to both participants but not physically accessible to each other' s partner, 
regardless of task. However, again, the numbers are very small the effect may not be re liable . 
The full table of means can be found in Table 8.10 below. 
Requests for Partner understanding 
Proportion of total speech 
CO CS 00 os so 
.Dresser 
DRiver 
ss 
Figure 8.5 -Grounding requests for evidence of partner understanding (RQP) 
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Condition Dresser River Total 
M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
CO N~6 
Non-grounding 17.09 4.22 20.26 9.59 18.68 6.91 
Request partner 3.81 1.79 9.62 2.74 6.72 2.27 
Offer partner 0.66 0.49 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.55 
Request self 1.44 0.70 0.96 0.59 1.20* 0.65 
Offer self 1.13 0.60 1.54 0.68 1.34 0.64 
CS N=6 
Non-grounding 17.85 4.78 15.85 6.28 18.68 5.53 
Request. partner 4.57 2.83 10.73 3.22 7.65 3.02 
Offer partner 0.65 1.00 0.69 0,63 0.67 0.82 
Request self 1.39 0.80 1.25 1.14 1.32 0.97 
Offer self 1.59 0.97 1.97 1.12 1.78 1.04 
00 N-6 
Non-grounding 16.49 3.60 15.72 3.59 16.11 3.59 
Request partner 3.93 1.74 10.55 2.60 7.24 2.17 
Offer partner 0.57 0.25 1.29 0.99 0.93 0.62 
Request self 2.51 * 1.59 3.07* 1.78 2.79* 1.68 
Offer self 2.00 1.20 1.96 0.65 1.98 0.92 
os N=6 
Non-grounding 16.50 5,97 16.70 4.41 16.60 5.19 
Request partner 3.41 2.05 6.60 4.07 5.01 3.06 
Offer partner 1.08 0.64 0.72 0.69 0.90 0.66 
Request self 2.10 1.11 2.01 1.12 2.05 1.ll 
Offer self 1.55 1.30 1.27 0.79 1.4•1 1.04 
so N-6 
Non-grounding 19.20 5.42 15.93 3.75 17.57 4.58 
Request partner 5.16 4.40 8.54 3.89 6.85 4.15 
Offer partner 0.99 0.68 0.66 0.55 0:82 0.62 
Request self 1.90 1.16 1.85 1.22 1.87 1.19 
Offer self 1.60 0.36 1.35 0.51 1.47 0.44 
ss N=6 
Non-grounding 15.55 5.53 13.60 4.80 17.08 4.89 
Request partner 7.80 2.58 8.76 6.17 5.93 3.60 
Offer partner 1.14 0.90 0.66 0.52 0,86 0.64 
Request self 2.42 1.12 2.10 0.94 1.96 1.15 
Offer self 1.98 1.37 1.93 0.79 1.44 0.74 
Total N-36 
Non-grounding 17.11 4.77 16.34 5.73 17.15 5.12 
Request partner 4.78** 2.92 9.13** 3.94 6.57 3.04 
Offer partner 0.85 0.69 0.77 0.68 0.80 0.65 
Request self 1.96 1.13 1.87 1.29 1.87 1.13 
Offer self 1.64 1.00 1.67 0.78 1.57 0.80 
*p<.05, **p<.01 
Table 8.10- Mean percentage totals of grounding categories as a proportion of total speech. 
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There was also a near significant interaction for requests for partner understanding 
(RQP) and the graph shown in Figure 8,5 above indicates a possible difference between the SS 
condition and' the 00, CO and OS conditions. A one way analysis on these four conditions for 
each task did indeed show a significant effect for condition, but only for the Dresser task £(3,20) 
= 5.90, .Q = <.0 I. Tu key HSD post hoc analysis showed that there were significantly more 
requests for partner understanding in the SS condition for the Dresser task (M=7.80%) than the 
conditions for 00, (M=3.9%), CO, (M=3.8%) and OS, (M=3.4%). Looking at the table of 
means for speech type in Appendix 8, it appears that the increase in RQP can be largely 
attributable to an increase in instalhnents. 
8.3 .1.2 Interim summary 
• 'for the Dresser there were morerequests for evidence of partner understanding (RQP) in 
the SS condition (no visual access at workspace and eye level). 
• For the RC task gesturing was suppressed in the OS condition·(access to workspace but 
no eye·contact). 
• There were more requests for evidence of self understanding RQS in 00 condition (face" 
to-face) than CO condition (face-to-face with•clear screen at workspace level). 
8.4 Conclusions 
The above results support previous expectations regarding the naturally occurring rate of 
methods.of signalling as a function of task. Whilst both pointing and sketching were important for 
the Dresser task, much less pointing was noted for the RC task, with sketching being the most 
prevalent activity. In addition, there appears to be more gesturing and writing in the RC task 
supporting the notion that gesturing is often used for demonstrating spatial and locative 
information and that writing is required for recording conceptual ideas. 
'Fhe other significant result relates.to more requests for evidence of partner's 
understanding (RQP) for the RC task. From Figure 8.2, above·it can be seen that this difference in 
requests is largely due to repairs, installments and.expansions, all of which are coded with a 
grounding function of wi ("do you see what l mean?") and subsequently forms the new 
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grounding category of RQP. This therefore supports the prediction that sub-optimal utterance 
planning may have led to.the necessity for repairs and an increase in requests for understanding. 
However, the extent to which utterance planning was carried out was not measured and it may be 
that this increase is due to the fact that sharing conceptual spatial information is more difficult, 
and is perceived to be more difficult, than referential spatial information. 
With regard to the finding that grounding requests for partner understanding increased for 
the E>resser task when visibility was constrained, this supports the earlier expectation that more 
grounding effort would be required when communication is perceived to be more difficult (Ciark 
& Brennan, 1993), especially for referential spatial tasks. For the RC task, grounding requests 
appeared to be relatively high regardless of condition, indicating that conceptual spatial ideas 
were more difficult to convey than referential information, except where that referential 
information was.not visually shared. lt is not immediately clear why there was not also a 
significant increase in grounding for the SO condition where the workspace was not shared, 
although eye contact was available. One answer might be that participants were able to provide 
referential information through gestures above the lower screen thereby reducing the need for 
installment contributions, However, there was little evidence of gesturing in any condition for the 
Dresser task, and no incidents of gesturing in the SO condition. 
Another reason could be that in the SO condition, eye contact with their partner gives a 
false perception of a shared environment. This may result in an overestimation of the ease with 
which communication might occur, leading to less grounding effort. Alternatively, it may cause 
speakers to be distracted by the socially learned behaviour of maintaining eye contact with 
addressees and fail to focus on the best way of communicating referential information in the 
absence of a shared works pace i.e. a greater grounding effort by means of installments. In the SS 
condition on the other hand where eye contact was not possible, participants were more likely to 
be aware of the lack of a shared environment, and concentrate on ensuring that information is 
grounded. l'hey may find this easier to do if they are able to concentrate on their own private 
workspace containing the referential information to be conveyed. 17hey may also find this process 
easier if they are·not distracted by the possibility of maintaining eye contact. 
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With regard to the finding that gesturing in the RC task appears to be depressed in the OS 
condition, one interpretation may be that a confined workspace (i.e. access to the workspace but 
not partner's face or gestures) encourages initiators to focus on the shared workspace where 
pointing or sketching takes place. 
The finding that-there were more requestsfor self understanding e.g. "is this what you 
mean?", in the 00 condition than the CO condition is not obvious. The only obstruction in the 
CO condition is a clear screen disallowing physical access to each other's workspace. It may be 
that grounding in the CO condition occurs by means of receivers drawing what they think is 
meant and then requesting evidence that it is correct. Perhaps in the 00 condition, receivers are 
physically able to interact more fully with.the initiator's external representations and grounding 
requests· are not as necessary. However, the scores for RQS utterances were very'low compared 
with NGR and RQP utterances and this difference therefore may not be a valid result. 
8.5 Swllm{lrl' 
Pointing and sketching appear to be the most important activities for the Dresser task 
whilst sketching is the most important activity for the RC task, with some gesturing and writing. 
Very little gesturing occurs for the Dresser task. lihere were more requests for evidence of 
partner understanding (RQP) in RC task than for the Dresser task, and in the SS condition·(no 
visual access at works pace or eye level)for Dresser task. There was evidence of a suppression of 
gesturing in OS condition (access to workspace but no eye contact) for RC task and more requests 
for evidence of self understanding (RQS) in 00 condition (face-to-face)·than CO condition (face-
to-face with clear screen at workspace level). 
There was evidence of compensation in grounding for media constraints. but also some 
evidence that a mixture-of constraints· either at workspace level or eye level may cause some 
interference effects and the implications of this will be discussed more fully at a later stage in the 
thesis. Chapter 9 will report the analysis of concurrent activities and speech for both participants 
within each pair. 
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CHAPTER9 
CONCl!JRRENT BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS: STUDY 1 
9.1 Introduction 
The analyses in thiS<Chapter will investigate the relationship between methods of 
signalling and conversational grounding for each participant in each pair. It was of interest to 
know whether a particular method ofsignalling was associated with a particular grounding 
function and whether these interactions varied as a function of task and condition. For instance, 
in the previous sections it was clear that there were more requests for partner wzderstanding in 
the Dresser task when the works pace was not shared. It is of interest to discover whether pointing 
-which is prevalent for the Dresser task in normal face-to-face conditions, but showed no 
increase across conditions- is particularly associated with requests for partner understanding. 
It was also intended to investigate the interaction 1between participants in each pair in 
tem1s of methods of signalling and conversational grounding. To do this it was necessary to 
organise,the data in such a way that the duration of combinations of the eo-occurrence of speech 
and1activitycould be analysed. These eo-occurrences pertain to speech and activities for each 
participant, as well as eo-occurrences of speech and activity between participants. 
The findings from the concurrent behaviour analysis suggested and informed a, number of 
follow up analyses focusing on 'access to the workspace', 'misunderstandings', 'receiver 
disengagement' and 'eye contact'. A detailed introduction, rationale and methodology section for 
all the analyses included in Study I can.be found in Chapter 7 but further details specific to the 
concurrent behaviour analysis is described below. 
9.2 Rationale and data preparation 
In order to investigate the eo-occurrence of conversational grounding and work space 
activity, durations in seconds of every combination of overlapping codes were computed. These 
combinations are as follows:-
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Individual Grounding Categories: No grounding(NGR), requests for evidence ofpar/ner 
understanding (RQP), requests for evidence of self understanding (RQS), offers of 
evidence of partner zmderstanding (OFP), offers of evidence of self understanding (OFS) 
Combined with: 
Individual Activities: sketching (sk), gesturing (ge), figural pointing (fp), reading (re), 
writing (wr) and no activity (na) 
(6 activities and 5 grounding category concurent combintations) x 2 tasks (Dresser and 
RC) x 2 speakers (initiators and receivers) 
A concurrent behaviour occurs when (a) the onset of one code occurs at the same time as 
the onset, or between the onset and offset of different code, or (b) the offset of one code occurs 
between the onset and offset, or at the same time as the offset of another code, or (c) both the 
onset and the offset of one code occur between the onset and offset of another code. It was 
decided that whilst the concurrent behaviours included 'No Activity' codes they would not 
include 'No Speech' codes for the reasons stated above. An additional interest was to discover 
when 'no activity' co-occured with either subject speaking. For example, receivers may stop what 
they are doing whilst their partners try to communicate with them. Thus our overlap analysis asks 
"whilst a participant is making a contribution, in what activity, if any, does that participant ancl 
their partner engage?". 
In order to prepare the data in such a way as to be able to answer this question, the 
duration of eo-occurrences between each speech and activity code for each participant was 
calculated based on on sets and offsets of those codes for each participant- speech of person A 
with activity of person A (AA) as well as overlaps between speech for one participant and activity 
for their partner- speech of person A with activity of person B (AB). This calculation was also 
done for person B as the main contributor (BB and BA). Scores for AA and BB were then added 
together, as were scores for AB and BA, thus as again making 'pairs' the unit of analysis, On this 
basis, A and B's speech cannot be analysed as a concurrent combination- it is always associated 
with their own or their partner's activity. This limitation was thought to be acceptable in view of 
the fact that speech rarely overlapped and A's speech therefore would not eo-occur with B's 
speech. Other questions also relating to the same matrix configuration are "are there any 
differences in the duration of initiator activity plus initiator speech combinations and receiver 
activity plus initiator speech combination?" In other words what will be compared is the amount 
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of activity between initiators and receivers, as it eo-occurs with a particular grounding code 
presented by the initiator, and whether any differences alter across conditions. A matrix showing 
an example of this is as follows:-
Speech Activity Comparisons 
RQP point Pointing between initiators and receivers as it 
Initiator eo-occurs with RQP utterances-by the 
··.·.< I point initiator. 
Receiver I . ' . ·~~·~ I 
It is important to remember when interpreting the following results that the speaker is not 
a constant in terms of participant- the speaker is always the one who is speaking and the receiver 
is always the one who is not speaking but listening or receiving. However, this can be confusing. 
When one participant offers·evidence of understanding immediately following their partner, they 
are doing so in response to presented information or grounding requests received by their partner. 
Recall that the analyticalquestion to be answered by the overlap analyses is "whilst a participant 
is making a speech contribution, in what activity does that participant and the receiver engage?". 
However, also recall that a more relevant theoretical question to be answered is "whilst a 
participant is taking the initiative in presenting information and establishing common ground, in 
what activity does the 'initiator' and the 'receiver' engage?". 
On this basis, when a participant is offering evidence, they are responding to the 
presentation of information or initiation of grounding and do not play a leading role in this 
·proactive aspect of communication. Therefore, for all combinations involving offers of evidence 
ofself or partner understanding, the speaker offering evidence will become the receiver and their 
partner will become the initiator. This question therefore now becomes, "whilst a participant 
(receiver) is offering evidence of understanding to their partner (initiator), in what activity do the 
'receiver' and the 'initiator' engage?". 
By reversing the speaker role in this way for offers of evidence, it will also be possible to 
complete the four cell matrix shown above. The cell for the receiver has to remain blank with 
respect to their speech. lt is not possible to ask the question "whilst a participant is taking the 
initiative in presenting inforination and establishing common ground, in what activity does the 
'initiator' and the 'receiver' engage, and what type of grounding, if any, is the receiver ul/ering?. 
The reason for this is that people generally do not speak at the same time. However, if it is found 
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that while initiators are requesting evidence of partner understanding (RQP) they are more likely 
than receivers,to be pointing (this fills in three cells of the matrix below), and that while receivers 
are offering evidence of self understanding (OFS) initiators are more likely to be pointing, the 
assumption may be,made that.these are in direct response to RQP utterances supported by 
pointing activity, thus.the matrix can be completed. This assumption of course can only be made 
if RQP was tlie only grounding type to be associated with pointing- if non-grounding (NGR) 
utterances were also associated with pointing, then it would not be known if offers were made in 
response to RQP or NGR utterances, or both. 
Speech Activity 
Initiator 'RQP !point 
Receiver OFS 1p.oint" 
-:;:-
-. 
--- -
When considering requests for self understanding- "is this what you mean?", this may 
also be thought of as a response by a receiver to an initiator. However, such requests do play a 
leading role in establishing common ground and may well be associated with particular activities. 
Therefore for RQS speech/activity combinations, the speaker will be deemed to be the initiator. 
9.3 Results 
A series of 60 mixed-design two way A NOVAs was carried out for each concurrent 
speech/activity combination separately and for each task separately, each with a within-subjects 
factor of speaker 2(communicator-receiver) and a between-subjects factor of condition 
6(00,CO,OS,SO,CS,SS). Recall that what is being compared for each ANOVA is the activity 
between the initiator and .the addressee as it eo-occurs with a particular grounding code, as well as 
changes across conditions. Due to the fact that the high number of ANOV As for speech/activity 
combinations are interdependent, and allowing for the potential for familywise errors, an alpha 
level of <.0 I was applied to the analysis. Given the large number of comparisons, there is a 
relatively high probability that one or more of any significant effects may be spurious. However, 
reducing the level beyond'O.O I would increase the risks of missing real effects. lt was therefore 
decided to use the 0.01 level, but results should be viewed with caution. The F values for 
significant speaker effects and the related means as a proportion of total duration for each 
speech/activity combination, can be seen in Table 9.1 below with significant condition and 
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interaction effects in Table 9.2. The complete A:NOV A output and table of means are shown in 
Appendix 9. 
Speaker effects and means for concurrent'bebaviour 
Differences in activity between Initiators and Receivers wbile Initiator makes specific 
grounding contributions. 
M% Sums F Si g. 
Of squares 
Initiator Receiver 
Dresser 
I. Point while non-grounding 10.5 4.5 648.32 122.68 <0:01 
contribution 
2. Point while request partner 4.4 1.5 145.81 32.63 <0.01 
understanding 
3. No.activity while non- 15.0 20.68 595.28 42.79 <0:01 
grounding contribution 
4. No activity while request 3.3 5.9 109.46 28.68 <0.01 
partner understanding 
5. Read while non-grounding 2.6 1.6 16.92 9.52 <0.01 
contribution 
River 
6. Point while non-grounding 3.0 0.7 95.83 21.46 <0:01 
contribution 
7. Point while request partner 2.5 0.3 84.43 67.05 <0.01 
understanding 
8. Gesture while non- 2.8 0.5 95.85 42.21 <0:01 
grounding contributioi1 
9. Gesture while-request 3.8 0.2 234.71 93.28 <0.01 
partner understanding 
I 0. No activity while non- 17.2 21.3 299.70 28.96 <0.01 
grounding contribution 
11. No activity while request 6.5 13.1 784.54 186.27 <0.01 
partner understanding 
12. Read while non-grounding 0.7 0.4 1.68 9.63 <0.01 
contribution 
13. Sketch while request partner 2.3 1.0 28.48 14.21 <0.01 
understanding 
14. Write while non-grounding 0.9 1.3 3.40 10.28 <0.01 
contribution 
15. Write while request partner 0.1 0:8 7.03 20.63 <0.01 
understanding 
16. No activity while offer self 2.4 1.9 3.53 14.16 <0.01 
understanding 
17. Gesture while offer self 0.2 0.4 0.60 10.41 <0.01 
understanding 
Table 9,1- Significant speaker effects for the Dresser and RC tasks across six conditions 
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The majority of the above speaker effects show that while the initiator was giving non-
grounding contributions and requests for evidence of their partner's understanding, they were 
more likely than their partner to be active generally (note that lower values for 'no activity' 
represents more general activity), and pointing in particular, for both tasks and gesturing and 
sketching for the RC task, than the receiver, (see specific means relating to significant speaker 
effects in table 9.1 above, Variable Nos. 1-13). There were however two exceptions. For the RC 
task, when initiators were requesting evidence of their partner's understanding or providing non-
grounding contributions, the receiver was more likely to be writing than the initiator (Variable 
Nos.14 & 15). It was also apparent that when initiators were offering evidence of grounding, 
(Variable Nos. 16 & 17), again, the receiver not the initiator was more likely to be generally more 
active, particularly with regard to gesturing. It should be noted however that the numbers 
involved here are very low. 
Sums of 
squares 
df=U9 Condition effects for concurrent behaviour analysis 
Dresser No activity while offer partner understanding 18.45 
Point while non-grounding contribution 548.33 
River Write while request partner understanding 8.51 
F 
6.92 
28.22 
5.86 
df -1,29 Condition x speaker interactions for concurrent behaviour analysis 
Dresser Point while non-grounding contribution 181.08 6.85 
Si g. 
<0.01 
<0.01 
<0.01 
<0.01 
Table 9.2- Significant condition and condition x speaker interactions for the Dresser and RC 
tasks across six conditions 
With regard to the condition effects, Tukey HSD post hoc analysis revealed there was less 
activity in the face-to-face condition (00) for both initiators and receivers (M=I.8% no activity) 
when receivers were offering evidence of partner understanding e.g. "you understand" than in all 
other conditions, (CO- M=0.9%, CS- M=0.7%, OS- M= 0.8%, SO- M=0.6%, SS- M=0.4%). 
In addition, Tukey HSD post hoc analysis revealed that for the RC task when initiators were 
requesting evidence of partner understanding, both in the SS condition, where access to a shared 
workspace and eye contact was not possible, and the CS condition, where eye contact was not 
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possible but visual access·to a shared workspace was,.both initiators and receivers(SS- M= 
1.1 %, CS- M= 0.6%) were more likely to be writing than in any other condition, (CO-
M=0.2%, 00- M=0.3%, OS- M= 0.1 %, SO- M=0.3%). Finally, when initiators were 
- - - -
presenting non-grounding information, post hoc analysis of the significantcondition effect 
revealed that both initiators and receivers·were more likely to be pointing in the SS condition @ 
= 13.0%) than any other condition, (CO- M=5.6%, CS- M=9.2%, 00- M=4.3%, OS- M= 
,-· - - - -
6.8%, SO- M=6.3%,). Paired sample t-tests·revealed that the significant interaction was.due to a 
non-significant speaker effect forthe 00 (face-to-face condition), (Initiator, M= 4.8%, receiver, 
M= 3.7%). 
9.3.1 Summary 
• Pointing around a sketch or diagram is an important external representation for sharing 
and grounding information for spatial, referential and conceptual perspective tasks. 
• Pointing is more important for supporting the sharing and grounding of information for 
referential tasks when the workspace is not shared indicating its importance for helping 
verbalise referential information that cannot be shared visually. 
o Sketching is an important external representation for grounding spatial conceptual tasks. 
• Writing is useful for grounding and presenting non-grounding conceptual spatial 
information, perhaps by supporting verbalisation and also for recording conceptual spatial 
information. 
• Gesturing is useful for sharing and grounding information for spatial conceptual tasks and 
is suppressed when the workspace is confined to a limited area. 
• Both participants were less likely to be active while receivers were offering evidence of 
self understanding "/understand", in the 00 condition. 
9.3.2 Conclusions 
It was noted in the descriptive analysis in Chapter 7, that both pointing and sketching 
were the most predominant activities for the Dresser task and sketching was:the most 
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predominant activity for the RC task. However, the way in which these activities support the 
sharing and grounding of information appears to differ. 
With regard to the Dresser task, even though pointing and sketching were carried out in 
similar quantities, it appears that pointing is more important for supporting both the sharing of 
non-grounding (NGR) and grounding (RQP) information for the initiator, and particularly for 
sharing information when communication may be perceived as being difficult. With regard to the 
RC task, even though sketching was the dominant activity, pointing appears to be the most 
important activity for supporting the sharing and grounding of information, regardless of 
condition. This reflects the finding noted above, that grounding requests are generally high 
regardless of condition for the RC task, but only high for the Dresser task when visibility of each 
other's workspace was constrained. Pointing therefore for the Dresser task is important for 
helping verbalise referential information that cannot be shared visually. 
Sketching for the RC task was the predominant activity, but its role in supporting 
grounding was limited to requests for partner understanding and did not appear to be used as 
much when presenting non-grounding information. In addition, receivers were less likely than 
initiators to be sketching whilst receiving information. This presumably is because receivers are 
watching, listening and writing notes. 
Very little gesturing occurred in the Dresser task, but was used in the RC task by the 
initiator to share and request evidence of partner understanding. In addition, when initiators were 
gesturing whilst grounding information, receivers were offering evidence of their own 
understanding e.g. ''!understand". Although the difference found in Chapter 8 between the SO 
and OS conditions for gesturing did not quite reach the conservative level of significance set for 
this analysis, F,(5,29) = 3.29, p = .02, Tukey HS8 post hoc analysis showed that this effect was in 
evidence for initiators- they carried out more gesturing in the SO condition than the OS 
condition while requesting evidence of their partner's understanding. From Figure 9.1 below, it 
can also be seen that gesturing is suppressed in the OS condition compared with the other 
conditions as opposed to elevated in the SO condition. 
As proposed earlier, an interpretation of this finding may be that a confined workspace 
(i.e. access to the workspace but not partner's face or gestures) encourages initiators to focus on 
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the shared workspace where figural pointing or sketching takes place, particularly when 
communication is perceived as effortful, shown by the initiator' s requests for evidence of 
partner's understanding. However, looking at Figure 9.1 below, there is some evidence that 
gesturing is elevated in all conditions where eye contact is available, suggesting that analysing all 
six conditions separately may be masking separate effects of access to eye contact. 
6 
Gesturing with RQP for RC task 
Proportion of speech/activity overlaps 
Initiator only 
-
r---
-
-
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Figure 9.1 - Duration for gesturing combined with RQP speech for initiator. 
It should be noted that writing was expected to be rare in the Dresser task and indeed this 
was the case with a mean total as a proportion of task time of 0.34%. Some writing did occur to 
label items of furniture but were not recorded. Writing was used to some extent for the RC task 
when initiators were presenting non-grounding information. It was also used by receivers when 
receiving requests for partner understanding from the initiator. Writing therefore for this task was 
used perhaps to help verbalise information for presenting to others and recording incoming 
information. 
Reading was more likely to be carried out by initiators when they were presenting non-
grounding information regardless of task suggesting that on these occasions they were reading the 
question and criteria to their partners. 
Both initiators and receivers were less likely to be generally active when receivers were 
offering evidence of self understanding e.g. "that 's right, you understand", in the 00 condition. 
It is not clear why this should be- perhaps these kinds of offers are more likely to occur in 
response to injtiators' presentation of information through verbal channels only and the face-to-
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face setting elicits socially learned backchannel acknowledgements of understanding. It is not 
clear however, why this would not also be the-case in the CO condition where the only constraint 
is a clear screen at workspace level. 
The number of conditions analysed has led to some confusion regarding specific effects. 
For instance, the differences in gesturing between the OS and SO condition and the finding that 
grounding and related activities increase when the works pace is·not shared, highlights a possible 
implication for access to the 'workspace' and availability of 'eye contact'. A follow-up analysis 
of concurrent behaviour will be carried out therefore with the conditions collapsed" to represent 
access to the workspace and eye contact. 
9.4 Follow-up analysis 
9.4.1 Effects of 'Workspace' 
9.4.1.1 Rationale and data preparation 
The six conditions were collapsed together to form a new factor of 'workspace' with two 
levels:-
'Access to works pace' (A WS) containing the conditions 00, CO, CS and OS 
'No Access to works pace' (NA WS) containing the conditions SO, and SS. 
l'he variables of interest chosen were figural pointing, gesturing, writing and sketching 
with non-grounding contributions and requests for evidence of partner's understanding. Requests 
for evidence of self understanding were not included due to the very low effects previously found. 
Gesturing and writing for the Dresser task were not included due to the paucity of data and 
general activity (represented by 'i1o activity'), was not included for either task as it is of interest 
to identify specific activities rather than general activity. In addition, reading and offers of 
evidence of understanding were excluded due to a general lack of effect and theoretical interest~ 
of interest was activity that supports grounding effort. 
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9.4.1.2 Results 
A series of two way ANOVAs (within-subjects 'speaker' x between subjects 
'workspace') for each speech/activity combination as in the previous analysis, but for a reduced 
number of speech/activity combinations as described.above. Again, a stringentalpha level of 
<.0 I was adopted. The significant F values can be found in Table 9.3 below and full ANOVA 
table and table of means in Appendix 10. With regard to this follow up analysis, only·the 
condition and condition x speaker interactions will be considered. It can be seen that there was a 
significant 'workspace' effect for speech/activity combinations of pointing when the initiator is 
presenting non-grounding information in.the Dresser task- there was more activity by both 
participants across pairs when the workspace was not shared (M= 9.7%) than when the 
workspace was shared (M= 6.4%). There was also a significant workspace x speaker interaction 
for this speech/activity combination and univariate analyses for initiators and receivers separately 
revealed that initiators, but not receivers, were significantly more likely to be pointing while 
presenting non-grounding information when the work space was not shared£( I ,33) = 16.46, .P 
<.01, (Initiators, NAWS, M= 14.5%, AWS, M= 8.6%, Receivers, NAWS, M= 4.9%, AWS, M 
= 4.3%). There was an additional interaction for sketching in this follow up analysis that was not 
observed in the previous concurrent behaviour analysis with six separate conditions. Univariate 
analyses for initiators and receivers separately revealed that initiators, but not receivers, were 
significantly more likely to be sketching while requesting evidence of their partner's 
understanding when they had access to a shared work space,£( I ,33) = 7.07, .1? = .0 I. (Initiators, 
NA WS, M= 1.1 %, A WS, M= 2.9%, Receivers, NA WS, M= 1.3%, AWS, M= 0.9%). 
DJ= 1,33 'Workspace' effects for concurrent behaviour 
Dresser Point while non-grounding contribution 
Sum of 
Squares 
145.55 
DJ= 1,33 Workspace x speaker interactions for concurrent behaviour 
Dresser 
River 
Point while non-grounding contribution 
Sketch while request partner understanding 
104.39 
17.25 
Table 9.3. Significant speaker, workspace and interaction effects 
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9.4.1'.3 Follow up analysis for negative evidence of understanding 
Although there was evidence that grounding increased when the workspace was not 
shared, further analysis was carried out to ascertain whether misunderstandings were more 
frequent when the workspace was not shared i.e. does the increase in grounding resolve 
misunderstandings, or prevent them. The type of grounding that appears to increase are RQP 
utterances, "do you see what/mean?. lt is expected that some grounding requests would have 
occurred as a result of misunderstandings, such,as,repeats and expansions following· pauses by the 
receiver indicating possible misunderstanding, but.some would have occurred in order to prevent 
misunderstandings such as presenting information in installments or expansions and repairs that 
occur immediately without a pause. It was expected that misunderstandings may occur more often 
when the workspace is not shared and that grounding might not entirely compensate for lack of 
visibility. 
Therefore all speech utterances for initiators and receivers combined, coded with negative 
codes- im or ym (I or you misunderstand) and um (I am uncertain) were lumped together to form 
a new code (Misunderstanding). A two way ANO:V A with 'task' as a within-subjects factor and 
'workspace' as a between-subjects' factor, revealed a significant task by workspace interaction 
f( I ,34) = 16,98, p<.OO I. Table 9.4 below shows the mean totals of negative evidence as a 
proportion of total speech. There was significantly more negative .evidence for the Dresser task 
when shared workspace was,denied, but not the RC task. lihis effect was masked in the six 
condition analysis and highlights the difficulty with which referential information is 
communicated when the workspace is notshared. 
Misunderstandings as Access No Access 
a function of access to 
workspace 
Dresser River Dresser River 
M% 0.06 0.08 0.31 * 0.07 
Std. Dev 0.10 0.12 0.24 0.07 
*p-<.05 
Table 9.4- Mean totals of negative evidence of understanding as a proportion of total 
speech. 
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Below is a summary of the results of the concurrent behaviour analysis for activity and 
speech for the two 'workspace' conditions{A WS and NAWS). 
9.4.1.4 Summary and conclusions 
• Initiators are more likely to point around diagrams, especially when the workspace is not 
shared. 
• lnitiators.are more likely to sketch while requesting evidence of their partner's 
understanding of conceptual spatial information, but only when the works pace is shared. 
• More evidence of misunderstandings occur when a shared workspace is denied, but only 
for the referential task. 
The finding that initiators were more likely to point around.diagrams,.especially when the 
workspace was not shared reflects the finding forthe previous analysis and indicates that this 
effect was largely due to the SS condition where both a shared workspace and eye contact was 
unavailable. 
The finding that initiators were more likely to be sketching whilst they were grounding 
information in a shared workspace and that receivers were less likely to be sketching regardless of 
the condition, suggests that initiators find sketching useful to help ground information when they 
are aware that.this activity can be observed. lt also provides support for .the 'disengagement' 
hypothesis discussed above (Reid, Reed, & Edworthy, 1999), which showed how when designers 
are engaged in focused visual reasoning through sketching, they are more likely to initiate 
interaction by requesting evidence of partner understanding, while receivers refrain from 
interrupting. 
The finding that more. misunderstandings occurred when a shared workspace was denied 
for the referential task, may be due to the very precise nature of this task in terrns·of identifying 
specific objects and locations. 
In previous analyses a difference was found between the OS condition (which falls into 
the new AWS.condition) and the SO condition:(which falls into the newNAWS condition). This 
does suggest therefore that it is not access to.the ·work space that mediates gesturing, but possibly 
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eye contact. It also suggests that gesturing appears to be just as important in conditions where it 
cannot be observed, and may well be a major support for verbalising information to be·shared and 
conversational grounding. 
9 .4.2 Effects of Eye contact. 
9.4.2.1 Rationale and data preparation 
In both the 'concurrent behaviour' analysis for all conditions reported above and the 
'impact of constraints' analysis reported in Chapter 8, it was found that for the RC task there was 
less gesturing in the OS condition by initiators whilst they were sharing and grounding 
information. An interpretation proposed was that the confined workspace of the OS condition 
(i.e. access to the workspace but not partner's face or gestures) encourages initiators to focus on 
the shared workspace where figural pointing or sketching takes place. It is clear that gesturing 
was not suppressed because they knew that their partners were unable to observe the gestures, 
firstly because they could have kept their gestures low enough to be observed and secondly, 
gestures were not suppressed when there was no possibility of them being observed as in the SS 
condition. 
A further confusing element to this result was the fact that the largest amount of gesturing 
occurred in the SO condition where the workspace was not shared but eye contact was available. 
Perhaps when eye contact is available but the workspace is·not, the only physical way of 
communicating spatial information directly is by using depictive gestures above the screen at eye 
level. However, although there certainly was more gesturing in this condition, it was only slightly 
more than all other conditions except the OS condition. Perhaps more gesturing may be needed 
to support the verbalisation of 'difficult to verbalise' spatial information which cannot be 
observed in the workspace by their partners in the SO condition. However, if this was the case 
then why was gesturing not elevated in the SS condition? From the previous follow up analysis, 
it was found that there were no differences for gesturing as a function of access to the works pace 
which suggests that gesturing is suppressed in those conditions that do not allow eye contact. 
Maintaining eye contact during communication is a socially learned and well practised 
phenomenon and may well have encouraged initiators to engage in eye contact which encourages 
collaborators to converse as if they were in a natural face-to-face setting. This kind of natural 
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conversation may•encourage·the use of hand gestures. The fact that there appeared to be less 
gesturing in the OS condition may have been.due to the fact that there was no eye contact and that 
because the work space was shared, this became aJocus.for pointing and sketching. If gesturing 
therefore is higher for all eye contact conditions, then this will provide some evidence.that 
gestures are a socially learned response to conversation with,eye contact as well as useful for 
supporting verbalisation. 
The six conditions were collapsed together to form a new factor of 'Eyecon' with two 
levels comprising one condition of:-
'Eye contact' (EYE) containing conditions 00, CO, SO 
'No eye contact' (NO EYE) containing conditions SS, OS, CS. 
As for the 'work space' follow up analysis, the variables of interest chosen were figural 
pointing, gesturing, writing and sketching combined with non-grounding contributions and 
requests for evidence ofpartner's·understanding. 
9.4.2.2 Results 
A series of two way ANOVAs was carried out (within-subjects 'speaker' x between-
subjects 'eyecontact') and again, a stringent alpha level of p<.O I was adopted. The significant F 
values showing can be found in Table 9.5 below and the .full ANOV A table and table of means in 
Appendix I 0. For the Dresser task, while initiators were presenting non-grounding information, 
both they and their partners were more likely to be pointing when they had no eye contact with 
each other (M= 9.7%), than when they did have eye contact (M= 5.4%). 
DJ= 1,33 'Eye contact' effects for concurrent behaviour 
Dresser Point while non-grounding contribution 
Sum of 
Squares 
302.19 
DJ~ 1,33 Eye contact x speaker interactions for concurrent behaviour 
River Gesture whileTequest partner understanding 27.24 
Table 9.5 - Significant speaker, eye contact and interaction effects 
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With regard to the significant interaction found for the RC task, post hoc univariate 
analysis for initiators and receivers separately revealed that initiators were significantly more 
likely to be,gesturing while requesting evidence of their partner's understanding when eye contact 
was not possible, f( I ,34) = 8.69, Q <.01 (M = 5.0%), than when eye contact was not possible (M 
= 2.7%) whilst for receivers, there was no condition effect, with both conditions obtaining a M% 
of0.2. 
9.3.2.1 Summary and conclusions 
• Initiators are encouraged to focus on the workspace and use pointing to help them 
verbalise the sharing ofreferential spatial information when they'have no eye contact. 
o Initiators are less likely to use gestures when eye contact is not availablewhen sharing 
and grounding conceptual spatial information 
When initiators were presenting non-grounding information in the Dresser task, they were 
more likely to be pointing when they had no eye contact. This effect is similar to that found when 
the workspace is not shared and entirely expected. Pointing is a workspace activity and 
participants would be required to focus on the plans and not their partner. 
With regard to the RC task, initiators were more likely than receivers to gesture, 
particularly when eye contact was possible, and when gestures could be observed, both when 
non-grounding information was being presented and requests for evidence of partner's 
understanding were being made. 
9:4.3 Follow up analysis for 'disengagement hypothesis' 
The follow up 'workspace' analysis revealed a condition x speaker interaction for 
sketching showing that initiators were more likely to be sketching when the workspace was 
shared (A WS condition) while they were grounding information in a shared workspace but that 
receivers were less likely to be sketching regardless of the condition. It was suggested that this 
provided support for the 'disengagement' hypothesis (Reid et al., 1999) -initiators are more 
likely to be sketching while initiating speaking turns and manage the conversational grounding 
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and receivers refrain from interrupting. It was suggested that when the workspace is not shared, 
receivers may be unable to pick up on cues from the initiator that they are engaged in a visual 
reasoning task and may therefore be more likely to interrupt inappropriately. 
Unfortunately, the way in which the overlap data has been combined, precludes us from 
asking the question "whilst the initiator is sketching and sharing or grounding information, what 
is the receiver saying?" Recall that speech cannot be analysed on its own, it is always associated 
with an activity. However, if the assumption is made that interruptions by receivers would take 
the form of requests for self understanding (RQS) e.g. "is this what you mean" and all RQS 
utterances are attributed to.the receiver in the same way that offers of evidence were in the initial 
overlap analysis, it is possible to ask the question "whilst the receiver is requesting evidence of 
self understanding while sketching, how much sketching is carried out by the initiator?". 
This question can be simplified by limiting the analysis to the concurrent behaviour 
durations of the speaker utterances for requests for self understanding (who now becomes the 
receiver in the same way as for offers for understanding in the previous analyses) and the activity 
of the other person (who is now the initiator). The question can then be turned around and now 
asks "whilst the initiator is sketching (or any other activity); how much interruption by means of 
RQS ul/erancesfrom the receiver is there?". 
9.4.3.1 Results 
A univariate ANOV A was carried out on the concurrent duration of sketching by the non 
speaker (initiator) and RQS utterances by their partner (receiver) for 'workspace' and 'eye 
contact' for the RC task only. The table of means can be seen in Table 9.6 below. 
Initiator sketching while receiver requesting evidence of self understanding 
Access to workspace Access to eye contact N M% Std. Dev. 
Access Access 12 2.61 1.52 
No Access 12 3.09 2.21 
No Access Access 6 0.79 1.40 
No Access 6 1.47 1.95 
Table 9.6- Total mean sketching for initiator while receiver RQS as a proportion of total 
speech/activity durations- disengagement 
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There were significantly more incidences of' initiator sketching/receiver RQS overlaps', 
f{ I ,32) = 5.17, p = < .05, when the workspace was not shared i.e. the receiver was more likely to 
interrupt with RQS utterances such as "do you mean this?, when they were unable to see their 
partner's work space. For 'eye contact' however, no-effects were found, f{ I ,32) = 1.99, ns. 
9.4.3.2 Summary and conclusions 
• Receivers 'disengage' from conversational interaction when they are able to observe that 
initiators are engaged in focused visual reasoning. 
• 'Disengagement' cues are not obtained from eye contact, but from the observed activity 
in the workspace. 
lt appears that if indeed 'disengagement cues' are acted upon by receivers, they do not 
come from eye contact- on the basis that eye contact by the initiator invites interaction, whereas 
failure to make eye contact is a. cue to 'disengagement'. Instead therefore, perhaps they come 
from the receiver being able to see their partner sketching. Of course this effect may not be 
'disengagement' at all but rather that receivers do-not need to ask questions when they can see 
quite clearly what is intended. 
9.5 Discussion 
Taking each of the-predictions outlined in the introduction, the following observations 
can be m a de: 
9.5.1 Methods of signalling 
ll/-defined tasks will elicit descriptive and demonstrative methods of signalling through 
sketching, writing and gesturing Well-defined tasks on the other hand will elicit 
descriptive and indicative methods of signalling throughfigural pointing 
Considerable evidence of distinctions between the tasks and methods of signalling were 
observed by the finding that there was more pointing and activity generally in the Dresser task 
and more gesturing and writing in the RC task. In addition, the predominant activity for the 
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Dresser was.pointing and sketching whilst for the RC task sketching was the single most 
important activity. This supports .the view that participants for the RC task took a conceptual 
perspective of ideas (Schober, 1993) requiring detailed descriptions of concepts involving 
movement, shape, size etc., which were communicated by methods of describing-as and 
demonstrating through sketching and gesturing. The Dresser task on the other hand elicited a 
more precise describingcas and indicative method of signalling with initiators taking a spatial 
perspective for the location of objects through pointing with sketching largely being carried out 
by the receiver to.record incoming information. This distinction is also supported by the finding 
that both the duration and frequency of speech types was lower for the Dresser task, and the 
average length of each utterance was shorter with a mean utterance length of I. 74 for the Dresser 
task and 2.14 for the RC task. 
9.5.2 Grounding compensation 
Groundi1ig effort e.g., requests for evidence of understanding, would increase in 
conditions where communication was perceived as being more difficult. 
The.above prediction was supported to some extent by the finding that there were more 
requests for evidence of partner's understanding when visibility constraints were at their greatest 
(SS.condition), but only for the Dresser task. This confirms earlier findings (Clark & Wilkes-
Gibbs, 1986) that little effort is required to establish that objects and locations have been mutually 
grounded on referential indicative design problems, providing participants have visual access. to a 
shared workspace. 
For the predominantly demonstrative RC task, however, considerable grounding effort 
was required regardless of visibility condition. 11 is possible that these differences arise from the 
differing signalling requirements of the Dresser task, with its emphasis on the orientation and 
location of objects, and the RC task, with its emphasis on construction materials, mechanical 
arrangements, and conceptual ideas. The contrast between the indicative nature of the Dresser 
task and the demonstrative character of the RC task is readily grasped by comparing the example 
solutions shown in Figure 9.2 below. The drawing for the RC task clearly shows evidence of 
depicting movement and function- demonstrating how something works. The Dresser task on 
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the other hand shows that basic shapes, symbolising specific pieces of furniture, are drawn in 
different locations. There is no attempt to demonstrate what the furniture looks like. Requests 
for partner understanding (RQP) contributions in the RC task appear to be generally higher than 
for the Dresser task regardless of condition. Perhaps conveying conceptual and figura l 
information is perceived as more difficult than referential information, except when visibility is 
constrained, and therefore greater grounding effort is required by way of requests for evidence. 
, 
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Figure 9.2 Examples of attempted solutions to the Dresser task (upper panel) and the River 
Crossing task ( lower panel). 
As highlighted in Chapter 8, it was not immediately clear why there was not also a 
significant increase in grounding for the SO condition for the Dresser task. In the SO condition, 
the workspace was also not shared, a lthough eye contact was available. lt was suggested that, eye 
contact may give a false perception of a shared environment resulting in an overestimation of the 
ease with which communication might occur, which in turn may lead to less grounding effort. 
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Without gaining information from the participants regarding this view, it is not possible to 
support this. Alternatively, it was suggested that eye contact may cause initiators to be distracted 
by the socially learned behaviour of maintaining eye contact with receivers, causing them to focus 
less on the workspace. As a decrease in grounding effort appears to be associated with a decrease 
in pointing for the Dresser task (see below), perhaps pointing activity is reduced and therefore 
grounding effort is also reduced. In the SS condition.on the other hand where eye contact was not 
possible, participants are more likely to be aware of the lack of a shared environment, and 
concentrate on their private workspace ensuring that information is.grounded through the most 
optimum method of signalling·i.e. conversational grounding aided by pointing. The 'eye contact' 
analysis confirmed this interpretation- initiators are more likely to use pointing to help verbalise 
the sharing of referential information when they have no eye contact. 
A similar interpretation may be applied to the finding that gesturing in the RC task 
appeared to be depressed in the OS condition when associated with requests for partner 
understanding, indicating that some grounding effort was required. lt was proposed that a 
confined workspace (i.e. access to the workspace but not partner's face or gestures) may 
encourage initiators to focus on.the shared workspace where pointing or sketching takes place, 
particularly when communication is perceived as difficult. It was also noted that there was no 
effect for the access to a shared 'workspace' analysis, only for the 'eye contact' analysis. It was 
therefore concluded that it was not a shared access to the workspace in the OS condition that 
caused gestures·to be depressed, but the lack of eye contact for similar reasons as above-
initiators are not distracted by eye contact and are able to concentrate on the workspace ensuring 
that information is grounded through the most optimum method of signalling visual conceptual 
information i.e. conversational grounding aided by sketching and pointing. 
The above findings support the notion of the principles of 'co-operativeness' and 'least 
collaborative effort' (Ciark & Schaefer, 1989) which proposes that interlocutors request and offer 
evidence of understanding by verbal and non-verbal information and that speakers try to establish 
the mutual belief that an addressee·has understood what the speaker means, well enough for 
current purposes. In addition, the suggestion that conversational grounding might change as a 
function of the collaborative setting and the medium to be used have also been supported. A 
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fundamental difference between initiator activity for these two tasks is that when visibility is 
removed, initiators reduced their works pace activity on the RC task, but increased it on the 
dresser problem suggesting that they found it helpful to point at and,around objects and locations 
even though they knew that the addressee was unable to see these actions, precisely because these 
indicative actions supported their own efforts in achieving mutual understanding. 
People do indeed appear to " ... ground with those techniques available in a medium that leads to 
the least collaborative effort" (p. 1 40) (Ciark & Hrennan, 1993 ). 
9.5.3 Concurrent behaviours 
For this experiment information to be shared was largely visual and it was expected that 
an increase in grounding effort would be simultaneously supported·by the most relevant 
workspace activity such as pointing, gesturing or sketching, depending on the particular 
task characteristics being shared. 
There was evidence •that an increase in grounding effort through requests for evidence of 
partner's understanding (RQP), was accompanied·by an increase in the relevant task activity. 
Pointing was.the most relevant activity for the Dresser task and was more likely to accompany 
RQP contributions than any other activity or any other speech except NGR contributions, and 
both speech and pointing increased when the workspace was not shared (NA WS). The fact that 
task relevant activities also accompany NGR·contributions and that they also both increase when 
communication is expected to'be difficult, is not surprising. Part of the grounding process is to 
try to ensure at the outset that utterances will be understood sufficiently for the current purpose of 
the communication which for referential information will involve a number of step by step 
installments. 
For the RC task, a combination of pointing, gesturing and sketching was more likely to 
accompany RQP contributions than any other activity or speech expect for NGR contributions. A 
considerable difference in the way in which the use and construction of external representations 
for each task however became apparent- for the RC task, sketching became more important 
when the workspace was shared than when it was not shared and pointing was generally fairly 
prevalent regardless.of condition. This:effect is different from that found for the Dresser task and 
highlights a difference in roles for pointing. For the Dresser task pointing provides the focus for a 
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private (unshared) workspace in order to verbalise referential information and conversational 
grounding- for the RC task, pointing and sketching provide a focus for a joint (shared) 
works pace to support the direct communication of conceptual spatial ideas and conversational 
grounding. 
Activity did not always increase in line with grounding effort- for the1RC task, 
grounding effort remained high and activity decreased when the workspace was not shared, 
Perhaps when the workspace is shared, for conceptual spatial tasks, information is grounded by 
both conversational grounding and the use and construction of external representations which is 
used as a direct communicant of information. When receivers are unable to observe this activity 
however, initiators are less likely to use or construct external representations but grounding effort 
will remain high. For referential tasks such as the Dresser task however, information may be 
grounded relatively easily when the receiver is able to observe the objects and locations but when 
the workspace is not shared, initiators have to increase their grounding effort and pointing 
facilitates this.effort more readily than sketching does for conceptual spatial tasks. 
9.5.4 Co-operation 
In situations where communication would not be perceived as being difficult, utterance 
planning would be minimised·by the initiator, perhaps resulting in more repairs and 
repeats, and receivers would try to disrupt the conversational flow as little as possible 
with the use of low key offers of understanding through background acknowledgements 
and completions. 
This is supported to some extent by the finding that repairs occurred more often in the 
00 condition but only for the RC task. This may be due to the fact that full visual and physical 
access implies ease of communication and based on the principle of' least collaborative effort', 
utterance planning is less rigorously attended to, resulting in repairs. Why this should not occur in 
the CO condition where only physical access to the workspace is inhibited, but not visual access, 
may be related to perceived.ease of communication -even a clear barrier may highlight the less 
than optimum communication setting, resulting in more carefully planned utterances. There was 
no·evidence to support the expectation that listeners would provide more background 
acknowledgements and completions in order to provide evidence of understanding whilst 
avoiding disruption of the conversational flow. 
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9.5.5 Disengagement 
While one participant is communicating information and requesting evidence of partner's 
understanding through sketching or figural pointing, receivers will. co-operate by 
reducing interaction. 
There was some support for previous findings that while designers are focused on making 
contributions through sketching, and their partners are able to observe this, then they are less 
interactive, with the active 'designer' initiating grounding interaction by requesting evidence of 
partner understanding (Reid et al., 1999). One interpretation of this was the 'disengagement 
hypothesis' and it was proposed that receivers may be able to pick up cues from initiators to 
'disengage' while they are focused on visual reasoning activity, such as sketching. Alternatively, 
of course receivers may reduce interaction in order to observe the information conveyed by the 
sketching activity. 
In this study it was found that initiators were indeed more likely to be requesting evidence 
of partner understanding whilst constructing sketches when the workspace was shared and that 
receivers were less likely to be sketching regardless of condition. This was in contrast to the 
Dresser task where sketching activity was prevalent regardless of access.to the works pace or 
speaker, and highlights the need for initiators and receivers to understand and record information 
for referential spatial tasks but to observe or listen for more conceptual spatial tasks, perhaps 
delaying recording information until they have obtained a more holistic view of the ideas being 
presented. However, it should be remembered that the role of sketching for the two tasks is 
different- sketching is used for the RC task to share and ground information whilst in the Dresser 
task pointing is used. 
Disengagement therefore only appears to occur in the RC task highlighting the interactive 
nature of referential spatial tasks as opposed to conceptual spatial tasks. It was also discovered 
that receivers were less likely to interact verbally by asking questions such as "do you mean this?, 
when they were unable to see their partner's workspace. Again however, this was only observed 
for the RC task.". 
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Eye contact and direction of gaze is thought to provide positive evidence of continued 
attention by the addressee, invite changes in speaker turn as well as providing referential cues 
about what they are looking at (Argyle, 1993; Clark, 1996). From the 'eye contact' analysis 
however, it was concluded that if indeed 'disengagement cues' are acted upon by receivers, they 
do not come from eye contact but are more a function of access to the shared workspace. It is 
possible that 'disengagement' cues come from the receiver being able to see their partner 
sketching- they can see that their partner is focused on sketching and therefore do not interrupt. 
Of course this effect may not be 'disengagement' at all but rather that receivers do not need to ask 
questions when they can see quite clearly what is intended. 
9.5.6 Verbalisation 
If workspace activity only provides a directly communicative function for sharing 
information, then removing the opportunity to observe each other's workspace activity 
should result in less activity. If on the other hand workspace activity also supports 
verbalisation (or individual thinking although this cannot be measured), then workspace 
activity should not differ as a function of shared workspace. 
Some light has been shed on this question by the finding that for the Dresser task, while 
initiators were sharing information, they were more likely to be pointing when there was no 
access to the workspace (NAWS) whilst for the RC task, pointing did not vary significantly. This 
highlights a difference between the two tasks in the extent to which verbalisation is supported-
for referential spatial tasks pointing may play a less important role for directly sharing 
information when the workspace is shared, with the already constructed external representations 
being sufficient to some extent for sharing information, without .the need for pointing. When the 
workspace is not shared however, pointing plays an important role in supporting the verbalisation 
of the location of objects. Presumably this activity helps minimise the cognitive load of keeping 
the objects and locations in working memory while at the same time endeavouring to verbalise 
'difficult to verbalise' information. 
With regard to the RC task however, pointing, gesturing and sketching plays a role in 
directly sharing and verbalisation and sketching is particularly important for sharing ideas directly 
when it can be observed. The finding that gesturing occurred equally regardless of whether they 
could be observed, provides evidence to support proposals that gestures both convey information 
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directly (Gold in-Meadow, 1999; Alibali & Heath, 2001) as well as help to support verbalisation 
(Krauss, Dushay, Chen, & Rauscher, 1995) in varying degrees according to the communication 
setting. 
It is clear from these results that the interaction between conversational grounding and 
workspace activity does indeed vary over types of design problem, collaborative role, and 
visibility condition. Interestingly, our findings suggest that the purely communicative functions of 
works pace activities may be less important than previously thought- considerable activity occurs 
when receivers are unable to observe them,.particularly for referential tasks. In addition, although 
no performance measures were taken for this study, participants did seem able to adapt their 
communications by increasing their grounding effort and expressing their ideas more clearly 
when they were aware that their partners were unable to directly observe what they were 
sketching or pointing.to. By helping them externalise and develop.their ideas, these kinds of 
workspace activities may turn out to be more important to the individual designer for individual 
thinking and verbalisation than·as direct communication. 
9.5.7 Implications for Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) 
The above results have implications for computer aided design (CA:D) and CMC 
technology- different tasks require different kinds of support both for individual thinking, 
verbalisation and for varying degrees of interaction, depending on the nature of the task and the 
extent to which the workspace is unambiguously shared. Gesturing may not be as important for 
the observer as for the initiator and eye contact may actually represent an interference effect. A 
more detailed discussion integrating these results with those of the following study, can be found 
in the final chapter. 
9:6 Summary and conclusions 
In summary, it is clear from this study that figural pointing appears to be·the most 
important method of signalling for conveying referential spatial information when the workspace 
is shared and supporting verbalisation when the workspace is not shared and communication is 
perceived as difficult. For the conceptual spatial RC task however, gesturing, pointing and 
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particularly sketching, appear to be important methods of signalling for conveying conceptual 
spatial information, as well as supporting verbalisation. 
Collaborators were generally less interactive whilst initiators were sharing and grounding 
information for conceptual spatial tasks when the workspace was shared but it is not clear 
whether this was due to a .kind, of implicit rule of 'disengagement' or whether verbal and physical 
interaction was not as necessary when the ideas could be readily observed. One thing that was 
clear hmvever, was that cues were not obtained from eye contact. Regardless ofwhich.account is 
correct, it is evident that for referential spatial tasks such as the Dresser task, collaboration 
appears to be more interactive when the workspace is shared with the opposite being true for 
conceptual spatial tasks such as the RC task. Perhaps referential tasks are more akin to the kind 
of propositional reasoning that elicited interaction in the study described above (Re id et al., 1999) 
with the conceptual spatial tasks.being similar to the visual reasoning referred to in that study. 
Gesturing occurred equally across workspace conditions, with possibly some interference 
from eye contact which tended to elicit more gestures, particularly when theworkspace was not 
shared, indicating a communicative benefit to the receiver as well as a verbalisation support. 
Whilst this study has given considerable insight.into how collaborators in design might 
use workspace activity in relation to conversational grounding in different settings, it was not 
possible to distinguish between activity support for individual reasoning and verbalisation. The 
sharing of information requires the latter but not the former if the information is well known. In 
addition, initiators always had access to their own external representations and it was only 
therefore possible to assess the benefits of works pace activity as a function of a shared 
workspace. 
As outlined in Chapter 2, external representations have many cognitive functions for the 
communicator as well as the observer. Therefore to understand better the relationship between 
grounding, works pace activity and the use of external representations for the sharing of 
information, for the following study reported in Chapters 10, 11 and 12, the emphasis will be on 
the communicator who will:have learned the task solutions and the receiver will be asked to 
record the visual solutions conveyed by the communicator. Some modification of the coding 
scheme, together with changes in the conceptual categories will also be described. 
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Chapter 10 
There was evidence from the foregoing study that the workspace activities involving the 
use and construction of external representations in displaying different methods of signalling, 
play an important role in helping collaborators in design to share·and ground visual information 
both directly and by supporting a reciprocal translation of visual and verbal infonnation. It was 
also apparent that different activities supported collaborators in different ways as a function of 
access to a shared workspace as well as type of task. For instance, it was found that pointing was 
the most important activity used by initiators in the Dresser task, particularly when the workspace 
was not shared and' that gesturing and sketching were more important for the RC task. 
In addition, there was evidence that conversational grounding, in particular requests for 
evidence of understanding, compensates for lack of visibility in different ways depending upon 
the task. Conversational grounding increased when the workspace was not shared for the Dresser 
task.but was generally high for the RCtask, regardless of the media environment. This suggests 
that conceptual spatial infonnation is more difficult to ground even when accompanying relevant 
activities such as sketching or pointing, are observable by receivers. 
Grounding of referential spatial information on the other hand, only becomes more 
difficult when accompanying relevant activities such as pointing around a diagram, are not 
observable by receivers. Both the above findings support .the suggestions by Clark & Brennan 
(1993) that people ground according to the medium and to the purpose of the joint action. Clearly 
the purposes involved in the joint action of collaborating on a referential spatial task are different 
from the purposes involved in the joint action of collaborating on a conceptual spatial task. 
To be more confident regarding these findings, some modifications of the conversational 
grounding coding scheme were thought appropriate for this next study. One of the aims.ofthe 
previous study, and of this study, was to identify which activities support the sharing of 
information, and identify the conditions under which grounding difficulties occur. This study 
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therefore focused on non-grounding contributions for sharing and grounding requests for 
evidence of understanding such as "Do you see what !mean?" and "Is this what ymonean? 
There was also evidence that more misunderstandings occurred for referential spatial information 
when the workspace was not shared and this aspect of achieving mutual understanding will be 
highlighted. 
An additional dependent variable for this study, and which is related to the conversational 
grounding codes, is that of 'grounding difficulty' or 'perceived grounding difficulty'. In.order to 
obtain a gross level of grounding effort regardless of type of grounding function, each of the 
grounding function codes were allocated a number- the more difficult the achievement of mutual 
understanding is perceived or evidenced to be, the higher the number. Grounding difficulty can 
be identified by utterances that resolve difficulties such as repairs or expansions- here there is 
evidence that some difficulty has occurred and needs to be resolved. 
Grounding difficulty can also be identified by utterances that prevent difficulties such as 
installments and explicit requests for evidence of understanding- here there is evidence that 
difficulty is expected unless care is taken to ensure understanding. In addition, grounding 
difficulty can be identified by misunderstandings- evidence that mutual understanding has not 
been achieved. Details of these modifications, together with a number of other minor 
modifications can be found in the section on Dependent Variables below. 
A confounding element to the previous study is that it was not clear whether the observed 
increase in grounding effort was due to a greater difficulty in sharing and grounding the 
information or generating and developing solutions since collaborators were required to do both. 
Although participants were asked to generate ideas or solutions before taking part in the recorded 
collaborative exercise, they nevertheless were encouraged to look collaboratively at different 
solutions and develop the most promising. During this process they may have generated and 
developed new solutions. It was also not clear to what extent the use and construction of external 
representations supported working memory. If it is intended to identify specific roles for these 
activities with regard to verbalisation and the sharing and grounding of information, these other 
potential roles will have to be controlled for. 
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A further finding from the previous study was that depictive gestures may be more 
important in supporting the verbalisation of conceptual spatial information than in conveying 
information directly. As discussed in•Chapter 2, there is a considerable.debate regarding the role 
of gestures with some proposing that they are able to convey information directly (Goldin-
Meadow, Alibali M.W, & Church, 1993). This is disputed by others who found that when 
'receivers' were unable to observe gestures, there was no difference in their ability to identify the 
graphic figures. They therefore propose that gestures do not convey graphical information directly 
but serve only to support lexical access and verbalisation generally (Krauss, Chen, & Chawla, 
1996). 
Of course, as suggested in Chapter 2, in Krauss et al's•study (Krauss, Dushay, Chen, & 
Rauscher, 1995), the fact that the speakers knew their gestures could not be seen may have meant 
that they were far more explicit in their descriptions, thus rendering the graphic designs more 
interpretable. However, this was not supported by the previous study- for the RC task, 
grounding did not increase when the workspace was not shared, nor did gesturing decrease, 
suggesting that gestures were required to help lexical access and verbalisation generally. 
The findings of the previous study therefore support the view that gesturing is important 
for verbalising information. Gesturing was prevalent when the workspace was shared even when 
sketching or pointing around a sketch was available for communicating conceptual spatial 
information directly. In addition, gesturing occurred to a similar extenl even when the workspace 
was,not shared, and where there was no expectation by the initiator that this activity could be 
observed by the receiver. However, it cannot be verified that even though initiators knew their 
partners could not observe their gestures, the socially learned activity of gesturing when 
conversing with others, may have accounted for this equality across.conditions. Initiators may 
perhaps 'imagine' that receivers are able to.observe their gestures and therefore it cannot be.ruled 
out that some of the gesturing activity was intended to be directly communicative. 
lt is interesting to note however that sketching, like gesturing, for the conceptual spatial 
RC task also occurred equally, regardless of access to a shared workspace and therefore the same 
assumptions made for gesturing might be made for sketching. However, it is likely that 
sketching, which represents the construction of a durable ER, plays a larger role in 
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communicating depictive conceptual information directly when collaborators.have access to the 
workspace, The fact that sketching was prevalent when the workspace was not shared, suggests 
that it does helps in the verbalisation of conceptual spatial information but also that it may play a 
role in individual thinking by helping to record and organise images for the generation and 
development of ideas. 
lihe above observations have implications for the development of computer aided 
technology (CAD) and computer mediated communication (CM C). For instance, a shared 
workspace may make sharing visual information easier, but a good quality audio link enabling 
unambiguous conversational grounding interaction between collaborators, may be sufficient. In 
addition, collaborative media involving video pictures of a person's head and shoulders, including 
gestures, may not be as necessary as first considered and may not therefore justi ty the cost of 
implementation .. Jn addition, as discussed in Chapter 7, this kind of media may even be 
disruptive. For instance, collaborators experienced some disruption where they were·required to 
switch between two.separate spaces- the workspace and the person space (Bamard, May, & 
Salber, 1996; lshii & Kobayashi, 1992). Clearly gesturing seems to support collaborative design 
to some extent by demonstrating visual information directly but particularly by supporting 
verbalisation. 
The aim of this study therefore is to carry out a series of experiments which will 
endeavour to address some ofthe foregoing issues which are summarised below. Each of these 
aims refers,briefly to experimental conditions as well as independent and dependent variables 
which will be discussed in detail in subsequent sections. 
I 0.2 Aims 
• How the use and construction of external representations and methods.of signalling 
supports.the sharing and grounding of visual information, as opposed to the generation 
or development of ideas, as a function of access to a shared workspace. An observational 
comparison between similar conditions in the previous study and·this study will be made. 
• How the use and construction of external representations and methods of signalling 
(including gesturing and pointing around hypothetical diagrams), supports the sharing and 
grounding of visual information as a function of communicators' access to their own 
external representations as well as reciprocal access of each other's external 
representations and memory support. Comparisons between planned comparisons for 
activities, conversational grounding and their eo-occurrence will be made, together with 
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a•measure of successful communication. 
• How conversational grounding compensates for lack of communicators' access to their 
own external representations and reciprocal visual and physical access to·each other's 
workspace when sharing and grounding information. 
• Further development ofthe activity and conversational grounding. coding schemes. 
I 0.3 Rationale for independelllvariables 
In addition to varying access to a shared workspace and tasks, which were present in the 
previous study, a number of additional independent variables and modifications to old ones, were 
included for this study- additional tasks, speaker role, communicator access to their own external 
representations and memory support. l'hese new or modified independent variables are outlined 
below. 
10.3.1 Tasks 
Four design tasks were used for this experiment in order that the results could be 
extended beyond the two problems used in the previous study- the Dresser task and the River 
Crossing task. llhe two new tasks were designed to be as similar as possible to the original tasks 
in order that the data could be collapsed to form one well-defined: task and one ill-defined' task. 
llhe new well-defined task was developed by the author and involved the rnanipulation·of rooms 
within a bungalow to accommodate certain given criteria (Bungalow task- See Appendix I I). 
l'he new ill-defined task was the Diver task used in the pilot studies in Chapter 4, "To design a 
method of retrieving a cold and tired diver from the sea", which was obtained from the 
Engineering Department. 
The well-detined'tasks were expected to elicit indicative and descriptive methods of 
signalling involving sketching and pointing whilst the ill-defined problems were expected to elicit 
descriptive and demonstrative methods of signalling, involving sketching and gesturing. These 
expectations were generally supported in the previous study and of interest here is whether these 
still hold when the generation and development of ideas and memo~y support are controlled for. 
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10.3.2 Speaker role 
The collaborators in·the previous study were allocated roles of initiator or receiver in a 
post hoc fashion depending upon their speech and workspace activities. Furthermore, they were 
required to generate and develop solutions and ideas as well as share them with each other. 
Difficulties in determining the role of workspace activities with respect to supporting 
verbalisation as well as the sharing and grounding of information as opposed to generating and 
developing ideas was evident in the previous study. The particular roles of interest in the·present 
study were support for verbalisation and the sharing and grounding of ideas. 
In order to control for the generation and development of ideas, one of each pair of 
participants (henceforth the communicator) learned the correct solutions which they were then 
required to communicate to their partner (henceforth the receiver). The correct solutions for the 
well-defined tasks and alternative solutions for the ill-defined tasks, were displayed graphically 
and compiled by the author with the Microsoft Word drawing tool (see Appendix 11 ). rhese 
were called 'learning p!ans' and communicators were required to spend some time learning the 
solutions before being asked to communicate them to the receiver. 
By instructing communicators·to share information only and receivers to record the 
information without discussing alternative solutions, it was hoped that the generation and 
development of ideas would not occur and that any use and· construction of external 
representations could be assumed to support either the sharing of information directly; grounding 
processes or the verbalisation of visual inforn1ation. This new factor of speaker role, will provide 
predetermined, unambiguous roles for each participant. 
10.3.3 Visual access to·partner's external representations; (PER) 
This factor contains.two levels:-
APER- no physical constraints allowing visual access to partner's worbpace, 
including eye contact. 
NPER -physical constraints wllich disallow visual access to partner's worbpace, 
including eye contact. 
In the previous study, a combination of different conditions varying visual and physical access to 
the workspace as well as access to eye contact led to some confusion with regard to effects, which 
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were at times difficult to. disentangle. For instance, gesturing was suppressed when eye.contact 
was not possible but when the workspace was shared. This condition accounted for the overall 
eye contact effect found- that gesturing occurred less often when eye contact was not possible, 
regardless of whether the workspace was shared. 
The conditions for this study therefore unambiguously allowed for either full visual 
access to the workspace and eye contact or no visual access to the workspace or eye contact. It 
was thought this would provide clearer information regarding of the use and·construction.of 
external representations for communicators sharing and grounding ideas, as a function of access 
to a shared works pace. The full visual access conditions for this study will incorporate a clear 
screen to disallow physical access. The reason for this will be described in detail later but has to 
do with the new independent variables to be introduced in this study. 
With these control measures in place, the extent to which the use and construction of 
external representations and different methods of signalling support verbalisation as opposed to 
the sharing of ideas directly, or providing memory support, can be partly ascertained by the extent 
to which a particular activity is carried out when the workspace is not shared. For instance, when 
particular methods of signalling with their related use and construction of external representations 
occur in conditions where the works pace is not shared, ·the assumption is that it is for helping the .-.. 
communicator to share and ground conceptual spatial ideas through verbalisation. 
1 0.3.4 Communicator's access to their own external representations (OER) 
This factor contains two levels:-
AOER- communicator llas access to tile use am/ construction of external 
representations in tlleir own workspace 
AOER- communicator llas NO access to tile use and construction of external 
representations in tlleir own workspace 
The previous study comprised conditions whereby the use and construction·of external 
representations was possible at all times for both initiators and receivers. lihey were provided 
with a pencil and blank paper for the ill-defined task and a basic graphical configuration for the 
well-defined task i.e. configuration of windows; doors and radiators of a room, with blank spaces 
for inserting furniture. These 'recording plans' incorporated a basic graphical configuration, with 
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blank spaces for inserting the learned or communicated information by communicators and 
receivers respectively (See Appendix 11 ). 
In order to gather more information regarding the role of specific activities·and methods 
of signalling involved in the use and construction of external representations, conditions will be 
created (see below) whereby the possibility of their use and construction by communicators will 
vary- communicators, but not receivers, will not always be provided with 'recording,plans'. 
Comparisons of these conditions will specifically provide information regarding the role of 
sketching and pointing around diagrams and the extent to which the sharing and grounding of 
information may be inhibited by the inability of communicators to construct and use external 
representations. Performance measures to assess the extent to which communication has been 
successful were developed and are described in the Dependent Variable section below. 
In addition, the inclusion of this factor will provide information with respect to how 
gestures (including pointing around hypothetical external representations) support the sharing of 
information in the·absence of real external representations. As discussed in Chapter 2 and above, 
there is a debate regarding the extent to which depictive gestures convey information directly or 
support verbalisation and the previous study has lent some·support to the latter view. However, 
in the previous study, as for all workspace activities, it was not possible to distinguish between 
verbalisation and the sharing and grounding of information, as opposed to generating, developing 
and recording ideas. It was also not possible to distinguish between the roles of sketching, and 
pointing around durable external representations and gesturing, and pointing around hypothetical 
external representations. Conditions varying access to collaborators' own and their partner's use 
and construction of external representations will provide information regarding the role of 
gesturing and pointing around hypothetical sketches when durable external representations are not 
available, as a function ofthe·collaborative medium (shared or unshared workspace). 
I 0.3 .5 Memory support (MEM) 
This factor contains two levels:-
NMS- communicator llas NO access to tile 'leaming plans' in their own workspace. 
MS -communicator llas access to tile 'leaming plans' in·tlleir own workspace. 
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A further role for the use and construction of external representations is as a memory 
support to the communicator, further masking its role for sharing and grounding information. To 
control for the extent to which the use and construction·of external representations supports 
working memory, conditions were set up which varied communicator's access to the learned 
solutions whilst communicating them. These conditions comprised a portable raised.and angled 
perspex desk which was designed to be placed on top of the communicator's side of the 
workspace, under which could be placed a miniature representation of the completed solutions 
previously given to communicators to learn (see section on apparatus below for more details) 
I 0.3 .6 Experimental conditions 
A number of experimental conditions varying the combination of constraints outlined 
above were devised to explore the role played by the use and construction of external 
representations for sharing and grounding ideas as a function of access to a shared workspace, 
communicator's access.to their own external representations, memory support and task, while 
endeavouring to·eliminate their role for the generation and development of ideas as well as 
memory support. The six conditions are summarised in Figure I 0.1 below and photographic 
details of an example of the conditions can be found in Appendix 12. 
Condition 1 (AOER+APER+NMS- clear screen at workspace level) 
This condition is a combination·of(AOER+APER+NMS) and is equivalent to the CO 
condition in the previous study, comprising a clear screen at workspace level. The clear screen 
was used in view of the fact that in another condition where communicators did not have access 
to paper and pencil in their own workspace, but did have visual access to their partner's 
workspace, a clear screen was necessary to prevent them from reaching across and drawing or 
pointing on their partner's drawings. In order to keep·these two conditions as similar as possible 
therefore, and in view of the fact that there were no major differences between the·OO and CO 
conditions in the previous study, it was decided to erect a clear screen for this condition. 
AOER (visual access to communicator's own external representations) represents the 
opportunity for communicators to fill in relevant solution details on 'recording plans' by writing 
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or drawing i.e. plans containing some basic components ofthe problem solution but lacking detail 
(see method section for details). The receiver always has access to these 'recording plans' on 
which to record the information shared by the communicator. APER (visual access to partner's 
external representations) represents the ability of both participants to observe each other's 
workspace activity and external representations. 
Any workspace activity in this condition by the communicator could be considered as 
methods of signalling (describing-as through speech; demonstrating through sketching, gesturing 
and pointing around external representations; indicating through pointing) for communicating 
task relevant information and grounding directly to the receiver. lt may also support the 
communicator's verbalisation for sharing information and conversational grounding as well as 
memory retrieval of the leamed.task solutions and the translation of visual to verbal information 
and vice versa. 
The previous study found that when collaborators had visual access to a shared 
workspace, conversational grounding, in particular grounding requests, was higher for ill-defined 
tasks than well-defined tasks and pointing was less prevalent for well,defined tasks iti this 
condition compared to conditions that did not enable the workspace to be shared. With the new 
focus now on sharing and grounding ideas, as opposed to generating and developing ideas, it is , ·' 
of interest to note whether this pattern of effects will change. This condition has no memory 
support forthe communicator and if workspace activity, including speech, is reduced even further 
than expected, this may be due to an inability to recall the solutions. 
Condition 2 (NOER+APER+NMS- clear screen at workspace level). 
This condition is similar to Condition I, but communicators had no visual access to their 
own external representations (NO ER). This condition represents the inability of communicators 
to fill in relevant solution details on 'recording plans'. In addition, collaborators have full visual 
access to partner's external representations and eye contact (APER). The receiver always has 
access to the 'recording plans' on which to record the information shared by the communicator 
and therefore the communicator is able to have visual access to:their partner's external 
representations. 
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Any workspace activity in this condition by the communicator is limited to gesturing and 
pointing around hypothetical external representations. All methods of signalling may be used to 
some extent,. although indicating is likely to be used less. Gesturing and pointing around 
hypothetical external representations may be used to help communicators' translations from 
visual to verbal information and vice versa, as well as verbalisation for sharing information and 
conversational grounding. The extent to which these activities directly communicate information 
and provide a memory support is also expected to be limited. 
It is also expected that grounding and related activities to help verbalisation, may become 
even more important in this condition. However, this condition also has no memory support for 
the communicator and communicators, without the ability to immediately record the learned 
solutions at the beginning of the 'sharing' phase of the task, may find it even harder to remember 
the rlearned solutions. They will however have some visual access to their partner's external 
representations, which may assist them in remembering the task solutions. 
Condition 3 (AOER+NPER+NMS)- solid screens at workspace and eye level). 
This condition is similar to Condition I, where communicators have full visual access to 
their own external representations (AOER) but collaborators have no visual or physical access to 
each other's workspace or eye contact. This condition therefore is equivalent to the SS condition 
in the previous study. 
Any workspace activity in this condition by the Communicator will be specifically for 
supporting the communicator in the translation of visual to verbal information and vice versa, 
verbalisation for sharing information and conversational grounding as well as memory retrieval of 
the learned task solutions. Methods of signalling will be limited to 'describing-as' although, as 
noted above, intentional signalling to an 'imaginary' partner cannot be ruled out. In the previous 
study, an increase in grounding and pointing was found for the well-defined task, but not the ill-
defined task, when the workspace was not shared. 
As for Condition I, with the new focus now on sharing and grounding ideas, as opposed 
to generating and·developing ideas, it is of interest to note whether this effect for grounding and 
pointing wi 11 alter. This condition has no memory support for the communicator, and if 
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workspace activity, including speech, does not increase as expected, this may be due to an 
inability to recall the solutions. 
Condition 4 (NOER+NPER+NMS)- solid·screen.at workspace and eye level). 
This condition is equivalent to the previous condition, comprising a solid screen at 
workspace and eye level, but in this instance, communicators have no access to 'recording plans' 
and therefore are unable·to construct and make use of external representations. In addition, both 
participants are unable to observe each other's workspace. 
Any workspace activity in this condition by the communicator is limited to gesturing and 
pointing around hypothetical external representations and will be·used specifically for supporting 
the communicator in the translation of visual to verbal information and vice versa, verbalisation 
for sharing information and conversational grounding. Methods of signalling will be largely 
limited to 'describing-as'. In the previous study this condition, but with access to the use and 
construction of external representations, an increase in conversational grounding and pointing 
was found for the well-defined task, but not the ill-defined task, when the workspace was not 
shared. 
Providing communicators are able to recall the solutions- there was no memory support 
for this condition- then .the lack of 'recording plans' for the·cornmunicator may elicit even more 
speech and accompanying gestures and pointing around hypothetical external representations than 
in the previous condition. This·may be the most difficult condition from a•cognitive perspective, 
due to difficulties in retrieving information from memory together with the inability to construct 
and use external representations. 
Condition 5 (AOER+NPER+MS- solid screen at workspace and eye level). 
This condition is equivalent to Condition 3, where communicators have access to 
'recording plans' and collaborators have no access to each other or their work space. 
Communicators do however•have memory support by way of miniaturised completed 'learning 
.plahs' located six inches.beneath the raised perspex desk. These 'learning plans' (See Appendix 
11) were AS paper size, were placed approximately six inches below the raised perspex desk 
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surface on.the table top and located to the far top right hand corner of the table. The 'learning 
plans' could not therefore be drawn upon or pointed around directly on the surface of the paper. 
However, it was possible for communicators to point around the desk top six inches above the 
plans. 
Any workspace activity and methods of signalling in this condition by the communicator 
would be similar to that of Condition 3 but pointing in this case, may occur less hypothetically-
it was possible for communicators to point around the desk top from six inches above the plans .. 
The fact that the construction and use of external representations by the communicator cannot be 
observed by the receiver and thanhe communicator's memory is supported, may result in an 
increase in conversational grounding and activity- communicators will have more detailed 
information in working memory to communicate. It is possible that communicators may try to 
convey too much.detail available from the learned completed solutions in front of them, resulting 
in even more activity and-conversational grounding than when these details are not available. 
Condition 6 (NOER+NPER+MS- solid screen. at workspace and eye level). 
This condition is equivalent to Condition 4, where communicators have no access to their 
own or their partner's external representations, but with memory support provided for.the 
communicator in the same way as Condition 5. Anyworkspace activity in this· condition by the 
Communicator would be similar to Condition 4. As for the previous condition with memory 
support, communicators will have more ·information in working memory to communicate and, 
combined with the disadvantage to the communicator of not being able to construct and use 
external representations, may result in even higher amounts of grounding effort through activity 
and conversation grounding. 
These new factors form the basis for a series of a priori contrasts designed to.answer the 
specific questions with regard to how workspace activities support the sharing and grounding of 
visual information. lihese a priori contrasts, together with the specific questions they are designed 
to answer, will be described in detail in the Rationale for Analysis section below. 
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(PER)- Visual Apparatus (Vr,ied (OER) Communicator access (AOER) or no access 
access (APER) or solid or clear (NOER).to own external representations (ERs) 
110 visual access screens) 
(NPER) to (AOER) Communicator (NOER) Communicator has 
partner's ERs +eye Raised perspex has full access to own ERs 110 access to. own ERs. 
contact angled desk top (sketch, gesture, ref. point,. (gesture andpoint aromrd 
for commrmicator point, write, no activity) hypothetical ERs) 
(MEM)- Memory for all conditions 
support (MS) or no Grormding may be more 
memory support difficult with lack of durable 
(NMS) ERs 
Possible effects of conditions 
.. 
(APER)- Visual Clear screen at Cl C2 
access to partner's lower level to Cognitive benefits of ERs Some direct sharing through 
ERs and eye contact inhibitphysical for communicator and gestures and pointing but only 
access. receiver. around hypo/helical ERs. 
(NMS)- no memory 
support All methods of signalling Demonstrative and 
utilised. describing-as methods of 
signalling+ some indicative 
(NPER)- no visual Solid screens at C3 C4 
access to partner's workspace and eye Cognitive benefits of ERs Describing-as method of 
ERs or eye coli/act level to deny visual for communicator only. signalling. 
and physical access 
Grounding is more to partner's ERs Describing-as method of All non-verbal activity for 
difficult when tire and eye contact. signalling. communicator's benefit 
workspace is not 
shared A 11 non-verbal activity for 
communicator's·benefit 
(NMS)- no memory 
support 
(NPER)- no visual Solid screens at CS C6 
access to partner's work space and eye Cognitive benefits of ERs Cognitive benefits of 
ERs or eye contact level to deny visual and 'learning plans' for 'learning plans' for 
and physical access communicator only. communicator only. 
(MS) memory to partner's ERs 
support (leamilrg and eye contact. Describing-as methods of Describing-as methods of 
plans) signalling. signalling. 
All non-verbal activity for All non-verbal activity for 
communicator's benefit communicator's benefit 
Figure I 0.1 -Summary of experimental conditions and expected use and construction of external 
representations with methods of signalling. 
It can be seen thal.the foregoing combination of conditions does not represent a complete 
2 x 2 x 2 design. The missing conditions would allow for memory support to the communicator 
and would contain (APER+AOER+MS)and (APER+NPER+MS). It was decided that these two 
conditions would be excluded as receivers would be able to observe the 'learning plans' and any 
measure of communication efficacy therefore would be meaningless. Conditions 1-4 represent a 
2 x 2 (PER),' Access to Partner' by (OER) 'Access to ERs' design, all with no memory support 
(NMS) and conditions 3-6 represent a 2 x 2 (OER)'Access to ERs' by (MEM)'Memory Support' 
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design, all with 'no access to· partner' (NPER). The analysis of these conditions will be explained 
in detail below. 
I 0.4 Dependent measures- Coding schemes and measure of communication 
The dependent measures in this study were similar to those in the previous study, with 
some modifications and.additions. Workspace activities are similar but minor modifications were 
made in respect of pointing and reading. More important modifications have been made to the 
conversational grounding codes as indicated in the introduction to this chapter. Two additional 
dependent measures were that of grounding difficulty, a measure identifYing the.extent to which 
difficulties in grounding occurred for tasks and conditions, and similarity, the extent to which 
communication was successful reflected in measures of similarity between communicator's and 
receiver's final drawings. As for Study I, all codes were time stamped and allocated a time 
duration in seconds. Inferential analysis however was carried out on duration for each speech·and 
activity code or combinations of speech/activity codes, as percentages. 
I 0.4.1 Sharing efficacy 
In the previous study there was no reliable way of assessing task performance in terms of 
the extent to which ideas were successfully shared. In this next study, task performance will be 
measured with respect to how well the communicator's and receiver's final drawings matched the 
'learning plans'. Differences between communicators and receivers in this respect will provide a 
measure of the extent to communication has been successful- the more similar their performance 
scores, the more successful the communication, If therefore activity and conversational grounding 
increases in conditions where the workspace is not shared, but information is shown to have been 
successfully communicated, a case for activity or conversational grounding compensating for lack 
of visibility in the media can more readily be made. If on the other hand, activity and 
conversational grounding increase and communication is not deemed to be successful, this 
provides evidence that sharing in this particular medium cannot be fully compensated for. 
Final drawings of communicators and receivers for each task and each pair were 
compared on a number of criteria- the correct number of items present, placed in the correct 
position or containing relevantfimctional detail. For instance, for the Dresser task one point was 
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awarded for including the dresser and another if it was placed in the correct position{an·example 
of the scoring system for all tasks can be found in Appendix 13). With regard to the RC task, one 
point was awarded if the telescopic bridge was present, another if it contained tyre grooves and 
another if it contained the three sliding sections. 
For the Bungalow and Dresser tasks (well-defined), participants could achieve a full score 
of 14 for each task with 7 items and 7 relative positions. Scores relate to a proportion of the 
maximum possible score. For the ill-defined tasks, participants could achieve a maximum score 
of31 for the Diver task and 17 for the RC task. If there were no significant differences between 
performance, then the assumption could be made that differences in media settings were 
compensated for by works pace activity and grounding in accordance with Clark & Brennan 
( 1993). 
10.4.2 Conversational grounding coding scheme 
The 'conceptual.categories' for this study differed from Study I in the following respects, 
The 'non-grounding' category remained the same and was identical to the ngr grounding function 
code. Very low frequencies of 'requests for own.understanding' (RQS) and offers of own 
understanding (OFS) were found in the previous experiment and it was considered .that checking 
one's own (RQS) or one's partner's (RQP) understanding could be combined together to obtain 
measures of how grounding effort changes as a function of communication settings. These two 
categories from the previous study therefore become a new category of checking (CH) and 
incorporate.the grounding functions of (wi) "do you see what 1 mean?", and (wy) "is this what 
you mean? .. In addition, with regard to offers of understanding, two new conceptual categories 
were introduced to encompass negative (evidence of misunderstanding) and positive (evidence of 
understanding) evidence offered of either self or partner understanding. Recall that in the 
previous study, more misunderstandings occurred when a shared workspace access was denied. 
Positive evidence (POS) therefore will contain the grounding function codes of (iu, yu-
e.g. "!/you understand') and negative evidence will contain the codes of (im, ym, wn- e.g. "!/you 
misunderstand"' or "I am uncertain"'. 
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With regard to 'speech. type', the previous coding scheme·included some rather 
inconsequential speech types and omitted others which may have been more useful. For instance, 
completions, background acknowledgements, listener repeats, assertions of positive 
understanding and agreement or disagreement, all come under the speech type assertions. In the 
previous coding scheme all these, together with negative evidence, came under the speech type 
contribution. For this modified version, contributions will include complete and incomplete 
contributions only, which are thereby confined to utterances which convey task related 
information, which may, or may not, include grounding function identified by a rising intonation 
inviting a confirmation of understanding. 
These 'speech types' and the following 'grounding function' codes, will only be analysed 
at a descriptive level. The importance· of them was to be able to group them together to develop 
the conceptual grounding categories as well.as to be able to refer down to this lower level if 
analysis on the higher level grounding categories suggest this might be useful. In addition, a low 
level of detail such as this cannot easily be added into the coding scheme at a later date and has 
been done so for these two studies for the reasons already stated and also in order that they may 
perhaps be investigated more thoroughly at a later date. 
As highlighted above, checking is a new 'speech type' which encompasses all utterances 
which checks self understanding e.g "is this what you mean?" and to include all task related 
questions such as "where does the man go", "does the man go there?". These questions in the 
previous experiment would have·been coded as non-grounding contributions and may have 
accounted for the fact that little effect was found for the RQS (request evidence of own 
understanding) grounding category. Whilst these type of questions. are different in terms of 
grounding from an obvious request for evidence of understanding such as "is this what you 
mean?", questions about the task provide an indicator of the effort required to carry out the entire 
joint action i.e. the sharing of the·task, and for this study therefore the distinction between these 
two types of question was not thought necessary. 
'Speech type' will also incorporate trymarkers which were few in number and had little 
effect on its own and is just another form of checking understanding. Due to the effect found with 
regard to negative evidence for the Dresser task, misunderstanding was designated a new speech 
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type incorporating all negative evidence whether of self or partner's understanding. Expansions 
remained the•same but also incorporated speaker repairs. As for trymarkers, very few of these 
occurred and are similar in function to expansions- a sentence is reformulated to render it clearer 
to the receiver. 
Another new 'speech type' is explicit requests for evidence of partner's-understanding 
(Request- rq) such as "you know what I mean?", "do you see the rope at the end of the boat?". 
These are unambiguous explicit requests and represent a high degree of grounding effort. All 
these new speech types are summarised in Figure I 0.2 below and in Appendix 14 for ease of 
subsequent reference. 
As highlighted· above, a new dependent measure of grounding difficulty was obtained by 
allocating numbers to the grounding function codes for both communicators and receivers- the 
more difficult the achievement of mutual understanding. is perceived or evidenced to be, the 
higher the number. It can be seen in Figure I 0.2 below, .that Levels 7 and 8 refer to evidence of 
uncertainty and misunderstanding respectively and requires the greatest effort in resolving as well 
as providing unambiguous evidence of grounding failure. Level 6 was-assigned to explicit 
requests for partner understanding and installments- explicit requests occur either immediately 
after the-utterance because the communicator anticipates difficulty or after a pause when there is 
evidence of difficulty and installments occur when difficulties are anticipated and action is taken 
to avoid those difficulties. Level 4 was allocated to expansions, repairs and contributions with a 
rising intonation and all indicate a moderate level of expected difficulties resulting in utterance 
modification or implicit requests for understanding. 
Level 3 referred to complete contributions and assertions which are fairly low key 
contributions when·communication difficulties are not expected and offers of evidence of 
understanding designed to keep the conversation flowing (some assertions and contributions were 
given a value of2 if they were considered to be even more low key such as background 
acknowledgements without interrupting conversational flow or contributions with very little 
intonation). Level I was initially attributed to irrelevant contributions, but it was ultimately 
decided not to allocate any modifiers to this type of speech- it is not a task contribution, nor does 
it have a grounding function. 
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Speech Type Grounding Function,as modifier in Observer 
Name code Description Name code Description Level 
Misunder Mi Evidence of Youfl mis- Ym/yu "No not like that" 8 
, misunderstanding understand ''sorry I don't get 8 
that" 
Jam Urn "Er, I am not sure " 7 
uncertain 
lnstallment St Step by step See what I Wi Speaker implicitly 5 
contributions with mean? requests evidence of 
opportunity understanding 
(implicit request) 
for receiver,to 
provide evidence of 
understanding 
Requests Rg Explicit request See what I Wi Speaker explicitly 6 
mean? requests evidence of 
understanding 
Checking Ch Checks own Is this what Wy "is this what you 5 
understanding you mean? mean " 
(includes all•task "does the man go 
related questions there? 
and•trymarkers) "Where does the man 
?" go. 
Complete Cc Implicit request- See what I Wi Rising intonation 4 
contribution + rising intonation mean? suggesting "do you 
request inviting evidence of see what I mean 
evidence understanding 
Expansion Ex Expands on See what I Wi Speaker implicitly 4 
preceding mean? requests evidence of 
contribution to understanding 
make clearer 
Repairs Rp Repairs an See what I wi Speaker implicitly 4 
incomplete mean? requests evidence of 
sentence to make it understanding 
clearer 
Assertions As Includes evidence You/lunderst Yu/iu 'yes that's right" "I J 
of positive see " 3 
understanding You/1 agree ng "Yes you are right" 
(including or disagree 
background 2 
acknowledgements, 
completions and 
listener repeats) and 
agreement 
Contributions cc Complete and No Ng No obvious 3 
ic incomplete grounding grounding function. 2 
contributions 
Irrelevant Ir Speech not relating 
to the task - has no 
modifier 
No speech Ns This has no 
' modifier 
Figure I 0.2 -Grounding coding scheme 
10.4.2.1 Intercoder agreement 
lntercoder agreement for the activity codes, as for the first study, was again not carried 
out. For the grounding function codes however, a 13% sample ( 16 tasks out of 120 in total) of 
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transcripts were coded by an independent coder on the lower level 'speech type' and 'grounding 
function' codes, with no knowledge of the different conditions imposed. Inter-rater checks on the 
grounding function codes showed an overall kappa = .84 with a kappa = .81 for the well-defined 
tasks and kappa = .86 for the ill-defined tasks. Clearly this was a considerably better result than 
for Study I, due in part to the clarification-of code interpretation and also to the longer time spent 
in training a Post Graduate student in its application who had access to detailed descriptions and 
examples. 
I 0.4.3 Activity coding scheme 
Activi Code Definitions 
ty 
Sketching Sketching is defined as freehand drawing accompanying speech or 
drawing on its own. This may be a complete sketch. a part of a sketch, 
or any marks on the paper that appear to be relevant. Doodling 11;hich 
does. not appear to be related to the design exercise, was excluded. 
Writing Writing is defined as any representation of whole or part sentences, lists, 
isolated words, numbers and calculations. 
Pointing Figural Pointing is defined as hand movements that directly refer to 
sketches, text or other workspace representations. This includes pointing 
around a sketch or 'cognitive tracing'. 
I Referring Pointing, (newly named Referent Pointing) is defined as hand 
movements that directly refer to sketches, text or other works pace 
representations 
Gesturing Gesturing is defined as hand movements sy1ichronised with speech, 
providing figural representations of the concepts. expressed in speech. 
Reading Reading is defined as clear evidence that a participant is looking at 
reading out loudfromtext in the workspace. 
No Activity None of the above activities 
Figure I 0.3 -Activity coding scheme 
One minor modification was made to the activity coding scheme which can be seen in 
Figure I 0.3 above. The identification of a distinction between referential pointing and 'cognitive 
tracing', which was calledfiguralpointing, and which was evident from the video recordings, 
was not possible with the previous coding scheme as both kinds of pointing were coded as one 
code of 'pointing'. Referential pointing' indicates' a specific object and location, whilstfigural 
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pointing represents pointing around existing sketches or diagrams thus 'demonstrating' how it 
works or what it looks like. Therefore, referential pointing falls intMhe category of an 
'indicating' method ofsignalling, andfigural pointing falls into the category of a 'demonstrating' 
method of signalling. It is the referential or indicative kind of pointing, or referring in speech, that 
was reported by Cl ark ( 1996}and 'demonstrating' was limited to gestures. However, Cl ark was 
referring to every day conversation, not to tasks requiring graphical communication. The tasks to 
be used in this thesis were expected to require 'indicative' referential pointing, especially for the 
well-defined tasks, 'demonstrative' figural pointing, gesturing and sketching, especially for the 
i 11-defined tasks. 
10.5 Method 
1 0.5.1 Participants and materials 
Sixty-six participants from the University of Plymouth, 6 of whom were used in pilot 
trials, participated either for a combination of money and as part of their course requirement, or 
for money alone. Participants were a mixture of students from psychology and other disciplines 
and signed up for the experiment on a form designed to allocate two participants for each time 
slot of one hour. Of the 60 participants taking part in the study, 13 were male and 47 were female 
between the ages of 18 and approximately 40, with the majority being 18-23. 
For each task 'learning plans' and 'recording plans' were created and•these can be seen in 
Appendix 11. The 'recording plans' incorporated a basic graphical configuration, with blank 
spaces·in which communicators could draw while communicating the learned information and 
receivers could draw in the information. The 'learning plans' provided the correct solution for the 
well-defined tasks and alternative solutions for the ill-defined tasks, which were displayed 
graphically. For example, the RC task 'learning plan' contained the river banks, river surface, a 
post either side containing pulley wheels. 
1 0.5.2 Apparatus and·sening 
Pairs were allocated to one of six conditions in which access to each other's external 
representations (PER), communicator's access to their own external representations (OER) and 
memory support (MEM) was varied by means of solid wooden and clear screens, as well as the 
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memory support apparatus described above. Participants sat in the middle of the room, one each 
side of the 3m square table with posts either side into which could be slid solid wooden or clear 
screens at workspace and eye level. This apparatus was similar to that used for Study I. 
The apparatus devised for supporting-memory, whilst at the same denying communicators 
the.opportunity of drawing on or pointing around a durable ER, was achieved by reducing the size 
of the 'learned plan' to approximately AS size and excluding all the written textual instructions. 
This was then inserted to the top right hand corner of the workspace, and a canted raised perspex 
screen was situated on top so that the 'learning plan' was approximately 6" below the screen. A 
photograph of this configuration can be seen in Appendix 12. 
The recording equipment was similar to study one but with some improvements to sound 
recording. Two enclosed-dome video cameras were located on opposite sides of the room 
approximately 5 ft. from the noor. Each focused on the face and activity around the work surface 
of the participant facing the camera. The video and audio output from these two cameras were 
mixed electronically to produce a single split-screen video/audio,recording. To improve audio 
recordings for transcription, two lapel microphones were attached to the posts either side of the 
table, each directed towards one participant. The sound from these was mixed into the video 
recordings. A third camera was located in the ceiling immediately above and central to the 3m 
square table in order to capture activity in both workspaces simultaneously. This camera was 
programmed to zoom in closer and out again at the touch of a buttoll by the experimenter from 
within the sound proofed control room adjacent to the conference room. 
I 0.5.3 Tasks 
Four tasks were used for this experiment, the Dresser and River Crossing tasks used 
previously, together with two new tasks- the Bungalow task was designed to simulate the 
Dresser task and the Diver task to simulate the RC task. These new tasks were designed to be as 
similar as possible to the previous tasks to enable each participant to take turns in being 
communicators and receivers for both a well-defined and ill-defined task. The Dresser and 
Bungalow tasks, as well as the Diver and RC tasks, could then be combined to form a within 
subjects factor with one well-defined and one ill-defined task. 
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lihe Bungalow task was a referential, problem solving well-defined task which involves 
the manipulation of room layout to satisfy certain criteriaTheDiver task was the same task used 
in the pilot studies "To design a method of retrieving a cold and tired diver from the sea". The 
'learning plans' and 'recording plans' can for all tasks can be seen in Appendix 11. 
I 0.5.4 Procedure 
Participants signed up in pairs and were allocated to one of the six conditions outlined 
above. They were informed that they were to take.part in a visual communication experiment 
lasting approximately 45 minutes. The verbatim instructions are given below. 
I am interested in the way that people communicate visually related ideas. Your speech 
and actions will be recorded. 
You will alternately take the role of either a communicator or a receiver of information. 
You will each be given ideas relating to. two problems to communicate to each other. As a 
communicator, it is important that you study the ideas or solutions relating to each 
problem very' carefully so that you can understand and remember them sufficielllly well to 
communicate them to your colleague. When you are in the role of receiver, you should 
ensure that you have fully understood the ideas. 
The intention for the communicator is to share the ideas only and opinions and 
improvements with regard lo the ideas are no/ required. Your communications therefore 
should not relate to what you think of the idea or how it could be improved upon, but only 
to efforts in achieving mutual understanding of the ideas. 
You will have 4 minutes to study both tasks at the beginning of the session and I minute 
to refresh your memory a/the beginning of each separate communication. 
You will be given up to 5 minutes maximum/a communicate the ideas relating to each 
task. You should a/lemptlo communicate the ideas in terms of what things do, how they 
work, what/hey look like and where objects are located. Receivers should allemptto 
record these ideas by drawing them on the blank plans provided. 
At the end of each 5 minutes communication phase for each task, receivers will be asked 
to demonstrate understanding at/he end of each task by completing the drawings as far 
as possible, if they have no/ already done so. In addition, communicators will also be 
asked to complete the drawings as far as they remember, again if they have no/ already 
done so during the course of the communication phase. 
For all conditions during the learning phase, in which both participants spent time 
studying the 'learning plans' for their specific tasks, a solid screen divided the two work spaces in 
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order that each participant could 'learn' the solutions for each of their two tasks (one well-defined 
and one ill-defined) without being observed by their partners. Following the I minute 'memory 
refresher' period during which communicators were able to study the 'learning plan' for that 
particular task before·the communication phase, both the receiver and communicator (or just the 
receiver depending on condition) were given 'recording plans' ideas on which they could record 
visual information through writing or drawing. Tasks were counterbalanced for each pair (see 
Figure 10.4 below or example) to avoid any possible order effects. 
Pair No Tasks for both participants in role of communicator 
Order PI- r'' task P2- 2'"1 task P 1- 3rd task P2- 4'h task 
Pair I RC Diver. Bungalow Dresser 
Pair 2 Bungalow Dresser Diver RC 
Pair 3 Diver RC Dresser Bungalow 
Pair 4 Dresser Bungalow RC Diver 
Figure I 0.4- Example of order counterbalancing of tasks and speaker role 
Although participants were given a time guide for communicating each task of 5 minutes, 
if they looked as if they were almost completed, one more minute was allowed. In addition, if 
they appeared to have completed the task to their satisfaction, or felt they could not continue, they 
were stopped by the experimenter who was observing from within the adjacent control room after 
5 minutes. 
Three pilot trials revealed·that for the Dresser and Bungalow tasks, two out of six 
participants tended to try and communicate each square as a·complete square before moving onto 
the next one. This would have rendered the task more difficult and taken too much time. 
Therefore communicators were specifically told not to do this, but to communicate the final 
solution in the sixth square, and that the individual moves represented in each square were to help 
the them understand. Receivers were told to use all the squares to help them, but that the final 
solution should be in the sixth square. For the ill-defined tasks, one of the communicators tended 
to focus too·much on detailed visual shape and therefore both communicators and receivers were 
specifically told not to concentrate too much.on detailed visual shape, but on roughly what it 
might look like, what it was and how it worked. 
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1 0.5.5 Coding 
As for.the previous study video recordings, including sound, were transformed into 
digital MPEG file format in order that The Observer0 could be used for allocating conversational 
grounding to speech and activity codes to actions in the video, as well as time-stamping the onsets 
of these codes. A detailed description of the modified coding schemes was described above. 
10.6 Summary and conclusion 
The aim of Study 2 was to investigate how the use and construction·of external 
representations through methods of signalling and conversational grounding are used to share 
information, with the opportunity for generating and developing ideas being controlled. lt was 
also intended to further investigate how certain activities support the verbalisation of visual 
information and the extent to which compensation by way of conversational grounding occurs 
when media constraints are imposed. 
Some modifications to the coding schemes were presented, firstly to emphasise the notion 
of 'effort' in conversational grounding and secondly to highlight referent pointing as·an indicative 
method of signalling as opposed'to figural pointing as a demonstrative method of signalling. A 
number of new independent variables were introduced and described to take account of a 
communicators' access to external representations when sharing ideas, as well as memory 
support. In addition, a new dependent variable was introduced whereby the fii1al drawings of 
each task for communicators and receivers were compared for similarity in order to assess the 
efficacy of communication. The method, including participants, tasks, setting, materials and 
apparatus to be utilised for the analyses to be reported in Chapters 11 and 12 were described. 
Six experimental conditions were outlined comprising the·potential for analysing three 
new factors, although not all three factors will be included at once. Each factor has two levels:-
(OER) whether or not communicators have visual and physical access to their own external 
representations, (PER) whether or not collaborators have visual (but not physical)·access to each 
other's workspace as well as eye contact, and (MEM), whether or not communicators have access 
to memory support. These new factors, the rational for which are.described in detail above, form 
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the basis for a.series of planned comparisons designed to answer specific questions with regard to 
how workspace activities support the sharingand grounding of visual information:-
I. The role ofER use and construction in sharing and grounding visual information as a 
function of access to each other's external representations and memOIJ' support. 
2. The role of gesturing and pointing arozmd hypothetical external representations as a 
function of access to each other's externa/representations and memory support, in the 
absence of durable external representations 
3. The extent to which grounding difficulty occurs as a function of access to each other's 
external representations, memory support and communicator 's·access to their own 
external representations. 
4. The extent to which communication was successfully carried out. 
The following two chapters will report three-separate analyses to answer these questions. 
Firstly a preliminary descriptive and simple analysis will be carried out on the face-to-face 
condition only, which has full visual access to each other's workspace and eye contact, and 
communicators have access to external representations. This analysis will investigate the pattern 
of activity and conversational grounding for well-defined and ill-defined tasks. Secondly an 
analysis of.the impact of constraints on communication, imposed by the conditions described 
above. These first two analyses will be reported in Chapter 11. In Chapter 12 a concurrent 
behaviour analysis' will be reported, similar to that carried out in the previous study. 
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CHAPTER 11 
SOLl:JTION SHARING: STUDY 2 
IMPACT OF TASKS AND CONSTRAINTS ON COMMUNICATION 
11.1 Introduction 
11.1.1 Aims 
l'he initial 'descriptive analysis', as for Study I will provide a baseline of activity and the 
lower level speech codes, 'speech type' and 'grounding functions'. This analysis will look at the 
patterns occurring in face-to-face settings for communicators and receivers combined. As 
highlighted in the previous chapter, the analyses in this chapter and Chapter 12 will focus on. how 
communicators share information as opposed to generate and develop ideas. Any changes that 
occur may suggesta heightened• or reduced role for certain activities and grounding techniques 
according to whether ideas are required to be generated and developed as well as shared, or 
whether they are only required to be shared. 
The second analysis to investigate the 'impact of constraints' on communication, will 
compare the conditions within and between each new factor for each task and activity and the 
grounding categories described in Chapter 10, which differ slightly from Study I. These will be 
analysed separately in a series· of A NOVAs with task as a within subjects factor and conditions as 
between subjects factors. This study will focus on how communicators share and ground 
information, and the extent to which this is successful and will not therefore consider the activity 
of the receiver which will largely be to record graphical information and provide feedback by way 
of offers of positive (understanding) or negative (misunderstanding) evidence of understanding. 
Whilst offers of evidence of understanding are important in providing feedback ~Krauss 
& 'Fussell, 1996; Wilkes-Gibbs & Cl ark, 1992), this type of grounding did not alter as a function 
of access to a shared works pace, and·a clear measure of grounding effort can be determined from 
the communicator alone. For instance, if a receiver requests evidence of their own understanding 
"Is this what you mean?, the way in which the coding scheme has been designed ensures that the 
communicator will respond with some kind·of implicit or explicit request for evidence of 
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understanding such as an· expansion or repair (see Chapter 6). In other words any grounding 
difficulty originally highlighted by the receiver, can always be·identified by responses from the 
communicator. 
Based on the results from the previous study, it was expected that grounding effort would 
increase as a function of perceived difficulty in sharing information and. achieving mutual 
understanding. This perceived difficulty refers.to conditions where visibility with. regard to each 
other's workspace, is constrained as well as where communicators do not have access to external 
representations. Changes in activities and grounding may also result from accessibility to 
memory support although it is-not clear how these changes may be• manifested. The theoretical 
interest for this thesis is on sharing not on memory support per se. It may be that if 
communicators have too much visual information.on hand to impart, communication may 
actually be.more difficult. A detailed introduction, rationale and methodology section for all the 
analyses included in Study 2 can be found in Chapter 10. 
' 
11.2 Impact of tasks on-communication 
This preliminary descriptive analysis will be carried out on the first condition only where 
full access to each other's external representations (APER) and their own external representations 
(AOER) are available for both participants. In view of the different task times, analysis will be 
carried out on duration as a proportion of total activity PLUS 'no activity' for activity, and total 
speech for speech types and grounding functions for communicators and receivers, in order to 
note any obvious differences that may'have occurred as a result of the new or modified variables 
introduced in this study. 
11.2.1 Results 
11.2.1.1 Activity 
From Table 11.1 below showing the means and standard deviations of communicators' 
activity, as for Study I, sketching appears to be the most prevalent activity for the ill defined task 
(M =28.4%) and for the well-defined tasks (M =28.4%). In addition, there appears to be more 
pointing for the well-defined task (M= 18.6%) than for the ill-defined task (M= I 0.8%) and more 
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gesturing in the ill-defined tasks~ =2.7%) than for the well-defined tasks (M=0.2%). This 
finding is similar to•that found in the 00 condition in Experiment I. Therefore even when just 
sharing well known information, these activities are still the most prevalent for each task. 
Condition I only Well-defined Ill-defined 
N=5 M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Gesture 0.16 0.20 2.67 2.07 
Point 1•8.61 7.34 10.75 2:63 
No activity 49.77 5.31 56.23 7.86 
Refer 1.29 0.69 0.49 0.58 
Sketch 28.38 8.54 28.44 8.17 
Write 1.78 3.31 1.43 1.97 
Table 11.1 -Mean percentage totals of activity for each pair as a proportion of total task duration 
for face-to-face (00) condition only. 
I 1.2.1.2 Speech type 
The pattern of speech types is also similar to that found in this condition for the previous 
study- complete contributions are the most prevalent speech type, followed by expansions for 
both tasks. However, as canbe seen in Table 11.2 below, installments and misunderstandings 
were slightly more prevalent for the well-defined tasks (M =2.9% and 3.6% respectively), in this 
condition as opposed to (M =0.6% and M =0!08%) for the ill-defined task, which only occurred 
in the previous study when there was no access to a shared workspace. lnstallments therefore 
appear to be more important for sharing referential information, regardless of visibility 
constraints, 
Also similar to the previous study, was an increase in requests for evidence of partner 
understanding for the ill-defined task ~ = 1.9%) compared with ~ =0.2%) for the well-defined 
tasks. However, in this study, the increase in requests was confined"to explicit requests (direct 
questions to receivers regarding their understanding) as opposed to implicit requests in the form 
of expansions or rising intonation. lt appears therefore that explicit requests are more likely to be 
required when sharing conceptual spatial information, even when the workspace is shared. 
A further obvious difference is for repairs- in this study they appear to be more prevalent 
for the well-defined tasks (M =3.9%) than the ill-defined task.(M =0:5%), which is in direct 
contrast to the previous study where they were more prevalent for ill-defined tasks. Perhaps 
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when people are generating and developing conceptual spatial ideas at the same time as·trying to 
communicate them, repairs are a product of reasoning processes whilst for referential tasks, 
repairs are used specifically to help ground the information for a receiver. 
Condition 1 Well-defined Ill-defined 
N=5 M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Assertion 4.66 2.34 2.84 1.15 
Backchannel 8.17 3.28 0.49 0.72 
Checking 2.82 2.23 7.31 2.85 
Complete contribution 46.09 14.92 54.20 9:03 
Expansion 14.64 5.20 18;05 4.52 
Incomplete contribution 4.39 3.39 3.67 3.20 
lnstallment 2.94 3.JJ 0.60 0.87 
Irrelevant 0.27 0.61 1.96 2.25 
Repeats 0.23 0.43 0.78 0.90 
Misunderstanding 3.55 3.66 0.08 0.07 
Question 0.47 0.64 4.31 2.77 
Request 0.24 0.15 1.88 2.06 
Repair 3.88 2.34 0.48 0.62 
Table 11.2- Mean percentage totals of 'speech type' for each pair as a proportion of total 
speech for each pair, for face-to-face (OO)condition only. 
I 1.2.1.3 Grounding functions 
From table 11.3a below it can be seen that there do not appear to be any major differences 
for grounding functions apart from the fact that there were more non-grounding contributions and 
checking partner understanding in the form of (wi) "do you see what I mean", than any other 
grounding function speech for both tasks. In the,previous study, there were more (wi) utterances 
in the ill-defined task. This grounding code is a.grounding function code attached to both implicit 
and explicit requests and it has already been noted above that the increase in requests for sharing 
conceptual spatial information appears to·be limited to explicit requests. There were also more 
requests for evidence· of self understanding for the well-defined task which appear to be largely 
carried out by the receiver and is particularly prevalent when the task emphasis is on sharing (See 
Table 11.3b below). 
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Condition I Well-defined Ill-defined 
N=5 M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
I misunderstand 0.12 0.20 0.11 0.12 
I understand 0.15 0.28 0.21 0.41 
Uncertain 3.98 3.62 2.58 0.94 
Check own (wy) 12.47 5.15 7.60 3.49 
Non-grounding 44.111 12.89 51.42 6.23 
Check partner (wi) 33.17 7.04 32.29 7.28 
You misunderstand 1.76 2.66 0.74 0.87 
You understand 3.43 0.86 2.66 1.52 
Table 11.3a- Mean percentage totals of 'speech type' for each pair as a proportion of total 
speech for each pair, for face-to-face (00) condition.only. 
Checks on own understanding Communicator Receiver 
N=5 M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 0.33 0.74 12.14 4.86 
m-defined 0.17 0.29 7.43 3.41 
Table 11.3b- Mean percentage totals of 'checks on own understanding' for each pair as a 
proportion of total speech for each·pair, for face-to-face (00) condition only. 
1 k2.2 Interim summary and.conclusions 
• The predominance of certain taskrelated.activities found in Study I are still the most 
predominant in Study 2 when communicators are just sharing well known information as 
opposed to generating and developing ideas. 
• Installments and misunderstandings appear to be more prevalent when sharing referential 
information, even when the workspace is shared. 
• Explicit requests are more likely to be required when. sharing conceptual spatial 
information as opposed to referential spatial information, .even when the workspace is 
shared. 
• Repairs-may be a product of reasoning processes for conceptual spatial idea generation 
and development, whilst for referential tasks repairs may be used specifically to help 
ground the information for a receiver. 
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11.3 Impact of constraints on communication 
11.3.1 Analysis rationale and data preparation 
A series of ANOV As were carried out on a priori planned comparisons of conditions 
based on the new independent and dependent variables designed to answer the specific questions 
outlined in Chapter I 0. These questions are presented as headings for each-set of planned 
comparisons which are described in detail below. Duration times were transformed into 
percentages of the total task duration for activity and total speech for grounding. 
The codes for 'no activity' were· not included- periods of no activity are generally much 
higher and may mask the effects of other activities and specific activities were of greater interest 
rather than activity in general. In addition, the inclusion of no activity would result in a total % 
duration of I 00 percent and task effects would not be shown. The code for 'no speech', for the 
reasons highlighted in the.previous study will not be analysed. 
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Factors 
OER- Communicator has physical 
access to their own.external AOER NOER AOER NOER AOER NOER 
representations 'recording plans':-
AOER =access, NOER = no access 
PER- Participants have visual access to 
their partner's workspace and external APER APER NPER NPER NPER NPER 
representations:-
APER =access, NPER =no access. 
MEM- Communicators.have access to 
'learning plans' as a memory support:- NMS NMS NMS NMS MS MS 
MS = memory support, NMS =no 
memory support. 
Figure 11.1 -Three new factors and related conditions 
For each ANOVA the three new factors are between-subjects factors with two.conditions 
each, whilst activity, grounding, task, speaker role and levels are within-subjects factors. The 
constraints analysis will be carried out on three separate.planned comparisons of a combination of 
either four conditions each or two conditions. A description of the three factors· and their two 
conditions can .be seen in Figure 11.1 above. 
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It was never intended to combine all three factors in the same analysis at once for the 
reasons given in Chapter I 0- if memory support was provided for the conditions where receivers 
were readily able to observe the 'learning plans', measures of communication efficacy would be 
underrninded. Four separate analyses are described below, together with full details of the 
planned comparisons:-
• Activity excluding sketching and writing- to investigate the role of gesturing and 
pointing around hypothetical external representations in the absence of durable external 
representations and memory support. 
In view of the fact that the communicator is unable to sketch or write in Conditions 2, 4 
and 6, these activities are not included in this analysis. Pointing and referring however can occur 
around hypothetical spaces on the worktop. For this analysis access to partner's external 
representations (PER) and communicators' access to their own external representations (OER) are 
compared for main effects and interactions for conditions 1-4. Communicators' access to their 
own external representations (OER) and memory support (MEM) are also compared for main 
effects and interactions in conditions 2-6. Memory support cannot be compared with access to 
partner's external representations (PER) as neither those conditions (I & 2) have any memory 
support. 
Analysis of gesturing, referring and pointing 
Four-way AN OVA,- two within-subjects, 2(task- well/ill) x J(activity- ge/ref/po) x two 
between-subjects factors, 2(AOERINOER) x 2(APERINPER) 
Four-way ANOVA,- two within-subjects, 2(task- well/ill) x 4(activity- ge/ref/po) x two 
between-subjects factors 2(AOERINOER) x 2(MS/NMS) 
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 
Factors 
PER (APERINPER) x OER(AOERINOER) X X X X 
MEM(MS/NMS) x OER(AOERINOER) X X X 
.. 
x-condttiOns mcluded m analysis 
• Activity including sketching and writing- to investigate the role of ER use and 
construction in sharing and grounding visual information as afimction of access to a 
shared works pace and memory support. 
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For this analysis communicators are unable to sketch or write in conditions 2, 4 & 6 
which are therefore not included. Therefore, only main effects of access to partner's external 
representations (PER) and memory support (MEM) can be observed. 
Analysis of all activities 
Three-way ANOVA,- two within-subjects, 2(task- well/ill) x S(activity- ge/ref/po/sklwr) x 
one between subjects factor 2(APERINPER) for AOER conditions only. 
Three-way ANOV A,- two within-subjects, 2(task- well/ill) x S(activity- ge/ref/po/sklwr) x 
one between subjects factor 2(MS/NMS) for AOER conditions only. 
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Factors 
PER(APERINPER) X X 
MEM(MS/NMS) X X 
.. 
x-condrt10ns mcluded m analysrs 
· • Grounding categories and grounding difficulty- to investigate patterns of conversational 
grounding and grounding difficulty as a function of access to a shared workspace and 
communicator's access to their own external representations. 
Analysis of conversational grounding 
Four-way ANOVA,- two within-subjects, 2(task- well/ill) x 4(grounding- ngr/rq/pos/neg) x 
two between-subjects factors, 2(AOERINOER) x 2(APERINPER) 
Four-way A NOVA,- two within-subjects, 2(task- well/ill) x 4(grounding- ngr/rq/pos/neg) x 
two between-subjects factors 2(AOERINOER) x 2(MS/NMS) 
Three way A NOVA for 'Levels of Grounding'- One within-subjects 2(task- well/ill) x two 
between-subjects factors, 2(AOERINOER) x 2(APERINPER). 
Three way ANOV A for 'Levels of Grounding' -One within-subjects 2(task- well/ill) x two 
between-subjects factors 2(AOERINOER) x 2(NMS/MS) 
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 
Factors 
PER(APERINPER) x OER(AOERINOER) X X X X 
MEM(MS/NMS) x OER(AOERINOER) X X X 
.. 
x=condrt10ns mcluded m analysrs 
6 
X 
For this analysis access to partner's external representations (PER) and communicators' 
access to their own external representations (OER) are compared for main effects and interactions 
for conditions 1-4 for the grounding categories and also for the grounding levels. 
Communicators' access to their own external representations (OER) and memory support (MEM) 
are also compared for main effects and interactions in Conditions 3-6. Again, memory support 
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cannot be compared with access to partner's external representations as neither of those 
conditions•( I & 2) do not have any memory support. For levels of grounding, recall that each 
'speech type' and related 'grounding function' code was allocated a level of grounding effort 
from 2-8. For the analysis these·numbers were averaged to give each task a single grounding 
level effort. 
• Similarity·between communicator and receiver represented. solutions -a measure of 
success fu/. com11mn icat ion 
For this analysis access to partner's external representations (PER) and communicators' 
access to their own external representations (OER) are compared for main effects and interactions 
for conditions 1-4 for the grounding categories and also for the grounding.levels. 
Communicators' access to their own external representations (OER).and memory support.(MEM) 
are also. compared for main effects and interactions in Conditions 3-6. Again, memory support 
cannot be compared with.access to partner's external representations as neither of those 
conditions·( I & 2) had any memory support. 
Analysis of similarity 
Three-way ANOVA, - One within-subjects (task, well/ill) x two between-subjects factors 
(AOERINOER) X (APERINPER). 
Three-way AN OVA, - One within-subjects (task, welllill) x two between-subjects factors 
(AOERINOER) X (MS/NMS) 
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 
Factors 
--
6 
0 ~ PER(APERINPER) x OER(AOERINOER) X X X X -. ,_ ~ y ' . ·-~:<~ 
MEM(NMS/MS) x OER(AOERINOER) 
c 
X X X X 
- -
'-
x=condtttons mcluded m analysts 
11.3.2 Results 
11.3.2.1 Activity excluding sketching and writing 
As can be seen from Table 11.4 below, sketching and writing were not included in this 
analysis for the reasons highlighted above. Full ANOV A printouts can be found in Appendix 15, 
'fherewas no task effect but there was a main effect for activity £(2,32) = 17.57,.p=<.05, and 
pairwise comparisons revealed that all three activities were significantly different from each 
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other, with pointing being the most prevalent (M= 15.5%), followed by gesturing~= 7.9%), 
and with referring being the least prevalent activity (M= 0.9%),. 
There was a task x activity interaction £(2,32) = 31.94, p=<.O I, showing that there was 
more gesturing in .the ill"defined tasks~ = 11.3%) than in ·the well-defined task (M= 4.50%). 
This difference proved significant ,!(19) = 5,66, p<.OI, based on Bonferroni multiple comparison 
t-test for 5 pairs, regardless of condition. This same result was also found when analysing 
conditions 3-6·to ·include the memory support conditions. 
Acces.to Communicator access to ERs- 'recording plans' (OER) 
partner's 
N=5 ERs NOER AOER Total OER 
(PER) 
Well-defined M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Gesture NPER 9.47 9.59 1.68 1.72 5.61 5.66 
APER 6.56 6.43 0.33 0.40 3.42 3.41 
Total 8.01* 8.01 1.02* 1.10 4;50** 4.56 
Point NPER 11.85 8.95 24.38 10.22 18.12 9.59 
APER 5.02 2.34 25.85 10.96 15.44 6.65 
Total 8.44** 5.65 15.12** 10.59 16.78 8.12 
Refer NPER 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.79 0.23 0.40 
APER 2.96 1.42 1.35 0.59 2.16 1.01 
Total 1.48 0.71 0.90 0.70 1.20 0.71 
Ill-defined 
Gesture NPER 17.36 15.01 8.37 5.54 12.87 10.28 
APER 14.33 8.52 4.99 3.76 9.66 6.14 
Total 15.85* 11.77 6.68* 4.65 11.27** 8.21 
Point NPER 16.01 12.31 17.81 7.56 16.91 9.94 
APER 5.13 5.00 18.03 4.19 11.58 4.60 
Total 10.57 8.66 17.92 5.88 14.15 7.27 
Refer NPER 0.00 0.00 0.77 1.66 0.39 0.83 
APER 0.92 1.09 0.45 0.52 0.69 0.81 
Total 0.46 0.55 0.61 1.09 0.54 0.82 
Gesture 11.93* 9.89 3.85* 2.88 7.89 6.39 
Point 9.51 ** 7.16 16.52** 8.24 15.47 7.70 
Refer 0.97 0.63 0.76 0.90 0:87 0.77 
Total PER 7.47 5.89 7.04 4.00 8.07 4.95 
*~p<.05, **-p<.01 
Table 11.4- Mean percentage totals of activity as a function of access to partners' external 
representations (PER) and.communicators' access.to their own external representations, (OER) 
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There were no condition effects or condition interactions for either the(PER) factor or the 
(MEM) factor. There was however a significant activity by OER interaction £(2,32) = 12.05, 
p=<.O I, showing that there was more pointing when communicators had access.to their own 
external representations (M= 16.5%) than when they did not~= 9.5% ), and less gesturing 
when communicators. had access to their own external representations~= 3.9%) than when 
they did not (M= 11.9%). Univariate post hoc analysis revealed that these differences were 
significant in the well-defined task for pointing£( I, 18) = 18.39, p=<.O I, (AOER, M= 15.1% and 
NOER, M= 8.4%), and gesturing F(l,l8) = 7.75, p=<.OS, (AOER, M= l.Oo/o:and NOER, M= 
- - - -
8.0%)but only for gesturing in the ill-defined task £(1, 18) = 5.35, p=<.05, (AOER, M= 6.7% 
and NOER, M= 15.9%). There was no OER x PER interaction and therefore this reduction in 
gesturing in the AOER condition is true even when participants have visual access to each other's 
external representations. 
11.3.2.2 Activity including sketching and writing. 
For this analysis only conditions I & 3 and 3 & 5 were compared separately for 
communicators' access to their partner's external representations (PER) and memory support 
(MEM) respectively. These four conditions were the only conditions which· allowed 
communicators to construct their own external representations through sketching and writing. 
The table of means for the comparison between conditions I & 3 can be seen in Table 1.1.5 
below. There was a main effect for activity £(4,32) = 23.82, p=<.Ol and pairwise comparisons 
revealed that there was more pointing~= 21.5%) and sketching~= 20.1 %) than gesturing (M 
= 3.8%), writing (M= 0.7%) or referring (M= 0.8%). There were no task or condition effects or 
condition interactions. There was a task x activity interaction,£(4,32) = 8.07, p=<.OOI, and 
paired sample !-tests; adjusted for Bonferroni multiple comparison !-tests, revealed that there was 
significantly more gesturing~(9) = 4.62, p<.OI and sketching_(9) = 3.38, p<.05, in ill-defined 
tasks (gesturing, M= 6.7%, sketching M= 25.4%) than in the well-defined tasks(gesturing, M= 
1.0%, sketching M= 14.9%). This therefore is similar to when Conditions l-4 above were 
analysed which included sketching and writing and suggests that gesturing is still important even 
when communicators have the opportunity to sketch or write. 
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Access to partner's external representations 
(PER) 
N=5 NPER APER Total 
M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 
Gesture 1.68 1.72 0.33 0.4 1.01** 1.06 
Point 24.38 10.22 25.85 /0.96 25.12 /0.59 
Refer 0.45 0.79 1.35 0.59 0.90 0.69 
Sketch 12.85 9.11 16.94 14.67 14.90* 11.89 
Write 0.08 0.19 1.02 2.27 0.55 1.23 
Total Well-defined 39.44 12.03 45.49 28.89 42.465 25.46 
Ill-defined 
Gesture 8.37 5.54 4.99 3.76 6.68** 4.65 
Point 17.81 7.56 18.03 4.19 17.92 5.88 
Refer 0.77 1.66 0.45 0.52 0.61 1.09 
Sketch 21.16 7.14 29.56 20.4/ 25.36* 13.78 
Write 0.00 0.00 1.56 2.91 0.78 1.46 
Total Ill-defined 48.11 21.90 54.59 31.79 51.35 26.85 
Total Activity 
Gesture 5.03 3.63 2.66 2.08 3.84 2.86 
Point 21.10 8.89 21.94 7.58 21.52 8.23 
Refer 0.61 1.23 0.90 0.56 0.76 0.89 
Sketch 17.01 8./3 23.25 17.54 20.13 12.83 
Write 0.04 0.10 1.29 2.59 0.67 1.34 
Overall Total 8.76 4.39 10.01 6.07 9.38 5.23 
*=p<.05, **=p<.OJ 
Table 11.5 - Mean percentage totals of activity for Communicators as a proportion of total task 
duration.as a function of access to partner's external representations (ERs), (PER) 
With regard to memory support, the conditions compared were 3 & 5, both of which 
enabled·communicators to sketch and write. The table of means can be seen below (Table 11.6). 
There was again a main effect for activity£( 4,32) = 37 .94, p=<.O I and pairwise comparisons 
revealed that there was more pointing (M= 21.5%) and sketching <M= 9.0%) than gesturing (M 
= 5.1 %), writing (M= 0:02%) or referring (M= 0.5%). There was a main effect of condition 
(MEM), f( I ,8) = 7.02, p=<.05, showing that more activity occurred when communicators did not 
have any memory support (M= 8.8%) than when they did (M= 5.7%). There was also an 
activity x task interaction £(4,32) = 4.74, p=<,05, showing that in the ill-defined tasks there was 
more gesturing (M= 8.7%),and sketching (M= 11.5%) than for the well-defined tasks (gesturing, 
M= 1.5%, sketching, M= 6.5%). Paired sample t-test adjusted for Bonferroni multiple 
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comparisons revealed that there was a significant task difference for gesturingt(9) = 5.95, p<.Ol 
and for sketching !(9) = 3.26, p<.05. 
There was an activity by (MEM) interaction,£( 4,32) = 6.50, p=<:05 and multivariate post 
hoc analyses showed that there was significantly less sketching when communicators were 
provided with memory support both for the well-defined task £(1 ,8) = 9.77, p=<.05, (MS, M= 
0.1 %, NMS, 12.9) and for the ill-defined·tasks £( 1,8) = 30.79, p=<.Ol, (MS, M= 1.8%, NMS, 
21.2%). This finding suggests thatcommunicators, instead of sketching, were leaning over to the 
reduced sized learning diagram placed at the top right hand corner of the table, six inches beneath 
the perspex surface, and pointing around it. 
Access to memory support 
N=5 Memory support No memory support Total 
M% StdDev M% StdDev M% StdDev 
Well-defined 
Gesture 1.38 1.08 1.68 1. 72 1.53 1.40 
Point 22.04 5.93 24.38 10.22 23.21 8.08 
Refer 0.43 0.91 0.45 0.79 0.44 0.85 
Sketch 0.11 0.25 12.85 9.11 6.48 4.68 
Write 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.19 0.04 0.10 
Total Well-defined 4.792 1.634 7.888 4.406 6.34 3,02 
Ill-defined 
Gesture 8.98 4.54 8.37 5.54 8.68 5.04 
Point 2L82 13.11 17.81 7.56 19.82 10.34 
Refer 0.29 0.65 0.77 1.66 0.53 1.16 
Sketch 1.76 3.19 21.16 7.14 11.46 5.17 
Write 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total Ill-defined 6.57 4.298 9.622 4.38 8.10 4.34 
Total 
Gesture 5.18 2.81 5.025 3.63 5.10 3.22 
Point 21.93 9.52 21.095 8.89 21.51 9.21 
Refer 0.36 0. 78 0.61 1.225 0.49 1.00 
Sketch 0.935 1.72 17.005 8.125 8.97 4.92 
Write 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.095 0.02 0.05 
Overall Total 5.68 2.97 8:76 439 7.22 3.68 
*=p<.05, **=p<.01 
Table U .6- Mean percentage totals of activity for Communicators as a proportion of total task 
duration as a function of access to Memory Support 
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11.3.2.1 Grounding categories 
Acces to Communicator access to ERs- 'recording plans' (OER) 
N=5 partner's 
ERs NOER AOER Total OER (PER) 
M'% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 
Non-grounding NPER 12.78 4.17 13.68 4.82 13.23 4.50 
APER 15.38 2.18 19.65 9.55 17.52 5.87 
Total 14.08 3.18 16.67 7.19 15.37*"' 5.18 
Checks NPER 20.40 4.60 20.92 6.16 20.66*'~< 5.38 
APER 13.13 3.48 14.82 2,63 13.98** 3.06 
Total 16.77 4.04 17.87 4.40 17.32** 4.22 
Pos, Evidence NPER 1.24 0.25 1.17 1.06 1.21 0.66 
APER 1.65 1.18 1.55 0.31 1.60 0.75 
Total 1.45 0.72 1.36 0.69 1.40 0.70 
Neg. Evidence NPER 0.79 0.82 0.80 0.93 0.80 0.88 
APER 0.69 0.57 0.67 0.85 0:68 0.71 
Total 0.74 0.70 0.74 0.89 0.74 0.79 
Total well-defined NPER 8.80 2.46 9.14 3.24 8.97 2.85 
APER 7.71 1.85 9.17 3.34 8.44 2.59 
Total 8.26 2.16 9.16 3.29 8.71 ** 2.72 
Ill-defined 
Non-grounding NPER 18.31 1.41 17.16 3.86 17.74* 2.64 
APER 20.10 5.06 27.34 10.21 23.72* 7.64 
Total 19.21 3.24 22.25 7.04 20.73** 5.14 
Checks NPER 30.60 4.35 31.05 5.53 30.83** 4.94 
APER 22.68 5.38 17.19 4.18 19.94** 4.78 
Total 26.64 4.87 24.12 4.86 25.38** 4.86 
Pos. Evidence NPER 0.91 0.45 1.40 0. 77 1.16 0.61 
APER 1.64 0.58 1.53 0.93 1.59 0.76 
Total 1.28 0.52 1.47 0.85 1.37 0,68 
Neg. Evidence NPER 0.41 0.43 0.57 0.52 0.49 0.48 
APER 0.42 0.26 0.44 0.53 0.43 0.40 
Total 0.42 0.35 0.51 0.53 0.46 0.44 
Total ill-defined NPER 12.56 1.66 12.55 2.67 12.55 2.17 
APER 11.21 2.82 11.63 3.96 11.42 3.39 
Total 11.88 2.24 12.09 3.32 11.98*"' 2.78 
Total Grounding 
Non-grounding 16.64 3.21 19.46 7.11 18.05 5.16 
Checks 21.70 4.45 21.00 4.63 21.35 4.54 
Pos. Evidence 1.36 0.62 1.41 0.77 1.39 0.69 
Neg. Evidence 0.58 0.52 0.62 0.71 0.60 0.61 
Overall total 10.o7 2.20 10.62 3.30 10.35 2.75 
*~p<.05, **~p<.01 
Table 11.7- Mean percentage totals grounding categories for Communicator as a proportion of 
total speech for communicator and as a function of access to partner's external representations 
(ERs), (PER) and communicators' access to their own external representations (OER) 
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There was a main effect of speech, f(3,48) = 206.11, p=<,O I, and pairwise comparisons 
revealed that there were significantly more checks (M= 21.4%) and non-grounding contributions 
(M= 18.1 %) than positive evidence·(M = 1.4%) and negative evidence (M= 0.6%). There was 
also a main effect of task f( I, 16) = 56.17,,p=<.O I showing that more speech occurred in the ill-
defined task, (M= 12.0%) than for the well-defined task, (M= 8.7%). There was a significant 
task by speech interactionf(3,48) = 25.75, p=<.OI, and paired sample !-tests revealed that in the 
ill-defined tasks, there were significantly more non-grounding contributions _t(29) = 5.24, p<.O I, 
(M= 20.7%) and checks !(29) = 8.98, p<.OI, (M= 25.4%).than in the well-defined task, (non-
grounding, M= 15.4%, checks, M= 17.3%). (See Table of means 11.7 above). 
There was also a significant speech by (PER) interaction E(3,48) = 14.64, p=<m and 
univariate post hoc analysis revealed that there were more checks when the communicator had no 
access to their partner's external representations (NPER), compared with no access (NPER), both 
for the well-defined task f(l,l8)= 15.57, p=<.OI (NPER, M =20.7%, APER, M= 14.0%), and 
the ill-defined task f(l, 18) = 23.26, p=<.OI, (NPER, M= 30.8%, APER, M= 19:9%). In 
addition, in the ill-defined task there were more non-grounding contributions when 
communicators did have access to their partner's externalrepresentations.(APER),£( I, 18) = 
4.47, p=<.OS, (M= 23.7%), compared with when they did not (NPER), (M= 17.7%). There were 
no condition or condition interaction effects for the factor (OER)- communicator's access to 
their own external representations. Grounding effort therefore appears to be affected by access to 
the workspace but not access to 'recording plans'. 
With regard to the memory support conditions (MEM), (See Table 11.8 below), results 
were similar to that found for the first four conditions. The table of means can be seen below 
(Table 11.9). There was a main effect of task f( I, 16) = 83.34, p=<.O I confirming there was more 
speech for ill-defined tasks, (M=I2.7%) than well-defined tasks, (M=9.4%). There was also a 
main effect of speech similar to the previous analysis, £(3;48) = 336.40, p=<.O I, although in this 
instance, pairwise comparisons revealed there were significantly more checks (M=26.8%), than 
non-grounding contributions, (M=15.7%). There was also a task by grounding interaction _!,\3,48) 
= 51.62, p=<.OO I and paired sample !-tests with Bonferroni adjustments confirmed that in the ill-
defined tasks there were significantly more non-grounding contributions _t( 19) = 5.76, p<.O I, 
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(M= 17.9%). and·checks !(19) = 8. 77, p<.O I, (M=31.4%}than for the well-defined tasks (non-
grounding, M=l3.5%, (M=22.2%). There were no condition.or condition interaction effects. 
Memory Communicator access to ERs- 'recording plans' (OER) 
N=5 Support NOER AOER Total OER 
Well-defined (MEM) M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Non-grounding MS 13.43 3.2 13.91 3.68 13.67 3.44 
NMS 12.78 4.17 13.68 4.82 13.23 4.50 
Total 13.11 3.69 13.80 4.25 13.45** 3.97 
Checks MS 22.58 5.85 24.79 6,05 23.69 5.95 
NMS 20.4 4.6 20:92 6.16 20.66 5.38 
Total 21.49 5.23 22.86 6.11 22.17 5.67 
Pos. Evidence MS 2.33 1.26 0.76 0.32 1.55 0.79 
NMS 1.24 0.25 1.17 1.06 1.21 0.66 
Total 1.79 0.76 0.97 0.69 1.38 0.72 
Neg. Evidence MS 0.74 0.43 0.42 0.31 0.58 0.37 
NMS 0.79 0.82 0.8 0.93 0.80 0.88 
Total 0.77 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.69 0.62 
Total well-defined 
MS 9.77 2.69 9.97 2.59 9.87 2.64 
NMS 8.80 2.46 9.14 3.24 8.97 2.85 
Total 9.29 2.57 9.56 2.92 9.42** 2.74 
Ill-defined 
Noncgrounding MS 18,86 1.78 17.28 4.95 18.07 3.37 
NMS 18.31 1.41 17.16 3.86 17.74 2.64 
Total 18.59 1.60 17.22 4.41 17.90** 3.00 
Checks MS 28.09 6:04 35.73 4.86 31.91 5.45 1.-• 
NMS 30.6 4.35 31.05 5.53 30.83 4:94 
Total 29.35 5.20 33.39 5.20 31.37** 5.20 
Pos. Evidence MS 1.09 0.64 0.88 0.48 0.99 0.56 
NMS 0.91 0.45 1.4 0.77 1.16 0.61 
Total 1.00 0.55 1.14 0.63 1.07 0.59 
Neg. Evidence MS 0.41 0.22 0.44 0.39 0.43 0.31 
NMS 0.41 0.43 0.57 0.52 0.49 0.48 
Total 0.41 0.33 0.51 0.46 0.46 0.39 
Total ill-defined MS 12.11 2.17 13.58 2.67 12.85 2.42 
NMS 12.56 1.66 12.55 2.67 12.55 2.17 
Total 12.34 1.92 13.06 2.67 12.70** 2.29 
Total Grounding 
Non-grounding 15.85 2.64 15.51 4.33 15,68* 3.48 
Checks 25.42 5.21 28.12 5.65 26.77* 5.43 
Pos. Evidence 1.39 0.65 1.05 0.66 1.22 0.65 
Neg. Evidence 0.59 0.48 0.56 0.54 0.57 0.51 
Overall total 10.81 2.24 11.31 2.79 11.06 2.52 
*~p<.05, **~p<.01 
Table 11.8 - Mean percentage totals of grounding categories for Communicator as a proportion of 
total speech for communicator and as a function of communicators' access to their own external 
representations (ERs), (OER) and memory support (MEM) 
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Levels of grounding for communicator and receiver were combined to form an average of 
all levels for each communicator and,each task. There was a main effect oftask£(1, 16) = 27.84, 
p=<.OI showing that grounding levels were higher for the ill-defined tasks ~=23.0%) than for 
the well-defined tasks, (M=17.8%), indicating that communication was more difficult, or 
perceived to be more difficult. In addition, there was a significant effect of the PER factor 
F(l, 16) = 403.19, p=<.O I, showing that grounding was more difficult when collaborators had.no 
access to each other's external representations (M=24.1 %) than when they did have mutual access 
(M=I6.6%). These two main effects can be seen in Table 11.9 below. There was no effect of 
communicators' access to their own external representations (OER). 
Access to Communicator access to ERs- 'recording plans' (OER) 
N=5 Partner's NOER AOER Total OER 
Ers, (PER) 
M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined NPER 20.27 8.52 15.38 3.28 22.09 13.59 
APER 12.87 2.10 12.08 5.42 13.53 9.80 
Total 16.57 5.31 13.73 4.35 17.81 ** 11.70 
Ill-defined NPER 25.11 3.59 23.67 4.21 26.19 15.74 
APER 16.13 5.40 17.95 2.28 19.74 12.82 
Total 20.62 4.50 20;81 3.25 22.96** 14.28 
Total NPER 22.69 6.06 19;53 3.75 24.14** 14.66 
APER 14.50 3.75 15.02 3.85 16.63** 11.31 
Overall total 18.60 4.90 17.27 3.80 20.38 12.99 
*~p<.05, **~p<.OJ 
Table 11.9- Mean percentage totals of grounding levels for Communicators and receivers as a 
function of access to partner's ERs (PER) and communicators' access to their own external 
representations (ERs), (OER) 
There was a main effect of memory support,£( I, 16) = 6.14, p=<.05, showing that 
grounding was more difficult when memory was supported (M=30.0%) than when memory was 
not supported1(M=24.1 %) -when communicators had had access to the 'learning plans' they had• 
more information to convey and grounding increased in difficulty, or at least perceived difficulty 
(See Table 11.10 below). There was also a main effect oftask £(I, 16) = 18.61, p=<.O I, showing 
that grounding was more difficultfor the ill-defined tasks (M=30.6%) than for the well-defined 
tasks (M=23.5%). Interestingly there was.no evidence in,the previous analysis that any of the 
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factors had any effect on negative evidence (evidence of misunderstanding) and this suggests that 
the difficulty is more one of preventing misunderstandings rather than resolving them. 
Access to Communicator access to ERs- 'recording plans' (OER) 
N=5 memory NOER AOER Total OER 
support 
M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev (MEM) 
Well-defined MS 21.5 5.23 23.19 5.85 24.96 17.14 
NMS 20.27 8.52 15.38 3.28 22.09 13.59 
Total 20.89 6.88 19;29 4.57 23.52** 15.36 
I 11-defined MS 29.37 7.36 33.23 10.61 34.98 25.60 
NMS 25,1J 3.59 23.67 4.21 26.19 15.74 
Total 27.24 5.48 28.45 7.41 30.58** 20.67 
Total levels MS 25.44 6.30 28.21 8.23 29.97* 21.37 
NMS 22.69 6.06 19.53 3.75 24.14* 14.66 
Overall total 24.06 6.18 23.87 5.99 27.05 18.02 
*~p<.05, **~p<.01 
Table 11.10- Mean percentage totals of grounding levels as.a function of communicators' access 
to their own external representations (ERs), (OER) and memory support. 
I 1.3 .2.4 Performance similarity between communicators and receivers 
A three-way ANOV A was carried out on the difference scores between performance 
scores for both tasks and for communicators and receivers based on their final drawings for the 
four 'no memory support' conditions only and a table showing the mean differences can be found 
in Table 11.11 below. There was a significant task effect £(1, 16) = 7.36, p=<.05, showing that 
differences between final solutions were greater for the ill-defined tasks (M=10.4%) than the 
well-defined tasks (M=6.0%), indicating that they may be more difficult to communicate than the 
well-defined•tasks. There was a significant task x PER x OER interaction£( I, 16) = 9.46, p=<.OI, 
and univariate post hoc analysis showed a significant PER x OER interaction for the ill-defined 
tasks only, f(l, 16) = 5.24, p=.05. When communicators had access to•their own external 
representations,.communication was more likely to•be successful when those external 
representations could be observed by receivers ~=3.3%) than when they could not be observed 
by receivers (M=8.8%). Recall that the lower the score, the smaller the difference·between 
solutions and the more successful .the communication. In addition, also for the ill-defined tasks, 
communication was more likely to be successful when communicators had no access to durable 
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external representations and the workspace was not shared (M=5.3%) than if the workspace was 
shared (M= 12.0%). Figure 11.2 below shows this interaction. 
(PER) Acces to Communicator access to ERs - ' recording plans' (OER) 
N=5 partner' s ERs NOER AOER Total OER (PER) 
M Std.Dev M Std. Dev M Std.Dev 
-
Well-defined NPER 3.88 5.37 2.99 4.27 6.12 6.32 
APER 2.00 4.13 5.63 5.46 5.88 7. 61 
Total 2.94 4. 75 4.31 4.87 6.00* 6.96 
Ill-defined NPER 5.26* 4.55 8.79* 6.74 9.30 10.04 
APER 11.95* 7.92 3.26* 3.67 11 .57 7.43 
Total 8.61 6.24 6.03 5.21 10.43* 8. 73 
Total scores NPER 4.57 4.96 5.89 5.51 7.7 1 8.18 
APER 6.98 6.03 4.45 4.57 8.72 7.52 
Overall total 5.77 5.49 5.17 5.04 8.22 7.85 
*=p<.05, **=p<. 01 
Table 11 .1 I - Mean total of performance difference scores between communicators and receivers 
as a function of access to partner's external representations (ERs), (PER) and communicators' 
access to the ir own ERs (OER). 
Mean total of difference scores 
Ill-defined tasks 
NOER AOER 
Figure 11.2- OER by PER interaction of performance di fference scores between communicators 
and receivers for the ill-defined tasks. 
With regard to memory support effects (Table 11.12 below), communicators were not 
asked to create a drawing as the ' learning plans ' were directly in front of them. Receivers' final 
drawings therefore could only be compared with these ' learning plans' which necessarily had a 
performance score of I 00% correct. There was a significant effect of task £( I, 16) = 28. 12, 
p=.<.O I showing that again, the ill-defined tasks were less successfully communicated 
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(M=29.1%) than the well-defined·tasks (M=l3.4%). There was also a significant main effect of 
memory support•f(l, 16) = 55.71, p=.<.Ol, showing that communication was more successful 
when memory was not supported (M=7.7%) than when memory was supported (M=34,8%). 
There was also a task x MEM interaction f( I, 16) = 14.79, p=.<.O I and ·univariate post hoc 
analysis revealed that that communication for the ill-defined task was less successful when 
communicators had the benefit of 'learning plans' £(1, 16) = 51.37, p=.<.OI, (M=48:9%) than 
when they did not have memory support (M=9.3%) but the difference for the well-defined tasks 
was,not significant (MS, M=20.8%, NMS, M=6.12%). There were no MS x OER or task x OER 
interactions. 
Access to Communicator access to ERs- 'recording plans' (OER) 
N=5 memory NOER AOER Total OER 
support 
(MEM) M Std.Dev M Std.Dev M Std.Dev 
Well-defined MS 15.04 6.58 19.87 11./8 20.75 18.82 
NMS 3.88 5.37 2.99 4.27 6.12 6.32 
Total 9.46 5.98 11.43 7.73 13.43** 12.57 
Ill-defined MS 44.36 17.91 35.54 5.94 48.91** 29.70 
NMS 5.26 4.55 8.79 6.74 9.30** 10.04 
Total 24.81 11.23 22.17 6.34 29.10** 19.87 
Total scores MS 29.70 12.25 27.71 8.56 34:83** 24.26 
NMS 4.57 4.96 5.89 5.51 7.71 ** 8.18 
Overall total 17.14 8.60 16.80 7.03 21.27 16.22 
•~p<.05, **-p<.O/ 
Table 11.12 - Mean total of performance difference scores between communicators and receivers 
as a function of communicators' access to:their own external representations (ERs), (OER) and 
memory support. 
11 ,3.3 Summary 
• As for Study I, pointing and·sketching were the most prevalent activities regardless of 
access to a shared workspace or memory support and gesturing was still important for 
conceptual spatial tasks even when communicators had access to external representations 
and became more important when they didn't. This pattern of activity therefore does not 
appear to alter even for a solely information sharing task as opposed to a problem solving 
task. 
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• llhere were more checks for evidence of understanding when the workspace was not 
shared for both,tasks regardless of whether communicators had access to their own 
external representations or memory support. This suggests that increased grounding 
effort is required by the communicator to compensate for the lack of reciprocal access to 
each other and that the use of external representations or memory support does not 
facilitate this grounding process. 
• Grounding levels were higher and performance difference scores greater for the ill-
defined1tasks especially when,communicators had.access,to 'learning plans' in an 
unshared works pace. This suggests that the communication of conceptual spatial tasks is 
more difficulNhan referential spatial tasks, especially when 'learning plans' are 
constantly available and attempts are made to communicate detailed visual information. 
• Communication was more likely to be successful if the media environment was 
unambiguous i.e. when communicators have full access to their partner's and their own 
external representations or when they have no access to their.partner's and their own 
external representations. 
11.4 Conclusions 
A more comprehensive discussion of the above analyses will take place at the end of 
Chapter 12 following the 'concurrent behaviour' analysis. However, it appears that the similar 
activities and conversational grounding techniques which predominated for problem solving and 
sharing tasks, still predominate when the task is for sharing information only. It also appears that 
greater efforts.to ground information occur when communicators do not have access to their 
partner's external representations andwhen they are required to communicate detailed visual 
material to which they have continual access, with the communicators' access to their own 
'recording plans' having little effect. Presumably communicators were unable to share all the 
detailed visual information available to them. 
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The finding that there were no effects of communicators' access to 'recording plans' 
when they had access to 'learning plans' is not entirely unexpected- if communicators have 
'learning plans' available .they have less need for other forms of external representations. It is not 
clear however why they appeared to have no beneficial effects when memory was not supported-
it may have been expected that communication is perceived to be doubly difficult with no shared 
workspace and no access to external representations and that grounding effort would increase but 
this was not the case. Grounding effort appears to be unrelated to communicators' access to 
external representations and more related to whether or not collaborators share a works pace. 
Gesturing however did increase when communicators had no access to 'recording plans', even in 
an unshared workspace, which further supports the notion that gestures support the verbalisation 
of visual information. 
"fhe only other effect for communicators' access to 'recording plans' was for the 
similarity analysis which measured the extent to which communication was successfully 
completed. In this analysis it was found that communication was more likely to be successful 
when the workspace was not shared if communicators also did not have access to 'recording 
plans' or when the workspace was shared and they did have access to 'recording plans' which 
could be observed by receivers. When the workspace was shared and communicators had access 
to 'recording plans', both communicators and receivers were able to benefit from the 
communicator's drawings of conceptual spatial information- receivers visually and 
communicators interactively. When communicators did not have access to their own external 
representations however, they were less likelyto communicate successfully if the workspace was 
shared. This somewhat complicated interaction will be discussed in the discussion section of 
Chapter 12 following the 'concurrent behaviour' analysis. 
In summary it appears that the similar activities and conversational grounding techniques 
which predominated for problem solving and sharing tasks, still predominate when the task is for 
sharing information only. It also appears that greater efforts to ground information occur when 
communicators do not have access to their partner's external representations and when they are 
required to communicate detailed visual material to which they have continual access, with the 
communicators' access to their own 'recording plans' having little effect. Gesturing is-again 
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prevalent regardless of access to,the works pace and is still prevalent even when communicators 
have access to 'recording plans' on which they can sketch or point around and gesturing increases 
when these 'recording plans' are not available. Finally, communication was more, successful for 
conceptual spatial information when the workspace was shared providing communicators also 
had access to 'recording plans' and when theworkspace was not shared, providing 
communicators did not have access to 'recording plans. 
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SOLUTION SHARING: STUDY 2 
CONCURRENT BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS 
12.1 Introduction 
12.1.1 Aims 
Chapter 12 
As for Study I, the main focus of Study 2 was therelationship•between methods of 
signalling and convers11tional grounding for well-defined and ill-defined tasks for communicators 
only whose task is to share learned information. Planned comparisons will be-carried out on the 
duration of concurrent behaviours (See Table 12.1 below), Of interest will be the extent to which 
certain activities support the sharing and grounding of information and how these might differ 
from a similar analysis in the-previous study which included the potential. for generating and 
developing ideas. In that study there was an emphasis on the observable co-operativeness-and 
interactivity between•collaborators when sharing and grounding information as a function of 
access to'a·shared works pace and eye contact. This study will make assumptions of eo-
operativeness and" interactivity from the communicator's responses to the receiver, as described in 
the previous Chapter 9, and focus on how activities support the communicator's attempts to share 
and ground visual information as a function of access to a shared works pace and durable external 
representations. 
Of continued interest is the way in which compensation might occur as a function of the 
media setting by means ofconcurrent speech and activities, but also whether such compensation 
occurs when communicators do not have access to:their own durable external representations. A 
detailed introduction, rationale and methodology section for all the analyses included in Study 2 
can be found in Chapter I 0. 
12.1.2 Rationale and data,preparation 
The duration of concurrent behaviours in seconds was calculated in the same way as for 
the previous study but for the,communicator only for the reasons already outlined above. The 
grounding and activity combinations were as follows:-
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Individual Grounding categories: No grounding (ngr), checks for mutual understanding 
(Ch) positive evidence of understanding (pas) and negative evidence of understanding 
(ne g) 
Combined with: 
Individual activities: sketching (sk), gesturing (ge), pointing (fp), referring (re f), writing 
(wr) and no activity (na) 
Analysis will again be planned comparisons but for this study it will be in the form of 
cont~ast tests for each combination of concurrent activities with speech, based on the new factors 
outlined above. These planned comparisons can be seen in Table 12.1 below. This table shows 
the co-efficients for each planned comparison, for grounding categories and activities including 
sketching and writing with separate comparisons for grounding categories and activities excluding 
sketching and writing. (Recall that sketching and writing cannot occur in Conditions 2, 4 & .6). It 
can be seen from this table of co-efficients that comparisons are not orthogonal and therefore all 
results will only be deemed significant at the .01 level (1-lowell, 2002). 
AOER conditions'(l,3 & 5) only to include sketching & writing 
Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Effect of PER when AOER and NMS I 0 -I 0 0 0 
Effect MEM when AOER and NPER 0 0 0 -I 0 
All conditions to exclude sketching & writing 
Effect ofOER when APER and NMS I -I 0 0 0 0 
Effect ofOER when NAPER and 0 0 -I 0 0 
NMS 
Effect of PER when AOER and NMS I 0 -I 0 0 0 
Effect of PER when NOER and NMS 0 I 0 -I 0 0 
Effect MEM when AOER and NPER 0 0 I 0 -I 0 
Effect of MEM when NOER and 0 0 0 0 -I 
NPER 
Effect ofOER when MS and NPER 0 0 0 0 -I 
Table 12.1 -Table of co-efficients for planned comparisons for concurrent behaviour analysis, 
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12.2 Results 
The complete contrast tables can be found in Appendix 16. Variances were 
predominantly equal for all concurrent behaviours except for those involving writing. Contrast 
results for this activity therefore were based.on unequal variances whilst for all other activities 
they were based,on assumed equal variance. The significant results can be found in Tables 12.2 
and 12.10 below. The table of means for each pairwise contrast can be found below in Tables 
12.3- 12.9 and 12.11. 
All conditions to exclude sketching & writing 
Task t df Sig. (2-
tailed) 
Contrast 1-Effect of OER when APER and 
NMS 
Pointing while giving non-grounding Well-defined 3.76 24 <.01 
Referring while giving non-grounding Well-defined 3.04 24 <.01 
Contrast 2-Effect of OER when NPER and 
NMS 
Gesturing while checking Well-defined 3.65 24 <.01 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence Well-defined 2.89 24 <.01 
Contrast 3-Effect of PER when AOER and None 
NMS 
Contrast 4"Effect of PER when NOER and 
NMS 
Referring while checking Well-defined 4.48 24 <.01 
Referring while non-grounding Well-defined 3.37 24 <.01 
Contrast 5-Effcct MEM when AOER and None 
NPER 
Contrast 6-Effcct of MEM when NOER and 
NPER 
Gesturing while checking Well-defined 3.81 24 <.01 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence Well-defined 2.85 24 <.01 
Contrast 7-Effect of 0ER when MS and None 
NPER 
Table 12.2 -Significant~ values for concurrent behaviours excluding sketching and writing for 
all conditions (Conditions 1-6) 
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Contrast 1-Effect of communicators' access to their own external represenlations (Efu), (OER) 
when they also have access to their partner's workspace and eye contact (AP ER) and no memory 
support (NMS) 
When, communicators had access to their partner's workspace and no memory support in 
the well-defined tasks, they were more likely to be pointing and less likely to be referring while 
giving non"grounding contributions when they·had access to 'recording plans' than when they did 
not. 
Conditions AOERIAPERINMS NOERIAPERINMS 
N=5 M% Std.Dev. M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.91 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.05 0.10 0.11 0.16 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 0.35 0.40 6.31 4.26 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 0.16 0.35 4.62 4.57 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.48 0.64 0.10 0.22 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.94 1.12 0.20 0.44 
·Pointing while giving requests/checks 23.16 6.68 6.85 2,85 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 22.90** 11.85 4.42** 4.91 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.23 0.41 0.02 0.04 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.46 1.02 0.24 0.30 
Referring while giving requests/checks 1.59 1.13 3.04 1.88 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.24** 0.27 2.48** 2.82 
Ill-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence o,oo 0.00 0.04 0.06 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0:06 0.14 0.36 0.73 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 4.65 2.60 13.85 9.06 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 2,98 2.83 9.19 5.43 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.06 0.12 0.16 0.18 
Pointing while giving,positive evidence 0.58 0.61 0.72 1.43 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 13.09 6.86 3.50 3.13 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 12.13 7.93 3:02 3.92 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0:00 0.00 0:04 0.09 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.06 0.13 0,06 0.09 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.07 0.10 0.77 0.92 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.21 0.30 0.48 0.93 
**=p<.01 
Table 12.3 -Mean percentage totals of speech/activity overlaps as a proportion of total 
speech/activity overlaps for Contrast I. 
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Contrast 2- Effect of communicators' access to their own external representations (ERs), (OER) 
when they had no access to their partner's workspace and eye contact (APER) and no memory 
support (NMS) 
When communicators did not have access to their partner's workspace and no memory 
support in the well-defined tasks, they were more likely to be gesturing while checking 
understanding and giving positive.evidence of understanding when they did not have access to 
'recording plans' than when they did. 
Conditions AOER/NPERINMS NOERINPERINMS 
N=5 M% Std.Dev. M% Std.Dev 
Well-de lined 
Gesturing while giving negative .evidence 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.25 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.02** 0.05 0.97** 1.23 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 1.82** 2.39 9.98** 6.58 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 0.49 0.48 6.64 11.29 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.76 1.61 0.06 0.13 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.86 1.33 0.49 0.57 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 18.14 9.69 16:80 12.68 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 15.74 12.25 3.28 2.78 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.10 0.22 0:00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.31 0.65 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.00 0.00 0:00 0.00 
Ill-de lined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0:02 0.05 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.09 0.20 0:06 0.06 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 9.48 6.27 16.34 13.49 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 2.38 /. 71 7.25 8.45 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.10 0.20 0.01 0.02 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 1.45 2.28 0:09 0.14 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 14.41 4.51 14.64 11.04 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 7.12 5.20 5.97 5.67 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.06 0.13 0:00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.19 0.41 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.58 1.30 0:00 0.00 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.16 0.30 0:00 0.00 
**=p<.OI 
Table 12.4- Mean percentage totals of speech/activity overlaps as a.proportion of total 
speech/activity overlaps for Contrast 2. 
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Contrast 3 - Effect of communicators' access to their partner's work:.pace and eye contact 
(APER) when they had access to their own external representations (ERs), (OER) and no memory 
support (NMS) 
l11ere were no effects for this contrast- providing communicators have access to 
'recording plans' and no memory support, speech and activity patterns do not appear to differ as a 
function of access to a shared workspace. 
Conditions AOERIAPERINMS AOERINPERINMS 
N=5 M% Std.Dev. M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.05 0.10 0.02 0.05 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 0.35 0.40 1.82 2.39 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 0.16 0.35 0.49 0.48 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.48 0.64 0.76 1.61 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.94 1.12 0.86 1.33 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 23.16 6.68 18.14 9.69 
Pointing while giving non"grounding 22.90 11.85 15.74 12.25 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.23 0.41 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.46 1.02 0.10 0.22 
Referring while giving requests/checks 1.59 1.13 0.31 0.65 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.24 0.27 0.00 0.00 
Ill-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.20 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 4.65 2.60 9.48 6.27 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 2.98 2.83 2.38 1.71 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.06 0.12 0.10 0.20 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.58 0.61 1.45 2.28 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 13.09 6.86 14.41 4.51 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 12.13 7.93 7.12 5.20 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.13 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.06 0.13 0.19 0.41 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.07 0.10 0.58 1.30 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.21 0.30 0.16 0.30 
**=p<.OI 
Table 12.5 -Mean percentage totals of speech/activity overlaps as a proportion of total 
speech/activity overlaps for Contrast 3. 
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Contrast 4- Effect of communicators' access fo.their partner's works pace and eye contact 
(APER) when they had no access to their own external representations (ERs), (OER) and no 
memory support (NMS) 
When com111unicators.had no access to 'recording plans' and no memory support in the 
well-defined tasks, they were more likely to be referring while giving non-grounding information 
and negative evidence of understanding when the workspace was shared than when it was,not. 
Conditions NOER/APERINMS NOERINPERINMS 
N=5 M% Std.Dev. M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.41 0.91 0.11 0.25 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.11 0.16 0.97 1.23 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 6.31 4.26 9.98 6.58 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 4.62 4.57 6.64 11.29 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.10 0.22 0.06 0.13 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.20 0.44 0.49 0.57 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 6.85 2.85 16.80 12.68 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 4.42 4.91 3.28 2.78 
'Referring while giving negative evidence 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.24 0.30 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 3.04** 1.88 0.00** 0.00 
Referring while giving non-grounding 2.48** 2.82 0.00** 0.00 
Ill-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0:04 0.06 0.02 0.05 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.36 0.73 0.06 0.06 
Gesturing. while giving requests/checks 13.85 9.06 16.34 13.49 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 9.19 5.43 7.25 8.45 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.\6 0.18 0.01 0.02 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.72 1.43 0:09 0.14 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 3.50 3.13 14.64 11.04 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 3.02 3.92 5m 5.67 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.04 0.09 0:00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.06 0.09 0:00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.77 0.'92 0!00 0.00 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.48 0.93 0.00 0.00 
**~p<.01 
Table 12.6- Mean percentage totals of speech/activity overlaps as a proportion of total 
speech/activity overlaps for contrast 4. 
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Contras/ 5" Effec/ of memory supporl when COIIIflllmica/ors 'had access to /heir own exlernal 
representalions (ERs), (OER) bulno access la /heir parlner 's workspace and eye con/ac/ (NPER) 
No effects for this contrast- memory support has no effect on speech and activity 
patterns providing communicators have access·to 'recording plans' and no access to the shared 
works pace. 
Conditions AOERINPERINMS AOERINPERIMS 
N=5 M% Std.Dev. M% Std.Dev 
Well"defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.00 o,oo 0.00 0.00 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.02 0.05 0.12 0.27 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 1.82 2.39 2.00 1.72 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 0.49 0.48 0.60 0.97 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.76 1.61 0.28 0.39 
Pointing while giving positive·evidence 0.86 1.33 0.20 0.13 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 18.14 9.69 23.22 9.93 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 15.74 12.25 10.88 5.35 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive,evidence 0.10 0.22 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.31 0.65 0,59 1.15 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.35 
lll-defined 
Gesturing while-giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.13 
Gesturing while,giving positive evidence 0.09 0.20 0.04 0.07 
Gesturing while·giving requests/checks 9.48 6.27 10.72 5.78 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 2.38 1.71 2.10 1.41 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0,10 0.20 0.20 0.23 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 1.45 2.28 0.20 0.24 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 14.41 4.51 19.66 10.24 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 7.12 5.20 8.20 6.28 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0,06 0.13 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0,19 0.41 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.58 1.30 0.31 0.69 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.16 0.30 0.18 0.40 
**=p<.Ol 
Table 12,7- Mean percentage totals of speech/activity overlaps as a proportion of total 
speech/activity overlapsfor Contrast 5. 
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Colllrast 6 - Effect of memory support when communicators ' had no access to their own external 
representations (ERs), (OER) an no access to their partner's workspace and eye contact (NPER) 
When•communicators have no access to 'recording plans' or their partner's workspace for 
well-defined tasks, they are more likely to be gesturing while checking understanding and giving 
positive evidence of understanding if they have no memory support by way of 'learning plans'. 
Conditions NOERINPERINMS NOERINPERIMS 
N=5 M% Std.Dev. M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.11 0.25 0.00 0:00 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.97** 1.23 0.03** 0,08 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 9.98** 6.58 1.47** 2.15 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 6.64 11.29 0.67 1.05 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.06 0.13 0.23 0.22 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.49 0.57 1.11 1.07 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 16.80 12.68 23.02 11.65 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 3.28 2.78 10.88 3.30 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.58 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 
Ill-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.06 0.06 0.25 0.42 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 16.34 13.49 9.95 8.71 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 7.25 8.45 3.42 1.75 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.12 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.09 0.14 0.37 0.42 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 14.64 11.04 16.79 8.13 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 5.97 5.67 8.05 2.64 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
**=p<.01 
Table 12.8 -Mean percentage totals of speech/activity overlaps as a proportion of total 
speech/activity overlaps for Contrast 6. 
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Collfrast 7- Effect of communicators' access to their own externa/representations (ERs), (OER) 
when they had no access to their partner's workspace and eye contact (APER) but did have 
access to memory support (NMS) 
There were no effects for this contrast- 'learning plans' are able to compensate for the 
absence of 'recording plans'. 
Conditions NOERINPERINMS NOERINPER/MS 
N=5 M% Std.Dev. M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 
Gesturing while giving•negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.12 0.27 0.03 0.08 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 2.00 1.72 1.47 2.15 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 0.60 0.97 0.67 1.05 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.28 0.39 0.23 0.22 
Pointing while•giving positive evidence 0.20 0.13 1.11 1.07 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 23.22 9.93 23.02 11.65 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 10:88 5.35 10.88 3.30 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0!00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.00 0.00 0:00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 0.59 1.15 0.26 0.58 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.16 0.35 0.01 0:01 
Ill-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.06 0.13 0.00 0.00 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.04 0.07 0.25 0.42 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 10.72 5.78 9.95 8.71 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 2.10 1.41 3.42 1.75 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.20 0.23 0.12 0.12 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.20 0.24 0.37 0.42 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 19.66 10.24 16.79 8.13 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 8.20 6.28 8.05 2.64 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.00 0.00 0:00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 031 0.69 0:00 0.00 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.18 0.40 0.00 0.00 
**~p<.01 
Table 12.9- Mean percentage totals of speech/activity overlaps as a proportion of total 
speech/activity overlaps for Contrast 7. 
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Conditions 1,3·& 5 only to inc/m/e sketching & writing 
Task t df Sig. (2-
tailed) 
Contrast la-Effect of PER when AOER and 
NMS 
Sketching while giving positive evidence Ill-defined 4.04 24 <.01 
Sketching while giving non-grounding Ill-defined 3.24 24 <.01 
Contrast 2a-Effect MEM when AOER and 
NPER 
Sketching while giving positive evidence Ill-defined 4.70 24 <.01 
Sketching while checking Ill-defined 4.81 24 <.01 
Table 12.10- Significant! values for concurrent behaviours for all conditions allowing 
communicator access to•their own ERs (Conditions I, 3 and 5) for contrasts I a & I b. 
Contrast la-Effect of communicators' access to their partner's works pace and eye col1fact 
(APER) when they also have access to their own eiteriwl representations (ERs), (OER) and no 
memory support (NMS) 
When communicators had access to 'recording plans' and tio meniory support in the ill-
defined task, they were more likely to be sketching while.giving non-grounding information when 
the workspace was shared but more likely to be sketching while giving positive evidence of 
understanding such as "/understand, you understand", when the workspace was not shared. The 
table of mean. duration for this and the following planned contrast; which include writing and 
sketching can be found in Table 12.11 below. 
Contrast 1 b-Effect of memory support when communicators' had access to their own external 
representatiom (ERs), (OER) but no access to their partner's workspace and eye contact (NPER) 
When communicators had access to 'recording plans' but no access to their partner's 
workspace and eye contact, they were more likely to be sketching while checking understanding 
and giving positive evidence of understanding when they had no access to 'learning plans' as a 
memory support, than when they did have access to 'learning plans', 
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AOERIAPERIN!IIS AOERINPERIN!IIS AOERINPERI!IIS 
N=5 M% Std.Dev. M% Std.Dev M% Std.Dev 
Well-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.05 0.10 0.02 0.00 0.12 0.27 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 0.35 0.40 1.82 2.40 2.00 1.72 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 0.16 0.35 0.49 0.50 0.60 0.97 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.48 0.64 0.76 1.60 0.28 0.39 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.94 1.12 0.86 1.30 0.20 0.13 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 23.20 6.68 18.10 9.70 23.20 9.93 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 22.90 11.90 15.70 12.00 10.90 5.35 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.23 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.46 1.02 0.10 0.20 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving requests/checks 1.59 1.13 0.31 0.70 0.59 1.15 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.24 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.35 
Sketching while giving negative evidence 0.33 0.73 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 
Sketching while giving positive evidence 0.7 0.96 1.24 2.00 0.00 0.00 
Sketching while giving requests/checks 6.33 9.14 4.24 2.90 0.00 0.00 
Sketching while giving non-grounding 5.89 6.97 3.12 2.40 0.00 0.00 
Writing while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Writing while giving positive evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Writing while giving requests/checks 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Writing while giving non-grounding 1.86 4.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ill-defined 
Gesturing while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.13 
Gesturing while giving positive evidence 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.20 0.04 0.07 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 4.65 2.60 9.48 6.30 10.70 5.78 
Gesturing while giving non-grounding 2.98 2.83 2.38 /. 70 2.10 1.41 
Pointing while giving negative evidence 0.06 0.12 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.23 
Pointing while giving positive evidence 0.58 0.61 1.45 2.30 0.20 0.24 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 13.10 6.86 14.40 4.50 19.70 10.20 
Pointing while giving non-grounding 12.10 7.93 7.12 5.20 8.20 6.28 
Referring while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.10 0.00 0.00 
Referring while giving positive evidence 0.06 0.13 0.19 0.40 0.00 0.00 
Referring while.giving requests/checks 0.07 0.10 0.58 1.30 0.31 0.69 
Referring while giving non-grounding 0.21 0.30 0.16 0.30 0.18 0.40 
Sketching while giving negative evidence 0.07 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Sketching while giving positive evidence 0.22. ** 0.16 1.49ab ** 1.20 0.02 b ** 0.04 
Sketching while giving requests/checks 8.36 7.04 11.30>~<* 3.30 1.30** 2.07 
Sketching while giving non-grounding 21.30** 15.00 8.13** 4.50 0.63 1.35 
Writing while giving negative evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Writing while giving positive evidence 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Writing while giving requests/checks 0.19 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Writing while giving non-grounding 0.53 0.98 0.00 0.00 0:00 0.00 
**=p>.01 
Table 12.11. Mean percentage totals of speech/activity overlaps as a proportion of total 
speech/activity overlaps for Contrasts I a and I b. 
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12.2.1 Interim Summary 
• Communicators were more likely to.use sketches to provide new information providing 
they could be observed by receivers. 
• Communicators used pointing around durable external representations such as 'recording 
plans' to convey new information and when 'recording plans' were not available they 
sometimes tried1to point through the clear screen to refer to their partner's external 
representations. 
• In the absence of 'recording plans' to point around or sketch on, gestures were used to 
support conversational grounding. 
• Providing communicators had access .to 'recording plans', speech and activity patterns 
did not appear to differ as.a function of access to a shared workspace or memory support. 
• The absence of durable external representations such as 'recording plans' and 'learning 
plans' elicited more gesturing from communicators either to act as an external 
representation and/or to help memory .recall. 
• Communicators were less likely to sketch while grounding information if 'learning plans' 
were available, even if they also had 'recording plans'. 
• Speech and activity patterns did not differ in the absence of 'recording plans~ providing 
'learning plans' were available. 
12.2.2 Conclusions 
Effects of access to external representations as a function of works pace and memory support 
When the works pace was shared and communicators had access to their own external 
representations as well as no memory support, there were no effects for the ill-defined tasks. This 
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is slightly surprising as the above results for activity showed that gesturing was reduced when 
communicators were able to sketch or write on 'recording plans', regardless of whether the 
workspace was shared. lt seems therefore that this reduction in gesturing occurs· equally across 
all kinds of speech. For the well-defined tasks communicators were more active and more likely 
to be pointing and less likely to be referring while sharing non-grounding referential information 
than when they did not have access to their own external representations. This may be because 
communicators had 'recording plans' on which they may have drawn the objects and locations 
and with which they could interact- when they did not have 'recording plans', they were more 
likely to refer, perhaps because they attempted to point through the clear screen at their partner's 
'recording plans'. lt should be noted that although these kinds of attempts were not differentiated 
from pointing on the table top, the experimenter did observe this behaviour. 
When the workspace was not shared, and communicators also did not have access to 
'recording plans', again there were no effects for the ill-defined tasks suggesting that the increase 
in gesturing observed for this condition in the activity analysis above, occurred equally across all 
speech. However, for the well-defined tasks communicators were more likely to gesture when 
checking understanding and providing positive evidence of understanding than when they did 
have access to 'recording plans'. This may be interpreted as communicators being induced to 
gesture in the absence of being able to carry out other activities such as sketching and pointing 
around a plan, particularly when they needed to ground information. 
In addition, as receivers were unable to observe these gestures, it may be that.this activity 
was used primarily to help communicators verbalise the referential information. Indeed, the fact 
that these gestures occurred with positive evidence of understanding highlights the verbally 
interactive nature of grounding when the works pace is not shared- communicators check 
understanding ''do you see what 1 mean?", receivers respond by a check such as "is ... what you 
mean7" (an assumed response as receiver utterances were not analysed), and communicators 
respond with "that's right". Finally, when communicators had access to 'learning plans', no 
differences were found between the condition which enabled access to 'recording plans' and the 
condition that did not for either ill-defined or well-defined tasks. Presumably the 'learning plans' 
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were able.to compensate for the lack of 'recording plans', and of course neither condition allowed 
access to the works pace. 
Effects of access.to workspace as a function of access to.external representations (all with no 
memory support) 
When communicators:had access to their own 'recording plans', there was no difference 
between the condition which allowed access to a shared workspace and the condition which did 
not, but only for the well-defined task. Presumably the pointing around 'recording plans' when 
the workspace is shared occurs to a similar extent when the workspace is not shared. This kind of 
pointing therefore appears to be important for sharing as well as verbalising referential 
information it. 
For ill-defined tasks, communicators were more likely to be sketching while sharing 
conceptual spatial information when the workspace was shared. This highlights the importance 
of sketching for ill-defined tasks in helping communicators share information when it can be 
observed by receivers. When the workspace was not shared however, sketching was more likely 
to occur with positive evidence of understanding. Sketching in this instance therefore may be 
important for supporting conversational grounding and again highlights the verbally interactive 
nature of collaborators when they are unable to share the same works pace. 
When,communicators did not have access to 'recording plans', there was no difference 
between the condition which allowed access to a shared workspace and the condition which did 
not, but this time only for the ill-defined task. This highlights the role of sketching and gesturing, 
the most prevalent activities for the ill-defined tasks, for helping support the verbalisation of 
conceptual spatial information·as it occurs, regardless of whether the workspace is shared. For 
the well-defitied tasks, when communicators did not have access to 'recording plans' and the 
workspace was shared, they were more likely to refer by pointing to objects or locations when 
sharing non-grounding information as well as negative evidence of understanding i.e. ''No you 
have misunderstood me", As indicated above, communicators sometimes tried to: point through 
the clear screen towards their partner's workspace, presumably to refer to new objects or 
locations and perhaps correct mistakes after a misunderstanding. When the workspace was not 
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shared however, they were unable to point around their own 'recording plans· or direct their 
attention to their partner's. 
Effects of memory support as a function of access to external representations (all with access to 
works pace) 
For the ill-defined tasks, when communicators had access to their own but not their 
partner's 'recording plans', they were•more likely to be sketching while checking and giving 
positive evidence of understanding when they also did not have access to 'learning plans'. 
Sketching therefore supports conversational grounding, but may also support memory recall and 
working memory. 
Effects of memory support as a function of access to external representations (all with no access 
to workspace) 
When communicators had access to either their own but not their partner's 'recording 
plans', for the well-defined tasks, the availability of' learning plans' had no effect. Presumably 
pointing around the reduced size 'learning plans' is as easy as pointing around their own 
'recording plans'. For the ill-defined tasks however, communicators were more likely to sketch 
while checking understanding and giving positive evidence of understanding, providing 'learning 
plans' were not available. lfthey were available, perhaps communicators would be more likely to 
interact with them, even though they had the opportunity to draw or write on their own 'recording 
plans'. rhe fact that the works pace was not shared suggests that sketching helps support 
conversational grounding. 
When communicators had no access, either to their own or their partner's external 
representations, there were no effects of memory support for the ill-defined tasks. As noted 
above, sketching appears to be the most important activity for this task and when it cannot be 
used, all other activities appear to be used equally across all speech. With regard to the well-
defined tasks however, communicators were more likely to gesture while checking understanding 
.and providing.positive evidence of understanding. It has already been noted above that this 
increase in gesturing is partly due to the unavailability of 'recording plans' on which to sketch or 
interact with. Presumably the presence of the' learning plans', even at a reduced•size and situated 
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6" below a perspex screen, is able to compensate to some extent for the lack of 'recording plans'. 
Gesturing therefore, when communicators, have no access to:either their own·or their partner's 
recording plans·as well as no'access to 'leaming.plans', may serve to support not only 
conversational grounding but also memory. 
12.3 Sharing/generation/development of ideas versus shai-ing ideas only. 
A visual comparison of the initiators only in the CO (face-to-face but with a clear screen 
at workspace level) and SS (solid. screens at workspace and eye level) conditions for the previous 
study, with· similar conditions in this study, (conditions! and 3) was carried out to identify any 
differences that may have occurred with regard to the sharing and grounding of ideas as opposed 
·to the sharing, grounding, generation and development of ideas. Because of differences in the 
coding schemes a combined statistical analysis was not undertaken. However, in Table 12.12 
below, can be seen the F values for each study analysed separately for gesturing, pointing (which 
included referent pointing for Study I) and sketching, each combined with non-grounding 
contributions and requests for evidence of partner understanding (Study I) and checks for 
understanding (Study 2). 
Although it must be remembered that some of these codes between studies are not 
identical due to the modifications that took place, they are extremely similar. Referent pointing, 
which was included with the pointing code in Study I, did.not occur a great deal in Study 2. In 
addition, checks in Study 2 also included the 'requests of self understanding' which were coded 
separately in Study ·I, also did not occur frequently in that Study. In the table of means below 
(Table 12.13), it can be seen that there were few differences in terms of the pattern of speech and 
activities for well-defined and ill-defined tasks- pointing with non-grounding information and 
grounding requests or checks was:more prevalent for well-defined tasks whilst gesturing and 
sketching for these speech categories, were more prevalent for the ill-defined tasks. It is clear 
however that when the task was exclusively confined to sharing, communicators were more 
active with regards to sketching and pointing than if they were also required to generate and 
develop ideas. 
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Other notable differences were that for this study there was no task difference for 
pointing with checks of understanding whilst in the previous study pointing with RQP requests 
for evidence of understanding were higher for the well-defined tasks. In addition, there was no 
pointing x task interaction in this study- pointing was more prevalent for well"defined tasks 
while sharing and grounding information regardless·ofwhether the workspace was shared. The 
previous study however showed that this activity/speech combination was only more prevalent 
for the well-defined task when the works pace was not shared. Perhaps pointing was more 
important for grounding and·sharing information when this activity could be observed than for 
developing and generating ideas. 
Study I Conditions CO and SS TaskF Interaction 
N=6 value F value 
Figural point with non-grounding contributions 32.90** 23.05** 
Figural point with requests for partner 9.44* 5:94* 
understanding 
Gesture with non-grounding contributions 14.87** ns 
Gesture with requests for partner understanding 29.56** ns 
Sketching with non-grounding contributions ns ns 
Sketching with requests for partner 14.46** ns 
UJ\derstalid ing 
Study 2 Conditions I and 3. TaskF Interaction 
N=5 value F value 
Pointing with non-grounding contributions 9.75* ns 
Pointing with checks of understanding ns ns 
Gesture with non-grounding contributions 9.00* ns 
Gesture with checks of understanding 23.00** ns 
Sketching with non-grounding contributions 10.17* ns 
Sketching with checks of understanding 9.97* ns 
*p<.05, **p<.OI (Note effects are Within each study andnot between- observational comparison only) 
"fable 12.12. F values for concurrent speech and.activity for Studies I and 2. 
In addition, in the previous study there was no difference between the two tasks for 
sketching combined with non-grounding information, but in this study sketching was higher for 
ill-defined tasks. Furthermore, as can be seen from the table of means, this elevation of sketching 
with non-grounding information is only evident when the workspace is shared, although the task 
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x activity interaction was non significant. Sketching therefore appears to be more important for 
sharing than for grounding information. 
Study I CO ss Total 
Dresser M Std.Dev. M Std.Dev M Std.Dev. 
Pointing while giving non grounding 7.43 0.58 18.72** 3.83 13.08** 6.45 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 3.23 2.24 5.80* 3.66 4.52* 3.19 
Gesturing while giving non grounding 0.15 0.37 0.23 0.56 0.19** 0.45 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00** 0.00 
Sketching while giving non grounding 4.55 2.20 2.63 1.57 3.59 2.08 
Sketching while giving requests/checks 0.45 0.54 0.34 0.52 0.40 0.51 
River Crossing 
Pointing while giving non grounding 5.87 6.97 1.18 /.05 3.52** 5.35 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 2.82 1.62 2.29 2.01 2.56* 1.76 
Gesturing while giving non grounding 4.14 3.71 2.39 2.18 3.27** 3.04 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 4.92 3.17 3.34 1.94 4.13** 2.64 
Sketching while giving non grounding 3.18 2.64 3.81 2.72 3.49 2.58 
Sketching while giving requests/checks 2.58 1.68 1.47 1.95 2.02 1.83 
Study 2 APER NPER Total 
Well-defined M Std.Dev M Std.Dev M Std.Dev 
Pointing while giving non grounding 22.90 11.85 15.74 12.25 19.32* 11.97 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 23.16 6.68 18.14 9.69 20.65 8.28 
Gesturing while giving non grounding 0.16 0.35 0.49 0.48 0.32* 0.43 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 0.35 0.40 1.82 n9 1.09** 1.79 
Sketching while giving non grounding 5.89 6.97 3.12 2.43 4.5 I* 5.13 
Sketching while giving requests/checks 6.33 9./4 4.24 2.89 5.29* 6.48 
Ill-defined 
Pointing while giving non grounding 12.13 7.93 7.12 5.20 9:63* 6.85 
Pointing while giving requests/checks 13.09 6.86 14.41 4.51 13.75 5.52 
Gesturing while giving non grounding 2.98 2.83 2.38 1.71 2.68* 2.22 
Gesturing while giving requests/checks 4.65 2.60 9.48 6.27 7:07** 5.19 
Sketching while giving non grounding 21.25 14.97 8.13 4.54 14.69* 12.51 
Sketching while giving requests/checks 8.36 7.04 11.27 3.26 9.81 * 5.40 
**=p<. 01, *=p<. 05 (Note effects are within each study and not between- observational comparison 
only) 
Table 12.13- Mean percentage totals of speech/activity as a proportion of total speech/activity 
for Studies I & 2. 
12.4 Discussion 
In the main introduction to Study 2 in Chapter I O,.a number of aims were proposed for 
this study and these aims will form the basis for the following discussion. 
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Sharing versus generating and developing ideas. 
How the use and construction of external representations and methods of signalling 
supports the sharing and grounding of information. as opposed to the generation or 
developmeni of information of ideas, as a function of access to a shared workspace. 
As indicated above, in the previous study it was not possible to distinguish between the 
role of different methods of signalling and conversational grounding for sharing ideas and 
generating or developing ideas. From the findings of this study, which inhibited the opportunity 
for generating and developing ideas by ensuring that communicators shared learned solutions, it 
was concluded that the same activities which were prevalent for different tasks in the previous 
study when the workspace was shared, were still prevalent even when supporting the sharing and 
grounding of information exclusively. That is, sketching and gesturing were the most important 
activities for the ill-defined tasks and pointing was the most important activity for the well-
defined tasks. 
However, one notable difference was that when the task was confined to sharing 
infonnation .only, communicators were more active with increased conversationalgrounding than 
if they were also required to generate and develop ideas, especially with regard to sketching and 
pointing, Another observed difference was for repairs when the workspace was shared- they 
appeared to be more prevalent for the well-defined tasks in this study, which is in direct contrast 
to the previous study where they were more prevalent for ill-defined tasks. Perhaps when people 
are generating and developing conceptual spatial ideas at the same time as trying to.communicate 
them, repairs are a product of reasoning processes rather than an intentional grounding 
communication. For the referential tasks on the other hand, repairs may not be useful to the 
problem solver for this kind of task but are actively used to help ground the information for a 
receiver. This view adds some support to the 'disengagement hypothesis' proposed in the 
previous chapter (Re id, Reed, & Edworthy, 1999)- while designers are actively involved in 
conceptual spatial reasoning, collaboration becomes less interactive and proactive grounding is 
less prevalent. 
With regard to sketching, there was evidence that this activity was more important for 
sharing conceptual information than for supporting the generation or development of ideas, 
particularly when that activity could be observed by others- sketching was elevated in this study 
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when the workspace was shared. This is somewhat unexpected as it has been suggested that 
sketching, through its interaction with imagery, helps designers to generate and develop ideas 
(Fish & Scrivener, 1990; Goldschmidt, 1991; Scrivener & Clark, 1994; Verstijnen, Hennessey, 
van Leeuwen, Hamel, & Goldschmidt, 1998). However, in the previous study it was,not possible 
to ascertain the extent to which initiators were generating· or developing an idea and the observed 
differences between the two studies may have been due to some other factor. Perhaps in the 
previous study sketches had.already been largely generated and developed and sharing involved 
gesturing and pointing around these sketches. Recall that participants had been given two 
minutes in which to generate ideas before sharing them. In the present study however, the 
sketches needed to be re-produced by communicators on the 'recording plans' in order that their 
partners could observe them. This does however highlight the perceived importance by 
communicators of sharing graphical information directly, from which information regarding 
shape, size, location and movement can be·directly 'read off (Larkin & Simon, 1987; Scaife & 
Rogers, 1996). 
When activities were analysed in association with grounding function speech, there were 
also a few differences, For instance, in this study where problem solving·activity was not 
necessary, pointing combined with checks for understanding and non-grounding contributions, 
appeared to be important for sharing referential information, regardless of visibility constraints 
and sketching was more important for sharing infonnation when it was observable to others. 
When the opportunity for participants to generate or develop ideas was provided however, as in 
the previous study, pointing with checks for understanding and non-grounding contributions 
became more important when the workspace was not shared and sketching did not vary across the 
media. Pointing therefore appears to be important for sharing and grounding referential spatial 
information whilst sketching appears. to be important for generating and:developing conceptual 
spatial ideas as well as sharing them when it can be observed. 
The above findings may provide some evidence, in conjunction with the finding that 
receivers are less likely to interrupt during observable periods of focused sketching, for 
competition between two task process- problem solving activities and sharing activities and this 
will be discussed more fully in Chapter 13. 
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Methods of signalling and conversational grounding 
How the use and construction of external representations and methods of signalling 
(including gesturing and pointing around hypothetical diagrams), supports the sharing 
and grounding of visual information as afimction of communicators' access to their own 
external representations as wetras reciprocal access of each other 's,external 
representations and memory support. 
The task differences previously found with respect to methods of signalling when they 
were not combined with a grounding function code, largely appear to endure regardless of 
communicators' access to their own or their partner's external representations. There was 
evidence however that pointing generally, as well as when combined with non-grounding 
information, was,more likely to occur in well-defined tasks when communicators had access to 
'recording plans' providing they also had access to each other's workspace. "Jhis highlights•the 
importance of'video as data' for creating a sharedphysicalconlexl Clark & Marshal, 1981; 
Whittaker, Brennan, & Cl ark, 1991) where shared artefacts are important for sharing data and eo-
ordinating interaction. Referent pointing however, combined with non-grounding referential 
information and negative evidence of understanding, became prevalent when communicators did 
nothave access to either their own or their partner's 'recording plans' . Perhaps when 
communicators have 'recording plans' they can• draw the objects and locations with which they 
can interact- when they do not have 'recording plans', they are more likely to refer to objects 
both for conveying new information and for correcting mistakes, by attempting to point through 
the clear screen at their partner's 'recording plans'. It should be noted that although pointing 
attempts through the screen were not differentiated from pointing on the table top, the 
experimenter did observe this kind of behaviour. 
Clearly, there appears to be an instinctive need for communicators to refer to external 
representations when endeavouring to convey referential information. This kind of activity did 
not seem to occur for the ill-defined tasks which are perhaps communicated by way of conceptual 
descriptions. However, measures of successful communication have shown that the conceptual 
spatial tasks were generally communicated less successfully than referential tasks for all 
conditions. This suggests that even though referent pointing through the screen may not have any 
obvious benefit to either collaborators, clearly communication was more successful and perhaps 
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other activities such as gesturing or pointing around hypothetical diagrams contributed to this 
relative success. 
Indeed, gesturing was more prevalent when access .to 'recording plans' was not available 
regardless of access to a shared works pace, but this was the case for ill-defined tasks also which 
generally elicited more gesturing overall than the well-defined tasks. This suggests that iconic 
gestures in the air may be depicting the direction·of movements for objects and were perhaps·used 
more proactively and beneficially specifically to communicate referential spatial information 
directly or support the verbalisation of that information in the absence·of 'recording plans'. 
Alternatively, it may be that they are more interpretable toreceivers than gestures depicting 
conceptual spatial information. 
Gestures may play quite a different role however when the workspace is not shared. 
When communicators did not have access to either their own or their partner's 'recording plans', 
for ill-defined tasks gesturing was elevated across all kinds of speech whilst for the well-defined 
tasks gesturing was elevated when combined with positive evidence and checks of understanding. 
This effect was particularly notable when communicators did not have·access to 'learning plans'. 
When•the workspace is not shared therefore, and particularly when memory is not supported, 
gestures appear to be useful for helping.communicators check understanding by supporting the 
verbalisation of referential information. They may also have a role to play in supporting working 
memory, perhaps by acting for the visuospatial scratchpad in the same way that subvocalisation 
serves to maintain verbal information in working memory (Wesp, Hesse, Keutmann, & Wheaton, 
2001) and this will be discussed ·in the final chapter. Here then is some evidence that a special 
combination of gestures and conversational grounding compensates for the lack of a shared 
workspace and memory support. 
A further finding with respect to memory support was that communicators were generally 
less active when they had access to 'learning plans' particularly for sketching, even when 
communicators had the opportunity to draw on 'recording plans'. It should be remembered .that 
both memory support conditions also had an unshared workspace and all activities.are·deemed to 
be a support to the communicator. Although some sketching did occur with 'learning pl!ms', 
albeit less than when 'learning plans' were not available, communicators were.often observed 
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leaning over the table to point around the reduced· sized learning diagram beneath the perspex 
surface. 
This.kind of pointing around a diagram, referred to earlier as 'cognitive tracing', may 
therefore be just as helpful as recreating the diagrams. ER construction, as opposed to referring to 
a previously constructed ER, has been found to be important for learning and problem solving 
(Cox, 1999) but perhaps it is less important for communicating learned information. However, it 
should be noted that communication was less successful when 'learning plans' were·available in 
that communicators were unable to convey all the information availab)e.to them, and perhaps the 
construction of the information may have been more helpful. It was also evident that when 
communicators did not have access to visual information they were required to share, they 
endeavoured to draw it. lt is of course not clear whether this sketching activity supports memory 
recall and working memory or the verbalisation of visuaJ:concepts. However, the fact that when 
communicators did not have access to 'learning plans' they were more likely to sketch while 
checking and giving positive evidence of understanding, suggests that the main support was for 
supporting the grounding of conceptual spatial information. 
Compensation effects 
How conversational grounding compensates for lack of communicators' access to their 
own:external representations and reciprocal visual and physical access to each other's 
worhpace when sharing and grounding information. 
The extent to which the use and construction of external representations and different 
methods of signalling support verbalisation as opposed to the sharing of ideas directly, or 
providing memory support, and to what extent these activities.compensate for an inadequate 
medium, can partly be ascertained by the extent to which activities and conversational grounding 
is carried out when the workspace is not shared. Grounding difficulty, or perceived difficulty, was 
higher for the ill-defined tasks when the workspace was not shared, suggesting some 
compensation effects, although communication was not as successful as for well-defined tasks. 
This highlights a problem for some kinds of tasks and media- compensational grounding may 
well be carried out by communicators when they perceive the communication setting to be 
difficult, but it may not always be sufficient for successful communication. In this study it can be 
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concluded .that the well-defined referential tasks are able to benefit from compensation more than 
the ill-defined.conceptual spatial tasks. 
The fact that all activities occurred to some extent even when they could not be observed, 
and that there were more checks for understanding, suggests that they are indeed important for 
helping communicators verbalise the sharing and grounding of information in order to 
compensate for the lack of a shared works pace. It has already been noted above that a special 
combination of gestures and conversational grounding may compensate for the lack of a shared 
workspace and memory support while sharing referential information. In addition, when 
communicators were required to share detailed visual material to which they, but not their 
partners, had continual access to, grounding effort was increased even further, highlighting a 
particular need for an increased effort in grounding complex visual information, and 
compensating for the lack of visibility between collaborators. 
Another important effect of access to a shared workspace highlighting compensation 
behaviour, was for sketching in ill-defined tasks. When the workspace was shared sketching 
combined with non-grounding contributions was more likely to occur, presumably so that 
communicators could share new information which receivers could observe directly. When the 
workspace was not shared however, sketching combined with positive evidence of understanding 
was more likely to occur, presumably compensating for the lack of shared visibility. In addition, 
this finding again highlights the difference in the degree of interaction that takes place, not only 
between these two mediums, but also between the two types of task. Sketching while giving 
positive evidence of understanding when the workspace is not shared, indicates a higher level of 
interactive grounding effort than when sharing conceptual spatial information in a shared 
workspace. This effect was not evident for well-defined tasks either for sketching or for pointing, 
the most relevant activity for that task, where interaction through grounding and pointing was 
high regardless of the medium. 
In order to assess.the merits of the use and construction of external representations; it was 
necessary to compare conditions that provided.an opportunity for sketching, writing and pointing 
around sketches and diagrams. The only way of doing that was to measure the extent to which 
communication had been successful- sketching and writing of course could not occur in 
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conditions that did not provide 'recording plans'. It was found that communication was 
successful if communicators did not have access to their own 'recording plans' on which they 
could sketch, refer to or write, providing the workspace was not shared. It was also more likely to 
be successful when communicators did have access to 'recording plans' providing they could be 
observed by receivers. It appears therefore that the use and construction of external 
representations may be most useful when it can be seen, suggesting an important role for direct 
sharing of perceptual information, but perhaps a hindrance to communicators when they cannot 
be observed by their partner. 
It was noted above that heightened conversational grounding is used by communicators to 
compensate for lack of visibility. However, it appears that this may only be successful where that 
perception of visibility is not ambiguous. This interaction between access to the workspace and 
access to durable external representations has again flagged up an interesting point si m i Jar to that 
noted earlier in this study and in the first study, regarding divided focus and, communication 
efficacy. No further discussion will take place here therefore, but will be.dealt with in an 
integrated fashion in the following chapter. 
Coding scheme development outcomes 
Further development oft he activity and conversational grounding coding schemes. 
The modifications to the grounding coding scheme were generally justified. There were 
very few effects for positive and negative evidence on their own, but when combined with 
activities they have highlighted particular activities associated with misunderstandings (referent 
pointing through the clear screen to attempt to correct misunderstandings), and also highlighted 
situations where combinations ofactivities and positive or negative evidence signify an increase 
in grounding interactivity. Combining all grounding requests and questions provided a good 
measure of the extent to which effort was required to achieve mutual understanding, without 
regard to whether communicators were checking their own or their partner's understanding. 
The modifications at the lower level, 'speech type' and 'grounding functions', although 
not analysed in depth, provided a detailed lower level of the grounding mechanisms which could 
be referred back to when analysing the higher level grounding categories. For instance, by 
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differentiating between explicit and implicit requests it was found that only explicit requests, and 
not implicit requests, increased for ill-defined tasks when the workspace was not shared, 
highlighting a grounding compensation effect. What this study has tried to do is to understand the 
effort involved in achieving and maintaining mutual understanding and the conceptual· categories 
as well as·the levels of grounding difficulty attached to each lower level code, has to a large 
extent achieved this. 
12.5 Summary and conclusions 
This study·has highlighted the importance of methods of signalling in supporting the 
grounding of visual information and how these methods of signalling differ according to the type 
of visual information to be conveyed. It has also flagged up a number of issues for further 
research such as the importance of perceived communication difficulty and how that perception 
might change the extent to which communicators proactively compensate for the lack of shared 
visibility or an inability to use durable external representations. In addition some support for the 
'disengagement hypothesis' has also been provided, where partners are less interactive when the 
works pace is·shared for conceptual spatial tasks, even when just sharing information. 
Disengagement therefore may be·the effect of receivers watching and listening, and 
communicators being aware of this facility. 
With regard to the role of external representations, some evidence has been provided that 
the use of diagrams may be as effective as their construction when sharing information, although 
this may not be the case when solutions are required to be generated and developed. There is 
evidence that all these activities serve to assist communicators in verbalising visual information 
although there are some differences in the extent and the way in which they do this. Sketching 
appears to be important for receivers to observe whilst pointing may be more important for 
helping communicators in conveying information. 
There is.also evidence·that communicators need to carry out methods of signalling even 
when they do not have access to pencil and paper- they do this by depictive gesturing and 
pointing around hypothetical diagrams on the table top. lt has been suggested that gestures serve 
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to· maintain spatial images in working memory (Wesp.et al., 2001) and support the manipulation 
of images for visual reasoning (Schwartz & Black, 1996) and evidence from this study supports 
that view. All these issues will be discussed more fully in the following Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 13 
DISCUSSION 
13 .I Overview and justification of the Thesis 
The literature review in Chapters 1-3 of the thesis presented evidence for the benefits of 
the construction and use of external representations in problem-solving generally and:design in 
particular. These chapters also contained some discussion regarding relevant interactions 
between internal and specific external representations such as sketching, imagery and creativity as 
well as gesture and the preparation of speech. In Chapter 2, four necessary components of 
collaborative design were proposed; individual reasoning, information sharing, grounding and 
verbalisation. Figure 2.1, introduced a model of distributed cognition incorporating these 
components together with the effects of the environment and communication. lt was emphasised 
that communication could only take place·through a medium of external representations. 
In Chapter 3, Figure 3.1, showed how different kinds of external representations such.as 
the methods of signalling based on work by Herbert Cl ark, might support the above mentioned 
collaborative design.components. This model demonstrated how interlocutors use methods of 
signalling through describing-as, demonstrating and indicating through verbal (conversational 
grounding) and non verbal behaviour in order to establish and maintain mutual understanding or 
common ground. Research was presented showing how interlocutors work co-operatively to 
achieve this goal and ground information 'sufficient for the current purposes' of the joint activity 
and with the 'least collaborative effort'. An association between methods of signalling and design 
workspace activities such as sketching, pointing, writing and gesturing was made, together with a 
review of research showing how these activities. interact with cognition and communication. Also 
in this chapter, the impact of different kinds of media on communication was discussed. 
Chapter 4 consisted of a brief overview of the forthcoming chapters on methodological 
issues and the two main studies. Chapter 5 described a series of pilot studies· designed to evaluate 
existing and newly developed visual problem-solving tasks for use in the main studies. Attention 
was paid to the extent to which they would elicit workspace activities such as sketching, pointing, 
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writing and gesturing. They were also evaluated for the extent to which they exhibited a 
distinction between well-defined and ill-defined characteristics, as well as referential spatial and 
conceptual spatial components. Chapter 6 showed how speech and.activity coding schemes \vere 
developed based on the methods of signalling and conversational grounding proposed by Cl ark, 
together with other methodological issues pertinent to·the studies in the thesis. 
The main focus of this thesis was on the sharing of information by means of the 
grounding-of that information and the verbalisation support given to collaborators during this 
process, with·the recognition that they support a fourth component, individual reasoning, as a 
fundamental part of collaborative design. These components were investigated both in the 
context of 'collaborative problem-solving' in Study I, Chapters 7, 8 & 9, and 'solution sharing' in 
Study 2, Chapters I 0, 11 & 12. The results of both Study I and Study 2 confirmed the expected 
relationships between methods of signalling and the type of task- speech and writing for 
describing-as, sketching, pointing around sketches and gesturing for demonstrating and referent 
pointing for indicating. They also confirmed the co-operative nature of conversation and activity 
in collaborative problem-solving and sharing as well as how compensations, by means of 
increasing grounding effort, are made for inadequacies in the medium of communication. 
A number of other issues emerged from the detailed nature of.these data showing how 
smaiJ. changes in speech and activity may turn out, with furthermore focused research, to 
represent larger changes in communication and cognition as a function of media constraints. For 
instance, some evidence was found that different media settings may mediate different 
configurations of focus constraints within the works pace which may help or hinder 
communication. There were also indications that media settings might affect the perceived 
communication efficacy, which in turn may affect the extent to which compensations occur. 
Other issues surrounding a possible competition for resources between problem-solving activities 
and conversational grounding activities were also highlighted, together with issues relating to 
partner interactivity and 'receiver disengagement'. In addition, implications were t1oted for the 
design of novel technology to support collaborative design groups, in particular those groups that 
are geographically distributed. Figure 13.1 below will show, based on the findings of the studies 
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in this thesis, how certain·kinds.ofmedia constraints affect communication and cognition in 
collaborative visual problem-solving tasks. 
Before discussing these issues however, a reminder of the aims presented in Chapter I is as 
follows:-
• To develop coding schemes based on HerbertCiark 's conversational grounding 
mechanisms and non-verbal methods of signalling. 
To.use·these coding schemes:-
• To identify differences in the construction and use of external representations through 
methods of signalling and conversational grounding for referential and conceptual 
spatial/asks. 
• To investigate how the construction and use of external representations through methods 
of signalling and conversational grounding support/he sharing and grounding of ideas 
as well as the verbalisation of spatial information as afzmction of access to a shared 
works pace, external representations and memory support. 
• To provide evidence for the principles of 'least collaborative effort' and 'co-operation' 
between collaborators 
The theoretical and practical issues arising from the studies in this thesis will be discussed in 
relation to these aims, commencing with an evaluation of the coding schemes, followed by an 
integrated discussion ofthe remaining aims. 
13.2 Theoretical and practical issues arising from the studies 
13.2.1 Evaluation of coding schemes 
Aim: To develop coding schemes based on Herbert Clark's.conversational grounding 
mechanisms and non-verbal methods of signalling. 
The grounding mechanisms proposed by Clark and others (Ciark, 1996; Clark & 
Brennan, 1993; Clark & Schaefer, 1989; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) have provided a useful 
base from which to build a coding scheme that would potentially identify different patterns 
of speech communication. The major innovation to the coding scheme devised by the aUthor was 
that of allocating to each of the mechanisms or 'speech types', proposed by Clark and others, a 
grounding function which enabled us to identify specific utterances in terms of the extent to 
which they could provide an opportunity of establishing and maintaining mutual understanding. 
Although the 'speech types' represented a fine level of detail which for the foregoing studies were 
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only analysed at. a descriptive level, by starting with this lower level of detail it was possible to 
'lump' them together in different ways to form a number of conceptual categories. The different 
levels of codes could be used to answer a number of different questions. The questions that were 
required to be answered by this thesis related to the pattern of requests for, and offers of, positive 
and negative evidence of understanding made by·both participants in a pair. It was possible to 
reorganise these conceptual categories to focus on requests, which were considered to be the most 
important indicator of grounding effort- that is when the communication setting is,perceived or 
has proven to be more difficult, then more requests are•made. 
Codes identifying incidents of misunderstandings were possible, as well as an even finer 
level of detail such as the extent to which certain media settings and tasks necessitated the use of 
installments. The coding scheme was able to provide evidence therefore of the extent to which 
participants used such mechanisms in order to compensate for a perceived or actual difficulty. It 
was also able to show how participants co-operate with each other by providing crucial feedback 
to each other about the state (Ciark & Brennan, 1993) of understanding they are in, and how 
grounding alters according to the purposes of the joint action, 
By using this coding scheme in conjunction with an activity based coding scheme, it has 
also been possible to identify the interaction between the two schemes and how different 
activities are used in conjunction with conversational grounding to ensure mutual understanding. 
The eo-occurrence of certain activities such as gesturing or sketching with specific types of 
grounding mechanisms such as requests has highlighted their importance for grounding 
information. It has also been possible to identify to some extent how the use and construction of 
external representations appear to support the organisation of visual information so that they 
might be more easily verbalised, particularly in conditions where collaborators do not have access 
to a shared workspace. 
The way in which the grounding mechanisms proposed by Clark and others have been 
employed in this thesis represents a significant contribution to the study of language use. Cl ark 
and others have highlighted these mechanisms as examples of language use. This thesis on the 
other hand has shown how speech can be systematically coded and evaluated to potentially 
answer many questions regarding language use in collaborative settings. For instance, as has 
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been demonstrated here, the process:by which.understanding is achieved has been examined. In 
addition, the temporal patterns of the reasoning content of collaborative activities such as 
question asking, providing justifications for decision making and. self explanations may be a 
fruitful avenue of exploration. Such data might be applied to the development of notational and 
technological systems to support and capture design rationale for re-use (see below). 
In summary, the coding scheme initiated• earlier (Reid, Reed, & Edworthy, 1999) and 
modified in this thesis has the potential to be used as an important tool for identifying the facility 
and extent-to which collaborators establish and maintain mutual understanding for different 
activities and settings. llhe implications of not sharing information successfully has been shown 
to have adverse effects on collaborative problem-solving (Vinokur & Burnstein, 1996; Cross & 
Cross, 1995), limiting the number of alternative solutions shared and evaluated. A tool to 
measure precise temporal patterns of grounding attempts, failures and successes, will assist 
research in communication generally and design communication specifically, as well as the 
development of supporting technological systems. 
13.2.2 The effects of media and tasks on the construction and use of external representations: 
Implications for communication and collaborative design 
The remaining aims presented above will be discussed in an integrative fashion in relation 
to Figure 13.1 below. This figure shows how the environmental and psychological aspects of 
communication is affected by different kinds of tasks and media constraints and how this impacts 
upon the sharing, grounding and verbalisation ofinfonnation as well as implications for 
distributed cognition. The paragraph numbers in the figure relate to-the paragraph numbers in the 
text. This discussion will commence with the implications for the support and consequences for 
communication and problem-solving, as a function of differences in tasks. 
13.2.2.1 External representations and taskdifferences 
The findings in this thesis have extended our understanding regarding the prevalence and 
role of external representations. Others:have found that works pace activities assist in 'storing and 
expressing ideas and mediating communication' (Tang, 19.91) and that there is a continual 
intermixing between these activities (Biy, 1988). This thesis has identified more specific 
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information about the temporal relationship between activities and the sharing of 
information and how different activities are required for different kinds of task. Methods of 
signalling involve both verbal and non-verbal signals which interact together to signal 
information and there was considerable evidence· to support the expectation that they are used 
differentially according to the purpose of the joint action (Cl ark, 1996), or task. This was the case 
for both studies, indicating that these differences are applicable to the sha~ing of ideas as well as 
to the generation of ideas. It also appears that, not unexpectedly, the use and construction of 
external representations may be most useful in communication when they can be seen by others, 
suggesting an important role for direct sharing of perceptual information. However, it was also 
clear that this was not its only role- as conversational grounding increased, so did accompanying 
activities, regardless of whether these activities could be observed by others. This highlights a 
role for the use and construction of external representations in grounding information, either by 
providing a focus for conversational grounding or as a support for verbalisation. 
Differences in the use and construction of external representations between tasks also 
supported the view that participants for the ill-defined tasks took a conceptual spatial perspective 
of ideas (Schober, 1993). These tasks required detailed descriptions of concepts involving 
movement, shape, size etc., which were communicated through sketching and gesturing, and were 
more difficult to communicate. The well-defined tasks on the other hand elicited a more precise 
describing-as and indicative method of signalling with initiators taking an intrinsically spatial 
perspective for the location of objects through pointing and were communicated more 
successfully. 
The foregoing highlights why ill-defined tasks require the support of the continual 
switching between a number of different activities whilst for more well-defined referential tasks, 
people may tend to focus on a single activity, such as pointing around existing diagrams. These 
differences between activities remained in evidence when they were analysed in combination 
with grounding codes and highlights the importance of the construction and lise of external 
representations in supporting a fundamental process of collaborative activity- sharing 
information and endeavouring to establish and maintain mutual understanding. 
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The other notable difference for tasks was:that well-defined tasks appeared to.elicit more 
partner interaction overall than: the ill-defined task. 'f:he point to be made is that the differences 
between tasks affect the kinds of external representations used and constructed, the way in 
which they are used, and the way in which information is communicated. All the above 
considerations have implications for the way in which collaborative design communication and 
cognition is supported by technological innovation and this will be discussed below. 
13.2.2.2 Compensation strategies for media constraints 
People do indeed appear to " ... grouml with those techniques available in a medium 
that leads to tile least collahorative.e.lfort" (p. 140) (Clark & Brennan, 1993) according to the 
purpose of the joint action. When communicators suspect thatthe communication of visual 
information will be more difficult, .they carry out preventative measures such:as immediate 
repairs, expansions or installments. For the purpose of communicating referential infonnation, 
pointing around objects and locations together with the use ofinstallments was commonly used, 
especially when there were visibility constraints. lt was not necessary for receivers to know what 
kind of 'dresser' or 'cabinet' was to be moved, the only requirement for the purpose of the task 
was:to ensure that correct objects could be identified and moved to correct locations. For the 
communication of conceptual spatial information however, an overall increase in requests for 
evidence of partner understanding was used. For this task the purpose would necessarily entail 
receivers understanding what something looked like in terms of shape and size and how it 
worked. Collaborators therefore are able to adapt their methods of signalling according to the 
purpose of the task, regardless of the media involved. The other purpose of the task of course, 
was to make sure that it was mutually understood and again, the levels of interactive grounding 
techniques displayed, show that this purpose also was subscribed"to. 
Compensation, in the sense that it implies adaptation to changed circumstances, may also 
result in a decrease in activity. For ill-defined tasks communicators reduced their activity, 
especially pointing and to some extent sketching, when it could not be observed by others whilst 
for the well-defined tasks they increased it. Here therefore is evidence that people collaborating 
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on joint projects are readily able to compensate for changes in the task as well as the media 
setting. 
Media and task effects on communication mrd.distributed cognition 
Media effects- Reciprocal visual and physical access to construction.and use of partner's or own 
external representations (ERs) and eye contact 
Task effects- Well or ill defined- visual or propositional - referential spatial or conceptual spatial 
Tire use and.constr11ction of external represenlations are used differentially as.a function of 
media. and task to•assist communication and cognition. 
13.2.2.1 -Task effects of external representations- sketching in ill-defined, conceptual spatial 
and pointing around sketches for well-defined, referential tasks 
Corn munication· effects Cognitive implications 
Sharing, grounding, verbalisation 
Tire use and· construction of ERs may not be accessible or observable to communicators and/or 
otlrer collaborators -Information may not be adeq11ately slrared or grounded -Inappropriate 
11se.and construction of ERs e.g. sketclring and pointing, may inlribit cognitive benefits of ERs 
13.2.2.2 - Compensation The use and construction of ERs may not be observable to 
strategies are used to compensate others- information and cognitive benefits of ERs not 
for media constraints adequately shared and alternative solutions not 
collaboratively evaluated. 
Compensation strategies may improve communication and 
therefore distributed cognition. 
Tire media setting may cause clranges in compensation strategies by creating:-
13.2.2.3- Focus constraints Focus constraints in the media.configuration may guide the 
which may lead to changes in use and construction of ERs by amplifying or inhibiting 
compensation and mediating use cognitive benefits of ER and distributed cognition 
ofERs 
13.2.2.4 - False perceptions of Compensation may not be adequate and• cognition not 
communication efficacy satisfactory distributed 
Tire media.setting and tire task may clrange tire degree of interactivity between collaborators:-
13.2.2.5 - Co-operativeness, The media configuration may negate natural co-operation 
interactivity and and individual reasoning is interrupted. 
'disengagement' varies as a Tasks vary in the extent to which cognition may be helped function of media·and task. by interaction or disengagement. 
Tire metlia and purpose of tire task may vary tire degree of competition between problem-
solving and. grounding resources 
13.2.2.6- Competition between Individual reasoning may be inhibited where the need for 
problem-solving and grounding sharing and grounding information is more salient. 
resources This potential negative effect may be outweighed by the 
.. cognitive benefits of asking questions and providing 
justifications. 
Tire use mrd fmrction of gestures c/ranges as a function oft/re media setting 
13.2.2.7- Tbe role of Gestures Gestures support verbalisation regardless of media setting 
in verbalisation and and compensate for lack of ERs. 
communication 
F1gure 13.1 - lmphcat1ons of med1a constramts for collaborative des1gn (The numbers relate to 
the paragraphnumbers in the text) 
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The fact that the ill-defined tasks were less successfully communicated and'that some 
misunderstandings occurred for the well-defined tasks in the first study where the generation and 
development of solutions was encouraged and when visibility was constrained, suggests:that these 
compensations were not always fully effective. However, it should also•be noted that access to 
the workspace had no effect on successful sharing for either task- ill-defined tasks were more 
difficult to communicate regardless of medium, indicating a task effect, not a media effect. It 
may be concluded·therefore that compensations for lack of visibility were not only undertaken, 
butwere largely successful. 
The foregoing provides further evidence therefore that humans are able to adapt their 
behaviour to accommodate changes in the environment. Therefore, expensive supporting 
technology may not need to be as comprehensive as first thought and the drive to simulate face-
to-face settings·may be misguided. However, as highlighted in previous discussions, appropriate 
compensations for visibility constraints may depend on the extent to which communication 
efficacy is interpreted correctly and it is possible that if those interpretations for some reason are 
not always correct, appropriate compensation may not be forthcoming. It has been indicated that 
certain configurations of. a media workspace may elicit a misguided perception of 
communication efficacy as well as a division in focus, possibly resulting in insufficient levels " . 
of grounding and inappropriate activities. These issues of perceived communication efficacy and ., 
divided focus will be discussed below. 
13.2.2.3 Focus constraints: Mediation of use and construction•of external 
representations 
It was noted in the foregoing studies that focus might be divided by the constraints of the 
media resulting in a conflict between focusing on the workspace and eye contact with 
collaborators. It was suggested that eye contact, which is a socially learned and well rehearsed 
activity in natural conversation (Argyle, 1994), may distract collaborators away from the. most 
appropriate task related focus i.e. pointing around plans within a private workspace (Barnard, 
May, & Salber, 1996). In natural face to face settings where the switchingbetween eye contact 
and workspace related activities in a• shared space is well rehearsed, there are no·difficulties. 
However perhaps when communicators are required to switch between their own private space 
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and a public space containing only eye contact, distractions and the inappropriate.use of the most 
optimal methods of sharing and grounding information, are apparent. Because no:performance 
measures were available for the first study it was·not possible to ascertain whether this distraction 
or lack of grounding compensation had an adverse effect on either problem-solving or 
communication ,performance. 
It was.also proposed that media settings where the focus is guided·and confined .to a 
limited shared workspace area, such as a monitor with no eye contact, may encourage people to 
focus on the shared workspace, resulting in more appropriate activities. This effect does not 
represent a distraction or even a false perception of communication efficacy, but a benefit for 
collaboration- people are guided by the medium to the most appropriate form ofworkspace 
activity for sharing and grounding visual information Le. sketching or pointing around sketches. 
This point and the preceding one highlight how certain aspects of a medium can 
provide an appropriate focus for task activity but might also cause distractions leading to a 
less appropriate focus and activities. The foregoing discussion, again clearly has implications 
for technology in supporting geographically distribution collaboration and this will be discussed 
below. The emphasis on the importance of supporting eye gaze (Daly-Jones, Watts, & Monk, 
1998; Watts, Monk, & Daly-Jones, 1996) and mutual awareness (lshii, Kobayashi, & Grudin, 
1995) may not be necessary and indeed may even be a hindrance to visual task collaboration. 
13.2.2.4 Focus constraints: Perception of communication efficacy 
There was also evidence to support others (Barnard et al., 1996) that distractions due to 
eye contact in an unshared media setting, may elicit a false perception of communication efficacy, 
resulting in an overestimation of the ease with which communication could occur, which in turn 
led to less grounding effort. This evidence comes from the observed interaction between.access to 
the workspace and access to 'recording plans' in the second study. The assumption regarding 
grounding compensation and successful communication is that when collaborators are unable to 
·visually share the same workspace, then communication is perceived as difficult by 
communicators, resulting in an increase in grounding and successful communication. In addition, 
it might be expected that when receivers are unable to benefit from the visual information 
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displayed in the communicators' 'recording plans', communication would be perceived as more 
difficult and communicators should again.compensate for such an inadequacy through increased 
grounding. However, this was·not found to be the case and it is suggested below and summarised 
in Figure 13.2, that perhaps certain configurations of media and external representations create a 
false perception of communication efficacy, resulting in inadequate compensation strategies. 
Shared 
works pace 
Unshared 
works pace 
Communicator basACCESS to own 
external representations•(ERs) 
Box 13.2a 
Expected communication efficacy- easy 
as communicators· have access to 
external representations to support the 
verbalisation of visual information and 
that receivers can observe. 
True perceived communication efficacy 
. resulting in moderate grounding effort 
associated with·a 'sharing' task and 
successful communication. 
Box 13.2c 
Expected communication efficacy-
difficult as receivers unable to observe 
communicator's external 
represe/1/ations and gestures. 
True perception of communication 
difficulty leading to higher grounding 
effort 
Bl'JT 
Communication 'less successful-
grounding fails to compensate 
PERHAPS 
Communicators' access to own external 
representations elicits false perception 
of communication efficacy and explicit 
verbalised visual information may be 
less carefully planned.(no measures for 
this) 
' 
Communicator has N0 ACCESS to 
own.external representations (ERs) 
Box 13.2b 
Expected communication efficacy-
difficult as communicators have no 
external represelllations for receiver to 
observe or to support verbalisation of 
visual information. 
Eye contact elicits false perception of 
communication efficacy resulting in 
inadequate grounding compensation 
resulting in less successful 
communication 
Box 13.2d 
Expected commzmication efficacy-
difficult as communicators have no 
external representations to support 
verbalisation of visual information and 
receiver unable to observe gestures. 
True perception of communication 
difficulty leading to higher grounding 
effort and perhaps more carefully 
planned explicit verbalised visual 
information, resulting in more 
successful:communication, 
Figure 13.2- Perceived communication efficacy as a function of focus constraints in the media 
When communicators had access to their own 'recording plans' in a shared workspace 
(See box 13.2a in figure 13.2 above), both communicators and receivers were able to benefit from 
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the communicators' 'recording plans' of conceptual spatial information, receivers visually and 
communicators interactively. Communication was not perceived as being difficult, grounding 
compensation was not necessary, and communication was more likely to be successful. This 
perception of communication efficacy·therefore was a true perception. 
When communicators did not have access to their own 'recording plans' in:a shared 
workspace however (See Box 13.2b above), communication should have been perceived as being 
more difficult as receivers were not able to benefit from viewing any sketches. Grounding 
therefore, should have increased to allow for more successful communication. However, 
grounding did not increase and communication was less successful. Here therefore,.the 
perception of communication difficulty by communicators may have been erroneously 
diminished because the workspace was shared and face-to-face interaction with eye contact was 
possible, promoting a feeling of eo-presence. This may have resulted in the observed failure to 
increase grounding, which may otherwise have successfully compensated for the lack of 
'recording plans' from which receivers could benefit directly. Communication in this instance 
was-consequently less successfuL 
An alternative explanation might be that, if access to 'recording plans' supports the 
verbalisation of visual information, then when communicators are deprived of this resource, they 
are unable to adequately describe the•necessary visual information. However, if this was the case, 
an increase in grounding might have been expected, by way of repairs, repeats, expansions etc., 
which of course it was not. In this event therefore, false perceptions of communication efficacy 
may have been elicited by a feeling of eo-presence brought about by eye contact. 
When the workspace was not shared and communicators had access to 'recording plans' 
(See Box 13 .2c), grounding was increased to compensate for the lack of visibility as expected, but 
this compensation does not appear to have successfully benefited the sharing of information-
communication was less successful. It may be· assumed that to some extent the communication 
failure can be attributed to the fact that receivers could not observe the visual information being 
presented verbally. However, as shall be seen below, communication was more successful in the 
other condition where the workspace was not shared but where communicators had no access to 
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'recording,plans'. The observed communication deficiency therefore was not just related to a 
visibility constraint on behalf of the receiver. 
One interpretation mightbe that when communicators.have access to 'recording plans' on 
which to sketch, their perception of the communication difficulty imposed by an unshared 
workspace may be diminished. This false,perception of communication efficacy may have 
resulted in less explicit verbal sharing accounting for the observed relatively unsuccessful 
communication. Grounding generally for this condition was.not diminished but perhaps what.is 
required for successful communication is not just checking understanding, but also more explicit 
verbal sharing in which.sentences are carefully planned from the outset. However, measures for 
this kind of careful sentence planning were ·not included in the coding scheme. In this case 
therefore, false perceptions of communication efficacy may have been elicited by the presence of 
'recording plans', resulting in less explicit verbalisation of visual information. 
When, the workspace was not shared and communicators had no access to 'recording 
plans' (See Box 13.2d), communicators increased their grounding effort to compensate for 
visibility constraints but, as for the shared workspace setting, there was no such increase to 
compensate for the unavailability of ~recording plans'. Communication on the other hand, was 
generally successful and it is possible that communicators were more careful about planning 
·explicit verbalised visual information, As already noted above, careful planning and explicit 
verbalisation of visual information was not measured specifically and this assumption cannot be 
verified but is a potential topic for future research. It seems therefore that the use and 
construction of 'recording plans' may·be of more•help to observers than to communicators, 
and may even create false perceptions of communication efficacy in an unshared workspace. 
However, it must be remembered that the use and construction of external representations have 
been shown to have cognitive benefits which are likely to outweigh any possible false perceptions 
of communication efficacy in unshared works paces. 
The above discussion highlights the potential dangers of providing technical support that 
may invoke situations where focus within a collaborative workspace may be constrained. 
Technology has tried to support face-to-face collaboration in a seamless manner (lshii & 
Kobayashi, 1992) and has emphasised the benefits of non-verbal language between collaborators 
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(Daly-Jones et·al., 1998). However, this may be misguided. If appropriate works pace 
activities and· related external representations are discouraged, information may not 
properly be shared and the cognitive benefits pertaining to external representations will be 
unavailable. lfcommunication efficacy is falsely perceived, adequate compensations may 
not be forthcoming and·solutions will not be fully shared or evaluated. 
13.2.2.5 Co-operation, interactivity and 'disengagement' 
The view proposed by Clark & Brennan ( 1993) that interlocutors collaborate to achieve 
mutual understanding sufficient for the.current purposes was supported. As already noted·above, 
there were higher levels of grounding when.collaborators did not have access to each other's 
workspace, evidenced by more requests for partner understanding and more misunderstandings, 
supporting the notions of co-operative co-ordination• of knowledge and beliefs (Clark & Wilkes-
Gibbs, 1986; Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992). Collaborators appeared to minimise their efforts by 
requesting evidence of their partner's understanding, who in turn provide feedback. Forinstance, 
low key affirmations of "yes, 111111, etc." and relevant:next.turns, all of which indicate 
understanding without interrupting the natural flow of conversation. The studies in this thesis 
therefore have fully supported the notion of 'co-operativeness' and extended our knowledge 
by identifying the nature of this co-operation for different tasks and media settings, through 
the use of the grounding and activity coding schemes. 
For instance, there was evidence that the nature of the task may have some effect on the 
pattern-of interaction between collaborators, highlighting a different kind of co-operation. For 
example, well-defined tasks appeared to elicit more collaborative and workspace interaction than 
the ill-defined task. There was evidence that conceptual spatial reasoning tasks·elicited more 
'conversations with oneself, (Schon, 1992) - repairs were prevalent when generating and 
developing ideas but not for just sharing them- whilst for referential spatial tasks repairs were 
more prevalent when just sharing ideas, indicating a role for grounding objects and their locations 
(Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). In addition, when the generation and development ofideas was 
required, communicators were more likely to be sketching and receivers less likely. 
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It has been· suggested that this effect may represent a special kind of co-operation where 
receivers 'disengage' from workspace activities while they are aware that their partners are 
involved in focused visual reasoning (Reid et al., 1999). That study found evidence for an implicit 
conversational rule discouraging interruptions whilst individual designers elaborated their design 
ideas using freehand sketches, but not during propositional phases of design discussion, in which 
customer specifications and constraints on the emerging design were the focus of discussion. lt is 
possible however that this may be due, not to disengagement, but to the fact they had no need to 
ask questions as the infonnation was clearly communicated through sketches. However, if that 
interpretation is to be supported then interaction should also have been less for the well-defined 
tasks in a shared workspace which was not the case. Although pointing and grounding activity by 
initiators in the first study was suppressed when the workspace was shared, there was·no evidence 
that receivers interacted less with their partners. Perhaps the processes involved in the well-
defined tasks used in.this.thesis are more similar to the processes involved in the propositional 
phases of design (Re id et al., 1999) with the common factor being that they can be relatively 
easily verbalised. 
The foregoing suggests that engaging in visual thinking-and the sketching activity that 
typically accompanies it-may signal a special state of conversational disengagement, in which 
designers direct their attention away from their colleagues and towards the sketches they are 
creating. In addition, there was evidence from the findings in this thesis that such disengagement 
signals do. not derive from designers directing their eye gaze away from receivers as there were 
no 'disengagement' effects when access to eye contact was varied. Disengagement cues appear 
to be extracted from observed· activity in the workspace. This provides support for the 'video-
as-data hypothesis' (Whittaker, 1995) as opposed to the 'non-verbal hypothesis' (Daly-Jones et 
al., 1998) discussed in Chapter 3. 
It seems therefore that while designers sketch conceptual spatial information to facilitate 
the generation and development of an idea, their colleagues refrain from interrupting. They 
perhaps do this in order to minimise the cognitive load on the sketcher while observing the 
developing•sketch in order to gain a better understanding of the ideas being expressed. This 
suggests that developing ideas and sharing ideas may compete for cognitive resources-
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ideas are certainly shared:to some extent if they can be observed, but during the developing stage 
this may be ·incidental rather than intentional. 
13.2.2.6 Competition in resources for problem-solving and grounding 
In further support of the notioncof CO"operation between collaborative problem-solvers to 
limit cognitive requirements, it was also noted earlier that when generating and developing 
solutions to referential spatial tasks, preventative measures to avoid misunderstandings might 
have been reduced because of the cognitive load imposed on communicators when sharing in an 
unshared works pace. In addition, the finding in this thesis that combinations of pointing with 
grounding for the well-defined task and sketching with grounding and non-grounding 
contributions for the ill-defined task, was generally low when communicators were required to 
generate and develop ideas as well as share them in a shared workspace, also supports this notion. 
Pointing combined with grounding only increased by way of compensation for lack of visibility 
when the workspace was not shared for the well-defined tasks. When they were only required to 
share learned ideas however, combinations of pointing and grounding were high regardless of the 
medium. 
From these findings, a case for media effects on the competition between problem-
solving and grounding activities is presented. Figure 13.3 below shows the effects of the use and 
construction of external representations as a function of shared works pace (shared or unshared) 
and the task process{problem-solving or sharing). When the workspace was shared and initiators 
were thinking about the problem. and developing solutions (See Box 13.3a in figure 13.3 below), 
the requirement for problem-solving may have competed with the requirement for sharing 
information through conversational grounding, (It should be noted that the above effects were 
only found for grounding requests on their own and combinations of grounding and pointing-
there were no effects for activities on their own. The competition between resources referred to 
therefore is between the requirement for carrying out problem-solving activities and the 
requirement for grounding information through speech). In addition, because the problem-solvers 
were aware that their partners could observe their activities, the perceived need for conversational 
grounding may have been reduced. 
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Shared 
works pace 
Unshared 
works pace 
Generation & share task 
(Study I -CO Condition) 
Box /3.3a 
Suppressed pointing with grounding 
requests and non-grounding 
contributions (well-defined) and 
increased sketching by initiator and 
reduced questions by receiver. 
Competition between problem-
solving and sharing activity 
Communication perceived as easy 
because receiver can observe directly 
= reduction in need for grounding 
Focus on problem-solving. 
Grounding and partner interaction 
lower, especially receiver questions 
for conceptual spatial tasks 
Generation & share task 
(Study I -SS Condition) 
Box 13.3c 
Higher levels of grounding, 
especially pointing with checks (well-
defined) and questions by receiver 
(ill-defined) 
Competition between problem-
solving and sharing activity 
Initiators perceived as difficult 
because receiver cannot observe 
directly= increased need for 
grounding and more receiver 
questions for conceptual spatial tasks 
Focus on sharing outweighs focus 
on problem-solving- grounding and 
partner interaction high 
Chapter 13 
Share task 
(Study 2- Condition I similar to CO 
condition) 
Box JJ;)b 
Generally high levels of pointing with 
grounding requests and non-grounding 
contributions (well-defined) & sketching 
with non-grounding contributions (illc 
defined) 
No competition between problem-solving 
and sharing activity 
Communication perceived as easy 
'because receiver can observe directly= 
reduction in need for grounding 
BUT 
Task purpose is to share and no 
competition with problem-solving 
resources= increased need for sharing 
Focus on sharing - grounding and partner 
interaction high. 
Share task 
(Study 2- Condition 3 similar to SS 
conditions) 
Box /3.3d 
Higher levels of pointing with checks 
?well-defined) andelevated checks for 
understanding for both tasks. 
No competition between problem-solving 
and sharing activity 
Communication perceived as difficult 
because receiver cannot observe directly= 
increased need for grounding 
AND 
Task purpose is to share = increased need 
for sharing 
Focus on sharing- grounding and partner 
interaction high 
Figure 13.3- Competition between problem-solving and grounding (Initiators (Study I) and 
communicators (Study 2) have full access to own external representations at all times) 
When the workspace was shared and no problem-solving activity was required, only the 
sharing of ideas·(See Box 13.3b ), pointing and sketching with non-grounding contributions and 
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checks for understanding was generally high. Perhaps in this instance the need for sharing 
became more salient because that was .the purpose of the. task (Clark & Brennan, 1993 ), despite 
the fact that they would not have expected communication to be difficult in a shared workspace. 
When the workspace was not shared, even though there was still a need for problem-
solving activity (See Box 13.3c), the perception that communication was likely to be difficult 
with the accompanying need for an increase·in conversational grounding, may have become more 
salient resulting in an increase in partner interaction. When problem-solving was not required 
however (See Box 13 .3d), both the purpose of the task and the recognised difficulty in 
communicating visual information in an unshared workspace, resulted in an even greater 
perceived need for an increase in conversational grounding. lt was not possible to verifY whether 
this alleged competition for resources had an adverse effect on either sharing or problem-solving 
performance as these were not measured for the first study. 
The foregoing findings appear to support others who have found that when speakers are 
carrying out a cognitively demanding task whilst at the same time being required to.share-the 
process, they are more likely to use egocentric spatial descriptions such as "on my left"' instead of 
"on your left". For instance, Schober (1993) found that speakers used more egocentric 
descriptions when they were required to share .information in settings where reciprocal visibility " 
was not possible and where participants did not share a similar viewpoint. In addition, Horton ., 
and Keysar ( 1996) found a similar result when speakers were required to sharing complex visual 
information where reciprocal visibility was constrained. 
It appears therefore that the-necessity of sharing information whilst also being 
required to generate, develop and evaluate ideas, may have adverse effects on both 
communication and cognition in collaborative tasks and this is clearly a further potential topic 
for future research. 
13.2.2.7 Verbalisation and the role of gestures 
As for other studies.of collaborative design, depictive gesturing has been shown to be a 
prevalent activity inthe studies in this thesis. Gesturing appears to support the verbalisation of 
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visual infonnation as well as provide demonstrative spatial infonnation to observers, It also 
compensates communicators of visual infonnation for the lack of external representations. 
Kraus and others (Krauss, Chen, & Chawla, 1996; Krauss, Dushay, Chen, & Rauscher, 
1995; Krauss & Fussell, 1996; Krauss, Morrelsamuels, & Colasante, 1991) who found that the 
medium of communication made no difference to the communication performance of identifying 
graphic designs, proposed that gestures serve to access retrieval of lexical information. The issues 
regarding compensation highlighted above support this view- the fact that the speakers knew that 
their gestures could not be seen, may have meant that they were far more explicit in their 
descriptions, thus rendering the graphic designs more interpretable. Speech and gesture 
combined, and carefully constructed speech when the communicator is aware that the listener 
cannot see gestures, are clearly the most informative. However, speech where the speaker thinks 
the listener is aware of accompanying gestures, may be less informative, thus giving a role to 
gestures as direct communicants. 
However, it is not clear whether the support is for lexical retrieval or perhaps for 
supporting more semantic retrieval. As discussed in Chapter 2, Alibali et al (2000) attempted to 
identify a more precise location at which gestures impacted on speech production and concluded 
that iconic, or depictive gestures, play a role, not only in speech production but also in cognition 
generally. Furthennore, Gold in-Meadow et al (1993) found that children, often display 
information through gestures that they are unable to verbalise and that these gestures can readily 
be recognised. This suggests that while gestures,perhaps primarily support the preparation'of 
visual semantic sentence planning which would be necessary regardless of whether the gestures 
can be observed, they might convey spatial information unintentionally. 
lt cannot be said from the results of the studies in this thesis that gestures support 
cognition in this way or thauhe visual concepts displayed by gestures were not intended to be 
interpreted by observers. However, iconic gestures were equally prevalent whether they could be 
observed or not and also were far more prevalent for the 'demonstrative' conceptual spatial tasks 
than for the referential spatial tasks. In addition, whilst gesturing appeared to support 
communicators for the ill-defined tasks, there was evidence that pointing plays a similar role for 
referential tasks. Pointing on its own and combined with checking understanding was also 
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equally prevalent when the workspace was not.shared, particularly when the generation and 
development of ideas was also required. These activities therefore appear to lend their support in 
a task relevant manner suggesting their association with spatial concepts. 
This notion has been supported by the suggestion that gestures may provide depictive 
models of imagery in the absence of perceptual experience. Schwartz & Black ( 1996) found that 
individuals and pairs of participants asked to solve simple-gear problems from descriptions, 
initially used depictive hand gestures to help simulate the movement of the gears but were quickly 
able to induce abstract rules which were then applied to subsequent similar problems. As soon as 
an.appropriate abstract rule was identified depictive gestures decreased.but would be resumed at 
the introduction of either a novel problem, or a change to the existing,problem that failed to 
accommodate the rule. 
Perhaps for communication purposes therefore gestures assist in the translation of 
visual information into verbal information. lt was suggested in the previous chapter that they 
may do this by supporting working memory- by acting for the visuospatial scratchpad in the 
same way that subvocalisation serves to maintain verbal information in working memory. Wesp 
et al (2001) observed that participants gestured more often when describing a water colour 
painting from memory than when the picture was present. lihis was found to be the case for well-
defined tasks when communicators had no access to 'learning plans' and when gesturing was 
associated with checks for understanding. For the ill-defined tasks however, the opposite was the 
case- more gesturing, regardless of grounding, occurred when communicators had access to 
'learning plans'. 
For the ill-defined conceptual spatial tasks, gesturing appears to be primarily used for 
communicating the available detailed visual information in an unshared workspace and does not 
appear to support working memory so·much as the translation from visual to verbal- a process 
support rather than a structural support. Gesturing on the other hand did not occur very often in 
the well-defined tasks, but it appears that when it did, perhaps it helped the retrieval from long 
tenn memory of referential information and held it in working memory during the verbalisation 
of referential information for sharing and grounding purposes. The translation from visual to 
verbal may not be an important component of this task especially bearing in mind that receivers 
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are not required to have any descriptive information regarding the items of furniture or a room in 
the plan of a house, just their relative locations. Gestures are not a natural activity for the well-
defined tasks but when 'learning plans' were-unavailable, these were used in conjunction with 
pointing to ground information. 
It may have been expected that the ill-defined conceptual tasks are more similar to a 
water colour paintings and would therefore exhibit similar results: However, without having 
actually seen the paintings and with no detailed descriptions of them available, it is nevertheless 
possible that they could be described in a categorical way, and may have actually been more 
similar in tenns,of a communication task, to the well-defined tasks. The ill-defined tasks in these 
studies required the communication of mechanical functions and movement similar to the gear 
manipulations used in the study highlighted above by Schwartz & Black (1996) and may have 
required gestures to help in the translation from visual to verbal information. This would of 
course necessitate these translations being maintained in working memory but is not their primary 
function for this kind of task. In addition, their study involved.the frequencies of all types of hand 
movements, even 'self grooming' gestures. Perhaps it was these gestures that were elevated to 
support memory in some way. 
lt does appear therefore that gestures play many roles in communication and Kelly et al. 
(Kelly, Barr, Church, & Lynch, 1999), have shown how speech and gesture combine to make 
communication more understandable than by either speech or gesture alone. I do not disagree 
with this statement but would extend it to suggest that this combination has more to do with 
supporting the verbalisation of conceptual spatial visual information, particularly images 
that are required to be manipulated to represent relational movement. 
Compensation effects were also evident for a lack of access to external representations. 
When communicators did not have access to 'recording plans;, they were more likely to gesture 
in both tasks and this increase was associated with grounding efforts. However, it was also noted 
that communication when the workspace was shared but no 'recording plans' were available, was 
less successful and that this activity was perhaps not the most appropriate for helping 
communicators convey referential information. An increase in grounding that may have improved 
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mutual understanding, did not occur and therefore evidence is provided to support the view that 
gesturing.does not convey information but rather assists the·communicator in some way. 
13.3 Practical relevance of the Thesis 
It was shown in Chapter 3 that the technological drive to create virtual media spaces by 
means of video links to enable mutual gaze awareness in order to promote a feeling of 
interpersonal awareness (Daly-Jones et al., 1998), may be misguided. The studies in this thesis 
have supported the notion that video links to support mutual· gaze awareness may not add 
significant benefits to communication (Whittaker & Geelhoed, 1993) and may even inhibit 
communication by creating a false perception of communication efficacy (Barnard et al., 
1996). rhese studies have also provided evidence that different media configurations 
constrain attentional focus which can either help or hinder the use and construction of task 
relevant external representations. Systems therefore that are endeavouring to combine gaze 
awareness with a shared worl<space which are very expensive, may not be necessary and may not 
even be beneficial. 
In addition, attention needs to be paid by system developers with regard to the kinds of 
tasks and related use and construction of external representations. For instance, it was observed 
in the studies reported here that the use of pointing on the work top, either with or without 
'recording plans' indicates the importance of this activity for identifying referents. In a visual 
collaborative task this is likely to be a less ambiguous method of identifying referents than eye 
gaze and has the added function:ofbeing able.to trace around existing or hypothetical objects to 
demonstrate shape, movement etc. It may also be considered that a view of the face and upper 
torso would· capture important iconic gestures that are able to demonstrate visual and spatial 
information. However, it is our view that these kind of gestures·may be of less importance to an 
observer than to the communicator by supporting the verbalising of visual information. It is clear 
that further research is required to identify more precise effects of media configurations in terms 
of perceived communication efficacy, focus. constraints and the effects they have on the use and 
coi1struction of external representations. 
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On a more general note, the observations from the studies in this thesis have shown that 
technological support should take account of differences in the type of task to be undertaken and 
the external representations to be used or constructed. Ill-defined, conceptual spatial tasks such 
as aspects of engineering or architecture may require more sketching facilities whilst other more 
well-defined structured tasks, such as the manipulation of pre-designed objects may require more 
emphasis on the ability to share referential information through pointing. 
The findings of this thesis have also provided evidence to suggest that design education 
might benefit from the more precise knowledge regarding the use and construction of specific 
external representations for different tasks. Some of the cognitive benefits of different kinds of 
external representations were noted in Chapter I. For instance, appropriate use of multiple 
external representations has been found to be useful for analytical problem-solving (Cox & Brna, 
1995) providing problem-solvers have prior knowledge of different kinds of external 
representations and their appropriate use. This thesis has identified a number of specific uses for 
two different kinds of visual tasks- pointing around graphical representations for the sharing and 
collaborative solving of well-defined visual problem-solving tasks and creating and using 
sketches for the sharing and collaborative idea generation and evaluation of ill-defined conceptual 
spatial problems. 
13.4 Limitations in the approach adopted in the Thesis 
There are a number of limitations to the studies in this thesis relating to the 
methodological issues surrounding the studies. Firstly, the age old problem of using psychology 
students who may not be well motivated to carry out the tasks to the best of their ability. 
However, it was the intention to explore the more generic patterns of speech and activity in 
simple tasks that did not require domain-specific knowledge. lt is the opinion of some that simple 
design is a generic process that is carried out by ordinary people every day (Cross, 1990) and the 
pilot studies showed that there were no observable differences between psychology students and 
engineering students. 
Secondly, the intercoder reliability for the,grounding coding scheme in the first study was 
very low although significant improvements were encountered for the second study. This 
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highlights the need for explicit detailed instructions and·code interpretations, sufficient training in 
these codes and the selection of a motivated second coder with some previous experience in this 
kind of task. In addition, a further measure that may have been of some use would have been the 
extent to which sentences are planned to prevent misunderstandings are carried out. Many of 
these utterances would have been coded as non-grounding contributions and therefore not 
considered as part of the overall grounding effort. 
Finally, the studies in the thesis were observational and whilst providing valuable 
information about patterns of speech and activity in collaborative tasks, no assumptions regarding 
participants' intentions or goals can be made. In·addition, no· assumptions can be made regarding 
cognitive.processes or outcomes as the only performance measures taken were for the second 
study, which were only obtained in order to make surface.comparisons between communicators 
and receivers. 
13.5 Future research 
This thesis took a broad view of collaborative activity and a number of issues have been 
raised that would benefit from further more focused research. For instance, the role of gestures as 
direct communication or verbalisation support could be better understood by varying, not only the 
medium, but the perceived medium i.e. settings when·communicators think that observers can see 
when they cannot may result in more precise informative gestures but less explicit speech leading 
to poor communication. On the other hand a setting where communicators think that observers 
cannot see when they actually can, may result in more explicit speech but less explicit gestures. 
lfgestures help communicators to verbalise spatial information as has been suggested, they may 
need to be coded to indicate different kinds of spatial information such as size, shape, movement, 
relations etc. 
The observation that collaborators appear to co-operate with•each other to·reduce 
cognitive loads and limit the impact of competition between reasoning and grounding resources, 
suggests a requirement for further research. Interruptions during cognitively demanding activity 
do not generally occur when observers can clearly see that they are inappropriate. However, 
when such cues are not available·because of visibility constraints, inappropriate interruptions may 
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result in cognitive overload and sub-standard communication and problem-solving activity. lt has 
also been found ,however that the acquisition of knowledge is facilitated through.elaborative 
interrogation, (Willoughby, Wood, McDermott, & McLaren, 2000) and that em passes in 
misunderstandings lead to elaborative interrogation and subsequent resolutions of 
misunderstandings (Miyake, 1986). Any adverse effects of competition for resources between 
problem-solving and grounding therefore may well be outweighed by the positive effects of this 
kind of collaboration. 
Indeed, this notion is supported by others who found that a collaborative discovery task in 
a scientific domain was enhanced when students made requests of each other for explanations 
(Okada & Simon, 1997), but only when they involved justifications and rationalisations of 
hypotheses which led to the identification of critical experiments. This study supported evidence 
for two distinct problem-solving search spaces (dual space hypothesis) in scientific discovery 
tasks (Klahr & Dun bar, 1988). However, it is also clear that there are particular phases of the 
design process which may be less conducive to such interaction such as the focused visual 
reasoning phase in pre-expert engineers noted above (Reid et al., 1999). Other empirical studies 
support the notion of the disruption of visual activity by concurrent speech in product design 
(Lioyd, Lawson, & Scott, 1995; Davies, 1995), insight problem-solving (Schooler, Ohlsson, & 
Brooks, 1993), and multiple constraint fitting in the application of design rationale capture 
systems (Shum, MacLean, Bellotti, & Hammond, 1997). 
With respect to the differences in interaction between the well-defined and ill-defined 
tasks, and between different phases of the ill-defined tasks, it may be that the kind of focused 
visual reasoning involved in generating and developing conceptual spatial ideas and solving 
referential spatial problems, reflect these different problem-solving spaces. Whilst initiators were 
sketching to generate and develop ideas, they were engaged in the kind of reasoning where verbal 
collaboration is disruptive and receivers therefore disengaged. Disengagement was not evident 
for the well-defined tasks suggesting that this kind of task, although visual, and·cognitively 
demanding is nevertheless to some extent propositional and interaction is acceptable and perhaps 
even helpful. 
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This notion of a competition between problem-solving and grounding resources, despite 
possibly being outweighed by the benefits of the process of grounding information and asking 
questions, is still not a trivial point and any technological or notational systems designed to 
support and capture design rationale for re-use, (Shum & Hammond, 1994), should bear in mind 
the effects of cognitive overload. Questions need to be encouraged at the right time to maximise 
the probability of sharing and evaluating a number of options and criteria. Ball & Ormerod (2000) 
found an increase in the evaluation of options for industrial design groups when the collaborative 
process was managed by a 'Project Champion'. It was therefore concluded that the negative 
aspect of failing to evaluate all options may to some extent be 'managed out'. This 'managing 
out' could perhaps be achieved either by technological intervention, or by the cultivation of 
asking and answering questions and the encouragement ofself-explanation. However, the 
temporal placement of such interventions clearly has to,be precisely identified in terms of the 
kind of reasoning taking place to avoid disruption. 
The observations regarding the reuse of previous learning processes and the 
encouragement of self explanations, rationalisations and justifications at appropriate times, 
clearly have implications for individual and collaborative design as well as design education and 
education and learning in generaL Research regarding the temporal appropriateness of 
intervening questions and demands for self explanations and justifications is required. The dual 
spaces referred to above need to be identified within problem-solving tasks. Alternatively, 
different problems that predominantly occupy only one space, i.e. insight problems and the early 
stages of focused conceptual spatial tasks which are less conducive to interruptions or non-insight 
problems requiring the exploration of hypothesis spaces might be used in a more experimental 
fashion. The methodology used to develop, record and analyse the conversational grounding 
coding scheme used in the·thesis may be used to explore these issues of collaborative co-
operation more fully, such as identifying the extent to which utterances are explicit and carefully 
planned as well as aspects of design rationale such as justifications and rationalisation of decision 
making during collaborative tasks. 
Finally, a more precise identification of the way in which certain media settings can alter 
the perception of communication efficacy and resulting communication behaviour such as 
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inadequate conversational grounding compensation is also required. I have shown the possibility 
for perception effects both as a function of the physical setting and also the use and construction 
of external representations. In addition, I have also shown how a conflict between the workspace 
and eye contact may elicit inappropriate task related activities and this aspect of media settings 
also requires further more precise research. 
13.6 Final comments 
This >thesis has been able to demonstrate the usefulness of incorporating aspects of 
communication in a model·of distributed cognition for collaborative design by building on 
Herbert Clark's and others' (Ciark, 1996; Clark & Brennan, 1993; Clark & Schaefer, 1989; Clark 
& Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992) work on conversational grounding. Figure 
13.4 below shows how the model' introduced in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.1) can incorporate the 
findings of this thesis. As for Figure 2.1, the dotted lines represent penneability between effects 
while the solid lines represent impermeable barriers. In other words, cognition can only be 
distributed by means of communication through the physical environment in which the use and 
construction of external representations takes place. 
The development of a coding scheme to identify the characteristics of speech utterances 
designed to prevent or resolve misunderstandings, with the least collaborative effort, has been 
undertaken and applied in a meaningful way to visual problem-solving tasks in different·media 
settings. lt has•been shown how methods of signalling and speech combine to ground 
information·differentially across referential spatial and conceptual spatial tasks. Furthermore, the 
distinction between different methods of signalling has highlighted the range of communicative 
activities, both linguistic and non-linguistic, available to collaborators of visual problem-solving 
tasks. 
The findings of previousresearch that collaborative design activity incorporates an 
intermixing between drawing, pointing and gesturing around a shared works pace (Tang, 1991; 
Bly, 1988) have been fully supported. The observations from the studies in this thesis however 
have extended this research to highlight specific differences between certain types of tasks in 
terms of the external representations used to support collaborative design. A number of other 
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issues emerged from the detailed nature of these data showing how small changes in speech and 
activity may turn out, with more focused research, to represent larger changes in communication 
and cognition as a function of media constraints. For instance, potential problems and benefits 
regarding the way in which technological support might alter the focus·ofthe workspace and 
perception of communication efficacy and competition between problem-solving and grounding 
resources. System designers therefore should develop specific technological innovations not 
'because they can' but 'because they are shown to be useful' both in terms of cognition and 
communication. 
Person A Environment : Person 8 
Internal representations: Selling: Physical and visual i Internal representations: 
Individual reasoning access to use and Individual reasoning 
:---. . construction of external :--.. Verbalisation representations (ERs ): Verbalisation 
Shared knowledge 
.--. 
Gestures important 
:.--. 
Shared knowledge 
Grounding strategies for verbalisation Grounding strategies 
Perception of Focus constraints Perception of 
communication Task allributes: communication 
efficacy Conceptual/referential efficacy 
Activity: Speech, spatial: Activity: Speech, 
: drawing, writing, Differential use ofERs : drawing, writing, 
gesturing, pointing ' gesturing, pointing 
Compensation • t : Compensation r-·· .... ·-- ------------------- ·- ------- r-· 
strategies for media -------------------------------.---- strategies·for·media 
constraints Communication constraints 
Activity mediated by Sharing, grounding and Activity mediated by 
focus constraints in verbalisation focus constraints in 
media Grounding and media 
Cognitive implications: activity compensation Cognitive implications: 
for media constraints 
Competition between 
Co-operation and 
Competition between 
problem-solving and problem-solving and 
grounding resources observer grounding resources 
disengagement 
Task and media 
related interactivity 
Figure 13.4- Extended model of distributed cognition based on initial model in Figure 2.1, 
and highlighting findings of the thesis and areas for future research. 
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GRAPHICAL FIGURES USED IN PILOT STUDY NO. 1 
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Array of 3D shapes used by Finke 1990 and for Pilot Study No. l , Chapter 6 . 
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OBJECT TRANSFORMATION FIGURES USED IN 
PILOT STUDY NO. 3 
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Q 
D 
Table with cactus plant 
-Church 
Church 
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D 
0 
Tractor - CD/Cassette Player 
000 
CD/Cassette player 
Camera projector 
-rocket launcher 
00 
D 
Rocket Launcher 
Appendix 2 
Alarm Clock to teapot 
Teapot 
302 
Egg Timer to scales 
Scales 
Appendix 2 
Helicopter to merry-go-round 
303 
QQ 
QQ 
Merry-go-round 
Wheelbarrow 
Church 
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0 
Cannon firing ball 
0 D 00 
CD/Cassette Player 
Appendix 2 
0 
Rocket Launcher Teapot 
Scales Merry-go-round 
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Trees on a hill - an anchor 
Alien - Bird 
306 
0 
0 
0 
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Appendix 2 
o1 b 
Windmill - Wheelbarrow Telephone - cannon firing ball 
I I 
I I 000 
0 
0 
Wheelbarrow Cannon firing ball 
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Anchor Bird 
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FURNITURE MANIPULATION TASKS 
WILOT STUDY 4) 
Graphical Depictions and instructions 
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Three tasks used in Pilot Study 4. Dresser task (top), Peter' s Pit (middle), Sally' s Den (bottom). The first 
picture in each pair represents the existing state with the second picture representing the optimum final 
state. (The first picture is located in the first of six squares on A4 paper. The remaining five contain 
squares are for partic ipants to try out different combinations and record their final solution. These five 
squares contain all aspects of the frrst picture but excludes the furniture to be moved). 
General Criteria applicable to all tasks:-
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• Fixed attributes are the·door, the windows and radiators. 
• Nothing should be placed so that they overlap window areas or the radiators, which 
should be kept generally free from obstruction (nothing closer than 2ft/squares in 
front of radiator) 
• The final solution should be aesthetically pleasing as well as practical. 
All measurements are in feet, with one square on the plan representing one foot. 
For each piece of furniture; the size is given - width x depth x height (if higher than the 
windowcill). 
• You can assume that there are ample electric plugs. 
• One optimum solution 
Specific criteria for eaclr task 
AUNT HETTY'S DRESSER 
• Your current living room is as set out in the attached plan. 
• Aunt Hetty has left you a large dresser which is Sft long, 2 ft. deep and 6ft. high. 
• You do not wish to remove anything from the room that is already there. 
• Rearrange the room to accommodate the dresser, bearing in mind the general criteria 
already given to you. 
• Everything should be easily accessible i.e. people should be able to sit around the 
dining room table without having to pull it away from the wall. 
• The items and sizes of the furniture to be included in the room are as follows:-
A portable electric fire with surround 
Tall display cabinet 
Bookcase 
Aunt Hetty's dresser 
Sofa 
Two armchairs 
Dining table 
Four dining chairs 
Jll 
Width Depth Height 
3 ft. 2 ft. 4 ft. 
4 ft. 2 ft. 6 ft. 
5 ft. 1 ft. 6 ft. 
5 ft. 2 ft. 6 ft. 
6ft. 3 ft. 
3 ft. 3 ft. (each) 
3 ft. 3 ft. 
(Allow 2 sq. ft. for each) 
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SOPHIE'S STUDY DEN 
• Sophie has,arrived at university and been allocated a study room in the halls of 
residence, the plan of which is shown in the attached diagram. 
• All students living in halls of residence receive an instruction from the university that 
no furniture must be placed against the radiators as this minimises heath efficiency. 
• Rearrange Sophie's room to take account of the general criteria given to you and the 
following preferences made by Sophie herself:-
1. Nothing against the radiator 
2. Natural light for working at the desk 
3. Do not restrict the entrance to the room .. 
4. Make sure the wardrobe doors can open without restriction 
5. Maximise the floor space 
6. Make sure she has something by her bedside to put a drink on. 
The contents of the room are:-
Widtlr Depth Height 
Bed 6ft 3ft 
Wardrobe Sft 2ft 6ft 
Chest of Drawers 4ft 2ft 
Bookcase 2ft 1ft 
Desk 7ft 2ft 
Chair Allow 2ft 2ft 
PETER'S PIT 
• Peter wanted to change his room round. His room at the moment is shown on the 
attached plan. 
• Peter's parents decided to buy him a smaller desk. 
• Rearrange Peter's room based on the general criteria given to you, together with 
Peter's preferences listed below, substituting the new desk for the old one:-
I. Nothing against the radiator 
2. Natural light for working at the desk 
3. Do not restrict the entrance to the room. 
4. Make sure the wardrobe doors can be opened without restriction 
l'he contents of the room are:-
Width Depth Height 
Bed 6ft 3ft 
Wardrobe 4ft 2ft 6ft 
Desk 3ft 2ft 
Chair Allow 2ft 2ft 
Instructions for Pilot Study 4 
The experiment will take approximately 20 - 30 minutes and investigates visual thinking. 
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You will be provided with a plan of a room which will contain furniture and you will be 
asked to rearrange the room based on a number of criteria which will be given to you at 
the beginning of each task. 
You will be given three tasks, each one in a different condition which will be outlined at 
the beginning of each task. You will be timed and also asked to carry out the task within 
a certain time. You will also be recorded both visually and auditorily and I emphasise the 
confidentiality of the data and your rightto withdraw at any time. 
Sketch Condition- You can sketch the furniture in different locations on as many of the 
blank plans as you wish. Tell me when you are satisfied with your conclusion. For this 
task you will have a maximum of(2 minutes, 5 minutes & 8 minutes). 
Image Condition- You will manipulate the furniture in your mind without the use of 
sketching. Tell me when you are satisfied with your conclusion, For this task you will 
have a maximum of(2 minutes, 5 minutes & 8 minutes). When you are satisfied with 
your conclusion, you will point to the locations you wish to furniture to be moved to and 
I will write down the name of the piece of furniture- you will not be able to change your 
mind during this phase. 
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TASKS AND INSTRUCTIONS 
(PILOT STUDY NO. 5) 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PILOT STUDY NO. S 
Sketch condition 
Procedure:-
General instructions:-
The experiment will take approximately 55-60 minutes and investigates visual 
thinking. 
The first two tasks are to assess your sketching ability and your imagery ability. 
You will then be provided with a number of problems which will be outlined at 
the beginning of each task. You will be provided with pencil and paper to help 
you think. After an allocated time, (5 minutes) you will be asked to redraw your 
best solution. You will be recorded both visually and auditorily and I emphasise 
the confidentiality of the data and your right to withdraw at any time. 
Sketching Task 
Appendix 4 
2 
Imagery Task 1+5=6 
I - River crossing 1+5+2=8 
2- Room 1+5+2=8 
3 - Table l'ennis Balls 1+5+2=8 
4 - Building Relocation 1+5+2=8 
5 -Toy for Toddlers 1+5+2=8 
50 minutes 
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Write condition 
Procedure:-
General instructions:-
The experiment will take approximately SS-60 minutes and investigates visual 
thinking. 
The first two tasks are to assess your sketching ability and your imagery ability. 
You will be provided with a number of visual problems which will be outlined 
at the beginning of each task. You will be asked to solve the problems in your 
head and to draw your solutions after an allocated time (S minutes). You will 
however be able to make notes in order to help you recall your ideas but you 
will not be allowed to draw. You will be recorded both visually and auditorily 
and I emphasise the confidentiality ofthe·data and your right to withdraw at any 
time. 
Sketching Task 2 
'Imagery Task 1+5=6 
I - River crossing 1+5+2=8 
2- Room 1+5+2=8 
3 - Table Tennis Balls 1+5+2=8 
4 - Building Relocation 1+5+2=8 
S -Toy for Toddlers 1+5+2=8 
SO minutes 
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SALLY'S DEN (SKETCH CflNDITION)(the graphical layout and blank plans 
can be found in Appendix 3) 
Instructions 
o Sop hie has arrived at university and been allocated a study room in the halls of 
residence, the plan of which is shown in the attached diagram. 
o All students living in halls of residence receive an instruction from the university that 
no furniture must be placed against the radiators as this minimises heath efficiency. 
o Attached is a plan ofSophie's room as it is at present. (Each square represents 1ft. 
o Rearrange Sophie's room to take account ofthe criteria given below:~ 
o The door, windows and radiators may not be moved. 
o Nothing should be placed so that they overlap window areas·or the radiators, 
which should be kept generally free from obstruction (nothing closer than 
2ft/squares in front of radiator) 
• Everything should be easily accessible i.e. people should be able open doors 
and drawers without obstruction. 
o Some natural light for working at the desk 
• Maximise floor space 
o The final solution should be aesthetically pleasing as well as practical. 
o There is one optimum solution. 
• The items and sizes of the furniture to be included in the room are as follows:-
The contents·ofthe room are:-
Width Depth Height 
Bed 6ft 3 ft 
Wardrobe 5ft 2ft 6ft 
Chest of Drawers 4ft 2ft 
Bookcase 2ft 1 ft 
Besk 7ft 2ft 
Chair Allow 2ft 2ft 
You can sketch the furniture in different locations on as many of the blank plans as you 
wish. You have 5 minutes for this problem. 
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SOPHIE'S STUDY DEN (WRITE CONDITION) 
Instructions 
• Sophie has arrived at university and been allocated a study room in the halls of 
residence, the plan of which is shown in the· attached diagram. 
• All students living in halls of residence receive an instruction from the university that 
no furniture must be placed against the radiators as this minimises heath efficiency. 
• Attached is a plan ofSophie's room as it is at present. (Each square represents 1ft. 
• Rearrange Sophie's room to take account of the criteria given below:-
• The door, windows and radiators may not be moved. 
• Nothing should be placed so that they overlap window areas or the radiators, 
which should be kept generally free from obstruction (nothing closer than 
2ft/squares in front of radiator) 
• Everything should be easily accessible i.e. people should be able open doors 
and drawers without obstruction. 
• Some natural light for working at the desk 
• Maximise floor space 
• The final solution should be aesthetically pleasing as well as practical. 
• There is one optimum solution. 
• The items and sizes of the furniture to be included in the room are as follows:-
The contents of the room are:-
Widtlt Deptlt Height 
Bed 6ft 3ft 
Wardrobe Sft 2ft 6ft 
Chest of Drawers 4ft 2ft 
Bookcase 2ft l ft 
Desk 7ft 2ft 
Chair Allow 2ft 2ft 
You should manipulate the furniture in your mind. You may make notes but not draw. 
You will have 5 minutes for this problem, after which I will ask you to point to the 
locations you wish to furniture to be moved to. You will not be able to change your mind 
during this phase. 
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Table Tennis Ball Gift Box .. (Sketch condition) 
Instructions 
Y:our task is to·design a gift box to hold six table tennis balls. You do not need to be 
precise with regard to sizes. Try to think of as many ideas as you can. You have 5 
minutes for this task, after which I Will ask you to choose the best design and carry out 
any further descriptive annotations or that might be necessary. 
O:The box should be practical as well as aesthetically pleasing. Bear in mind that large 
quantities of these boxes need to be stored, transported and displayed for maximum 
marketing effect. 
Your design should include the following views of the box and you will be provided with 
pencil and paper to assist you:-
• A view of the 'plan' of the box showing it how would be folded or joined. 
• A view of the constructed box with the lid off, showing how the balls should be stored 
inside. 
• A view of the completed box, showing what it would look like when displayed and 
when stacked. 
You should concentrate on the visual aspects of the design and further descriptive 
annotations may be added in after the 5 minutes. 
Table Tennis Ball Gift Box. (Write condition) 
Instructions 
Your task is to design a gift box to hold six table tennis balls. You do not need to be 
precise with regard to sizes. Try to think of as many ideas as you can. At the end of 5 
minutes I will ask you to choose the best design and carry out any further descriptive 
annotations that might be necessary. 
The box should be practical as well as aesthetically pleasing. Bear in mind that large 
quantities of these boxes need to be stored, transported and displayed for maximum 
marketing effect. 
You will be asked to design this object in your head. You may make written notes but 
you may not draw. You will have 5 minutes, after which you will be asked to produce on 
paper the following views of the box:-
• A view of the 'plan' of the box showing how it would be folded or joined. 
• A view of the constructed box with the lid off, showing how the balls should be stored 
inside. 
• A view of the completed box, showing what it would look like when displayed and 
when stacked. 
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Divers Problem (Sketch condition) 
Instructions 
A major problem for divers is getting into a boat from the water, especially when the 
diver is cold and tired1 after along period in the water. You are to design a device that 
can be operated from within the boat, for lifting a diver into the boat. 
You do not need to worry about specification issues i.e. precise size, weight, materials or 
cost. 
You have 5 minutes to carry out this task. Try to think of as many ideas as you can. At 
the:end of 5 minutes I will ask you to choose the best design and carry out any further 
descriptive annotations that might be necessary. 
You will be given pencil and paper to help you do this problem. 
Divers Problem (Write condition) 
Instructions 
A major problem for divers is getting into a boat from the water, especially when the 
diver is cold and tired after a long period in the water. You are to design a device that 
can be operated from within the boat, for lifting a diver into the boat. 
You do not need to worry about specification issues i.e. precise size, weight, materials or 
cost. 
You have 5 minutes to carry out this task. Try to think of as many ideas as you can. You 
will carry out this problem in your head. You may make written notes but may not draw. 
At the end of 5 minutes I will ask you to draw the best design. 
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Toy for Toddlers (Sketch condition) 
Instructions 
Appendix 4 
You are to·design a toy that two babies (aged 2) can play with, in an interactive way, 
together. You do not need to worry about specification issues i.e. precise size, weight, 
materials or cost. 
You have 5 minutes to·carry out this task. Try to think of as many ideas as you can. At 
the end of 5 minutes I will ask you to choose your favourite design and carry out any 
further descriptive annotations that might be necessary. 
You will be given pencil and paper to help you do this problem. 
Toy for Toddlers (Write condition) 
Instructions 
You are to design a toy that two babies (aged 2) can play with, in an interactive way, 
together. You do not need to worry about specification issues i.e. precise size, weight, 
materials or cost. 
You haVe 5 minutes.to carry out this task. Try to think of as many ideas.as you can. At 
the end of 5 minutes I will ask you to choose the best design. 
You will carry out this task in your head. You will be able to make written notes but not 
draw. After 5 minutes I will ask you to sketch your favourite design. 
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Building Relocation Problem {Sketch condition) 
Instructions 
Appendix 4 
• The building below has been erected on the ' existing site'. The task is to transport the 
building so that it ends up in the same configuration on the 'new site' on the other side 
of the river using the barge and crane. 
• The building is comprised of three separate units; the foundation slab, the 
prefabricated walls (these are all joined to together and include the door and window), 
and the roof. These units cannot be broken down into smaller units. 
• The barge that is available for carrying the units across the river can only carry one 
unit at a time. 
• The area of each site is only just big enough to accommodate the building and all units 
must, at all times, remain in the orientation shown i.e. 
they cannot be placed on end or 
side by side 
• No unit must be placed on top of another unit that is lighter than itself, i.e 
the foundation slab cannot be placed on top of either of the other units 
the walls cannot be placed on top of the roof 
• No units may be inserted underneath an existing unit or withdrawn from 
underneath an existing unit. 
• All sites, including the pontoon in the middle of the river, may be used as an 
intermediary store for the units where necessary. 
• You should complete the task in as few moves as possible, whilst adhering to the 
above mentioned rules. 
• You have 5 minutes for this.problem and you may use a pencil and the blank 
jExisting site 
plans attached to help you work this out. 
BJ ~Barge and Crane 
jPontoon in middle of river 
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jNew site 
Building Relocation Problem (Write condition) 
Instructions 
Appendix 4 
• The building below has been erected on the 'existing site' . The task is to transport the 
building so that it ends up in the same configuration on the 'new site' on the other side 
of the river using the barge and crane. 
• The building is comprised of three separate units; the foundation slab, the 
prefabricated walls (these are all joined to together and include the door and window), 
and the roof. These units cannot be broken down into smaller units. 
• The barge that is available for carrying the units across the river can only carry one 
unit at a time. 
• The area of each site is only just big enough to accommodate the building and all units 
must, at all times, remain in the orientation shown i.e. 
they cannot be placed on end or 
side by side 
• No unit must be placed on top of another unit that is lighter than itself, i.e 
the foundation slab cannot be placed on top of either of the other units 
the walls cannot be placed on top of the roof 
• No units may be inserted underneath an existing unit or withdrawn from 
underneath an existing unit. 
• All sites, including the pontoon in the middle of the river, may be used as an 
intermediary store for the units where necessary. 
• You should complete the task in as few moves as possible, whilst adhering to the 
above mentioned rules. 
• You have 5 minutes for this problem. 
• You should solve this problem in your head although you may make notes, but not 
draw. I will ask you to draw the solution after five minutes. 
BJ 
!Existing s ite 
Barge and 
Crane 
!Pontoon in middle of river 
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Blank Plan for use with the Building Relocation Problem for ' sketching' condition only - Pilot Experiment 
No.5. 
)Ncwsilc 
!Pontoon in middle: orrhu I 
IExi.Jun&sitc 
fNew site 
lPomoonio middltof rinr I 
INewsite 
lPomoon in middle of river I 
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DRAWING ABILITY TESTS 
(PILOT STUDY NO. 5) 
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,------------------------------------------------------------------, 
! ! 
! I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Template used to measure accuracy of squares drawn by participants in Pilot Study No. S (2mm 
gap between each line). The number of lines crossed used as a score of accuracy - the higher the 
number of lines crossed, the less accurate the drawing. 
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Template used to measure accuracy of circules drawn by participants in Pilot Study No. 5 (2mm 
gap between each line). The number of lines crossed used as a score of accuracy - the higher the 
number of lines crossed, the less accurate the drawing. 
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Template used to measure accuracy of lines drawn by participants in Pi lot Study No. 5 (2mm gap 
between each line). The number of lines crossed used as a score of accuracy- the higher the 
number of lines crossed, the less accurate the drawing. 
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GROUN91NG AND ACTIVITY CODING SCHEMES 
STUDY 1 
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Speech Type Grounding Function as modifier 
Name code Description Name code Description Track 
Complete cc Statement without any No Ng No obvious I 
contribution obvious grounding grounding grounding function. 
function 
Complete cc requesting evidence of Try marker tm Speaker ends 2 
contribution + mutual understanding contribution with 
Try Marker rising intonation " is 
this right? 
Complete cc requests evidence of own Is this wbat wy Addressee- "is this 2 
contribution + understanding you mean? what you mean " 
request 
evidence 
Complete cc offering evidence of You Yu "yes that's right" 2 
contribution + addressee's understanding understand "No not like that" 
offer evidence ym 
(addressee) You mis-
understand 
Complete cc with offering evidence of 1 understand Iu "Oh, I see" 2 
contribution + own under-standing I misunder- I m "sorry I don 't get 
offer evidence stand that" 
(own) 
Complete cc Offers evidence of I am uncertain Urn "Er, I am not sure" 2 
contribution + uncertainty 
offer evidence 
(urn) 
Complete cc Explicit request or rising See wbat I wi Rising intonation 2 
contribution + intonation inviting mean? Or 
request evidence of "do you see what I 
evidence (wi) understanding mean " 
Incomplete le Incomplete contribution No grounding Ng 1 
contribution + with no grounding 
no grounding 
Expansion Ex Expands on preceding See wbat I wi Speaker implicitly 2 
contribution to make mean? requests evidence 
clearer of understanding 
Installment St Step by step See wbat I wi Speaker implicitly 2 
contributions with mean? requests evidence 
opportunity (implicit of understanding 
request) for receiver to 
provide evidence of 
understanding 
Repair Rp Speaker repairs an See wbat I wi Speaker implicitly 2 
incomplete sentence to mean? requests evidence 
make it clearer of understanding 
Speaker Repeat Sr Speaker repeats sentence See wbat I wi Speaker implicitly 2 
to ensure receiver has mean? requests evidence 
heard of understanding 
Listener Repeat Lr Receiver repeats I understand Iu Receiver offers 2 
sentence to offer or " is this wy evidence of 
evidence of what you understanding or 
understanding or check mean?'' requests evidence 
that they have of own 
understood understanding 
Fade-outs Fa Speaker fails to complete See what I Wl Speaker implicitly 2 
a contribution in the mean? requests evidence 
knowledge that receiver of understanding 
will have already 
understood 
Contmued .... ./ 
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/. ... Continued 
Completion cm Receiver completes an I understand lu Receiver offers 2 
incomplete utterance by evidence of 
' speaker understanding 
(providing that the 
completion is 
' relevant) 
' 
Back- Be Low key- without Acknowledge IU "yes, 111111, uh huh, 2 
channelling interruption flow of understanding yu etc." 
contribution by speaker 
Truncation Tr Speaker is.interrupted•by No grounding Ng 
a receiver contribution 
Irrelevant lr Speech not relating to.the 
task - has no modifier 
No speech Ns This has no modifier 
Figure 7 .I. Speech types and• Grounding Functions for Sntdy I first shown in Chapter 7 
Activity Code Definitions 
Sketching Sketching is defined as freehand drawing accompanying speech or drawing on 
its own. This may be a complete sketch, a part of a sketch, or any marhon the 
paper that appear to be releva/11. Doodling which does not appear to be related 
to•the design exercise, was excluded. 
Writing Writing is defined as any representation of whole or part sentences, lists, 
isolated words, numbers and calculations. 
Figural Pointing Figural Pointing is defined as hand movements that directly refer to sketches, 
text or other workspace representations. This-includes pointing around a sketch 
or 'cognitive.tracing'. 
Gesturing Gesturing is defined as hand movements synchronised with speech, providing 
figural representations of the concepts expressed in speech. 
Reading Reading is defined as clear evidence that a participant is looking at reading out 
loud from text in the workspace. 
No Activity None of the above activities (excluding speech only which is deleted). 
Figure 7.3- Definitions of activity coding scheme for Study I, first shown in Chapter 7. 
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APPENDIX 7 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXAMPLES OF CONDITION MANIPULATION 
STUDY 1 
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Experiment I - Shows SS condition (no eye contact or access to the workspace) 
Experiment I - Shows SO condition (eye contact but no access to the workspace). 
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APPENDIX8 
TABLE OF MEANS FOR SPEECH TYPES AND CONDITIONS 
STUDY 1 
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Condition Dresser River 
M St.Dev M St.Dev 
CO N=6 
Back channel 0.49 0.38 0.88 0.51 
Completion 0.25 0.45 0.26 0.37 
Contribution 70.94 5.69 65.50 18.53 
Expansion 8.47 3.05 8.75 4.23 
Fadeout 2.19 2.26 2.30 2.77 
lnstallment 1.56 3.30 4.08 4.52 
Irrelevant 4.62 2.86 6.47 3.66 
Incomplete 7.27 6.32 6.94 7.28 
Listener repeat 0.35 0.33 0.12 0.14 
Repair 3.21 4.01 4.40 5.12 
Speaker repeat 0.44 0.52 0.27 0.67 
Truncation 0.21 0.32 0.03 0.06 
CS N-6 
Back channel 0.27 0.29 0.42 0.25 
Completion 0.04 0.11 0.01 0.03 
Contribution 67.78 18.34 62.21 10.28 
Expansion 9.31 5.21 11.76 5.85 
Fadeout 1.11 1.63 2.36 1.30 
lnstallment 1.57 2.49 4.20 3.16 
Irrelevant 9.14 7.59 4.78 2.03 
Incomplete 6.74 3.72 7.95 5.62 
Listener repeat 0.41 0.33 0.19 0.45 
Repair 3.23 4.36 5.54 2.44 
Speaker repeat 0.19 0.22 0.51 0.62 
Truncation 0.20 0.50 0.07 0.18 
00 N=6 
Back channel 0.64 0.66 0.89 0.94 
Completion 0.12 0.27 0.36 0.54 
Contribution 68.74 16.21 49.01 9. 71 
Expansion 7.22 2.99 10.88 4.14 
Fadeout 4.26 7.47 1.69 1.10 
lnstallment 0.53 0.43 4.13 4.03 
Irrelevant 5.30 4.93 10.13 5.50 
Incomplete 9.03 6.08 10.41 6.32 
Listener repeat 0.59 1.25 0.19 0.20 
Repair 2.76 3.05 11.47 4.61 
Speaker repeat 0.58 1.13 0.31 0.25 
Truncation 0.22 0.37 0.53 0.58 
os N=6 
Back channel 0.31 0.21 0.95 0.86 
Completion 0.19 0.33 1.35 2.17 
Contribution 73.14 13.84 72.33 8.57 
Expansion 5.55 2.54 7.01 3.52 
Fadeout 2.85 3.09 2.57 2.07 
lnstallment 1.62 3.46 1.76 1.96 
Irrelevant 4.97 6.62 6.87 5.42 
Incomplete 6.72 3.61 4.42 1.28 
Listener repeat 0.06 0.15 0.13 0.21 
Repair 4.46 2.27 2.27 2.56 
Speaker repeat 0.09 0.23 0.25 0.62 
Truncation 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.12 
Continued ... ../ 
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/. .... Continued 
Condition Dresser River 
M St.Dev M St.Dev 
so N-6 
Back channel 0.43 0.53 0:74 0.95 
Completion 0.15 0.36 0.56 0.58 
Contribution 70.53 8.34 67.00 5.86 
Expansion 5.95 2.25 13.20 6.24 
Fadeout 0.39 0.94 1.96 1.28 
lnstallment 2.13 2.13 1.78 1.06 
Irrelevant 5.15 2.58 3:99 3.07 
Incomplete 10.91 9.04 7.43 4.02 
Listener repeat 0.08 0.14 0.12 0.15 
Repair 3.81 3.26 2.92 1.71 
Speaker repeat 0.21 0.33 0.08 0.13 
Truncation 0.27 0.33 0.23 0.47 
ss N=6 
Back channel 0.32 0.37 0.78 0.79 
Completion 0.29 0.42 0.60 0.68 
Contribution 60.10 8.61 68.14 1.1.28 
Expansion 8.85 2.42 6.91 4.07 
Fadeout 1.39 1.06 2.25 1.50 
lnstallment 9.05 7.12 3.02 3.58 
Irrelevant 4.92 3.14 5.89 3.27 
Incomplete 8.16 3.31 7.05 2.86 
Listener repeat 1.10 2.04 0.28 0.27 
Repair 5.48 3.91 4.52 3.90 
Speaker repeat 0.29 0.46 0.15 0.23 
Truncation 0.05 0.13 0.41 0.88 
Table of means for each Speech type and condition- Study I. 
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APPENDIX9 
ANOV A OUTPUTS and MEANS TABLES 
CONCURRENT ANALYSIS FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
STUDY 1 
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Concurrent behaviour analysis, all conditions- Study 1 
Univariate analyses for all concurrent activity and speech combinations over six conditions. 
df -1,29 Measure Sums F Si g. 
Of squares 
SPEAKER FPNGRD 64832 122.68 0.00 
FPRQPD 145,81 32.63 0.00 
FPOFPD 0.10 ·0.88 0.36 
FPRQSD 1.49 4.91 0.03 
FP0FSD 0.26 0.91 035 
GENGRD 0.82 3.57 0.07 
GERQPD 0.02 1.90 0.18 
GEOFPD 0,00 0.08 0.78 
GERQSD 0.00 1.40 0.25 
GEOFSD 0.02 1.30 0.26 
NANGRD 595.28 42.79 0.00 
NARQPD 109.46 28.68 0.00 
NAOFPD 0.00 0.00 0.97 
NARQSD 2.19 2.32 0.14 
NAOFSD 0.01 0.02 0.88 
RENGRD 16.92 9.52 0.00 
RERQPD 2.62 6.27 0.02 
REOFPD 0.00 0,09 0.77 
RERQSD 0.35 1.10 0.30 
REOFSD 0.04 0.61 0.44 
SKNGRD 27.14 3:62 0.07 
SKRQPD 5.33 7.14 0.01 
SKOFPD 0.17 1.47 0.23 
SKRQSD 0.24 0.57 0.45 
SKOFSD 0.07 0.60 0.44 
WRNGRD 0.01 1.59 0.22 
WRRQPD 0.00. 
WROFPD 0.00. 
WRRQSD 0.00. 
WROFSD 0.00. 
FPNGRR 95.83 21.46 0.00 
FPRQPR 84.43 67.05 0.00 
FPOFPR 0.25 2.11 0.16 
FPRQSR 0.45 6.54 0.02 
FPOFSR 0.31 5:83 0.02 
GENGRR 95.85 42.21 0.00 
GERQPR 234.71 93.28 0.00 
GEOFPR 0.11 2.85 0.10 
GERQSR 0.57 2.59 0.12 
GEOFSR 0.60 10.41 0.00 
NANGRR 299.70 28,96 0.00 
NARQPR 784.54 186.27 0.00 
NAOFPR 0.74 2.96 0.10 
NARQSR 3.43 6.72 0.01 
NAOFSR 3.53 14.16 0.00 
RENGRR 1.68 9:63 0.00 
RERQPR 0.13 2.13 0.16 
REOFPR 0.01 1.92 0.18 
RERQSR 0.02 1.41 0.24 
REOFSR 0.00 0,02 0.90 
SKNGRR 1.03 0.32 0.58 
SKRQPR 28.48 14.21 0.00 
SKOFPR 0.06 0.39 0.54 
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SKRQSR 0.08 0.22 0.65 
SK0FSR 0.33 2.87 0.10 
WRNGRR 3.40 10.28 0.00 
WRRQPR 7.03 20.63 0.00 
WROFPR om 0.16 0.69 
WRRQSR 0.02 0.19 0.66 
WROFSR 0.02 4.79 0.04 
df=5,29 Measure Type Ill Sum of F Sig. 
Squares 
COND FPNGRD 548.33 28.22 0.00 
FPRQPD 26.85 0.77 0.58 
FPOFPD 2.35 0.69 0.63 
FPRQSD 7.82 1.05 0.41 
FPOFSD 2.28 0.33 0.89 
GENGRD 0;90 0.63 0.67 
GERQPD 024 1.05 0.41 
GEOFPD 0:05 2.22 0.08 
IGERQSD 0:02 1.24 0.31 
GEOFSD 0:06 0:84 0.53 
NANGRD 132:85 0:58 0.72 
NARQPD 44.96 0.70 0.63 
NAOFPD 18.45 6.92 0.00 
NARQSD 1089 0.83 0.54 
NAOFSD 11.40 1.15 0.36 
RENGRD 34.38 1.47 0.23 
RERQPD 1.55 0,63 0.68 
REOFPD 0.37 0:80 0.56 
RERQSD 2.25 2.10 0.09 
REOFSD Oi63 1.12 0.37 
SKNGRD 117.45 1.72 0.16 
SKRQPD 1.48 0.20 0.96 
SKOFPD 1.41 1.26 0.31 
ISKRQSD 1.45 0.45 0.81 
SKOFSD 2.31 1.53 0.21 
WRNGR0 0!04 0:66 0.65 
WRRQPD o:oo. 
WROFPD 0:00. 
WRRQSD 0.00. 
WROFSD 0:00. 
FPNGRR 78.18 2.17 0.09 
FPRQPR 11,88 1.09 0.39 
FPOFPR 0.94 1.19 0.34 
FPRQSR 0.13 0.21 0.95 
FPOFSR 0.48 0:61 0.69 
GENGRR 27.01 1.73 0.16 
GERQPR 47.67 3.27 0.02 
IGEOFPR 0.41 1.84 0.14 
GERQSR 2.66 1.69 0.17 
GEOFSR 1.48 2.27 0.07 
NANGRR 245.33 0.88 0.50 
NARQPR 91.51 0.54 0.75 
NAOFPR 3.05 0.51 0.77 
NARQSR 36.16 1.80 0.14 
NAOFSR 11.00 0.78 0.58 
RENGRR 11.03 2.40 0.06 
RERQPR 1.15 2.29 0.07 
REOFPR 0.02 1.08 0.39 
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RERQSR 0.08 1.05 0.41 
REOFSR 0.02 1.29 0.30 
SKNGRR 66.48 1.16 0.35 
SKRQPR 29.57 1.6?: 0.17 
SKOFPR 0.28 0.24 0.94 
SKRQSR 3.69. 1.27 0.30 
SKOFSR 0.87 1.09 0.39 
WRNGRR 23.94 1.55 0.21 
WRRQPR 8.51 5.86 0.00 
WROFPR 0.27 1.74 0.16 
WRRQSR 2.38 2.27 0.07 
WROFSR 0.19 1.26 0.31 
df=5,29 Measure Type Ill Sum of F Sig. 
Squares 
SPEAKER • COND FPNGRD 181.08 6.85 0.00 
FPRQPD 39.06 1.75 0.16 
FPOFPD 0.69 1.17 0.35 
FPRQSD 2.74 1.81 0.14 
FPOFSD 0.42 0.30 0.91 
GENGRD 0.62 0.54 0.74 
GERQPD 0.07 1.09 0.39 
GEOFPD 0.00 0.08 0.99 
GERQSD 0.02 1.24 0.31 
GEOFSD 0.06 0.89 0.50 
NANGRD 124.43 1.79 0.15 
NARQPD 36.53 1.911 0.12 
INAOFPD 0.33 0.71 0.62 
NARQSD 3.08 0.65 0.66 
NAOFSD 1.70 0.59 0.71 
RENGRD 8.74 0.98 0.44 
RERQPD 1.38 0.66 0.66 
IREOFPD 0.04 0.34 0.88 
RERQSD 0.82 0.51 0.76 
REOFSD 0.17 0.57 0.72 
SKNGRD 12.15 0.32 0.89 
SKRQPD 4.94 1.32 0.28 
SKOFPD 0.17 0.31 0.90 
SKRQSD 1.43 0.68 0.64 
SKOFSD 1.80 3.16 0.02 
WRNGRD 0.03 0.82 0.54 
WRRQPD 0.00. 
WROFPD 0.00. 
WRRQSD 0.00. 
WROFSD 0.00. 
FPNGRR 49.73 2.23 0.08 
FPRQPR 21.47 3.41 0.02 
FPOFPR 0.98 1.68 0.17 
FPRQSR 0.05 0.15 0.98 
FPOFSR 0.30 1.13 0.37 
GENGRR 16.36 1.44 0.24 
GERQPR 41.42 3.29 0.02 
GEOFPR 0.22 1.12 0.37 
GERQSR 0.98 0.88 0,50 
GEOFSR 1.01 3.52 0.01 
NANGRR I 194.79 3.76 0.01 
NARQPR 74.67 3.55 0.01 
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NAOFPR 2.46 1.97 0.11 
NARQSR 3.68 1.44 0.24 
NAOFSR 0.71 0.57 0.72 
RENGRR 2.84 3:27 0.02 
RERQPR 0.88 2.98 0.03 
REOFPR 0.011 0.76 0.59 
RERQSR 0.14 1.61 0.19 
REOFSR 0:03 2.02 0.10 
SKNGRR 29.51 1.83 0.14 
SKRQPR 20.02 2.00 0.11 
SKOFPR 0.63 0.86 0.52 
SKRQSR I 1.31 0.69 0.63 
SKOFSR 0.37 0.65 0.66 
WRNGRR 1.09 0.66 0.66 
WRRQPR 3.40 1.99 0.11 
WROFPR 0,28 1.65 0.18 
WRRQSR 1.08 1.86 0.13 
WROFSR 0.00 0.24 0.94 
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Mean totals of concurrent speech/activity as a proportion of. total concurrent 
speech/activity combinations for Study 1 - Concurrent analysis for Dresser and 
River Crossing tasks speparately. N=6 for each condition and N=12 for totals. 
Dresser Speaker Receiver 
FiguraiiPointing COND M% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non grounding contributions CO 7.43 0.58 3.52 2.50 
CS 13.12 0.98 5.37 2.70 
00 4.84 2.10 3.71 1.48 
os 8.90 0.41 4.76 2.19 
so 10.19 0.77 2.50 1.31 
ss 18.72 3.83 7.19 3.40 
Total 10.53 4,83 4.51 2.68 
Request Receiver CO 3.23 2.24 2.53 2.54 
understanding 
CS 5.17 3.40 1.89 1.67 
00 2.58 1.31 1.44 1.52 
os 5.07 3.79 1.56 1.61 
so 4.46 2.38 0.30 0.50 
ss 5.80 3.66 1.12 1.10 
Total 4.38 2.95 1.47 1.65 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.54 0.69 0.20 0.14 
CS 0.48 0.55 0.65 0.73 
00 0.60 0.83 0.38 0.67 
os 0.70 1.18 0.78 0.82 
so 0.15 0.26 0.22 0.19 
ss 0.40 0.24 0.29 0.23 
Total 0.48 0.67 0.42 0.55 
Request own understanding CO 1.44 0.85 0.48 0.65 
CS 0.46 0.54 0.81 1.36 
00 1.07 1.29 0.71 1.09 
os 1.49 1.01 1.10 1.19 
so 0.78 0.69 0.38 0:55 
ss 1.58 0.83 1.40 0.67 
Total 1.13 0:93 0.81 0.96 
Offer own understanding CO 0.71 1.14 0.71 0.86 
CS 1.03 1.44 1.07 0.86 
00 0.68 1.00 0.69 0.87 
os 1.15 0.72 1.30 0.84 
so 0.77 0.81 0.88 0:59 
ss 0.85 0.56 1.29 0.80 
Total 0:86 0.93 0.99 0.79 
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Dresser Initiator Receiver 
Gesturing COND M% St.dev M'% St.dev 
Non grounding contributions CO 0.15 0.37 0.00 0.00 
CS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
00 0.48 0.97 0.06 0.14 
os 0.56 1.22 0.03 0.05 
so 0.07 0.16 0.00 0.00 
ss 0.23 0.56 0.08 0.21 
Total 0.25 0.68 0.03 0.10 
Request Receiver CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
understanding 
CS 0.06 0.16 0.00 0.00 
00 0.32 0.55 0.08 0.19 
os 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 
so 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.09 
ss 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 0.07 0.25 0.02 0.08 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
os 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.22 
so 0.00 0'00 0.00 0.00 
ss 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.09 
Request own understanding CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
00 0.08 0.20 0.00 0.00 
os 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
so 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ss 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.00 
Offer own understanding CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
00 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.07 
os 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.39 
so 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ss 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 
Total 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.16 
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Dresser Initiator Receiver 
No Activity CON8 M'% St.dev M'% St.dev 
Non grounding contributions CO 16.20 2.58 21.16 6.00 
CS 15.07 5.74 21.34 8.98 
00 18.55 6.33 19.97 6.40 
os 14.57 4.90 17.57 4.70 
so 14.17 3:02 22.38 5.39 
ss 11.57 3.13 21.64 5.93 
Total 15.02 4.70 20.68 6.11 
Request Receiver CO 5.54 3.61 6.06 3.08 
understanding 
CS 2.88 1.93 5.38 4.44 
00 3.71 3.26 5.11 3,31 
os 2.94 1.66 5.04 2.88 
so 2.96 1.54 7.91 2.99 
ss 2.03 0.80 5.58 3.07 
Total 3.34 2.45 5.85 3.25 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.80 0.40 0.89 0.46 
CS 0.75 0.73 0.51 0.41 
00 1.80 0:91 1.81 0.92 
os 0.65 0.55 0.57 0.63 
so 0.55 0.44 0.53 0.45 
ss 0.32 0.47 0.49 0.38 
Total 0.81 0.74 0.80 0.72 
Request own understanding CO 1.77 0.84 2.98 1.13 
CS 1.34 1.07 1.64 0.98 
00 1.98 0.86 2.51 0.84 
os 2.25 1.52 2.31 2.14 
so 1.45 1.55 1.62 1.37 
ss 1.79 0.86 1.75 1.94 
Total 1.76 1.12 2.14 1.47 
Offer own understanding CO 1.62 0.98 1.19 0.81 
CS 1.72 0:94 1.60 1.12 
00 1.92 0.86 2.22 1.48 
os 1.44 0.48 1.72 0.93 
so 2.26 1.69 2.28 2.05 
ss 1.42 0.67 1.06 0.59 
. Total 1.73 0,98 1.68 1.26 
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Dresser Initiator Receiver 
Reading COND M% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non grounding contributions CO 2.66 1.51 2.03 2,08 
CS 2.92 2.'81 2.04 1.71 
00 3.68 3.53 1.77 1.25 
os 1.19 1.47 1.26 0.'99 
so 3.58 1.03 1.94 0.79 
ss 1.42 0.'90 0.75 0.76 
Total 2.58 2.18 1.63 1.34 
Request Receiver CO 0.86 0.82 0.16 0.32 
understanding 
CS 0.56 1.17 0.21 0.32 
00 0.5~ 0.83 0.14 0.25 
os 0.24 0.38 0.32 0:50 
so 0.96 1.20 0.21 0:51 
ss 0.28 0.44 0.00 0.00 
Total 0.57 0.85 0.17 0:35 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.09 0.20 0.19 0.40 
CS 0.11 0.18 0.08 0.19 
00 0.16 0.39 0.21 0.50 
os 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 
so 0.06 0.15 0.01 0.03 
ss 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 
Total 0.08 0.20 0.09 0.27 
Request own understanding CO 0.16 0.25 0.05 0.12 
CS 0.06 0.15 0.19 0.29 
00 0.35 0.75 0.03 0.07 
os 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.19 
so 0.78 0.93 0.34 0.58 
ss 0.40 0.98 0.34 0.40 
Total 0.29 0.65 0.17 0.33 
Offer own understanding CO 0.16 0.40 0.20 0.23 
CS 0.31 0.74 0.10 0.11 
00 0.02 0.04 0.12 0.15 
os 0.10 0.14 0.05 0.08 
so 0.35 0.39 0.23 0.18 
ss 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.00 
Total 0.16 0.38 0.12 0.16 
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Dresser Initiator Receiver 
Sketching COND M% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non grounding: contributions CO 4.55 2.20 5.28 2.43 
CS 3.48 3.68. 4.18 3.15 
00 3.96 2.67 6.77. 5.92 
os 6.83 3.51 8.22 3.06 
so 5.26 4.25 5.40. 3.75 
ss 2.63 1.57 5.25. 3.75 
Total 4.45 3.19 5.85 3.79 
Request Receiver CO 0.45 0.54 1.05 1.07 
understanding 
CS 0.30 0.67 1.29. 2.41 
00 0.65 0.60 1.17 1.69 
os 0.21 0.35 1.59 0.91 
so 0.66 0.55 0.45' 1.03 
ss 0.34 0.52 0.79 1.33 
Total 0.44 0.54 1.06 1.43 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.18 0.29 0.40 0.64 
CS 0.12 0.26 0.10 0.15 
00 0.22 0.41 0.42 0.66 
os 0.40 0.45 0.51 0.57 
so 0.28 0.24 0.28 0.48 
ss 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.08 
Total 0.21 0.31 0.30 0.48 
Request own understanding CO 0.66 0.81 0.93 0.58 
CS 0.74 1.13 0.26 0.29 
00 0.43 0.48 0.60 0.67 
os 0.63 1.05 0.73 0.82 
so 0.64 0.87 1.06 0.67 
ss 0.37 0.38 0.55 0.39 
Total 0.58 0.78 0.69 0.61 
Offer own understanding CO 0.30 0.31 0.48 0.59 
CS 0.10 0.18 0.49 0.55 
00 0.86 0.89 0.59 0.57 
os 0.65 0.38 0.09 0.12 
so 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.57 
ss 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.06 
Total 0.37 0.50 0.33 0.48 
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E>resser Initiator Receiver 
Writing COND M% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non grounding,contributions CO 4.55 2.20 5.28 2.43 
CS 3.48 3.68 4.18' 3.1.5. 
00 3.96 2.67 6.77 5.92 
os 6.83 3.51 8.22 3.06 
so 5.26 4.25 5.40· 3.75 
ss 2.63 1.57 5.25 3.75 
Total 4.45 3.19 5.85' 3.79 
Request Receiver CO 0.45 0.54 1.05 1.07: 
understanding 
' 
CS 0.30 0.67 1.29 2.41 
00 0.65 0.60 1.17 1.69 
os 0.21 0.35 1.59 0.91 
so 0.66 0.55 0.45' 1.03 
ss 0.34 0.52 0.79 1.33 
ifotal 0.44 0.54 1.06 1.43 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.18 0.29 0.40 0.64 
CS 0.12 0.26 0.10 0.15 
00 0.22 0.41 0.42 0.66 
os 0.40 0.45 0.51 0.57 
so 0.28 0.24 0.28 0.48 
ss 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.08 
Total 0.21 0.31 0.30 0.48 
Request own understanding CO 0.66 0.81 0:93 0.58 
.CS 0.74 1.13 0.26 0.29 
00 0.43 0.48 0•60 0.67 
os 0:63 1.05 0.73 0.82 
so 0.64 0.87 1.06 0.67 
ss 0.37 0.38 0.55 0.39 
Total 0.58 0.78 0.69 0.61 
Offer own understanding CO 0.30 0.31 0:48 0.59 
CS 0.10 0.18 0.49 0.55 
00 0.86 0.89 0•59 0.57 
os 0:65 0.38 0,09 0.12 
so 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.57 
ss 0:04 0.07 0:06 0.06 
Total 0:37 0.50 0.33 0.48 
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River Crossing Initiator Receiver 
Figural Pointing COND M' 0/o St.dev M'% St.dev 
Non grounding contributions CO 5.87 6.97 0.89 0.80 
CS 1.85 1.41 0.25 0.34 
00 3.20 2.54 0.53 0.59 
os 4.90 1.75 1.13 0.91 
so 0.94 1. 71 0.65 1.32 
ss 1.18 1.05 0.47 0.52 
Total 2.99 3.57 0.65 0.80 
Request Receiver CO 2.82 1.62 0.12 0.15 
understanding 
CS 3.32 1.96 0.14 0.34 
00 3.33 1.86 0.16 0.23 
os 2.35 1.42 0.56 0.69 
so 0.56 1.30 0.53 1.29 
ss 2.29 2.01 0.13 0.21 
Total 2.45 1.85 0.27 0.61 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.02 0.06 0,07 0.12 
CS 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.10 
00 0.57 0.95 0.19 0.28 
os 0.34 0.77 0.05 0.09 
so 0.07 0.17 0.11 0.26 
ss 0.05 0.09 0.09 0.13 
Total 0.18 0.51 0.09 0.17 
Request own understanding CO 0.19 0.20 0.04 0.06 
CS 0,29 0.43 0.12 0.29 
00 0.62 0.85 0.20 0.25 
os 0.29 0.33 0.18 0.30 
so 0.30 0.47 0.12 0.27 
ss 0.33 0.40 0.07 0.14 
Total 0.34 0.47 0.12 0.22 
Offer own understanding CO 0.03 0.05 0.35 0.31 
CS 0.14 0.31 0.26 0.19 
00 0.44 0.56 0.41 0.39 
os 0.10 0.16 0.31 0.44 
so 0.16 0.24 0.11 0.24 
ss 0.07 0.14 0.28 0.41 
Total 0.16 0.30 0.28 0.33 
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River Crossing Initiator Receiver 
Gesturing COND M% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non grounding:contributions CO 4.14 3.71 0.20 0.19 
CS 1.97 0.87 0.21 0.20 
00 3.20 1.95 0.78 1.11 
os 1.09 0.80 0.23 0.19 
so 3.69 2.26 0.92 1.09 
ss 2.39 2.18 0.34 0.52 
Total 2.75 2.29 0.45 0.70 
Request Receiver CO 4.92 3.17 0.11 0.13 
understanding 
CS 3.24 2.51 0.12 0.20 
00 3.61 2.06 0.17 0.14 
os 1.40 0.81 0.03 0.07 
so 6.49 2.41 0.31 0.48 
ss 3.34 1.94 ·0.45 0.82 
Total 3.83 2.63 0.20 0.40 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.06 
CS 0.10 0.17 0.04 0.07 
00 0.14 0.14 0.09 0.15 
os 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 
so 0.08 0.16 0.08 0.13 
ss 0.40 0.57 0.10 0.21 
Total 0.13 0.28 0.06 0.12 
Request own understanding CO 0.17 0.21 0.02 0.04 
CS 0.08 0.15 0.03 0.05 
00 0.39 0.47 0.22 0.21 
os 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.23 
so 0.68 1.08 0.36 0.51 
ss 0.79 1.09 0.20 0.34 
Total 0.35 0.68 0.17 0.29 
Offer own understanding CO 0.54 0.46 0.28 0.32 
CS 0.02 0.05 0.23 0.32 
00 0.20 0.35 0.49 0.32 
os 0.00 0.01 0.11 0.06 
so 0.19 0.21 0.72 0.54 
ss 0.18 0.27 0.50 0.32 
Total 0.19 0.31 0.39 0.38 
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River Crossing Initiator Receiver 
No Activity COND M·% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non grounding contributions CO 15.73 3.42 25.35 6.01 
CS 17.67 5.60 20.47 6.88 
00 14.19 4.65 19.98 3.18 
os 18.16 3.45 23.87 5.97 
so 21.53 5.73 21.25 5.51 
ss 15.94 6.87 17.14 8.11 
Total 17.21 5.29 2~.34 6.29 
Request Receiver CO 5.23 2.68 13.89 4.73 
understanding 
CS 7.83 3.23 15.83 4.40 
00 5.9~ 2.45 14.60 3.53 
os 5.43 3.65 10.87 4.97 
so 6.67 2.78 12.33 4.67 
ss 7,66 5.53 10.97 6.92 
Total 6.46 3.44 13.08 4.97 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.9~ 0.94 0.60 0.56 
CS 0.84 0.91 0.86 1.08 
00 0.98 0.53 1.58 1.41 
os 0.58 0.53 1.13 1.07 
so 0.72 0.96 0.82 0.74 
ss 0.61 0.46 0.65 0.31 
Total 0.77 0.71 0.94 0.93 
Request own understanding CO 0.77 0.78 1.56 1.04 
CS 0.80 0.77 1.52 1.61 
00 2.37 1.07 3.64 2.06 
os 2.99 2.51 2.77 1.83 
so 2.23 1.24 2.24 1.67 
ss 1.68 0.66 1.93 1.32 
Total 1.81 1.48 2.28 1.68 
Offer own understanding CO 1.85 0.81 1.76 1.18 
CS 2.77 1.22 2.26 1.39 
00 2.37 0.'69 2.05 0.73 
os 2.18 1.32 1.45 1.16 
so 1.99 1.10 1.53 0.76 
ss 3.06 1.54 2.49 2.05 
Total 2.37 1.15 1.92 1.25 
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River'Crossing Initiator Receiver 
Reading COND M% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non grounding contributions CO 0.18 0.27 0.03 0.06 
CS 0.45 0.27 0.14 0.34 
00 1.20 1.14 0.68 0.81 
os 1.79 1.29 0.64 0.99 
so 0.40 0.94 0.42 0.71 
ss 0.19 0.36 0.19 0.46 
Total 0.70 0.98 0.35 0.65 
Request Receiver CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
understanding 
CS 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 
00 0.20 0.33 0.06 0.10. 
os 0.63 0.73 0.10 0.24 
so 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.00: 
ss 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.47 
Total 0.14 0.38 0.06 0.22 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CS 0.05 0.13 0.01 0.01 
00 0.06 0.15 0.01 0.01 
os 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
so 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ss 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.01 
Request own understanding CO 0.09 0.23 0.00 0.00 
CS 0.07 0.17 0.00 0.00 
00 0.24 0.25 0.02 0.05 
os 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.22 
so 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.06 
ss 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
, Total 0.07 0.17 0.02 0.09 
Offer own understanding CO 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.11 
CS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
00 0.07 0.14 0.02 0.03 
os 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.04 
so 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ss 0.04 0.07 0.00 0.00 
Total 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.05 
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.River Crossing Initiator Receiver 
Sketching COND M% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non·grounding contributions CO 3.18 2.64 1.48 1.01 
CS 2.71 2.44 2.58 3:99 
00 1:86 1.73 1.31 1.95 
os 4.10 2.59 2.25 1.86 
so 1.49 1.90 2.56 3:03 
ss 3:81 2.72 5.40 4.29 
Total 2:86 2.40 2.60 3.04 
Request Receiver CO 2:58 1.68 1.17 1.21 
understanding 
CS 4:05 2:65 1.57 2.45 
00 2.63 1.51 0:30 0:68 
os 2.12 1.22 0.42 0:69 
so 0.79 1.40 0.61 0.66 
ss 1.47 1.95 1.89 1.98 
Total 2:27 1.96 0:99 1.48 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.~2 0.18 0,37 0:86 
CS 0.15 0.17 0:0.1 0:01 
00 0.22 0.26 0.18 0.39 
os 0:33 0.37 0.13 0.17 
so 0.15 0.22 0.21 0.37 
ss 0.11 0.13 0.43 0.90 
Total 0.18 0.23 0:22 0.54 
Request own understanding CO 0.36 0.38 0:08 0.12 
CS 0.57 0.83 0.19 0.27 
00 0:68 1.08 0.55 0.65 
os 0.40 0.38 0.38 0.52 
so 0.28 0.23 0.47 0.73 
ss 0.73 1.14 1.10 0.92 
Total 0.50 0.73 0.46 0.65 
Offer own understanding CO 0.24 0.30 0.21 0.22 
CS 0.29 0.62 0.51 0.43 
00 0.12 0.19 0,23 0.27 
os 0,05 0.08 0.45 0.51 
so 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.24 
ss 0.35 0.41 0.46 0.54 
Total 0.19 0.33 0.33 0.39 
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River Crossing Initiator Receiver 
Writing COND M'% St.dev M% St.dev 
Non grounding contributions CO 0.32 0.57 0.48 0.94 
CS 0.55 0.50 0.88 1.22 
00 0.35 0.59 0.86 0.96 
os 1.31 2.03 ~.68 2.19 
so 0.91 0.52 1.86 0.79 
ss 1.84 1.47 2.22 1.91 
Total 0.88 1.17 1.33 1.47 
Request Receiver CO 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.49 
understanding 
CS 0.13 0.31 1.03 0.71 
00 0.06 0.14 0.61 0.57 
os 0.10 0.25 0.09 0.17 
so 0.00 0.00 0.56 0.63 
ss 0.43 0.74 1.82 1.22 
Total 0.12 0.35 0.75 0.86 
Offer Receiver understanding CO 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 
CS 0.08 0.15 0.26 0.41 
00 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.08 
os 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 
so 0.25 0.38 0.01 0.03 
ss 0.12 0.17 0.04 0.06 
Total 0.08 0.19 0.06 0.18 
Request own understanding CO 0.08 0.14 0.01 0.03 
CS 0.25 0.35 0.09 0.14 
00 0.58 0.89 0.14 0.22 
os 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.16 
so 0.09 0.22 0.27 0.15 
ss 0.43 0.32 0.66 0.88 
Total 0.24 0.45 0.22 0.42 
Offer own understanding CO 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.00 
CS 0.06 0.10 0.02 0.06 
00 0.08 0.12 0.03 0.07 
os 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 
so 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.00 
ss 0.19 0.35 0.13 0.21 
Total 0.07 0.16 0.03 0.10 
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Appendix 10 
Follow up analysis for 'workspace': Study 1 
Univariate ANOV A for selected concurrent speech and activity combinations for two 
conditions (access to shared workspace A WS) and (no access to shared workspace 
NA WS). Condition and interaction effects only. 
df=1,33 Measure Sum of Squares F Si g. 
SPEAKER FPNGRD 104.39 14.98 0.00 
·ws 
FPRQPD 19:89 4.41 0.04 
SKNGRD 0.20 0.03 0.87 
SKRQPD 1.83 2.44 0.13 
WRNGRD 0:02 2.83 0.10 
WRRQPD 0:00. 
FPNGRR 30:82 6.85 0.01 
FPRQPR 10.54 7.33 0.01 
GENGRR 0.06 0.02 0.88 
GERQPR 6.82 2.09 0.16 
SKNGRR 22.47 7.36 0.01 
SKRQPR 17.25 9.35 0.00 
WRNGRR 0.47 1,53 0.23 
WRRQPR 1.04 2.82 0.10 
ws FPNGRD 145.55 9.32 0.00 
FPRQPD 0.00 0.00 0.99 
SKNGRD 3.66 0.24 0.63 
SKRQPD 0.53 0:41 0.53 
WRNGRD 0.01 0:84 0.37 
WRRQPD 0.00. 
FPNGRR 35.35 4.63 0.04 
FPRQPR 8.26 4:08 0.05 
GENGRR 1.95 0.56 0.46 
GERQPR 13.63 3.79 0.06 
SKNGRR 11.48 0:98 0.33 
SKRQPR 7.49 1.98 0.17 
WRNGRR 13.04 4.28 0.05 
WRRQPR 2.66 6.16 0.02 
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Follow up analysis for 'eye contact': Study 1 
Univariate ANOVA for selected concurrent speech and activity combinations for two 
conditions (access to eye contact EYE)and (no access to eye contact, NEYE)). 
Condition and interaction effects only. 
df=1 ,33 N=35 Measure Sum of F Sig. 
Squares 
SPEAKER* FPNGRD 46.23 5.30 0.03 
EYE CON 
FPRQPD 14.21 3.04 0.09 
SKNGRD 2.09 0.30 0.59 
SKRQPD 2.60 3.58 0.07 
WRNGRD 0.00 0.44 0.51 
WRRQPD 0.00. 
FPNGRR 1.71 0.32 0.58 
FPRQPR 0.82 0.47 0.50 
GENGRR 11.17 5.19 0.03 
GERQPR 27.24 10.32 0.00 
SKNGRR 0.22 0.06 0.81 
SKRQPR 0.00 0.00 0.99 
WRNGRR 0.13 0.40 0.53 
WRRQPR 0.29 0.74 0.39 
EYE CON FPNGRD 302.19 27.79 0.00 
FPRQPD 19.64 3.08 0.09 
SKNGRD 1.56 0.10 0.75 
SKRQPD 0.37 0.29 0.59 
WRNGRD 0.00 0.00 1.00 
WRRQPD 0.00. 
FPNGRR 1.99 0.23 0.63 
FPRQPR 0.95 0.42 0.52 
GENGRR 23.80 8.40 0.01 
GERQPR 27.07 8.50 0.01 
SKNGRR 38.54 3.52 0.07 
SKRQPR 5.67 1.48 0.23 
WRNGRR 6.76 2.09 0.16 
WRRQPR 2.12 4.72 0.04 
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Study 1 Follow-up Initiator Receiver 
Workspace AWS NAWS AWS NAWS 
Dresser M% St.Dev M% St.Dev M% St.Dev M% St.Dev 
Point& NGR 8.57 3.27 14.46 5.18 4.34 2.25 4.85 3.47 
Point & RQP 4.01 2.90 5.13 3.02 1.86 1.81 0.7·1 0.92 
Gest& NGR 0.30 0.78 0.15 0.40 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.15 
Gest& RQP 0.10 0.30 0.01 0.03 0:02 0.09 0:02 0.06 
Sketch & NGR 4.71 3.16 3.95 3.35 6.11 3.94 5.32 3.58 
Sketch & RQP 0.40 0.54 0.50 0.54 1.28 1.53 0,62 1.15 
Write& NGR 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.06 0:07 0.20 
Write& RQP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0:00 0.00 
River 
Point & NGR 3.96 3.95 1.06 1.36 0.70 0.73 0.56 0.96 
Point & RQP 2.96 1.66 1.42 1.85 0.25 0.42 0.33 0.91 
Gest& NGR 2.60 2.35 3.04 2.23 0.35 0.60 0.63 0.87 
Gest & RQP 3.29 2.50 4.91 2.66 0.11 0.14 0.38 0.64 
Sketch.& NGR 2.96 2.37 2.65 2.54 1.91 2.36 3.98 3.84 
Sketch & RQP 2.85 1.87 1.13 1.66 0.86 1.46 1.25 1.56 
Write& NGR 0.63 1.12 1.37 1.16 0.97 1.40 2.04 1.41 
Write& RQP 0.07 0.20 0.21 0.55 0.53 0.60 1.19 1.13 
Study 1 - Follow-up Initiator Receiver 
Eye contact EYE NEYE EYE NEYE 
Dresser M% St.Dev M% St.Dev M% St.Dev M% St.Dev 
Point & NGR 7.49 2.57 13.58 4.67 3.25 1.81 5.77 2.85 
Point & RQP 3.42 2.07 5.34 l42 1.43 1.88 1.52 1.43 
Gest& NGR 0.23 0:60 0.26 0.76 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.12 
Gest & RQP 0.11 0.33 0.02 0.09 0.04 0.12 0.00 0.00 
Sketch & NGR 4.59 3.02 4.31 3.44 5.82 4.08 5.88 3.59 
Sketch & RQP 0.59 0.54 0.28 0.50 0.89 1.26 1.22 1.61 
Write& NGR 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.16 0.03 0.08 
Write & RQP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
River 
Point & NGR 3.34 4.62 2.64 2.14 0.69 0.91 0.61 0.71 
Point & RQP 2.24 1.96 H6 I. 77 0.27 0.74 0.28 0.48 
Gest & NGR 3.68 2.61 1.82 1.46 0.63 0.91 0.26 0.32 
Gest& RQP 5.00 2.72 2.66 2.00 0.20 0.29 0.20 0.49 
Sketch & NGR 2.18 2.13 3.54 2.51 1.79 2.11 3.41 3.64 
Sketch & RQP 2.00 1.69 2.55 2.21 0.69 0.91 1.29 1.87 
Write& NGR 0.53 0.60 1.23 1.49 1.07 1.04 1.59 1.80 
Write & RQP 0.02 0.08 0.22 0.48 0.52 0.54 0:98 1.06 
Table of Means - proportions of total duration of each speech/activity combination. 
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APPENDIX 11 
TASKS 
LEARNING PLANS AND RECORDING PLANS. 
STUDY2 
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Learning plan for Bungalow task A4 size (For memory support A5 size and without the text in the bottom 
of each square) 
The !aSk was to include 3n en-suite bathroom, a utility room and a window to the 
family bathroom, without reducing the existing room s izes and to remain within two 
squares of the boundary. 
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The task was w include an en-suite bathroom. a utility room and a window to the 
fi1mily bathroom, without reducing lhc existing room sizes and to remain within two 
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Appendix 11 
Learning plan for Dresser task A4 size (For memory support, as below but AS size) 
The task was to include aS x 2 squares druser without removing any items or 
furni ture from !he room. I! was to be aesthetically pleasing and doors radiators and 
windows should not be obscured. 
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Recording plan for Dresser task (A4 size) 
The task was to include a S x 2 squares dresser without removing any items or 
furniture from !he room. it was to be aesthetically pleasing and doors radiators and 
windows should not be obscured. 
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Appendix 11 
Learning plans for Diver Task (Memory support plans as below but AS 
size and without accompany text) 
I. 
2. 
3. 
Doors that open 
above the water 
line at seal level 
Moving 
esGalat9F 
Fold-away 
Stairway 
4. 
5 
36 1 
Winch and 
pulley system for 
liftin diver out. 
Doors that open 
above the water 
line at seal level 
Appendix 11 
Recording Plans- Diver Task 
Task - To design a method of retrieving a cold and tired diver from the sea. 
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Learning Plans for River Crossing Task (Memory support plans as 
below but AS size and without accompany descriptive text) 
The task was to design a lightweight portable river crossing system to be used by aid workers around the 
world. Should be able to be assembled and disassembled by two people, support a truck and be carried by 
the truck. Assume the aid workers have an inflatable rubber dinghy with outboard motor to get across the 
river with ropes, poles and pulley system 
Inflatable barrels joined together to form stable base for alternative surface 
structures enabling the truck to drive over. 
~ IIIIWIIIWIIIWIIIWIIIWIIII 
Panels of lightweight metal flexible s lats, joined together with chain links to enable 
the panels to be folded and stacked in truck when not in use. 
Strip of flexible but durable chain mail to roll out on top of inflatable barrels -
can be rolled up to store in truck. 
Rigid structure above 
river (see 2a & 2b 
below) 
It may be better to be 
above the water if 
strong currents 
Rigid structure in sections joined with hinges for folding and stack in truck. Metal grooves either side for 
truck tyres to drive along - steel triangular struts for stability. 
Telescopic steel sections that slide inside one another for easy storage in truck. Tyre 
grooves for truck to drive across. 
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Recording Plans- RC task 
The task was to design a lightweight portable river crossing system to be used by aid workers around the 
world. Should be able to be assembled and djsassembled by two people, support a truck and be carried by 
the truck. Assume the aid workers have an inflatable rubber dinghy with outboard motor to get across the 
river with ropes, poles and pulley system. 
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APPENDIX 12 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXAMPLES OF CONDITION MANIPULATION 
STUDY2 
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Appendix 12 
Experiment I - Shows condition CO and Experiment 2 - conditions I & 2 (APER) (clear screen). 
Experiment 2 - Shows Condition 6 - No access to the external representations but with memory support 
by means of AS size ' learning plans' (without accompanying text), in top corner, approximately 6 inches 
beneath perspex desk top. 
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APPENDIX 13 
METHOD OF SCORING PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR 
SIMILARITY COMPARISON BETWEEN COMMUNICATORS AND 
RECEIVERS 
STUDY2 
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Example of scoring for assessing similarity between communicators' and receivers' 
drawings (first five pairs only~ for ill defined tasks 
Diver Criteria maxsc. c1 a1 c2 a2 ·c3 a3 c4 a4 cS aS 
1 barrels present 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
rope from pulley present 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
people x2 position 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 
1a slats present 1 1' 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
hinged detail 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 b chain mail present 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
position 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
2 straight bridge present 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
2a metal· struts present 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
tyre grooves 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
triangular sections 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
2b telescopic present 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
tyre grooves 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
telescopic sections 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL SCORE 17 17 13 10 3 9 15 7 6 0 7 
%Diver 100 76 59 18 53 88 41 35 0 41 
River truck and bridge max se. c1 a1 c2 a2 c3 a3 c4 a4 c5 a5 
Crossing 
1 barrels present 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
position 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
rope from,pulley present 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
people x2 position 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
1a slats present 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
hinged detail 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 b chainmail present 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
position 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
2 straight bridge present 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
2a metal struts present 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
tyre grooves 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
triangular sections 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
2b telescopic present 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
tyre grooves 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
telescopic sections 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL SCORE 17 16 13 10 3 8 14 6 5 0 7 
% River crossing 94 76 59 18 47 82 35 29 0 41 
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Example of scoring for assessing similarity between communicators' and 
receivers' drawings (first five pairs only) for well defined tasks 
Bungalow Criteria maxsc. c1 a1 c2 a2 a3 c3 c4 a4 c5 aS 
1 lounge present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1: 
position 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
utility room present 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
kitchen present 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
position 1' 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
bedroom 1 present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 
ensuite bathroom present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
bedroom 2 present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
family bathroom present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
TOTAL 14 14 10 9 10 14 8 14 12 0 10 
SCORE 
%Bungalow 100 71 64 71 100 57 100 86 0 71 
Dresser 
2 tall cabinet present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
position 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 
bookcase present 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
position 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
sofa present 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ~ 1 '0 1 
position 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 '0 0 
table present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
dresser present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
position 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
,fire present 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
position 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
chairx2 present 2 0.5 0.5 0:5 0.5 0!5 0.5 1 1 0 0.5 
position 2 0 0 0 0 0:5 0.5 1 0.5 0 1 
;J"QTAL SCORE 16 11 12 12 8.5 12 .12 10 9.5 0 12 
%.Dresser 66 72 72 53 75 75 63 59 0 72 
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APPENDIX 14 
REVISED ACTIVITY AND GROUNDING CODING SCHEMES 
STUDY2 
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Speech Type Grounding Function as modifier in.Observer 
Name code Description Name code Description Level 
Misunder Mi Evidence of You/1 mis- Ym/yu "No not like that" 8 
misunderstanding understand "sorry I don't get 8 
that" 
I am Urn "Er, I am not sure" 7 
uncertain 
lnstallment St Step by step See what I Wi Speaker implicitly 5 
contributions with mean? requests. evidence of 
opportunity understanding 
(implicit request) 
for receiver to 
provide evidence of 
understanding 
Requests Rg Explicit· request See what I Wi Speaker explicitly 6 
mean? requests evidence of 
understanding 
Checking Ch Checks own Is this what Wy "is this what you 5 
understanding you mean? mean " 
(includes all task "does the man go 
related questions there? 
and trymarkers) "Where does the man 
?" go. 
Complete Cc Implicit request- See what I Wi ' Rising intonation 4 
contribution + rising intonation mean? suggesting "do you 
request inviting evidence of see what I mean " 
evidence understanding 
Expansion Ex Expands on See what I Wi Speaker implicitly 4 
preceding mean? requests evidence of 
contribution to understanding 
make clearer 
Repairs Rp Repairs an See what I wi Speaker implicitly 4 
incomplete mean? requests evidence of 
sentence to make it understanding 
clearer 
Assertions As Includes evidence You/lunderst Yuliu 'yes that 'sright" "I 3 
of positive see " 3 
understanding You/1 agree ng "Yes you are right" 
(including or disagree 
background 2 
acknowledgements, 
completions and 
listener repeats) and 
agreement 
Contributions cc Complete and No Ng No obvious 3 
IC incomplete grounding grounding function. 2 
contributions 
Irrelevant lr Speech not relating 
to the task- has• no 
modifier 
No speech Ns This has no 
modifier 
Figure I 0.2 - Revised:conversational grounding coding scheme for Study 2, first presented in 
Chapter 10. 
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Activity Code Definitions 
Sketching Sketching is defined as freehand drawing accompanying ~peech or 
drawing on its own. This may be a complete sketch, a part of a sketch, 
or any marks on,the paper that appear to be relevant. Doodling which 
does not appear to be related to the design exercise, was excluded. 
Writing Writing is defined as any representation of whole or part sentences, lists, 
isolated words, numbers and calculations. 
Pointing Figural Pointing is defined as hand movements that directly refer to 
sketches, text or other workspace representations. This includes pointing 
around a sketch or 'cognitive tracing'. 
Referring Pointing, (newly named Referent Pointing) is defined as hand 
movements that directly refer to sketches, text or other workspace 
representations 
Gesturing Gesturing is defined as hand movements synchronised with speech, 
providingfiguralrepresentations of the concepts expressed in speech. 
Reading Reading is defined as clear evidence that a participant is looking at 
reading outloudfrom text in the workspace. 
No Activity None of the above activities 
Figure I 0.4- Revised activity coding scheme for Study 2, first presented in Chapter I 0. 
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ANNOV A OUTPtJTS FOR IMPACT ON CONSTRAINTS ANALYSIS 
STUDY2 
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ANOVA outputs for impact on constraints analysis Study 2. 
AN OVA output for gesturing, pointing and referring as a,function of Access'to partner's ERS (PER) 
and. access to own ERs (OER) 
Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type ill 
Sum.of 
Source Squares df 
I""" q~_J(q I 
IAt;K tK 96.151 1 
I At;K " Al-'t:K 23.861 1 
I At;K . t:K 1\t""t;.K 
.618 1 
Error(TASK) 240.755 16 
I "" IIVII T 4292.736 2 
I AL IIVII T t:K 2053.177 2 
I AL IIVII T . At""t:K 140.906 2 
I AL I lVII y t:K Al-'t:K 180.516 2 
t:rror\"'- 1 ov" r J 2726.514 32 
I At;K "" 11v11 r 461.549 2 
IAtiK "'-IIVII r 't:H 134.290 2 
IAt;K . ""I lVII T • APER 3.221 2 
TASK· AviiVII r · t:K 6.956 2 
1 """'r1 """ ·"" 11v11 r 1 699.242 32 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type' Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
1mercep1 fll4 ( .::J;j<i 
ER 46,042 
APER 102.731 
ER • APER 62:359 
Error 523.515 
Mean 
Square F 
1 fll4 ( ,::J;j<i LJl!.ll41 
1 46:042 1.407 
1 102.731 3.140 
1 62.359 1.906 
16 32.720 
374 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
q~_J(q 2.615 .1·13 
96.151 6390 .022 
23.861 1.586 .226 
.618 .041 .842 
15.047 
2146.368 25:191 .000 
1026.589 12.049 .000 
70.453 .827 .447 
90.258 1:059 .359 
85.204 
240.775 11:019 .000 
67.145 3.073 .060 
1.611 ,074 .929 
3.478 .159 .854 
21.851 
Si g. 
.uuu 
.253 
.095 
.186 
Appendix IS 
ANOVA output for:gesturing, pointing and referring as a function:of access to.own ERs (OER) and 
memory support (M EM) 
Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 
Measure--MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum_ol 
Source Squares df 
: IA<:>I' UH.H41 1 
IA::il\ 'M::i 1.980E-02 1 
fA::iK 'I::H 18.109 1 
I A<:>l' M:> 
'"' 
40.152 1 
t:rror( 1 A::iKJ 254.134 16 
I "" IIVII T 7541.723 2 
1 Av 11v11 r MS 293.909 2 
I Al.; IIVII T t:K 370.454 2 
1 "" 11v11 T M::i I::H 246.236 2 
Error(AC-IIVII r J 2930.090 32 
I A::il\ ' A<.; IIVII •Y 475.605 2 
IA::iK- AviiVII·T 'M:S 2.026 2 
TASK RviiVII.T 'ER 21.473 2 
I A:SK A<.; IIVII Y ' M::i 77.990 2 
l::r"'" "'~" f\v 10 V 11 T } 756.416 32 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
IDiercep• l:ll OI:U:IIH 
MS 4.312E-03 
ER 3.098E-02 
MS*ER 1.657 
Error 631.671 
Mean 
Square F 
1 l:I/OI:UHH .t.'+ r .-rl:l.t. 
1 4.312E-03 .000 
1 ,3.098E-02 .001 
1 1.657 .042 
16 39.479 
375 
Mean 
Square F Slg. ! 
l<!ti.b41 /.~/~ .uu, 
1.980E-02 .001 .972 
16.109 1.140 .301 
40.152 2.528 .131 
15.683 , 
3770.861 41:162 .000 
146.955 1.605 .217 
165.227 - 2.023 .149 
123:116 1:345 .275 
91.565 
237.602 10.034 .000 
1.013 .043 .958 
10.737 .453 .640 
36.995 1.645 .209 
23.700 
Si g. 
.uuu 
.992 
.978 
.840 
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ANOV A output for All activities as a function of Access to partner's ERS (PER) 
Tests of Withln..Subjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
'"'"' 
7H:9ol 
' 
I A:SI\ At"'t:K 4.969E-02 1 
1 1:11or( 1 A:SI\) 179.905 8 
I "" IIVII T 8877c523 4 
I "" IIVII T • At"'t:~ 195.157 4 
EIIOf\1\Ld 1v1' '1 2981.959 32 
IA:SI\ AL IIVII-T 888.843 4 
I A:SI\ AL IIVII T . At"'t:K 32.552 4 
t:IIOr( I A:SI\-AL I lVII Y) 881.571 32 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure:.MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
Intercept tltiOL.Htltl 
APER 39.185 
Error 478.591 
Mean 
Square F 
1 tlti0£.Htltl 147.14!1 
1 39,185 .655 
8 59:824 
Meari 
Square F Sig. 
fO.~Of J.ou .U9H 
4.9691:-02 .002 .964 
22.488 
2219.381 23.817 .000 
48.789 .524 .719 
93.186 
222.211 8.066 .000 
8.138 .295 .879 
27.549 
Si g. 
.ouu 
.442 
ANOV As for All activities as a function of Memory support- Conditions 3 and 5. 
Tests of Wlthln..Subjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
'"""' 
fO.OO~ I 
IA:SK "M:S 1.098E-02 1 
t:IIOr( I A:SI\1 112.162 8 
I "" IIV" T 6180.871 4 
ACTIVITY • M:S 1059.232 4 
t:IIOr(AL I lVII T I 1303.285 32 
I A:SI\ Mv "V" T 359.572 4 
lA:SK "'- "v"' MS 107.020 4 
t:IIOr(l ·~ 'IIVIIY) 606.618 32 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
Intercept tl£11.tl£t:i 
MS 236.344 
Error 269.236 
Mean 
Square F 
1 tl£11.:>Lt:i 1 tl4.tltl4 
1 236.344 7.023 
8 33.655 
376 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
10.00~ 0.41!4 .U47 
1.098E-02 .001 .978 
14:020 
1545.218 37.940 .000 
264:808 6.502 .001 
40.728 
89.893 4.742 .004 
26.755 1.411 .253 
18.957 
Si g. 
.uuu 
.029 
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ANOVA output for grounding categories as a function of Access to partner's ERS (PER) 
and access to ownERs (OER) 
Tests of Withln.Subjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares dl 
11-\;::,1\ 4<!~-~uo 1 
TASK" t::K 4.881 1 
I I-\;:, I\ - 1\t""t:K 3.618 1 
I R<>l\ . t:K 1\t""t:K 1.176 1 
t:rrOr( I R<>l\1 122.469 16 
14227.440 3 
"I::.K 72.064 3 
"At'I::.K 1010.340 3 
"I::.K At't:K 94.932 3 
t:rror,. 1104.476 48 
I ASK 507.950 3 
I ASK 
··-
't:K 28.780 3 
I ASK "APt::K 47.905 3 
I ASK 't:K 46.344 3 
!Orrerrl nv" 315.650 48 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
1mercep1 17129.224 
ER 12.171 
APER 27.869 
ER* APER 6.030 
Error 318.392 
Mean 
Square F 
1 17129.2;14 860.786 
1 12.171 .612 
1 27.869 1.400 
1 6.030 .303 
16 19.900 
317 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
4<!9.~uo ~0.10~ .uuu 
4.881 .638 .436 
3.618 .473 .502 
1.176 .154 .700 
7.654 
4742.480 206.106 .000 
24.021 1.044 .382 
336.780 14.636 .000 
31.644 1.375 .262 
23.010 
169.317 25.748 .000 
9.593 1.459 .238 
15.968 2.428 .077 
15.448 2.349 .084 
6.576 
Si g. 
.000 
.446 
.254 
.590 
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ANOV A output for grounding categories as a function of Access to own ERs (OER) and 
memory support (MEM) 
Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares dl 
I"'"' 43U.Ut>3 I 
IA:SK . t:K 2.087 1 
""'" " MS 3.604 1 
I At> I\ . t:K M<> 6.602 1 
t:rror{ 1 A:>KJ 82.569 16 
18996.858 3 
ER 65.603 3 
M<> 29.739 3 
t:K Mti 48.461 3 
Error,. -, 903.546 48 
IA<:>I\ 615.192 3 
I At> I\ t:K 28.824 3 
IA:SK Mti 6.537 3 
TASK ER 12.729 3 
t:mlfll ""'". 190.695 48 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
mtercept 1Hl::Jff.:l1 f 
ER 9.943 
MS 14.144 
ER • MS 4.495 
Error 244.016 
Mean 
Square F 
1 Hl::Jf f.:l1 f utn.titit 
1 9.943 .652 
1 14.144 .927 
1 4.495 .295 
16 15.251 
378 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
43U.Ut>3 HJ.JJ~ .uuu 
2.087 :404 .534 
3.604 c698 .416 
6.602 1.279 .275 
5.161 
6332c286 336.396 .000 
21.868 1.162 .334 
9.913 .527 .666 
16.154 .858 .469 
18.824 
205.064 51.617 .000 
9.608 2.418 .078 
2.179 .548 .652 
4.243 1.068 .371 
3.973 
Sig. 
.uuu 
.431 
,350 
.595 
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ANOVA output for grounding levels as a function of Access to partner's ERS·(PER) and access to 
own ERs (OER) 
Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum.of Mean 
Source Squares df Square F 
'""" 
~U>J.ILI 1 
IA:>K 'Ut:t-< 22.943 1 
IA::SK t'tK 9.956 1 
I Al>K • Ut: I-< PER .434 1 
trrOr(l A::SK) 178.021 16 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
1mercep1 1 <!l:ltlU.~tlO 
OER 17.515 
PER 403.185 
OER *PER 34.029 
Error 550.781 
.Mean 
Square F 
1 1 <!l:ltlU.~tlO ~~~.tlU/ 
1 17.515 .509 
1 403.185 11.712 
1 34.029 .989 
16 34.424 
~U>J.f U Lf:<Mf 
22,943 2:062 
9.956 .895 
.434 .039 
11.126 
Si g. 
.uuu 
.486 
.003 
.335 
Sig. 
.uuu 
.170 
.358 
.846 
ANOV A output for grounding categories as a function of Access to own ERs.(OER) and 
memory support (MEM) 
Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares df Square F 
IA<>K bUl.UH 1 
IA::iK • Ut:t-< 19.696 1 
IA::SK M::S 14.318 1 
IA:>K Ut:t-< MS 1.022 1 
t:rror(l A::iKJ 517.804 16 
Tests of Between-Subjects.Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
1mercep1 IU!:Iotl.~oo 
OER ,389 
MS 326.434 
OER *MS 88.265 
Error 851.205 
Mean 
Square F 
1 1 U!:lotl.~oo 4~1.1~~ 
1 .389 .007 
1 326.434 6.136 
1 88.265 1.659 
16 53.200 
~' 
bUl.llH 1 H.bUb 
19.696 .609 
14.318 .442 
1:022 .032 
32.363 
Sig. 
.uuu 
.933 
.025 
.216 
Sig. 
.UU1 
.447 
.515 
.861 
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ANOVA output for,performance difference scores between communicators and.receivers as a 
function,of Access to partner's ERS (PER) and access to own ERs (OER) 
Tests of,Withln~ubjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
IA:>K 1Jti.1tiU 1 
IA:SK 't:H 38.941 1 
I A:>K . Al"'t:K .114 1 
IA:SK 't:H At-'t:H 175.100 ' 1 
t:rror( 1 A:>K) 296.037 16 
Tests of, Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
1mercep1 111:10 nJ'I 
ER 3:688 
APER 2.320 
ER* APER 37.078 
Error 649,343 
Mean 
Square F 
1 1 n10:n.34 .!l:f.4l:IU 
1 3.688 .091 
1 2.320 .057 
1 37.078 .914 
16 40.584 
Mean 
Square F Si g. 
1 Jti.1tiU /.J!l~ .U1!l 
38.941 2.105 .166 
.114 .006 :938 
175:100 9.464 o007 
18.502 
Si g. 
.uuu 
.767 
.814 
.353 
A NOVA output for performance difference scores between communicators and receivers as a 
function of. communicators access to own ERs (OER) and memory support. 
Tests of Within~ubjects Effects 
Measure· MEASURE 1 
Type Ill 
Sum of 
Source Squares df 
IA<>K 1 /UU.4~1 1 
IA:SK 't:H 53.161 1 
IA:SK 'M:S 894.333 1 
I A:> I\ . t:K M::> 204.015 1 
Error(TA:SK) 967.566 16 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable· Average 
Type Ill 
Sum.of Mean 
Mean 
Square F 
1 /UU.4~1 .<~.uu 
53:161 .879 
894.333 14.789 
204.015 3.374 
60.473 
Source Squares df Square F Sig. 
1mercep1 11 ::J14.::JH4 1 11 ::>14.::>n4 lltl.41::J .uuu 
ER 1.165 1 1.165 .012 .915 
MS 5510.650 1 5510.650 55.714 .000 
ER* MS 27.545 1 27.545 .278 .605 
Error 1582.562 16 98.910 
380 
Sig. 
.uuu 
.362 
.001 
.085 
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APPENDIX 16 
PLANNED CONSTRAST OUTPUTS FOR CONCURRENT 
BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS 
STUDY2 
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Contrast tests for 'Communicators' access to ownERs' includes all speech and 
activity eo-occurrences. 
Contrast Tests 
Contra Value of Std. Error t df Sig. (2-
st Contrast tailed) 
GSTNEG2 2 -0.06 0.04 -1.47 24 0.155 
GSTPOS.1 1 o~o3 0.33 o:o8 24 0.939 
2 -0.10 0.33 -0,31 24 0.762 
GSTPOS2 1 -0:03 0.23 -0,11 24 0.910 
2 0!05 0.23 0:20 24 0.843 
GSTCHK1 1 -1.47 2.23 -0:66 24 0.51<7 
2 -0.18 2.23 -0:08 24 0.936 
GSTCHK2 1 -4.83 5.29 -0:91 24 0.370 
2 -1.24 5,29 -0.23 24 0.817 
GSTNGR1 1 -0.33 3.17 -0.11 24 0.91.7 
2 -0.11 3.17 -0.03 24 0.974 
GSTNGR2 1 0:60 2.79 0.21 24 0.832 
2 0:29 2.79 0.10 24 0.919 
PNTNEG1 1 -0.28 0.47 -0:60 24 Q.556 
2 0.48 0.47 1:02 24 0.31>7 
PNTNEG2 1 -0,04 0 .. 10 -0.39 24 0.700 
2 -0.10 0.10 -0.96 24 0.349 
PNTPOS1 1 0.08 0.56 0.15 24 0.882 
2 0.66 0.56 1.17 24 0.252 
PNTPOS2 1 -0.87 0.72 -1.21 24 0.239 
2 1.25 0:72 1.73 24 0:097 
PNTCHK1 1 5.01 6.01 0.83 24 0.412 
2 -5.08 6!01 -0.85 24 0.406 
PNTCHK2 1 -1.33 4.97 -0.27 24 0.792 
2 -5.25 4.97 -1.06 24 0.301 
PNTNGR1 1 7.16 4.91 1.46 24 0.158 
2 4~86 4.91 0.99 24 0:332 
PNTNGR2 1 5.02 3.50 1.43 24 0.165 
2 -1.08 3.50 -0.31 24 0.760 
REFNEG1 1 0.23 0.11 2.21 24 0:037 
REFNEG2 1 -0.06 0.04 -1.46 24 0.156 
2 0.06 0.04 1.46 24 0.156 
REFPOS1 1 0.36 0.28 1.29 24 0.210 
2 0.10 0.28 0.34 24 0.734 
REFPOS2 1 -0.13 0.11 -1.09 24 0:287 
2 0.19 0.11 1.61 24 0.120 
REFCHK1 1 1.29 0.68 1.89 24 0.070 
2 -0.28 0.68 -0.41 24 0:683 
REFCHK2 1 -0.51 0.45 -1.13 24 0.271 
2 0.27 0.45 0.60 24 0.551 
REFNGR1 1 0.24 0.74 0.32 24 0.749 
2 -0.16 0.74 -0.21 24 0.834 
REFNGR2 1 0.05 0.28 0.19 24 0.853 
2 -0.02 0.28 ~0.07 24 0.944 
SKTNEG1 1 0.08 0.23 0.35 24 0.726 
2 0.25 0.23 1.08 24 0.289 
SKTNEG2 1 0.07 0.03 2.80 24 0.010 
SKTPOS1 1 -0.53 0.56 -0.95 24 0.354 
2 1.24 0.56 2.19 24 0.038 
SKTPOS2 1 -1.27 0.31 -4.04 24 0.000 
2 1.48 0.31 4.70 24 0.000 
SKTCHK1 1 2.10 2.47 0.85 24 0.405 
2 4.24 2.47 1.71 24 0.100 
SKTCHK2 -2.91 2.07 -140 24 0.173 
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2 9.97 2.07 4.81 24 0.000 
SKTNGR1 1 2.77 1.91 1.45 24 0.159 
2 3.12 1.91 1.64 24 0.115 
Sl(l;NGR2 1 13.13 4.05 3.24 24 0.003 
2 7.50 4.05 1.85 24 0.077 
WRTCHK1 1 0.0,1 0.01 1.00 4 0.374 
WRTCHK2 1 0.19 0.12 1.56 4 0.194 
WRTNGR1 1 1.86 1.86 1.00 4 0.374 
WRTNGR2 1 0.53 0.44 1.21 4 0.292 
Contrast 1 = Conditions 1 & 3 -Effect of PER when AOER and NMS 
Contrast 2 =Conditions 3 & 5- Effect of MEM when AOER and NPER 
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Contrast tests for all conditions to includes all speech and activity eo-
occurrences except sketching and writing. 
Contrast Tests 
Contrast Value of Std. Error df Sig. (2-
Contrast tailed) 
GSTNEG1 1 -0.41 0,24 -1.67 24 0.108 
2 -0:11 024 -0.46 24 0.653 
4 0.30 0.24 1.22 24 0.236 
6 0.11 0.24 0.46 24 0.653 
GSTNEG2 1 -0.04 0:04 -0.91 24 0.370 
2 -0.02 0:04 -0.56 24 0.582 
4 0.01 0:04 0.35 24 0.726 
5 -0.06 0:04 -1.47 24 0.155 
6 0.02 0:04 0:56 24 0.582 
7 0.06 0:04 1.47 24 0.155 
GSTPOS1 1 -0.06 0:33 -0.18 24 0.858 
2 -0.95 0,33 -2.89 24 0.008 
3 0.03 0.33 0:08 24 0.939 
4 -0.87 0,33 -2.63 24 0.015 
5 -0.10 0.33 -0.31 24 0.762 
6 0.94 0:33 2.85 24 0.009 
7 0.09 0.33 0.27 24 0.792 
GSTPOS2 1 -0.30 0.23 -1.32 24 0.199 
2 0.02 0.23 0.10 24 0.920 
3 -0:03 0.23 -0.11 24 0.910 
4 0.30 0.23 1.31 24 0.203 
5 0.05 0.23 0.20 24 0.843 
6 -0.18 0.23 -0.81 24 0.424 
7 -0.21 0.23 -0.9.1 24 0.371 
GSTCHK1 1 -5:96 2.23 -2.67 24 0.013 
2 -8.15 2.23 -3.65 24 0,001 
3 -1.47 2.23 -0.66 24 0:51,7 
4 -3.66 2.23 -1.64 24 0.114 
5 -0.18 2.23 -0.08 24 0:936 
6 8.50 2.23 3:81 24 0:001 
7 0.53 2.23 0.24 24 0:814 
GSTCHK2 1 -9.20 5.29 -1.74 24 0.095 
2 -6:86 5.29 -1.30 24 0207 
3 -4:83 5.29 -0.91 24 0:370 
4 -2.49 5.29 -0.47 24 0:641 
5 -1.24 5.29 -0.23 24 0:817 
6 6.40 5.29 1.21 24 0.238 
7 0.77 5.29 0.15 24 0,885 
GSTNGR1 1 -4.46 3.17 -1.41 24 0.172 
2 -6.15 3.17 -1.94 24 0,064 
3 -0.33 3.17 -0.11 24 0.917 
4 -2.02 3.17 -0.64 24 0,530 
5 -0.11 3.17 -0:03 24 0:974 
6 5.96 3.17 1.88 24 0:072 
7 -0.08 3.17 -0:02 24 0:980 
GSTNGR2 1 -6.21 2.79 -2,22 24 0.036 
2 -4.87 2.79 -U5 24 0.094 
3 0.60 2.79 0.21 24 0.832 
4 1.93 2.79 0.69 24 0.495 
5 0.29 2.79 0.10 24 0.919 
6 3.83 2.79 1.37 24 0.183 
7 -1.33 2.79 -0.48 24 0.639 
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PNTNEG1 1 0.38 0.47 0.81 24 0.427 
2 0.70 0.47 1.49 24 0.149 
3 -0.28 0.47 -0.60 24 0.556 
4 0.04 0.47 0.08 24 0.934 
5 0.48 0.47 1.02 24 0.317 
6 -0.17 0.47 -0.36 24 0.720 
7 0.05 0.47 0.11 24 0.916 
PNTNEG2 1 -0.09 0.10 -0.94 24 0.354 
2 0.09 0.10 0.93 24 0.363 
3 -0.04 0.10 -0.39 24 0.700 
4 0.15 0.10 1.48 24 0.151 
5 -0.10 0.10 -0.96 24 0.349 
6 -0.11 0.10 -1.09 24 0.287 
7 0.08 0.10 0.79 24 0.435 
PNTPOS1 1 0.75 0.56 1.33 24 0.195 
2 0.37 0.56 0.66 24 0.516 
3 0.08 0.56 0.15 24 0.882 
4 -0.29 0.56 -0.52 24 0.606 
5 0.66 0.56 1.17 24 0.252 
6 ~0.62 0,56 -1.11 24 0.279 
7 ~0,91 0:56 -1.62 24 0.118 
PNTPOS2 1 -0.15 0.72 -0.20 24 0.841 
2 1.36 0.72 1.88 24 0.072 
3 -0.87 0.72 -1.21 24 0.239 
4 0,63 0.72 0:87 24 0.391 
5 1.25 0.72 1.73 24 0.097 
6 -0.28 0.72 -0.38 24 0.705 
7 -0.17 0.72 -0.23 24 0.817 
PNTCHK1 1 16.30 6m 2.71 24 0.012 
2 1.34 6.01 0.22 24 0.825 
3 5.01 6.01 0:83 24 0.412 
4 -9.95 6.01 -1.66 24 0.111 
5 -5.08 6,01 -0.85 24 0.406 
6 -6.22 6.01 -1.04 24 0.311 
7 0.20 6,01 0'03 24 0.973 
PNTCHK2 1 9.59 4.97 1.93 24 0.065 
2 -0.22 4.97 -0.04 24 0.965 
3 -1.33 4.97 -0.27 24 0.792 
4 -11.14 4:97 -2.24 24 0.034 
5 -5.25 4.97 -1.06 24 0,301 
6 -2.15 4.97 -0.43 24 0:668 
7 2.87 4.97 0.58 24 0:569 
PNTNGR1 1 18.48 4:91 3.76 24 0.001 
2 12.46 4.91 2.54 24 0:018 
3 7.16 4.91 1.46 24 0.158 
4 1.14 4.91 0.23 24 0:818 
5 4.86 4.91 0.99 24 0:332 
6 -7.60 4.91 -1.55 24 0.135 
7 0.00 4.91 0.00 24 1.000 
PNTNGR2 1 9.12 3.50 2.60 24 0:016 
2 1.15 3.50 0.33 24 0.746 
3 5.02 3.50 1.43 24 0.165 
4 -2.96 3.50 -0:84 24 0.407 
5 -U8 3.50 -0.31 24 0.760 
6 -2.08 3.50 -0:59 24 0.558 
7 0.15 3.50 0.04 24 0:967 
REFNEG1 1 0.22 0.11 2.05 24 0.052 
3 0.23 0.11 2.21 24 0.037 
4 0.02 0.11 0.16 24 0.871 
REFNEG2 1 -0,04 0.04 -0.93 24 0.364 
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2 0.06 0.04 1.46 24 0:156· 
3 -0!06 0.04 -1.46 24 0:156 
4 0.04 0.04 0.93 24 0,364 
5 0.06 0.04 1.46 24 0.156 
REFPOS1 1 0.22 0.28 0.79 24 0.437 
2 0.10 0.28 0.34 24 0,734 
3 0.36 0.28 1.29 24 0.210 
4 0.24 0.28 0.84 24 0.409 
5 0.10 0.28 0.34 24 0.734 
REFPOS2 1 0.00 0.11 -0:03 24 0:974 
2 0.19 0.11 1.61 24 0:120 
3 -0.13 0.11 -1.09 24 0:287 
4 0.06 0.11 0.56 24 0:583 
5 0.19 0.11 1.61 24 0.120 
REFCHK1 1 -1.45 0.68 -2.13 24 0!044 
2 0.31 0.68 0.45 24 0:654 
3 1.29 0.68 1.89 24 0:070 
4 3.04 0.68 4.48 24 0:000 
5 -0:28 0.68 -0.41 24 0:683 
6 -0.26 0.68 -0.38 24 0.705 
7 0.33 0.68 0.48 24 0:633 
REFCHK2 1 -0,70 0.45 -1.55 24 0.135 
2 0.58 0.45 1.29 24 0.208 
3 -0.51 0.45 -1.13 24 0.271 
4 0.77 0.45 1.71 24 0:099 
5 0.27 0.45 0.60 24 0,551 
7 0.31 0.45 0.69 24 0:498 
REFNGR1 1 -2.24 0.74 -3:04 24 0:006 
3 0.24 0.74 0.32 24 0.749 
4 2.48 0.74 3.37 24 0!003 
5 -0.16 0.74 -021 24 0.834 
6 -0:01 0.74 -0.01 24 0.994 
7 0.15 0.74 0.20 24 0.840 
REFNGR2 1 -0,27 0.28 -0:96 24 0.345 
2 0.16 0.28 0.56 24 0.579 
3 0.05 0.28 0.19 24 0,853 
4 0.48 0.28 1.71 24 0.100 
5 -0:02 0.28 -0:07 24 0944 
7 0.18 0.28 0.63 24 0.533 
Contrast I = Effect of OER when APER and NMS - Conditions I & 2 
Contrast 2 =Effect ofOER when NAPER and NMS- Conditions 3 & 4 
Contrast 3 =Effect of PER when AOER and NMS- Conditions I & 3 
Contrast 4 = Effect of PER when NOER and NMS- Conditions 2 & 4 
Contrast 5 =Effect MEM when AOER and NPER- Conditions 3 & 5 
Contrast 6 = Effect of MEM when NOER and NPER- Conditions 4 & 6 
Contrast 7 =Effect of OER when MS and NPER- Conditions 5 & 6 
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